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MAESTRO:
FORTHE SWEETEST SOUND

YOUR PROGRAMMERS
HAVE EVER HEARD.

Hel introduces a revolutionary
advance in interactive program development. With MaestroJM the first
distributed programming solution.
Combining all the advantages
of on-line programming with stateof-the-art distributed processing
technology, Itel's Maestro takes program development off-line and puts
it where it belongs-in the programming department. So your CPU has
more time to concentrate on production. And programmers have more
, time to concentrate on creative prob-

on-line implementation. To save you
time and money, with the most
advanced solution to program development and maintenance available.
For more information about dis, tributed programming with Maestro,
call Itel Corporation, Computer Products Division at 800-227-8425.
Within California: (415) 494-3338

lem solving. Because Maestro handles repetitive, time-consuming
programming chores.
Itel's Maestro also provides programmers with advanced techniques,
such as permanent audit trails, that
are unavailable from existing interactive systems.
Maestro supports softwa:re development in all current computer languages and functions independently
from your CPU and operating system.
So Maestro delivers the best of
both - off-line development and

J:TEL
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80 Megabytes-Plus!
Complete in 7 Inches
Seven 3300 Series models, from 13 to 80 megabytes, fit
in just 7 inches of rack space, complete with power supply
and the finest air filtration system in the industry.
The 3300 combines moving head storage with over two
megabytes of fixed head to satisfy the full range of business, communications and distributed processing
applications-with one form factor and one set of systems
programs.
Series 3300 disc drives are making hundreds of different
mini- and medium-scale computer systems more reliable,
with Winchester heads and discs and Okidata's unique,
low mass rotary positioner.
The 3300 Series-OEM prices that create new minisystem
market opportunities, a range of capacities to satisfy them
and Okidata reliability-backed by a worldwide sales and
service organization.

OI(l DATA

Okidata Corporation
111 Gaither Drive
Mount Laurel, New Jersey 08054
Telephone: 609-235-2600
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A message from John R. Bennett
President of Applied Data Research
Princeton, New Jersey

"ADR is now into DB/DC"
After a long and careful study, ADR has concluded that
the critical future needs of computer users can most
effectively be answered by online data base and data
communications systems; by systems that are fully
compatible under all of IBM's DOS, OS and VS
.operating systems; and by systems that can be
extended to distributive processing and new IBM
hardware.
Accordingly, ADR has made the largest single commit·
ment to any product line in our history. We bought the
INSYTE DATACOM line of products because it has all
of these qualities plus those which we have traditionally
offered in our products-productivity benefits, econ·
omic leverage, ease of use, efficiency, dependability and
broad user applications.

Effective September 29, 1978, all of DATACOM's
products, facilities and more than 60 professional staff
members became part of ADR.
ADR will develop and enhance this new product line
and provide technical support to its customers, just as
we have serviced the 5000 customers who have
purchased over 9000 of our system software products
d4ring the past 15 years.
Sincerely,

John R. Bennett, President
Applied Data Research, Inc.

The Products:

The Characteristics:

DATACOM Data Base Management & Communications
Control System (DATACOM DBIDC). For an integrated,
efficient balance of these functions.

Most Comprehensive. DB/DC designed and implemented
to work together. Operational on IBM hardware from the
360 to the 303x and under DOS, OS, and VS operating
systems.

DATACOM/DB. An efficient user-oriented DBMS which is
,characterized by full facilities, a fast processing
capability and ease of implementation.
DATACOMIDC. A reentrant, multi-tasking, multi-threaded
TP monitor that is effiCient, flexible, and easy to use.
DATADICTIONARY. A central reference source for
controlling and understanding your data base changes
and data usage.
DATAQUERY. An English-language query facility for
accessing your data base.
DATAREPORTER. A natural-language report writer for
generating reports from DATACOM/DB data bases or
standard files.
DATAENTRY. An easy, logical and inexpensive first step
toward online data entry.

~ APPLIED DATA RESEARCH ®
The On-Line Data Base Software Builders'·
3707 Rawlins Street, Dallas, Texas 75219
Telephone: 800-527-7572

Most Efficient. Designed for online transactions or
queries. Multi-user, reentrant code is useful for random
or sequential processing, online or in batch, by programmers and non-programmers.

Send information on:
o DATACOM/DB
DATACOMIDC
DATADICTIONARY

Easiest to use. Lets programmers think through
problems in today's terms. Makes it easy to develop
new applications. Responsive to end·user requirements.

Name/Tille

Most innovative. Fully usable in tomorrow's technology,
DATACOM software uses an inverted-file relational data
organization which can be extended to distributed
data bases.
'
Professional Assistance. Support for DATACOM users in
designing, developing and implementing systems under
DATACOM and in converting existing systems to the
DATACOM environment.
CIRCLE 20 ON READER CARD
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DATAQUERY
DATAREPORTER
DATAENTRY

Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Telephone
Computer Configuration
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Now There's Help: We Guarantee Results Within 24 H~urs!
Over 100 installations use OMEGAMON (a realtime software display system) to continuously
monitor MVS and provide automatic warnings of critical situations. We've helped Systems
Programmers diagnose problems 100% faster and improve overall performance dramatically!,
We've helped Operations personnel prevent IPL's and pinpoint reasons for system degradation!

COMPUTERWORLD
THE NEWSWEEKLY FOR THE COMPUTER COMMUNITY

Weekly Newspa~r

Second·cLass postage paid at Boston, Mass., and additional mailing offic..

Vol. Xll, No. 42

©1978 by CW Communications!lnc.

October lb. 1978

S\.OO. copy; $25/y•• r
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Users Report FIrst Day Experiences

OMEGAMON Producing Dramatic Results
MARINA DEL REY, CA. - "Saved
"solved response time
IPL's" slowdown" "found hardware
problems" are a small sample of ac·
counts given by MVS users of OME·
GAMON within 24 hours of installa·
tion.
OMEGAMON functions on its own
requiring little or no training as reo
ported by a site in TORONTO which
stated that the day OMEGAMON was
put in there wasn't enough time to
give the third shift operators any in·
struction on its use.

Automatic Exception
Analysis Saves IPL
In the early hours of the morning the
OMEGAMON Exception Analysis
started flashing on a CRT set up be·
side the master console. Using the
'English like~ messages the opera·
tors were able to save an IPL!
An installation spokesman said "Tra·
ditionally, it has been difficult to have
operators determine the exact cause
of a problem and take steps to cor·
rect the situation. With OMEGAMON
the operators are automatically
warned of an impending difficulty
and can usually make the necessary
adjustments before any users are
impacted."

OMEGAMON Exception Analysis
display showed why. OMEGAMON
was warning that the IMS address
space was locked out from the can·
trol unit assigned to the IMS log tape
used for transaction recording to reo
build the data base In case of a cata·
strophic error. OMEGAMON dis·
played another job with.a tape In a
runaway situation on the same can·
trol unit which prohibited IMS from
accessing the log tape. The· user
. quickly corrected the condition and
IMS started running again.

First Display
Shows Answer

~f~:s~f;i~~:~~: :~::~~:~~ea~~~:~
Coast manufacturer. Just as OME·

From the East Coast of the U.S.
comes another first day experience
this time involving IMS. Within the
first 30 minutes after OMEGAMON
was installed, IMS response time seriously degraded. A quick look at the

Converting
to MV§?
Call now·to find out how to use
OMEGAMON for free during
your MVS conversion!

4676 Admiralty Way, Suite 401
Marina del Rey, Ca. 90291
(213) 821-2902

A number of Installations have reo
ported receiving warning messages
on MSS (Mass Storage System) devices that have located hardware
problems requiring vendor support.
Another story comes from the
Midwest where a user was Installing
OMEGAMON at a branch location .
(Installing OMEGAMON takes only
20 minutes - there are no hooks, no
SVC's, or authorized requirements).

Finds

OMEGAMONls available from Can·
die Corporation, 4676 Admiralty

Response Problem

~~~i~~~i6~:~,\~:~~~~:IS~~; ~~~:

The user spokesman said "While reo

2902.

That's Why In Order to Produce Immediate Results we specifically
engineered OMEGAMON:
- to be installed in 20 minutes without any hooks!
- with an EXCEPTION ANALYSIS that automatically warns
of hardware and software problems even if the master console
is locked out!
So if you're still having those MVS performance problems call us now and
find out about our trial which guarantees results in the first 24 hours!
Mail to:

A-22

CANDLE CORPORATION
4676 Admiralt~ Wa~. Suite 401
Marina Del Re~. Calif. 90291

Send me information regarding a trial of OMEGAMON

Name
Title
Company
Address
City
Telephone (
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eles

viewing the standard OMEGAMON
displays, I spotted what seemed to
be a problem with CICS. I called op·
eratlons but they said everything
looked fine - there was no response
problem. Egged on by the flashing
OMEGAMON display I called a CICS
user and asked If there were any
problems with CICS response. He
said, 'Sure, we were just about to call
to ask what was wrong!' I called operations back and told 1tlem about
the problem. A simple change and
response was back to normal."

Act Now:
We know - that you're short of people
that you're very busy
- that you have other software tools
- that you may not have money in your budget

o

, Candle 'Corporation

GAMON started It flashed warnings
of a dropped ready disk drive and
noted several jobs that were waiting
•
on it.

State
)
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Zip

Please send me more informal'
Name
IOn:
Tille
Company
Address
Cily
Zip
CPUT~'pe

Telephone (

)

Operaling

s~'slem

For Fast,
Accurate
Data, Entry.

* ABC 0+

LOOKING
BACK

12 34*

MOBIDIC system which it called "the first
all-transistorized mobile digital computer." Designed for military applications,
MOBIDIC "will function in extreme climates and under battlefield operating
conditions," Sylvania said.

Bar code gives you virtually error
free input, confirmed by an audible
read signal.
Unskilled factory workers achieve
data entry rates of several hundred
characters per second with vi rtually
no training.

December 1968

Typical Applications

Production Control
I nventory Control
Wholesale Distribution
Hospital Records Systems
Libraries
I ntermec bar code pri nters and
readers are microprocessor based
for system flexibility and
compatibi lity.
•
•
•
•

Multiple Bar Codes
User Selectable Protocol
Readers with Dual I/O Connectors
Special ized Pri nter Keyboa'rd
Logic for Maximum
Data Preparation Efficiency

• RS232C

• ASCII

I ntermec manufactures a complete
line of bar code pri nters and readers
which have become standards of
the industry.

For more information contact:
I nterface Mechanisms, Inc.,
p. 0. Box" N;' Lynnwood, WA
98036, Phone (206) 743-7036,

~~WrnOOMEg
Expertin Bar Code

rnREADERSrnPRINTERSrn
III WANDS III
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"An important feature of the G-15 is
plug-in use of accessory equipment,"
Bendix proclaimed of its general
purpose computer,

November /December 1958
The big event in the dp world in December
1958 was the Eastern Joint Computer
Conference which promised "something
for everybody interested in the automatic
handling of information." Featuring a
whopping number of technical sessions-seven, to be exact-the Philadelphia conference included 50 exhibitors
displaying their wares on the 18th floor of
the stately old Bellevue~Stratford Hotel.
(The hotel has since been demolished after gaining notoriety as the scene of the
original outbreak of the Legionnaires Disease in July 1976.)
The Bendix Computer Div. of Los
Angeles showed up at the EJCC touting its
G-15 "medium size" general purpose
computer. The biggest"system advantage,
the company claimed, was its "high
speed" photoelectric tape reader which
read 5, 6 or 7 channel tape at the breathtaking pace of 400 characters per second.
To add a little variety to the show,
Sylvania Electric Pruducts Inc. of New
York displayed a cutsey model of its

By the end of 1968, the 4 1/2-year-old PL/I
programming language seemed to be
coming of age. Several articles weighed
some of the pros and cons of IBM'S "universal" programming language for the
360 line of fighting machines.
Year-end 1968 was also a time for
reporting some interesting computer applications. One was in the skies, as NASA
used a huge fleet of number-crunchers to
track and report on the progress of the
Apollo 7 mission. During such space missions, 270K bits of information per second
were captured at worldwide tracking stations. Relaying this vital data on to the
Houston Manned Spacecraft Center was
NASA'S communications network, which
turned out to be a showcase for Univac
processing power. The NASCOM setup included 6 Univac 494 communications
processors and 48 Univac 1230 and 33
Univac 1218 computers.
In a more down-to-earth application, computers faultlessly churned out
voting results from the November Presidential election. While the official computerized tabulation and vote reporting
went off without a hitch, it was in the unofficial tally of the National Election Service that things went haywire. Set up by
the tv networks and wire services, the
computerized NES operation was plagued
with some bizarre mishaps. One such
memorable mishap occurred when NES'
360/40s "began to issue some strange and
surprising news ... that comedian Dick
Gregory had piled up 9 million votes in
Pennsylvania."
:§:

With SYSTEM 2000~ .
you get. more than just a DBMS.
You also get
• Multiple DB/DC languages with
integrated ,data dictionary
• Greater productivity in applications development
• Lower software
costs

maintenance

• Proven reliability & availability
for complex applications
.," Greatly

of your

These are just a few of the special
benefits of SYSTEM 200,O-the
most advanced data base management system on the market.,

•

=_allrI
SYSTEMS
CORPORATION

Corporate Addres.: 12675 Research Blvd., Austin, Texas 76759 • U,S. Sales Offices:
Austin. Charlotte. Chicago. Denver. Huntsville. Los Angeles· New York· Portland
• SI. Louis. San Francisco' Washington, D.C .• International Sales: MRI Systems
(Canada) Ltd.: Toronto. Ottawa. Digital Scientilic Europe Limited (DSEL) • The Hague
• London. Paris' SYNTAX: Milan. BRA: Stockholm' CJK Co. Ltd.: Tokyo'
Entel;1bermatica: Madrid. Remote Computing Services: Boeing Computer Services,
Inc. (BCS) • Call Data Systems, Inc .• Canada Systems Group' Cie Internationale de
Services en Informatique (CISI) • Computel Systems, Ltd. • Computer Network
Corporation (COMNET) • Computer Sciences Corporation (Infonet) • CYBERNET
Services (CDC) • Datacrown, Ltd .• Franlab • General Electric Company Information
Services' Industrial Life-Technical Services, Inc. (1ST) • Information Systems Design,
Inc. (ISO) • Litton Computer Services. Lowndes-Ajax Computer Service, Ltd .• Martin
Marietta Data Systems" McDonnell Douglas Automation Company' Multiple Access
Computer Group. Proprietary Computer Services, Inc .• Service in Information and
Analysis (SIA) • Systems Dimensions, Ltd. (SOL) • Telesystems· (Paris Telephone) •
Tymshare • United Computing Systems, Inc. (UCS).

SYSTEM 2000 offers something
else really unique-MRI Systems
Corporation. A company which has
been developing data, base management systems for almost ten
years. A company' staffed with 200
highly skilled people. A company
which believes in customer services,
and stands behind its products.
Visit MRI in Au'stin, Texas. You'll
see that with SYSTEM 2000, you get
more than just agreatDBM~~y6u
get an entire company.

Does something
keep nibbling
away at your
DOS resources?

As part of our new series of non-commercial, public-service
messages, we bring you the following:

TRAVELERS' ADVISORY
DOSjVS users planning extended journeys through
uncharted sorting territories are advised to exercise extreme
caution. Vampire sort programs have been reported preying
on unsuspecting programmers and managers.
While these Vampires may at first appear hospitable, once
the main gate has clanged shut behind the hapless traveler,
a transformation soon takes place in the host.

(Maybe it's one of those dread
Transylvanian sort programs!)

Call (201) 568-9700.
Don't become
a Child of
the Night.

Victims report that they have been attacked, almost
immediately, in their computer resources. A sharp stinging
sensation in the heck is followed by weakness ... loss of
desire ... and, ultimately, by an inability to perform even the
simplest data-processing function.

Only one effective safeguard exists. Sorters are urged
to carry a copy of SyncSort DOS with them at all times.
If attacked, ihrust SyncSort as close to the Vampire's face
as possible and repeat loudly: "I challenge you to
a benchmark!"
At this the Vampire can be expected to fall back in consternation, shielding his eyes from the light. Moments later he will
flee screaming into the night.
The reason for this bizarre behavior, Vampirologists explain,
is that no Vampire sort program can endure the thought of
being in the same castle with benchmark results that
look like this:

SyncSort DOS vs. IBM's SM1-5746.
100.0

100.0
74.7

71.9

OVERSEAS REPRESENTATIVES-

100.0

53.3

Brussels: CAP/GEMINI Belgium
Dusseldorf: CAP/GEMINI GmbH
Geneva: CAP/GEMINI Switzerland
Hague: CAP-GEMINI/PANDATA
Johannesburg: Computing Benefits Ltd.
London: GEMINI Ltd.
Melbourne: Shell Co. of Australia Ltd.
Milan: SYNTAX
Paris: CAP/SOGETI PRODUCTS
Stockholm: BRA
Tel Aviv: ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY, Ltd.
Vienna: CAP/GEMINI GmbH

ELAPSED TIME

TRUE CPU TIME

510s

SyncSort DOS vs. IBM's SM2-5746.
100.0

100.0
78.8

100.0
77.0
53.4

t:

~

z

~
ELAPSED TIME

WHITLOW
COMPUTER SYSTEMS Inc.
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TRUE CPU TIME

560 Sylvan Ave., Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632
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ing, scientific, instrument control, or data
communications.
For rnore information, write to us at
Sperry Univac Mini··Computer Operations,
2722 Michelson Drive, Irvine, California
92713. Or call (714) 833-2400.
In Europe, write Headquarters, MiniComputer Operations, London NW10 8LS,
England
Wo'd liko to hoor from you. Evon if your
system application i~)n't as arresting 3S the
one in Portland.
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SPERRY UNIVAC IS A DIVISION OF
SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
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Chances are, the data cartridge in your system is ours. Even though .
it may not say so. That's because most of the world's top manufacturers of
systems like yours specify our 3M Data Cartridges.
Why? Because we build more quality performance features into our
cartridges than anyone else. Features that computer builders know will bring
out the best in their equipment. Like a metal base plate that helps maintain
constant tape speed and tension because it's unaffected by changing
environmental conditions.
Which means accurate playback of data even when it's recorded
on one machine and played back on another.
You see, systems manufacturers know a good cartridge when they
see it. And we think you will too. Even if our name's not on it.
Check with your systems manufacturer when you need additional
supplies. Or simply call 800-328-1300 for more information. (In Minnesota, call
collect: 612-736-962S.) Or write: Data Products, 223-SE, 3M Company,
St. Paul, MN SSlO1.

aNI
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YOUR CONTEMPORARY
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
SHOULD BE TAILORED TO YOUR
BUSINESS JUST AS YOUR
COMPUTER SYSTEM IS

AND FOR THE SAME REASONS

Your company's computer systems undoubtedly
were professionally designed to meet your
specific needs and to accommodate the
operational factors that make your organization
unlike any other company. Accordingly, those
computer systems focus sharply on your·
individual company characteristics and
objectives.
For exactly the same reason, the most productive
and successful micropublishing systems are
those designed by experienced professional and
knowledgeable micropublishing consultants
together with company management teams. The
do-it-yourself micropublishing approach on the
other hand can cost a fortune - and still be a
failure! We've seen it happen many times.

lti1

Micropublishing can be cost-effective and even
profit producing. But only when its designed to
meet your needs. We've proven it to many
companies ~ we'd like to do the same for you.
Call our Customer Service people at (800) .
321-9881, in Ohio (216) 264-6666. One of our
Systems Consultants will
then call you and explain
our program for helping
you develop an effective
Micropu.blishing
Communication System
tailored to your needs on
a nationwide or worldwide basis.

BELL E. HOWELL

The details of micropublishing are
outlined in "Communicate by
Microfiche", a brochure we'll be glad
to send you, particularly if your sales,
service or dealer organization consists
of 300 or more outlets. If your operation
is smaller we would be wasting your
time, and that's exactly what our
systems are designed not to do.

miCRO PHOTO DIVISion
OLD MANSFIELD ROAD WOOSTER,OH 44691
(800) 321-9881
(216) 264-6666·

THE PROFESSIONALS IN MICROPUBLISHING
16 DATAMATION
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NEW LIFE FOR
THE SERIES/I?

IBM's General Systems Div. is preparing to offer the
company's popular 370 mainframe operating system, DOS/VS, on
its somewhat ill-fated Series/l minicomputer. The company,
which of course won't comment, is believed to have subcontracted applications software development to European
companies to produce a microcode-enhanced extended version
of DOS/VS. The result: a system with the power of a 370/148
at a minicomputer price. Or, for users who already own a
Series/I, it means a 148 upgrade for next to nothing.
Another implication, as the Atlanta Tigers at GSD face off
against the white shirts at Data Processing Div., is that the
eagerly awaited E Series was designed to soak up the DOS/VS
community and carry users up range, eventually to MVS. Now
users don't have to, because DOS/VS is considered viable for
at least another five years. It'll also help to sell
Series/l minis. An observer who calls the Series/I a
"market disaster," says that up to 30% of IBN's initial flood
of orders have been lost because users don't know what to
do with them.

EXXON 'AS A
COMMON CARRIER?

A knowledgeable Washington source asserts that Exxon
Information Systems, the oil giant's consortium of computerrelated companies, is moving increasingly into the common
carrier electronic message service. Exxon, which the source
claims plans to lease a "staggering number" of AT&T circuits
this month will serve initially as a private line facilities
broker targeting on medium size companies. The Exxon
subsidiary that will operate the new service is to be called
Exxon Telecommunications, the Washington source maintains.

WHAT'S IN
A RACQUET?

If Addressograph-Multigraph goes through with a proposed
acquisition of Microdata (p. 77), it may have to deal with
Richard Pick. Pick, architect of Microdata's Reality small
business system and a one-time consultant to Microdata, is
the object of two Microdata lawsuits and now has countersued
on his own behalf charging Microdata with, among other
things, antitrust violations, malicious prosecution,
interference with economic advantage and theft of trade
secrets. Pick's 77 page countercom~laint even accuses
Microdata president Donald Fuller with brandishing a tennis
racquet. "In or about April of 1976," states the complaint,
" ••• a Microdata dealer requested permission from Hicrodata
to have Pick manufacture for the dealer a disk interface.
Microdata vehemently denied permission. In fact, crossdefendant Fuller became so incensed about the proposal that
he raised his tennis racquet as if to strike the dealer and
verbally abused the dealer for making the proposal."

RIFKIN'S "PLACE
IN HISTORY"

Many who knew Stanley Mark Rifkin were neither surprised nor
shocked when they learned of the 32-year-old Sepulveda,
Calif. computer consultant's arrest Nov. 6 on charges he
stole $10.2 million from Security Pacific National Bank by

LOOK AHEAD
using three key codes and the Fed Wire to transfer bank
money to an account of his own. Rifkin had been a computer
sciences student and a member of the faculty at California
State University at Northridge near Los Angeles and worked
for Planning Research Corp.'s International Reservations,
Payment Systems Inc., and Infotech, a Pasadena-based data
processing training firm. Former associates feel, if he did
it, it was fl to show off ••• to gain a place in history~ .. to
show it could be done." Some even feel getting caught was
part of the scheme and that Rifkin somehow will come out
ahead. But one, former associate recalls he "would get going
on a project, amass information, then not be able to meet
the deadline. He couldn't finish the job." He sees this as
analogous to the bank situation. Rifkin learned about wires
and wire funds transfers at PSI. While there, he gave
lectures on computer security. His role at Security, which
gained him access to the key codes, was as a security
consultant.
At writing, Rifkin was in Los Angeles County jail under
$200,000 bond. Said one former associate, lithe only time
Stan will serve is what he's serving now."
Rifkin is alleged to have used a portion of the stolen
money to purchase $8.lmillion in Soviet diamonds in
Switzerland. The diamonds have a retail value of $13
million. He was no stranger to Switzerland having spent
time there as a performance measurement consultant to CERN
(Conunittee on Energy Research, Nuclear). One associate said
he continued to maintain a Swiss bank account when this
assignment was completed. Some feel he hoped to clear
$3 million, the difference between the wholesale and retail
value of ·the diamonds.
People in glass houses shouldn't throw stones. That's what
everybody in Washington is saying these days about the Feds'
watchdog agency, the General Accounting Office, that's
having more than its share of adp woes. The GAO's internal
dpsupport systems, reports one agency insider, Hare an
utter mess,"· with files spread "allover Washington." The
GAO has a payroll operation running at the Justice Dept. GAO
in an effort to straighten out this dp dilemma is expected
to centralize some of these computer chores and pay more
attention to federal dp standards which it 's shunned in the
past.
Holders of United California Bank credit cards had their
credit limits substantially increased in September, or so
they thought based on that month's statements. But the bank
soon corrected these impressions, blaming it all on its
computer. "Our computer did. it again folks," said a follow
up notice, "fouled up" •.. Despite Honeywell's legal threats
and pleadings, it looks as if the proposed federal I/O
channel interface standard will be okayed by the National
Bureau of Standards. Conunerce Secretary Juanita Kreps, who
is rumored to be in favor of the standard, is expected to
get the NBS go ahead reconunendation by the middle of this
month.

((Thanks to MARK IV,
our users
have beaten
the computer room
waiting line!"

®

"As the methods of storing and manipulating data become more varied and
complex, the need for easy user access
to this data has increased. Even though
our 370/168 attached processor with MVS
operating system gives us substantial
computing power, and we have over 100
programmers and analysts, the company's
demands on these resources are tremendous. User requests create an everextending queue because we simply could
never do all they wanted us to do.
"With MARK IV, our users cali get
the information themselves, often in quite
sophisticated ways. Thanks to MARK IV,
they've learned how to avoid the programming waiting line. And from the feedback
I'm getting, they're very pleased with this
new environment!
"MARK IV has also had an impact in
our Computer Systems area. We have developed some complete systems, using
the many powerful capabilities of the
language, such as transaction processing
and file coordination. Even though the
programmers were relatively inexperienced with MARK IV, they indicated the
development times were considerably
shorter with MARK IV than with PL/1.
"Most programmers show resistance
to a new tool like MARK IV, but once they
have used it, they come back to tell me
how much they like it. It's the thrill of
getting results!"
GET THE FACTS ON MARK IV. MARK
IV is the most versatile and widely used
software product in the world for application implementation, data management
and information processing. Six powerful
models (prices start at $12,000) are in
daily use on IBM 360/370, Univac 70/90,
Siemens 4004, Amdahl 470, and Itel Advanced System computers at over 1,300
installations in 44 countries. Programs in
MARK IV require only about one-tenth the
statement of Cobol, and users report 60
to 90% cost and time reductions on most
MARK IV applications.
OFFICES
Atlanta (404) 955-2518
Boston (617) 742-4206
Chicago (312) 298-9300
Dallas (214) 750-0800
Los Angeles (213) 822-3552
New York (212) 481-6800
Washington (703) 821-5900
INTERNATIONAL
267 route de Meyrin, CH 1217 Meyrin 2,
Geneva,Switzerland 41 0228251 51

Founded in 1892, Great-West employs 4,000 people, carries $43 billion in insurance
annuities and has $3.3 billion in assets. It is Canada's largest life insurance
company in terms of insurance income and the 14th largest life insurance company
in North America in terms of total insurance in force .

informatics inc
®

!•

Software

Produ~ts

HEADQUARTERS
21050 Vanowen Street
Canoga Park, California 91304
Telephone (213) 887-9121

Member SIA

6;

Software Industry Association

I

World's Leading Independent Supplier of Software Products • A Growth Company - Oonsistently Seeking Growth·Oriented People
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The Bantam.
The cocky new $599*CRT
.
that just changed
the pecking oider.
Hazeltine

Hazeltine

Adds
Regent

1400

1500

100

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Display set deep in
hood to reduce glare

Yes

No

No

No

No

Full 24 x 80 display

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Full upper and lower
case

Yes

Option

No

Yes

Yes

Non-glare screen

Option

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Tab stops/tab key

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Backspace key

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Repeat key

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Shiftlock key

Yes

No

No

No

No

Separate print key

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Convenient switching
Local/ on-I i ne

Local- remote key

Yes

No

Option

Option

Yes

International
Character sets

French/German/
Swedish/Danish/
British/Spanish

Option

Option

No

Option

Option

High speed numeric

Integrated numeric pad

Yes

Option

No

Yes

Yes

Convenient system
interfacing'

RS-232/CCITT-V24

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Option

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Simplified program
debugging

Transparent mode
and displayable
control characters

Yes

No

No

No

No

Faster maintenance

Self-test

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

User Need

Easy to read display

High operator
throughput, low
operator fatigue

P-E
BANTAM

LSI
ADM-3A

7 x 10 matrix for
highly legible
characters

Yes

Black on white or
white on black
display

Feature

Cu rrent loop

Minimum desk space

Small size

15Wx
19Dx
14H

Printer port

Printer port

Option

Cost effectiveness

*In quantities of 100.
tQty. 1, End User Price $966.

Qty. 100 OEM price

$599t

15.5Wx
20.2Dx
13.5H

15.5Wx
20.5Dx
13.5H

15.5Wx
20.5Dx
13.5H

21Wx
23Dx
14.5H

Yes

No

Yes

Option

$740

Less
than
$550 in
quantity
1000

$860

$895

microprocessor
technology increases
reliability, reduces
component count,
lowers operating
temperature ..• improves
MTBF! Just Right!"

"looks twice its
price! Its clear,
crisp display is
Just Right!

for all
applications.
Whafs more,
Hazeltine's
woridwide

"100%

perform~nce test
of everylC
7. day burn-in
of every sealed,
assembled ~,n,it!
Just Right'
» •

•

Hazeltine

~
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Hazeltine Corporation
Computer Terminal Equipment, Greenlawn, New York, U.S.A. 11740
(516) 549·8800 Telex 96-1435
New York 212/586-1970; Chicago 312/986-1414; San Francisco 415/342-6070; Atlanta 404/952-8444; Arlington 703/979-5500;
Orlando 305/628-0132; Houston 713/783-1760; Dallas 214/596-2414; Los Angeles 213/553~1811; Columbus 614/451-0472;
St. Pp.uI6121698-0801; Detroit 313/296-9510; St. Louis 618/656-7919
England 01-948-3111 Telex (851) 928572; Germany 0611-590748 Telex (841) 46924
Also available through a network of leading distributors in the U.S.A. and worldwide.

Our Two Bits

Bit Pad™ is the low-cost digitizer for small computer systems. Better than a
joystick or keyboard for entering graphic information, it converts any
point on a page, any distance into its digital equivalents. It's also a menu for
data entry. You assign a value or an instruction to any location on the pad.
At the touch of a stylus, it's entered into you,r system.
Who can use it? Anyone from the educator and the engineer to the hobbyist
and the computer games enthusiast. The data structure is byte oriented for
easy compatibility with small computers, so you can add a power supply,
stand alone display, cross-hair cursor and many other options.
Bit Pad by Summagraphics. The leading manufacturer of data tablet digitizers.
Bit Pad. The only words you need to say when considering digitizers.
$1,000 creativity prize. Just write an article on an original Bit Pad application
and submit it to any national small-computer periodical. If the editors publish
it-and the decision is solely theirs-Summagraphics will pay you $1,000 .

®~®
corporatIOn
•

35 Brentwood Ave., Box 781, Fairfield, CT 06430
PhoAe(203) 384-1344. TELEX 96-4348

Dealer Inquiries Invited
CIRCLE 63 ON READER CARD
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JANUARY
MIMI 79, Jan. 16-18, Anaheim, Calif.
The seventh international symposium for mini and microcomputers aims to cover "all aspects" including technology, hardware, software, architecture, design procedures, systems, modular computers, distributed processing, peripherals, education,
marketing, and applications. Contact: MIMI 79 Secretary, P.O.
Box 2481, Anaheim, CA 92804 (714)774-6144.

OCR Users Association Meeting, Jan. 21-24,
Denver.
For information about the winter conference of the optical character recognition users association, contact the OCR Users Assn., .
10 Banta Place, Hackensack, NJ 07601 (201)343-4935.

Communications Networks Conference &
Exposition, Jan. 30-Feb. 1, Washington, D.C.
Debate among users, key government policymakers, consultants, and equipment and carrier vendors is planned for the conference. User-based experience is promised for the application
sessions, which are to cover network planning and operation,
electronic message systems, and the office of the future. Panel
discussions are planned on issues to do with revision plans for the
Communications Act of 1934, on tariffing of new services, and
on problems associated with specialized carriers. Speakers will
include Richard E. Wiley (former chairman ofthe FCC); Profes- .
sor Anthony Oettinger of Harvard Univ.; Dr. Carl Hammer,
senior scientist at Univac, and Charles Lecht, president of Advanced Computer Techniques. Contact: Lee Mulder, The Conference Company, 60 Austin St., Newton, MA 02160 (617)9644550.

FEBRUARY
IWP Spring Symposium, Feb. 13-15, Los Angeles.
The annual spring meeting of the International Word Processing
Assn. will include panels, sessions, and workshops on subjects
such as administrative support, photocomposition, word processing management, electronic mail, word processing education,
work measurement/chargeback systems, dp/wp integration,
micrographics, equipment trends, and "How to Communicate
with Your Personnel Department." An exhibit of word processing and peripheral equipment is also to be featured. Fee: $150
($125 for IWP members). Contact: IWP Conference Services,
2360 Maryland Rd., Willow Grove, PA 19090 (215)657-3220 or
657-4141.

Midwest Digital Equipment Exhibit & Seminar, Feb.
20-21, Minneapolis.
Over 1,300 users and manufacturers are expected to attend.
24 DATAMATION

There is no charge for either the exhibits or seminars. Contact:
Clarence K. Peterson, sales manager, Deerland Distributors,
Inc., Hennepin Square Bldg., Minneapolis, MN 55413 (612)3316433.

Intelcom 79, Feb. 26-March 2, Dallas.
The annual international telecommunications exposition is to
bring together manufacturers, users, educators, consultants, and
governmental officials from "every continent." Among the
speakers will be Dr. Mahmoud Riad, secretary general, Arab
Telecommunications Union; John A. Johnson, chairman and'
chief executive officer of COMSAT General Corp; and Dr. Koji
Kobayashi, chairman of the board and chief executive officer of
Nippon Electric Co. Papers to be presented will cover data communications, fiber optics, the needs of developing nations, satellite communications, and telephone networks, among other topics. Contact: INTELCOM 79, Registrar, Horizon House
International, 610 Washington St., Dedham, MA 02026
(800)225-9977 (in Mass. call 326-8220). In Europe contact Gail
Deegan, Horizon House/Microsol, London 01-222-0466.

International Computer Expo, Feb. 28-March 2,
Tokyo.
There will be no charge for exhibition attendance. The seminar
program will include discussion of voice recognition systems; use
of computer techniques in the management of large, complex
projects; digital data communication; and peripheral devices for
low cost computing systems. Contact Golden Gate Enterprises,
Inc., 1307 S. Mary Ave., Suite 210, Sunnyvale, CA 94087 (408)
737-1100.

ADCIS Winter Meeting, Feb. 26-March 2, San
Diego.
The acronym ADCIS translates into the Association for the Development of Computer-based Instructional Systems. Contact
George Lahey, Navy Personnel Research and Development
Center, San Diego, CA 95152.

MARCH
GAUGE Spring Meeting, March 13-16, Las Vegas.
The theme of the General Automation User's Group Exchange
is to be "Management-Security, Communications, and Software Taxation." Contact Martha Gibbs, GAUGE Administrator,
Box 8130, Anaheim, CA 92802.

ICES Users Group Conference, March 20-23,
Dallas.
ICES stands for "Integrated Civil Engineering Systems, subsets of
which are STRUDL, COGO, ROADS, and PROJECT. This will be the
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Our Production Control System
makes scheduling systems seem ... well ...
old-fashioned.
The UCC-7 Automated Production Control
System. All of a sudden, scheduling systems are
obsolete. Call us toll-free at 1(800) 527-3250
(in Texas, call 214-688-7312), for more inforBecause only UCC-7 goes on to help you
mation on any of our software products,
manage the data center's entire thruput. From
including:
Input Control ... to Data Entry, Production
A Tape Mgmt System that protects data from
Scheduling, Set-up, Processing and Output ...
or destruction (UCC-l).Circle90
loss
all the way through Report Distribution.
A DOS Under OS System that lets you exeUCC-7 eliminates many production control
cute DOS programs under OS without program
problems. It automates workflow, allows
conversion (UCC-2). Circle91
unheard of scheduling flexibility and alerts the
A Disk Mgmt System that could save you the
proper operation point of any impending delays cost of new disk drives (UCC-3). Circle 92
and their causes.
A PDS Space Mgmt System that eliminates
PDS compression (UCC-6). Circle93 .
UCC-7 solves some big operational probA Data Dictionary/Mgr that really gets IMS
lems. It drastically reduces reruns and the need
under control (UCC-I0). Circle 94
for manual intervention. It improves control of
A Job Recovery Mgmt System that
output distribution. With UCC-7, you can make
makes restarts and reruns simple. (UCC-15).
a significant improvement in CPU utilization.
Circle 95
A GL/Financial Control System that AcNow, for the first time, you can centralize
control for all work areas - Data Preparation,
counting has been dreaming of (UCC-FCS).
Scheduling, Operations and Distribution. Plus,
Circle 96
you have one common source of information
IMS System Aids which can help you manage
for all user requests. UCC-7 can tell you where
your installations more effectively (UCCSystem
the job is, when it will be produced and, if it's
Aids). Circle97
A broad line of software for the Banking and
being held up, where and why it's being held
up. So you can do something about it.
Thrift Industries. Circle 98
The UCC-7 Automated Production Control
System does everything you do to manage
production work. And that's just for openers.

We're helping the computer
to do more of the work.

ucc
P. O. Box 47911-Dallas, Texas 75247
Canada: 797 Don Mills Road-Don Mills, Ontario M3C 1V2· Europe: 1258 London Road-London, U.K. SW16 4EG
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21 st semiannual conference. Contact: T.W. Cook, president,
American Section, ICES Users Group, Inc., 1111 W. Mockingbird Lane, Suite 832, Dallas, TX 75247 (214)630-4701.

TBE
BAWK
LETS YOU

APRIL
Computers and Peripheral Equipment Exhibition,
April 2-6, Melbourne, Australia.
Presented by the U.S. Department of Commerce. Contact: Robert M. McLaughlin, Australasia Marketing Unit, Office of International Marketing, Room 2217, U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
Industry and Trade Administration, Washington, DC 20230.

SEE DATA.

ASM Annual Conference, April 25-28, St. Louis.
Contact Richard B. McCaffrey, Association for Systems Management, 24587 Bagley Rd., Cleveland, OH 44138 (216)2436900.

Captures and stores information.
Makes solving data communications
problems easy.

NICE III, April 29-May 2, Washington, D.C.
The theme of the National Information Conference and Exposition is "Managing Your Information Crisis: A Multidisciplinary
Approach." The program is aimed at the information manager,
featuring a preconference seminar (Sunday, April 29) "Becoming an Information Manager: A Primer." Workshops will be
available on a variety of management topics, two of which are to
be "What End Users Want and How to Deliver It" and "Information Services Charge Back: Funny Money or Reality?" Four
two-hour sessions aimed at users will concern acquisition and
evaluation of information resources, record-keeping requirements for regulation, product liability and litigation support,
and increased regulation and organizational change. Four seminars offered in an "information provider" series will be "Dollar
Dislocations in Changes Arising from Online Use," "State-ofthe-Art of Home Information Systems/Services," "Provider /User Issues: Prices, Restrictions, etc." and "The International Scene." Fee: $100. Daily registration and government academic rates are available. Contact: Information Industry Assn.,
4720 Montgomery Lane, Suite 904, Bethesda, MD 20014.

The Hawk 4000. It's IDS's advanced
microprocessor based Data Trap that lets you
diagnose data communications problems
quickly. The Hawk can monitor, transmit and
receive data between a modem and terminal
on a big c!" 512 character screen. Sequences
up to 127 characters long including "don't
cares" can be programmed to trap and store
4096 characters for analysis, with or without Idle
Deletion. Polling is tested at the push of a button.
The Hawk is easy to use. The operator issues
commands via a simple keyboard. All controls
are stored in memory and displayed on the
screen which means the Hawk will never
become extinct. The system operates with
BISYNC, SDLC, HOLC, and all ADCCP standard
protocols and handles full-duplex
asynchronous and synchronous data rates
from 75 to 19,200 bps. Transmit and receive
data can be displayed interleaved by
character, by row, or on a split screen.
ASCII, EBCDIC, Hexadecimal, Octal,
BAUDOT, EBCD, IBM Selectric, FIELD, and
TRANSCODE formats are standard. LEOs and
test jacks monitor and access all signals in the
EIA interface and a printer output is standard.
The Hawk 4000. It can help you solve data
communications problems. Call for demonstration.

MAY
AEDS Convention, May 15-18, Detroit.
This is the 17th annual meeting of the Association for Educational Data Systems. The theme is "Renaissance Man-the Key
Component." Topics of interest are computer applications, comp~ter related curriculum, application development methodologIes, and futures. Presentations are invited, particularly on the
potential effective use of computer technology in solving "human problems." Exhibits, user group meetings and vendor sessions are also planned. Contact Arthur W. Daniels, Jr., convention coordinator, AEDS '79, 31202 Dorchester, Madison Heights,
MI 48071 (313)585-7530.

ACM-SIGMOD International Conference on Data
Management, May 30-June 1, Boston.
i

110']1 INTERNATIONAL
DATA
SCIENCES, INC.

ArNANCED TECHNIQUES IN DATA COMMUNICATIONS

7 Wellington Rd., Lincoln, R.I. 02865
Tel: (401) 333-6200 • TWX: (710) 384-1911
Export: EMEC, Box 1285, Hallandale, Florida 33009
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Papers to be presented are hoped to provide a balance between
pragmatic and theoretical data base issues. Some topics of discussion will be data base interfaces-language, semantics, data
models, view support; new environments-data base machines
distributed systems and data bases, very large data bases' DBM~
implementation-data base integrity, protection, conc~rrency
control, restart/recovery; and DBA and user tools--conversion
restructuring, design, performance evaluation/tuning. Contact;
James B. Rothnie, Computer Corp. of America, 575 Technology
Square, Cambridge, MA 02139 (617)491-3670.

We 'took along, hard "look "at'howyou use asnnple
CRT terminaL We applied 10 years of experience producing
sophisticated, ',high-performance computer, products, .so' the
newest member ofHP's terminal family is engineered from
just one point of view: yours.
If you used a CRT all day, you'd demand the brightest,
sharpest display made. So we didn't take any shortcuts on the
2621's display. It's the same display with enhanced 9X15
character cell you see, on every HP CRT terminal, even our
top-of-the-line models~
Interactive sessions go faster if you can look back at
what you've already' done. So we designed two full pages (48
80-character lines) of continuously scrolling memory into
'
the 2621.
Recognize the 2621's keyboard? It's a lot like the familiar ,typewriter almost everyone's 'used to. Which makes the
2621 easier to le'am, faster to use. And to accelerate keying in
numbers, we put the numeric keypad right in the middle of
the keyboard.
Then we increased the capability of the 2621's simple
keyboard with eight special keys. In regular use, they control
the cursor, rolling and scrolling. But they're also labelled on the
screen with preprogrammed functions which, with a touch of
the shift key, control self-testing, terminal configuration, display functions and editing.
Editing? On a simple CRT? Sure, because' editing
gets more work done faster. The 2621's comprehensive editing
includes character and line insert and delete, clear line and
clear display. What's more, the 2621 keeps your input separate
from your CPU's so you can edit data before sending it to your
CPU. And all without rewriting a line of your system's software.
And the 2621 is Belll03A compatible and communicates with your CPU at 110 to 9600 baud through an RS232C
interface. Which makes interfacing a snap.
That's the 2621A.
But wf!ve gone a step further. How many times have
you wanted just to hit a key and get hard copy of your CRT
display without making a big project out of it? Now you can
with the 2621P. Its bui1t~in 120 cps thermal p~ter zips out a

----------------------------------,
o
o

o

I'd like to know more about HP's new 2621A and 2621P with
built-in hard copy.
I'd like to see HP's new 2621A and 2621P with built-in
hard copy.
I'd like to know more about HP's complete family of terminals.

I
I
I
I
I

Address
Phone
Mail to Hewlett-Packard, Attn: Ed Hayes,
Marketing Manager, Data Terminals Division, Dept. 439,
19400 Homestead Road, Cupertino CA 95014.

'fry this on your favorite CRT: With the 2621p, you just hit
a key and walk away in seconds with hard copy of your CRT
display. The built-in thermal printer prints upper and lower case
at up to 120 cps.

The 2621's bright, high-resolution CRT displays the full
128-character ASCII character set, including upper and lower
case, control codes, and character-by-character underline, in 24
80-character lines.
Eight screen-labeled preprogrammed function keys magnify the power of the 2621's keyboard. Pre programmed functions include editing, terminal configuration, printer control
and self-test.
'
To, make numeric data entry faster and easier, we put
the 2621's numeric keypad right in the middle of the keyboard,
instead of at one side.
The 2621's familiar 68-key keyboard is almost as easy to
use as a typewriter.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Name
Title
Company

page of hard copy in seconds. With a single keystroke.
And here's more good news: the 2621A costs only
$1450; the 2621P with built-in hard copy costs only $2550.
Surprised by all these features in a simple" inexpensive, character-mode CRT? We don't think simple has to mean
unsophisticated. To prove it, we're turning HP's advanced
technology and 40 years of manufacturing experience into
products you need.
Like the 2621: the simple CRT you'd expect from
Hewlett-Packard.

HEWLETT~PACKARD

I

i
I

* u S. List Price

I

I
I

I

I

I
I
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CALENDAR

While you're reading
this magazine,
100,000 influentials'
outside the u.s. are
devouring this one:

~;!I!!~~~~~I
'~

JUNE
NCC, June 4-7, New York.
The exhibit portion promises to be the largest ever assembled,
with approximately 1,500 booths presently reserved. A separate
Personal Computing Festival is phinned, to feature both exhibits
and program sessions; also, awards are to be given for the best
papers on the application of microcomputer technology. The
conference is being included in the U.S. Department of Commerce Foreign Buyer Program; an International Visitors Center
will be available. Contact: NCC '79, c/o AFIPS, Inc., 210 Summit
Ave., Montvale, NJ 07645.

Software Supermarket, June 4-7, New York.

From Australia and
Europe, to Africa and
Latin America to
Asia and the Middle
East, you'll find avid
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
In terna tional readers
in 136 nations all

The show will be next to the NCC's Personal Computing Fair.
Space is limited to 38 companies. Contact: Lee Mulder, Software Exhibitors, Ltd., P.O. Box 1032, Oak Brook, IL 60521
(312)529-3518.
,

Teleinformatics, June 11-13, Paris.
Sponsored by UNESCO, the Commission of the European Communities, and the International Conference for Computer Communication. Teleinformatics' theme is "Applications." Contact
AFCET, 156 BId. Pereire, 75017 Paris, France.

around the world.
You'll also discover
they're highly educated, interested and influential:
Chairmen, presidents and directors of their
companies; engineers and scientists; government
ministers. The kind of people who make the fu ture
happen for EDP companies.
In fact, a recent study reveals that morethan,
50% of U.S. data processing business today lies
overseas. Now you can reach influentials there
for a remarkably reasonable cost in SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN International.

Syntopican VII, June 26-28, Chicago.
Sponsored by the International Word Processing Assn. Contact
IWP, Maryland Rd., Willow Grove, PA 19090 (215) 657-3220.

CALLS

I----------------~-I

I
I
I
I
1

Mr. Richard Delano
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN International
415 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10017

Dear Rick:
0K, I'm interested. ..

o Please send me full media information on
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN International.

o I wanttomarket in these regions

Tell me more about your influentials there.

o Mail me a list of EDP articles you've recently

published, which I can then order free of charge.

Name
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _-,....._ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company __________________
Address _ _ _-.-,;._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-...:.._
City_ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ _ Zip _ _ __

I
I
.I
II
I
I
II
I
I
I

I
I

I
I

D12 /78

SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN

\\t- n>a('h thf' pf'opIf' ,,·ho makf' thf' rutUn> happf'f\.

I
II

L ____________ ~ _____ ~
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The ACM Special Interest Group for Automata and Computability Theory is seeking papers for their Symposium on Theory of
Computing, which will be held April 30-May 2, 1979. Some
topics ofinterestare: analysis of algorithms, automata and formal languages, computational complexity, formal semantics and
proof theory, mathematical aspects of programming languages,
mathematics of computation, theoretical studies of computer
systems, and theory of data bases and data structures. Eight
copies of an abstract are due by Dec. 1, 1978 to the Program
Chairman, Professor Michael J. Fischer, Dept. of Computer
Science, FR-35, Univ. of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.
The Society for Information Display seeks papers for their symposium in Chicago, to be held May 8-10, 1979. Areas of interest
include flat panel displays, crt displays, projection displays, computer graphics, intelligent terminals, video disk/tape, nonvisual
displays, interactive displays, and human factors/perception.
Deadline for receipt of abstracts is Dec. 11, 1978. Contact:
Lewis Winner, 301 Almeria Ave., P.O. Box 343788, Coral Gables, FL 33134 (305)446-8193.
Papers are being accepted for a conference on trends and application 1979: Advances in System Technology to be held at the
National Bureau of Standards in Gaithersburg, Md., May 17,
1979. Special interest is in new developments in computer architecture, .distributed processing, micros in consumer products,
office system technology, networking technology, embedded
micros and security from a system's viewpoint. Abstracts are due
by Dec. 15, 1978, to Patrick V. McGregor, Network Analysis
Corp., 410 Pine St., Vienna, VA 22180.
The Independent Computer Consultants Assn. will hold ICCA 79
under the theme "Increasing Professionalism," April 5 and 6.
Outlines are being accepted for proposed sessions. ICCA, P.O.
Box 27412, St. Louis, MO 63141. Deadline is January 5.

*

We provide data bale and on-line JOf~wQre deJiC)ned
. 'peciFiCQlly For ~he need, of ~he '80~
The new TOTAl and ENVIRON/1 Series '80' data basel
data communication systems are more than the most
advanced DB/DC Technology available today. Theyare
also the beginning of the future in information system
software for the '80's.
Conceived and developed after a decade ofexperi~
ence in over 2,000 customer DB/DCenvironments,
TOTAl and ENVIRON/1 Series '80', plus a variety of
related software products ... such as the new T-ASK
, query facility ... are directed toward the information
system challenges of the '80's. They will form the nucleus
and launch pad for the many end~user oriented soft-

ware tools emanating from Cincom's substantial
research' and development commitment.
If you consider this type of product development commitment ... coupled with d worldwide service support '
organization in' 42 cities, in 11 different countries, on
every continent ... except Antarctica ... to be important
to your DB/DC success, shouldn't you consider Cincom?
U.S.A. 2300 Montana Avenue Cincinnati, Ohio 45211
(513) 662-2300
International 17-17 Rue Montoyer 1040 Brussels, Belgium
(02) 511~65:'48

I
The TOTAL Info(mO~iOn J)U~emJ People.
CIRCLE 76 ON READER CARD

We're looking ahead to the data communications
systems of the future. It's part of our determination to stay ahead in computer communications. To deliver systems today that stay with
you as your computer communications grow.
We see more use of computer networks for
the future. Networks linking far flung terminals with central or regional computer
sites. Providing improved access to vital
data. Making more efficient use of your
computer facilities. These networks will
require a new generation of communications processors. More intelligent
and powerful front-end processors.
More powerful and efficient remote
communications concentrators.
Front-end processors that will have
greater throughput, will operate
at faster speeds, and will relieve

host computers of more communications tasks. Able to
access multiple CPU's while handling thousands
of terminals. Remote concentrators more powerful
to handle maximum transmissions speeds. Able
to operate with conventional lines and satellite
channels. Speeding the flow of data while saving
line costs.
When it comes to computer communications,
keep your eye on CCl. We're already
working on the technologies of the future.
We're looking ahead in computer communications to keep you ahead.

C
.[Q

computer

Communications,
Inc.

2610 Columbia Street, Torrance,
CA 90503. (213) 320-9101.
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LETTERS
WHO'S ORIGINAL
I enjoyed the article by Louis B.
Marienthal in the October issue,"SelIing
Small Business Systems" (p. 86). However, I believe he misused the term "oem."
(I also was sdmewhat puzzled by the appearance of this abbreviation in lower
cas~; and I regretted that you overlooked
the desirability of spelling it out the first
time it was used. I know what it means; do
all of DATAMATION's readers also know?)
Marienthal described four ways in
which computer systems can be sold, one
of which was selling through "oem's." He
then wrote, "An oem is a business that
buys computer equipment from one or
more manufacturers, adds software, and
sells functioning computer systems to end
users." There, I regret to say, he was mistaken ..
Suppose the Ajax Computer Co.
(a name I made up just now) sells some or
all of its production through such businesses. In many cases the business will put
its own name on the product; but whether
it does or not, the end user regards the
middleman as his supplier. He mayor
may not know, or care, whether the middleman built the hardware; but if -he
bothers to think about it or to investigate,.
he will discover that the equipment was
originally manufactured by Ajax. Thus
Ajax is the original equipment manufacturer, or oem. The middleman is not.
Ajax can sell its production
through any of the four categories described by Marienthal. These methods of
selling differ from one another in various
ways, as Marienthal correctly points out;
in particular, his mislabeled category often involves the shipment of products by
Ajax in large lots rather than in small
consignments of one or two. These shipments, in turn, may reflect on the organization and operation of the production
line. Because of this, the class of middleman businesses to which such shipments
are directed is sometimes generically called "the oem market." That bends the definition somewhat, but because it is succinct, it is not a bad way to describe these
businesses collectively. However, the oem
market is the market for which Ajax is the
oem,selling through the individual businesses that compose the market. This does
not make the individual business an oem.
WALLACE B. RILEY
San Francisco, California

The definition of "original equipment
manufacturer" is inextricably tied to the
distinction between a "component"
and a "finished product," so the language problem gets even messier.
(Firestone may be the oem for the
"500" line of tires; GM is still the oem for
the car using them.) We agree, however, that no one benefits when definitions are stretched too far. -ed.

MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS
I found Bohdan Szuprowicz's article "Soviet Squeeze on Strategic Materials"
(October, p. 147) to be interesting, but
incomplete. What Mr. Szuprowicz neglected to mention is that three of the five
Southern African nations which he pinpointed as containing minerals vital to
U.S. industry are in desperate need of
what Mr. Szuprowicz disparagingly calls
"liberation." South African gold, for example, is cheaper than Mexican or Austrian gold because of the virtual slave-labor conditions in South African society. It
would be reasonable to conclude from the
article that the five nations mentioned
must be defended at all costs, but to do so
would be a tragic mistake.
If we are genuinely interested in
maintaining access to South African minerals, we must promote a stable and equitable social and political climate in that
region. We have it in our power to do this
by enforcing, in concert with other nations, an economic and oil boycott of the
"Republic" of South Africa, an action
which we have repeatedly vetoed in the
United Nations. Without the support of
white Western nations, the racist regime
in Pretoria would vanish like the anachronism that it is.The black majority government that replaces the racists will compete, like all Third World nations, for the
favor of both East and West. I am confident that the technological, social, and
cultural advantages of the free world can
stand and triumph in such competition.
By denying aid and comfort to those who
are fighting for Southern African liberation, we are pushing them into the arms of
the Marxists, a direction many of them
say they do not want to go.
What we have done in South Africa, as in Chile and Vietnam and so many
other places, is to give communism a moral advantage. By supporting wealthy,
privileged dictators in underdeveloped regions of the world, we betray the noble

ideals of our own revolution and destroy
our credibility. We can capture the moral
offensive by championing the implementation of the United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights in all countries. Working with other nations that
share our ideals, we can enforce our will
without violence through the use of economic pressure.
I agree with Mr. Szuprowicz that
the situation in Southern Africa is volatile
and dangerous, hut I contend that the real
enemy is in Pretoria, not Moscow.
LEE ELBINGER
Programmer
Yale New Haven Hospital
New Haven, Connecticut

IBM POSITION-UPHELD
Your October 1978 Editor's Readout
headlined "The Jury System on Trial"
appears to encourage a totally erroneous
inference-based upon many rulings
favorable to IBM-that judges improperly
take juries out of the process in complex
litigation.
Your editorial ignores a very signi ficant point. While the jury system is an
important element of the judicial process,
it does not stand alone in upholding the
rights of plaintiffs and defendants. Summary judgment, directed verdict, judgment notwithstanding the verdict, and the
right to appeal, all are long-standing and
vital parts of the judicial structure. They
assure the parties-whether company or
individual-that any verdict rendered
will be reasoned and in accordance with
the applicable law.
In every antitrust case against IBM
that has gone into court-including those
you have .mentioned and others you have
not-IBM has been upheld either in the
district or appellate court. One might reasonably infer from such unanimity of independent judicial opinion that IBM has
not acted illegally.
As you know, antitrust litigation is
complex, time-consuming and very expensive for all parties, including the taxpayer-supported courts. Many of the issues in the cases against IBM have been
tried over and over again. There should be
a limit to the number of times a' company
must defend itself against the same
charges.
VICTOR J. GOLDBERG
IBM Director, Communications
Armonk, New York
DECEMBER 197839

25-inch Graphics.
The tool the innovators
asked for. From the
one company with the
tools to build it.
'WdeSigned
the 4016-1 for
professionals at the
frontiers of graphics.
For years, they've relied on
Tektronix graphics for
unmatched resolution and
information capacity. Now that
they're ready to explore bigger
and better ideas, we're ready
with a 25-inch display.
The 4016-1 can be
optionally configured as
a local digitizing station
in conjunction with
Tektronix graphic tablets
and local storage
devices. The user
can digitize graphics
data into a buffered
tablet file with local
editing capabilities.
Plot courtesy of
McDonnell-Douglas
Automation Company.
(Land system).

Interact With more
graphics than ever before.
Now customers in network
modeling, mapping, IC design
and other disciplines can design
and previe~ complete plots of
virtually unlimited complexity.
They can choose from four sizes
of alphanumerics and display
as many as 15,000 characters
at once, using a 179-character
per line format.
Performance features are
based on input from graphics
innovators. New to the 4016-1 is
an easily viewable 25" graphics
workspace, detachable keyboard
and display, plus optional
expanded intelligence for local.
control of tablets, plotters, storage
devices and other peripherals.

the 4016-1 is thoroughly
compatible with the rest of our
4010 graphics family, allowing
an easy upgrade to 25-inch
graphics. Add local graphics
transformations and circle
generation. Local symbol
design. Hard copy capability.
Select from a full complement
of intelligent peripherals like
tape and disc storage, B- and
C-size plotters.
From 25-inch graphics
on down, we'll show you
performance, software, and
service at the top of its class.
For more information, call our
toll-free automatic answering
service at 1-800-547-1512
(Oregon residents call 644-9051
collect). Or contact your local
Tektronix office.
Tektronix, Inc.
Information Display Group
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, OR 97077
(503) 682-3411
Tektronix International, Inc.
European Marketing Centre,
Post box 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Tel. 020-471146

COMMITTED TO EXCEUENCE

High performance graphics
is all part of the family.
You'll find, too, that in software
and communications support,
CIRCLE 61 ON READER CARD
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LETTERS

NEW LIGHT ON

PROFESSIONALISM
The chart accompanying Earl C. Abbe's
letter (October, p. 39) is interesting, but
indicates we have a long way to go toward
professionalism. Perhaps one of the problems is the field of programming and systems analysis itself, often thought of in a
limited manner and largely technicianoriented. The importance of these occupations in the fast developing computer
field today must be recognized in a new
light.
Certain levels within systems analysis, especially, require a very significant
body of knowledge, a college degree, and
a social organization. Some feel it beneficial to join organizati~ns that have code of
ethics, certification programs, and continuing education requirements. Others upgrade themselves as "systems consultants."
However, none of these efforts will
allow the general fields of programming
and systems analysis to be actually recognized as professions until each of the
listed deficiencies in the chart are eliminated.
ROBERT C. VERKLER

Faculty
School of Business and Economics
California State University
Los Angeles, California

NEAR PERFECTION

R. Edward Mitchell, Jr. makes a good
case for assembly-language programming. Unfortunately, he seems to be igI find your placement and handling of R.
noring the cost and impact of program
Edward Mitchell's article "Third Genermaintenance and modification. Accordation Myopia" (September, p. 239) highing to studies by Barry Boehm and others,
ly questionable. The article, which is esthe greatest costs in the project (over
sentially opinion, more properly belongs
50%) are involved with changing the
in the Forum section, not in the section
code, and over half the entire system cost
dedicated to feature stories based on docis in maintenance and modification. Any
umented case histories or researched, stareduction in hardware costs achi~ved by
tistical surveys .. ,
. more efficient programs is going to have
The claims that properly coded as- . less of an overall impact than a similar
sembly language is fully translatable, that
reduction in the cost of maintenance. It
ALC programmers can outperform
has been shown that assembler language
equivalent compiler language programprograms are harder to develop, more difmers, and that some ALC programs can be
ficult to test and prove correct, and invariup for service in 60% of the time and efably harder to understand and thus hardfort of that required for compiler level imer to modify, than equivalent high-level
plementation, leave far too much unsaid
language programs. .
to be treated as fact. Nowhere is there any
It is well known that change deindication of the justification or backgrades software. Even the best-intenground for these claims.
.
tioned maintenance programmer runs a
While the major point of the artIrisk of damaging a program every time a
cle, selecting a programming language
modification is made. This risk is considwhich fits the application, is well taken, erably lessened if the program is easily
any call for a return to assembly language
understood. Change is a fact of life in buscoding needs to be much more fully docuiness dp. Hardware today is so cheap as to
mented and justified; especially in light of be effectively free. A fast, small program
the availability of optimizing compilers
is totally meaningless if it is wrong, unfor high level languages and the extreme testable, or unmodifiable. Our responsidifficulty in training good ALC programbility is to build useful, robust software;
mers for machines with upwards of 150 efficiency is a secondary concern.
distinct instructions, dozens of general
For these reasons, we should use
and special purpose registers, and many
the high-level languages and avoid aSsemvariations of addressing schemes.
bler code.

ASSEMBLER PROGRAMMER
SCARCITY

As a former customer engineer and instalDAVID A. FEINBERG
lation supervisor (eight years with Univac
Seattle, Washington
and seven years with Control Data), I was
amused by George Champine quoting Dr.
We're glad to hear our credibility is so
Robert Worsing on computer reliability
good, but must differ with your asses~
("What Makes a System Reliable," Sepment of what constitutes an appropntember, p. 194). All of us old computer
ate feature. We are interested in
jocks have done our very best to keep the
presenting not only facts but well-conmachines running, but to compare a comsidered opinions stemming from an auputer to an airplane is like comparing orthor's experience.-ed.
anges to apples.
At the time of his original speech,
Mr. Mitchell replies: Mr. FeinDr. Worsing never mentioned that airberg is correct in poil)ting out the difficraft are subject to teardown and comculty in finding or training good assemplete overhaul every "x" number of hours.
bler programmers. Most dp managers
In spite of this very carefully planned PM
program, planes frequently cannot take acknowledge that a higher level of skill
and aptitude is needed to deal with
off because of component failure-ask
computer programming as opposed to
any seasoned air traveler.
language programming. Unfortunately,
A computer is many times more
mere availability of talent suggests we
complicated. than an aircraft, and perapportion most of our applications to
forms in a varied processing environment.
the high-level languages.
Design parameters cannot consider all the
variances of computer runs that can cause
computer malfunction.
.
We in the computer industry would ~------------------~
like to see our equipment run as perfectly
as possible, but to demand perfection is a
cop-out when management cannot meet
CORRECTION
its goals because of unreasonable or abWe must apologize for having switched
surd forecasts. Near perfection, probably.
the photos of Mssrs. Geller and
Perfection? .
Barbuto, authors of "Tools for TopRAYMOND J. STEPHON
Down Testing" (October, p. 182).
Air Products and Chemicals, Inc.
Allentown, Pennsylvania

.
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LOIS A. ROSE

Senior Staff Consultant
Yourdon inc ..
New York, New York

Mr. Mitchell replies: This is an especially disappointing letter, considering the
source. I have learned from my programming experience and from reading studies by others in the field that
program organization and structure
are much more significant than programming language so far as maintainability is concerned. It is surprising to
me that a Yourdon consultant would
disagree with that.
Moreover, it has never been
successfully proven to me that "as~
sembler language programs are harder to develop, more difficult to test ... "
and so forth. In fact, just the opposite
may be true in many cases, depending
on the experience and competence of
the programmer.
None of the reasons listed in Ms.
Rose's letter appear to be particularly
significant for selecting the programming language; perhaps if she qualified
her reasons by adding that she had no
assembler programmers on her staff,
we could see where her reasoning
might apply.
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Liquids, the most adaptable of all matter, shape themselves exactly
to fit their containers.
In much the saine way, a Datapoint ARC™system adapts
itself to fit the needs of a business.

r

this day when competitive edges
are frequently slight and often difficult to come by, you have to
out-think your competition to gain an
advantage. The Attached Resource
Computer system can help by putting
powerful data processing capability at
the hands of those who need it most,
wherever they are in the company.

Not just another network
An Attached Resource Computer system is an arbitrary number of small,
powerful, inexpensive computers,
each performing its assigned tasks
independently, yet all are totally
interconnected to share common
resources and draw from a common
database. For high reliability, the system is composed of proven Datapoint
processors and peripherals.
One of the ARC system's
strengths is its specialization of components. One or more processor in
each system is dedicated to file processing and management. The others
are applications processors. Internal
communications are achieved by an
Interprocessor' Bus, using dedicated
Resource Interface Modules (RIMs).
This capability frees a computer
from juggling all three· functions.
Consequently, processing can be carried out at much higher throughput.
Even though the processors are functionally dispersed, the system is a
single, unified computing facility, with
the processing speed and capability of
a large, conventional computer.

a division headquarters, or a remote
office. Or all three can simultaneously
employ their own ARC or other Datapoint systems and interconnect them
through telecommunications links.

workload. Important capital is not tied
up in costly overcapacity, yet the work
is not delayed by a bogged-down,
overworked computer.

Protects software investment

A nationwide support network

The ARC system can use- your present
Datapoint system software. When.
additions are made to the system,
current software is not affected. All the
Datapoint resources suitable for participation in an ARC system are completely compatible.
While direct hardware cost comparisons are difficult because of differences in architecture, our studies
indicate that the cost of an ARC system may be only 500/0 to 70% of the
cost of a more conventional system
with equivalent capabilities.

There are more than 500 Datapoint
Customer Service Representatives in;
the field, stationed in over 130 local
service area offices. The system is
designed to place customer service
and support as near as possible to
Datapoint's 11,000 installations.

Write for more information
A Datapoint Attached Resource Computer system is the ideal solution to
your business data processing needs.
Datapoint has to out-think its compe",:
tition. The ARC system puts us an..:
other big jump ahead.
A booklet describing the features
and advantages of the ARC system is
available by writing to Datapoint Corporation, Marketing Communications
Dept. (M62), 9725 Datapoint Drive,
San Antonio, TX 78284. Or call the
Datapoint sales office nearest you.

Total adaptability
The applications at work in an ARC
system can be as varied as the diverse
functions of the business environment. The concept applies to any type
of firm engaged in one or multiple
endeavors. Its usefulness is equal
whether it's in a corporate home office,

One of an almost limitless number of configurations, this ARC system contains lip to 480K ofon-line user
memory, 200 MB of disk storage, and 48 transaction work stations, as well as facilities for batch
processing, printing and telecommunications.
Interproce8sor Bus

Applications
Processor

Applications
Processor

File
Processor

Applications
Processor

Applications
Processor

Common
Database

Printer & Batch
Processing

Transaction
Work Stations

Solves growth problems
This new, modular architecture offers
easy-to-implement solutions to the
problems of system planning and
growth. The system manager can add
(or delete) processors or file storage as
workloads change.
Expansion can occur in modular,
incremental steps, at predictable,
affordable costs. Only enough processing power is required at a given
time to accomplish the immediate

Transaction
Work Stations

Telecommunications
to other systems

~ The adaptability'of an Attached Resource Computer™
system is another example ofhow Datapoint out-thinks
its competition to help you out-think yours.
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MAGNETIC MEDIA

The superior manufacturing methods
utilized in the production of the various types
and models of ATHANA magnetic media
products are second to none.
A series of demanding standards
is applied by the A THANA engineering
. and production team to each facet of our
manufacturing cycle. This strict adherence
to the principles of excellence results in
products that establish A THANA
as the standard of comparison.
FACT: No other manufacturer in the
magnetic media industry presently meets
the rigid CRITERIA for purity of process
and production methods required in
the manufacture of each and every
A THANA product.

ATHANA products are represented in various
. export markets as well as the domestic end-user
market by professional distributor organizations.
Domestic OEM's and the u.s. Government
are serviced on a factory direct basis.
In short - we sell to the industries most
demanding consumers. We must, therefore,
be totally committed to product excellence ..

The only way ATHANA
can continue to grow and receive
business is to set the CRITERIA
by which product excellence
is measured. We welcome
your comments, inquiry
and evaluation.

Post Office Box 3696 0 Torrance, CA 90510
(213) 775-3741 0 Telex 69-1502
CI,RCLE 215. 9NREADER CARD
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EDITOR'S
READOUT
REFLECTIONS
ON THE 8100
At first blush IBM's 8100 distributed processing system seemed to be paper tiger.
"A phantom machine," said one analyst,
citing deliveries scheduled a year or more
in the future.
Its unveiling at the Info show in
Chicago last October was less than auspicious. The sales people in the booth
seemed to know little about the system
except that it was made by the Data Processing Division and' looked nice. A
skimpy brochure offered as much hard information as a politician's campaign
speech and the system on display wore a
lock on the hood. Commented one observer snidely, "There's probably a Nova
under there."
The whole scene had a frenzied,
hurry-up air to it; an IBM with its hair
ruffled, rep tie uncharacteristically
askew. Underscoring IBM'S lack of
aplomb was the same-day announcement
of Hewlett-Packard's latest minis ...
with a 14 week delivery schedule and evaluation units already out the door.
Why rush? What caused DPD to
abandon its normally stately march into
the marketplace for an ungainly trot?
Competitive pressures from within
and without appear to have supplied the
impetus. Outside, the concept of distributed data processing (ddp) has been accepted with open arms by cpu-bound
users; the likes of HP, Datapoint and DEC
have been happily moving into a wideopen market with alternative network architectures and scads of super-minis.
Internally, IBM seems to be evolving toward a structure resembling General Motors with DPD, the General Systems
Division, and the Office Products Division all making forays into each others
markets. Observers speculated that GSD's
introduction of "Pacific," the System 38,
goaded DPD into rushing the 8 I 00 announcement.

a
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But although the 8100 was $IIOK per meg cost for the 303X memowhelped prematurely, it is hardly a paper , ry; could this ble a portent of future big
machine memory prices?)
tiger.
Upon viewing the progeny, the
The hardware is pric~d to sell; the
other vendors made time-honored re- fully unbundled software is on lease. Over
sponses which fall neatly into two catego- the life of a system more than 50% of the
ries: 'I) "IBM is finally playing catch- revenue could come from the software,
up-we've been doing that for years," and thus yielding the best of both possible
2) "No, we don't feel this will hurt us worlds: a big bundle of pocket money up
competitively; IBM has blessed this'mar- front from hardware sales, a steady cash
ket and opened it up for all of us." (Well, flow from software rentals.
DPD also appears to be eyeing new
we all tend to whistle in the dark.)
But it's readily apparent that with markets with its precedent-breaking anone leap IBM has given its large users what nouncement that the 8100 will accommothey want and what IBM wants: a hierar- date other manufacture's cpu's.
And, in another interesting comchical system that is capable of internode
communication but ~ith the host firmly petitive move, IBM has matched Japan's
in control. And', in the process, a faltering introduction of a 64KB chip ... a company pitted against a country.
SNA has been given new life.
So it appears that the 8100 (not to
The system's 16-bit architecture
may not be fancy but then it's designed as mention its denmates, the System 38 and
an applications oriented and not a general the 3730 text processing system) is highly,
purpose system. Its price is very attrac- competitive, designed to thwart IBM'S
tive: for example, in 1980 a user will be competitors, prevent defections from its
able to upgrade from 256KB of memory to user ranks, and open up new markets.
, A paper tiger with jaws that bite
512KB for just $4,500 ... a true bargain
~
at $18K per megabyte. (Compare the and claws that snatch.
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Is MVS WARS now playing at your installation?
The management of
MVS performance can be
a real battle. To attack
all the performance problems you might encounter,
you could run several
monitors. Or you could
conquer MVS with the

Comprehensive Management Facility.
Until now you needed
many monitors to do the
job. CMF does it with one
master monitor that attacks the measurement
pro blem, one monitor that
provides the data to let
you tune today and plan
for tomorrow. CMF does
more than all your individual monitors put
together, and does it better
with less overhead. Much
less overhead.
In addition, CMFREALTIME gives you an
online view into your
operating system. Bottlenecks are detected and
48 DATAMATION

I
I
I
I
II

Send me more information on eMF and a fullcolor, poster size reprint ofthe above inset.
Our installation:
Computer

Model _ _ _ __

II -

Currently using MVS

_
Uniprocessor
_MPorAP

I
I I

Planning to convert
to MVS by

_Not planning to
convert to MVS.

II

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TItle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I
I

Company - - - - - - - - - - Address - - - - - - - - - - - City
State
Zip _ _

II
I

Phone

.

Poster offer limited to supply on hand and to MVS-compatible
installations.
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rapidly eliminated with this
standard feature.
CMFs Exception
Reporting isolates critical
problems for top management. To keep you informed and aware.
CMF is the system of
tomorrow, and it's here
today! For more informa~
tion on how you can .
economically manage tomorrow's operating system today, please contact
Boole & Babbage's Performance People soon.
We'll show you why CMF
is the only performance
management system you'll
ever need.

510 Oakmead Parkway
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Dial toll free: (800) 538-1872
In California dial: (408) 735-9550

CAP GEMINISOGETI
The leading software group in Europe
with 2 500 employees, including more than
2 000 professionals operatingfrom 50
branches in 14 different countries.
What can we do for you?

. .. . . . . This coupon should be sent to
CAP GEMINI SOGETI
.
. .
. 17, Avenue George V, 75008 PARIS, France
_ I would like to know more about CAP GEMINI SOGETI
and would like to receive a copy of your latest annual
report.

Name
Company
Address
City/Country
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Copier giant proposes nationwide
network, using microwave instead of
telephone company provided circuits.
Xerox threw down the gauntlet to
AT&T and the U.S. Postal Service last
month. The copier colossus unveiled
plans for a nationwide data/communications network that incorporates key fea:tures of the phone company's Advanced
Communications Service (ACS) and the
electronic mail system planned by the
Postal Service (see followingstorY):tPoSsibly the most interesting feature ot:Xerox's new scheme is the use of microwave;
rather than telephone company-,provided hard-wired circuits, for local loop
connections. That innovation could
break the monopoly control of local exchange distribution facilities long enjoyed by AT&T and the other telephone
carriers.
Xerox calls its proposed system XTEN
(for Xerox Telecommunications N etwork). Service will be available late in
1981 or in 1982, according to marketing
vp Bill Coombs. The network will supply
each customer with up to 256kbs of alldigital message-transmission capacity,
beginning at or near his premises.
Through a series of microwave links and
local switching nodes, intercity messages
will be caHied to an earth station-one
for each of the nation's largest citi~~-.
Satellite circuits, leased frorlf other dar~
riers, will interconnect the earth stati6hs
(connection to terrestrial in terci ty cirelli is
is also planned).
On-line document distribution, data
communication among computers and
computerized general purpose terminals
(interactive as well as batch), plus teleconferencing are the major applications
contemplated for XTEN. Ultimately, Xerox plans to reach the nation's 200 largest
cities-"down to and including Fargo, N.
0 .. " said Coombs.
A major advantage of XTEN, according
to a company press release, is that it will
"eliminate the costly delays and quality
loss resulting from rouiing data over
voice telephone circuits, or the even more
costly alternative of installing individual
earth stations or private cable circuits."
Compared to existing analog local loops,
XTEN circuits will accommodate considerably higher bit rates. They'll alschuli~
port a much greater variety of communication protocols, transmission codes,and
swi tch ing arrarigemen ts- packet, circu it,
and message-switched services, for example, will all be supportable, said
Coombs.
Asked whether the growing use of T-

carriers by prospective competitors
might not dim this advantage, Coombs
said T-carrier localloops are much mbre
expensive than XTEN'S proposed microwave facilities, and besides, the local
telephone networks in many cities to be
served by XTEN won't be digitized for
several years.
, Xerox also said XTEN will permit des~gn
of "a new generation of terminals that
allow customers to reduce significantly
the costs associated with the handling of
documents befor~, and after delivery.:'
Independen t studies, according to' tHe'
company, have shown' thaFlthese handling costs are currently "in the range of
60 to 75 cents a page." A related objective
of the new network is to reduce docuinent-transmission costs. "Fohhe !llajority of current facsimile units," these costs
range from $1 to $3 a page, Xerox said,
adding that it expects XTEN
provide
:'extensive addi tional services~ ~nd more
rapid delivery" at prices "competitive
with the anticipated ,rates for first-class
mail in the early 1980s."
.
Store/forward service is one of the
promised enhancements: others include
a~tomatic addressing, priority routing,
multipoint delivery of a single message;
automatic ·retransmission of previously
stored messages,on..;line text-editing, improvements in scanning, printing speed
and quality, as well as new s,9[tware that
will "greatly reduce the ne~~'f; for the
sender to be concerned with the: characteristics of the recipient'S terrltinal device."
For users who deed computer-tocomputer, interactive and/or batch terminal services, Xerox promised that its
proposed network will lower entry costs.
Now, the company explained, these users
must invest in sophisticated terrriinal systems if they want such services. as speed,
code, and/or protocol conversion. XTEN

\Vm

Local telephone networks in many
cities, to be served by XTEN won't be
digitized for several years.
,lit

will provide such services fro~~~ithin the
network on a shared basis, for a much
lower price. ",
' <:.
None of t,~is s,~les rn.~toric is''~ai'ticu
larly ne\V. Ui~tsti'ih.tner;·'~1ien AT&T annQl:Ince~' 'ACS (i\ugust, p::s-ij: it stressed
th~!sy~tem's ability to 'pr3;mote comp~tibility and also described,; ,how the
ne~\Vork would save money for users ~y
providing a variety of "communications
processing" services from within the network.
The idea of using a "cellular radio"
microwave system, in place of ,telcoprovided local loops, while novel, is
hardly unique, and probably won't gain
XTEN much competitive leverage. The

XTEN-Xerox's proposed network would enable a
customer's message 'to move from a terminal to
transceivers linked to a rooftop antenna (1). From there,
the message would be beamed to a substation or city
station (2) and then to an earth station (3) for

same technology is now being tested by
AT&T and others for use in mobile radiotelephone service.
In 'a cellular radiotelephone system,
communication is provided through a
number of low-power radio stations.
Each operates on an assigned frequency
band and services only those users within
a radius of about six miles. This arrangement allows the same set of frequencies
to be reused a number of times within
any area, thus conserving spectrum and
making the FCC happy. Essentially, Xerox
is proposing to substitute 2 ft. dish antennas for the radiotelephones.
The antennas, installed on the subscriber's rooftop or alongisde his office,
will provide a two-way, 256kbs message
path (5Mhz in each direction). Users
served by the same radio station-Xerox
calls it a "local node"-will share the
send channel, and a TDMA (time-division
multiple access) system will slice up and
assign the transmission capacity. The receive circuit will operate on a broadcast
basis-all stations will receive all messages, but each will accept' only those
having a specified address. A separate set
of circuits will interconnect the local
nodes with each other and with a central
node providing access to the intercity
links of the XTEN network.
Although XTEN, as announced, doesn't
appear to be a startling technological
advance, Xerox almost certainly hasn't
revealed all of its plans. When asked for a
hint of what future enhancements might

transmission to a satellite (4). At the destination site, the
message would travel a reverse path to the receiving
terminal. Documents, messages and data also could be
transmitted to a network control center (5) where they
would be recorded for subsequent retrieval.

be like, a Xerox spokesman referred us to
the article in last August's issue of
DATAMATION (page 54), entitled "Xerox
and the Future." It describes a "developmental office information" system, designed by the company's Palo Alto,
Calif., research facility, which combines
printing, word processing, and sorting.
These services are accessed through
modular work stations, each equipped
with a keyboard, crt, disk memory, and
minicomputer.
'

All stations will receive all messages,
but each will accept only those
having a specified address.
Xerox is also working on innovative
teleconferencing systems. In a lengthy
petition to the FCC last month, which
accompanied the XTEN announcement,
the company said that "while teleconferencing has had only limited use to
date, this situation must change. Business travel consumes a steadily increasing portion of the budget of most U. S.
business and government organizations.
As energy and labor costs continue to
grow, it is clear that alternatives to travel
must be found. Studies published by
Stanford Research Institute ... indicate
that some 20% of all business travel
might be eliminated without loss of efficiency if effective teleconferencing ser-

vices were generally available. This
represents a potential savings of several
billion dollars per year in travel time and
expense. Savings in excess of 20% have
been recorded by ... NASA."
The company added that "too much
emphasis has been placed on full-motion
video" (because the bandwidth required
is too expensive for most users) and not
enough attention has been devoted to
"obtaining high-speed, high-quality
hard copy on demand." The teleconferencing service to be offered by XTEN
will include still-frame video, two-way
voice channels, and high-speed hardcopy production. This offering "is designed to stimulate the introduction of
efficient terminal devices which will permit the use in teleconferencing of the
same aUdio-visual tools and techniques
normally employed in business conferences today: slides, transparencies,
blackboards, and oral discussion. With
high-speed data facilities available nationwide, users will be able to substitute
teleconferencing for travel with savings
in overall cost and considerable improvement in employee productivity." .
To get XTEN on the air is going to take a
while, as Xerox freely admitted by stating
that it doesn't plan to begin service before 1981. Last month's FCC' filing, although it included a description of the
new network, doesn't actually represent a
request for operating authority. Xerox is'
asking only that the Commission reallocate the 10.55- 10.68 G hz. frequency
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THIS SHOULD BE YOUR
IN-HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU

Introducing the BTl 5000 Interactive
Computer System. An all-new system offering high storage capacity,
fast response, superior operating
flexibility and high reliability.
It's a multi-access system. The
BTl 5000 supports up to 32 users
at the same time. Because the operating system software is a true
timesharing executive, users can
perform any mix of independent or
related tasks.
It's secure. Multiple levels of
control prevent unauthorized access
to the system. Security screens protect each user's library and his
current activities.
Communication is simple. User
terminals may be connected by direct cable, or over the telephone via
dial-up or leased lines. Any ASCll,
asynchronous, RS-232C compatible

terminal can be used with the
BTl 5000.
It's easy to program. BASIC-X
is the BTl 5000's programming
language, an extended version of
BASIC continually augmented by
BTl over the past 10 years. It retains
BASIC's simplicity for the novice
programmer, but has the features
the experienced programmer needs.
Application software is available. The BTl 5000 comes with a
library of contributed and factorysupported programs. Proven applications packages are also available
for accounting, inventory control,
order processing, text editing, mailing list management, and more,
plus general-purpose data base
managers.
It's easy to expand. User capacity can be increased from 8 to 32

ports. On-line storage can be expanded from 29 to over 500 megabytes.
You can add multiple magnetic
tape cartridge drives, industrycompatible 9-track magnetic tape,
line printers from 300 to 900
lines/minute.
But it's not expensive. With 8
user ports, 29 megabytes of hard
disk storage and a magnetic tape
cartridge drive, the BTl 5000 costs
just $38,950. A 58 megabyte system
costs only $2,000 more. And if you
want more than one system, the
quantity discount is attractive.
The BTl 5000. Get all the
information before you decide on
your next
_

compute~.

_BrrtI
.I.

You owe It -=I
to yourself. ~ COMPUTER
Call us.
SYSTEMS

BTl, 870 W. Maude Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Sales Offices: Cherry Hill, NJ (609) 662-1122; Minneapolis MN (612) 854-1122; Chicago, IL (312) 298-1177;
St. Louis, MO (314) 878-8110; Dallas, TX (214) 630-2431; Sunnyvale, CA (408) 733-1122, Anaheim, CA (714) 533-7161; United Kingdom; Slough 70044.
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band to permit its use by Xerox and other
electronic message systems vendors.
"We're hoping to get this petition approved by mid- to late-1980," said
Coombs; "then, we'll ask for an operating license." But "within the next month
or two," he added, Xerox expects to begin
demonstrating XTEN on an end-to-end
basis. Probably the demos will feature
prospective customers, in various parts of

Teleconferencing service will include
still-frame video, two-way voice
channels, and high-speed hard-copy
production.
the cou-niry, sending and receiving various kinds of data through portable transmission facilities.
A new subsidiary, tentatively called'
Xerox Communications Inc., is also likely
to be announced within the next few
months. Headquartered in Washington.
it will be headed by Burton Tregub, who
is now vp and general manager of Xerox
network services. Coombs. who presided
over Tymshare's Tymnet subsidiary before joining Xerox last August. will be
marketing vp of the new Xerox venture,
and legal services will be provided by the
firm of Kirkland and Ellis. whose newest
member is Richard Wiley. former chairman of the FCC.

-Phil Hirsch

FIGHT OVER
ELECTRONIC
MAIL
Postal Service may be heading for a
victory on long-simmering fight with
commercial suppliers.

The U.S: Postal Service may be heading
for another victory in its long-simmering
battle with commercial suppliers of electronic message services.
,
Last fall. uSPS lobbyists played a key
role in defeating legislation that would
have allowed "time-sensitive" letters to
be handled by commercial firms without
payment of postage. At about the same
time .. the agency asked the u.s. Postal
Rate Commission for authority to offer
an on-line service called Electronic Computer-Originated Mail or ECOM. While
numerous private suppliers of competing
services have objected. there is a good
chance uSPS will get around them and
begin ECOM service within the next few
months.

.

ECOM basically is a bulk Mailgram
service. The customer generates each
"letter" through an on-premise terminal
and transmits it on-line to each destination post office. There, the mail is converted to hard copy and delivered in the
usual way by a mail carrier. Each ECOM
customer must send at least 5,000 messages a month, and there must be at least
200 messages in each batch. While the
new service is slower than Mailgramdelivery is promised within two days,
rather than one-the proposed rates are
much lower. Depending on volume, they
range from 30 to 55 cents for a one-page
message, and 10 cents more for a twopager. Computer-originated Mailgram
service, by comparison, costs $1.15 for
the first 600 characters (roughly one
page), plus $1.00 for each additional 800
characters.
.
The Postal Service estimates it will
handle 5.9 million ECOM messages during
FY '79 (which ends next September 30).
and earn $2.7 million. In FY '80. volume
is expected to total 35 million messages
and bring in $14.8 million. Two-thirds of
the traffic is expected to consist of bills
af!d past-due notices originated· by utilities. credit card services~ large retailers,
and similar users. Although two-day delivery service is an officially stated promise. a uSPS spokesman says that "at least
95% of ECOM traffic is intended to be
delivered within one day after it leaves
the sender's premises."
During the first 15 months ECOM is·
offered, messages will be transmitted
over Western Union's terrestrial switched
circuit network to 25 cities. Users will
access the wu Infomaster switch via MTS
or WATS lines leased at their own expense.
At the end of this period-officially called
the "test and evaluation phase" by the
Postal Service and the "preliminary
phase" by wu-usps says it will be free to
contract with another network supplier
for a follow-on "standard service phase"
lasting three years. However, the telegraph company, in a recent filing to the
FCC, offered a somewhat different interpretation: If uSPS "decides to proceed
with the standard service phase," said the
telegraph company, "that phase will continue for at least three years and the
Postal Service must give Western Union
two years notice of its intent to terminate
the service ... Western Union will receive 45% (of the fees charged for ECOM
by the Postal Service) through the preliminary phase and ... the first three
years of the standard service phase."
During this latter period. Western Union
added that it plans to switch from terrestrial circuits to satellites and small
earth stations-the latter to be installed at
destination post offices and user premises.
Whether ECOM represents a threat to
commercial suppliers of electronic mes-

sage services depends largeli on which
"expert" you want to believe.
At one pole is the Computer and Communications Industry Assn. (CCIA),
which told a Senate subcommittee last
August that since usps is the only agency
'legally authorized to distribute letter
mail, allowing it to transmit letters electronically would discourage commercial
firms from offering electronic message
service-particularly since "historically,
the Postal Service's definition of a 'letter'
has been highly revenue-driven; once
given a mandate (to offer) electronic
message services, (usps) could well assert
. . . that most forms of business data
communication were a form of electronic
message service and therefore within the
Postal Service monopoly."
The speaker, CCIA general counsel
Philip Nyborg, added that usps shouldn't
even be allowed to operate an electronic
mail service in collaboration with commercial vendors, for the agency would
then have a justification for developing.
new terminals and delivery systems at
taxpayers' expense which would reduce
the potential market for private sector
EMS offerings.
.
Postal officials insist they aren't trying
to freeze out commercial suppliers of online services. As one official explained,
"Congress tells us what to do. They've
made it clear, repeatedly, that the cost of
mail' processing and qelivery must. be
reduced and service must be improved
wherever possible. That means using
modern technology. But it doesn't in-

ECOM messages would consist
mainly of bills originated by utilities,
credit card services, and large
retailers.
clude an end-to-end electronic mail service because our pos~al monopoly, by
definition, is limited to messages deliv:'
ered by a postal carrier."
This could very well be a distinction
without a difference. however.
Commercial and private systems are
handling a rapidly growing percentage of
messages that would otherwise go into
the first-class mail stream, and Postal
Service costs for all classes of mail are
rising accordingly. Last year, Chicago
banker Gaylord Freeman told a House
postal affairs subcommittee that unless
uSPS "finds dramatically new methods of
combining its delivery system with some
form of electronic communication, it will
inevitably suffer more volume and revenue losses." Freeman chaired the National Commission on Postal Services,
which had just completed an in-depth
study of uSPS problems and prospects.
He added that the only alternative to EMS
would be "to raise rates beyond a politiDECEMBER 1978 55
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cally and publicly acceptable level or to
increase subsidies greatly." The Carter
Administration has made it clear, however-most recently in the President's announcement of his new anti-inflation
program-that it intends to lower the
federal deficit, so higher postal subsidies
don't appear very viable either.
Although the Postal Service likes to
think of itself as an obedient servant of
Congress, desirous only of implementing
the services explicitly authorized under
the Private Express Statutes, not everyone accepts this image. At a recent conference on postal issues in Washington,
sponsored by the American Enterprise
Institute, Justice Dept. Attorney Kenneth
Robinson observed that "the Postal Service currently pursues real and imagined.
competition with a ... reactionary attitude ... that makes (AT&T'S) managementappear ... progress~e."Robinson ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
added that it's "not unreasonable" to to reduce government regulation (as exECOM service 90 days after requesting
expect the Postal Service will use the emplified by the recent deregulation of permanent authority from the rate comPrivate Express Statutes against com- the airline industry, and the planned
mission. That would allow a startup of
merical EMS suppliers in the same way it deregulation of railroads and trucking).
ECOM this month.
allegedly has used them against private But Campbell added that the Postal SerIt isn't clear things will happe~ that
courier services. Specifically, "with the vice now seems to be doing by "indirecfast, though. For one thing, prospective
advent of the Postal Service's 'Express tion" what it apparently is unable to do
competitors say they'll take the Postal
Mail' offerings ... private courier com- more openly.
Service to court if they have to. For
A good example is the series of events another, the Postal Service, apparently
panies have complained of postal inspecmindful of this possibility, says it hasn't
tors visiting their customers to oiscuss the that recently led usps to ask for authority
Private Express Statutes and their. as- to begin ECOM service. Last September,
definitely decided when to begin ECOM
sorted prohibitions (followed by visits the Senate Governmental Affairs Com- service. But even if the Postal Service is
from) Express Mail marketing personnel. mittee reported out a bill (S3229) that forced to delay ECOM for awhile, the
resulting uncertainty will tend to disIndeed, it has b'een asserted by private would allow commercial firms to transcourage commercial firms from investing
couriers that in some instances inspectors
in competing services. That may turn out
have ... simultaneously (explained) the
to be a key consideration, for it would
express laws and (distributed) promo- The Postal Service's "reactionary
preserve the status quo, and prevent antional literature for the Postal Service's attitude makes AT&T's management
own competitive offerings."
other gap from opening in the postal
appear progressive."
The Private Express Statutes consist of
monopoly, through which additional
a body of laws and court decisions that
business almost certainly would be lost.
go back to the 18th century. Essentially port "time-sensitive" letters indepenMuch more may be at stake than postthey vest in the Postal Service a monop- dently of the Postal Service. A time- al revenues, however.
Late last October, at a conference on
oly over the transportation of letters. The sensitive letter was defined as one which
primary purpose is to assure that the "must be delivered before noon of the electronic message services sponsored by
goven1ment receives all the related reve- next business day ... or within 12 hours, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS),
nues.
whichever is later." There was one major there was an extended discussion of how
The root of the current controversy is exception, however. Time-sensitive let- and when these services would reach the
that the term "letter" has never been ters could be carried by an independent home. Several speakers pointed out that
adequately defined. It's essentially the service firm only if "the needs of the the costs of logic and memory have come
same problem that exists in telecom-· sender for prompt transmission and de- down rapidly: according to one estimate,
munications, where a semantic disagree- livery ... cannot be satisfied by a com- a twofold improvement in price/performent over "communications" and "data parable service of the Postal Service ... " mance is occurring every two years. The
processing" has made several lawyers
As mentioned earlier, astute uSPS recent announcement by Texas Instrurich and enabled Ma Bell to gain a lobbying played a key role in defeating ments and IBM of a 64K RAM chip, along
foothold in a market which the dp indus- S3229. While the bill is virtually certain with the report that IBM is developing a
try contends she isn't legally entitled to. - to be reintroduced in the 96th Congress personal computer, suggests the trend
The Department of Justice, among oth- (which begins next month), the Postal will continue. But even so, most speakers
ers, has suggested that the Postal Service Service is now in a far better position to at the NAS conference agreed the home
is behaving like AT&T, for similar reasons.
defend itself because it has proposed and terminal market can't really develop until
Another speaker at the American En- may soon be operating ECOM, whi,ch ap- new service capabilities are developed
that will attract new types of buyers,
terprise Institute conference in Wash- pears to be a "comparable service.".
ington, attorney James· Campbell-who
Sources at the postal rate commission beyond the kit builders and computer
represents a private courier service called said it probably will be several months games players who constitute the bulk of
DHL Communications-said uSPS will
before the ECOM authorization petition is the present customer base.
One speaker, Ed Gladstone, of Quanhave trouble getting Congress to broaden disposed of. However, uSPS contends that
the private express monopoly by statute, if this happens, it can, on its own, begin tum Science Corp., described a study
given the intention of the Administration offering and charging for a "temporary" recently completed by .his company of
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the market for on-line 'consumer entertainment and information services. One
of the study's major conclusions is that
a,llowing commercial vendors to deliver
first-cIass mail 'would significantly shorten the time needed, to develop a mass
market for the on-line, home terminal.
Congress already has made it clear
that the Postal Serv.ice should not compete with private industry. The report
that accompanied S3229 out of the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee
last September said, "the Postal Service
should not enter areas where private
industry has the capability to provide the
services." The underlying question facing Congress next year is whether private
vendors have the capability to provide
ECoM-type services.
Technically, there's no reason why
leased or purchased facsimile machines,
or telephone-tv hookups like the one IBM
reportedly is developing, couldn't replace
a 'postal carrier~ at least fot delivering
some types of mail to some residential
patrons., If postage was paid for this
electronic, mail, uSPS might benefit along
with the vendor, since fewer postal carrierswould then be required and some of
the costs now incurred in moving hardcopy mail tbeach destination post office
could be eliminated.
Until fairly recently, such a change in
mail distribution methods was out of the
question because of opposition from the

Could commercial vendors deliver
first-class mail through the on-line
home terminal?
postal unions. But the uSPS workforce
has declined by 85,000 since 1971. from
741.000 to 656,000, and some 340,000
additional employees reportedly will
reach retirement age before 1986., According to James Campbell, one of the
spe~kers at the, recent AEI postal issues
conference in Washington; this numerical decline in the workforce may be less
important than anqther factor: "The
1978 contract gives 'current employees a
guarqritee of lifetime employment (so) it
has removed much of their personal incentive to fight the political battle ... "
WhaUmpact these trends will ,have on
the lawmakers is impo~sible to predict at
the, moment. The big change" if any,
seems, likely to occui' when Congress
reconsiders whether the, Private Expr~ss
Statutes should be amended to exClude
time-sensitive letters. Ahnost certainly,
USPS will oppose that ~m,endmenL It's
also likely commercial suppliers ,win try
to get the amendment enacted witholH
any qualifications allowi,ng the Postal
Service to retain its monopoly by offering
"comparable service."
:t;:

ACSAND
COMPUTER
MAKERS

Bell's offering seen as a boon to
computer manufacturers

Advanced Communications Service,
AT&T'S recently announced digital data
network, will significantly stimulate the
dpmarket, a report by Salomon Brothers,
the investment banking firm, indicates.
"On the surface, this new Bell network
might appear competitive to the computer industry alternative of having the
user establish his own private intracompany digital data network with on-site
computer hardware," says Salomon vice
president Stephen T. McClellan, who is
chiefly responsible for the report. "In
other words, in ACS Bell might be doing
much data processing at its centrally
located computer center 'nodes'. Nev":
ertheless, ACS should noticeably expand
the market and lead to new applications
due to cheaper data communications."
Based on discussions with management of about a dozen computer manufacturers and service concerns, including
IBM, Sperry Univac, DEC, Four Phase,
Datapoint and Tymshare, the Salomon
report maintains that many computer
firms will benefit from ACS for a variety of
reasons.
The new competition from Bell should
spur IBM, for example, into introducing
even more competitive communications
related hardware and software projects
along the lines of the new 3791 controller
and the 8100 "cooperative network pro~
cessing system."
'
"It is doubtful that IBM will become
vulnerable to plug-compatible replacement of its communication based systems," the report says,. adding that ACS is
not a negative threat to IBM as the new
Bell, service is not likely to be on an
exclusive franchise basis.
"If AT&T'S ACS offers t~e same types of
services for smaller computer users (as
IBM'S Satellite Business Systems does for
larger users)," the report continues, "it is
to IBM'S and all other computer manufacturers' advantage. AC,S will open vast new
real time, on-line data communications
markets such as manufacturing. To date
these areas, unlike back office accounting, were limited in terms of computerization due to expensive communications
charges."
ACS, SBS, and other future communications developments like Western Union's
"Advanced Westar," may well change
this, the report asserts.
Nor should ACS have an adverse im-

pact on non-IBM mainframe vendors,
such as Sperry Univac, Burroughs, Honeywell, Control Data, and NCR.
"The existence of ACS may redirect the
industry away from IBM communications
protocol standards and put all mainframe computer vendors on the same
footing with respect to compatibility. The
development and marketing of new applications is easier with improved digital
data communications, which ACS, like
SB$, will bring. ACS is not applications
oriented, but rather hardware and communications oriented. It is application
systems rather than raw mainframe computer hardware that the mainframe vendors will be offering in the future. ACS
~ill therefore not be competitive."
Independent minicomputer, terminal,
arid distributed data processing business
should also boom as a result of ACS,
Salomon asserts. "Terminals will proliferate. By AT&T'S own estimates, some
137,000 terminals will be hooked into its
network by 1983 and this is probably
conservative," the report maintains.
"Most of these are likely to be from
independent suppliers rather than the
terminals of AT&T'S own Teletype Corp."
The report adds that most minicomputer manufacturers such as Data Gen'eral have not made an investment in
'communications protocol architecture,
and therefore will find ACS to their advantage.

ACS will open vast new real time,
on-line data communications markets
such as manufacturing.
"It will now be easier for non-IBM
compatible computers to function and to
communieate. Most of the distributed
data processing companies, such as
Datapoint and Four Phase, provide functionally dispersed data processing in a
limited geographic area, such as the same
building. They do not provide long-distance geographically dispersed processing."
,
Consequently, the report maintains,
ACS will not be competitive to their products. In fact, these com panies will need
ACS for longer distance distributed processing. Moreover, by interconnecting
their equipment to the ACS network, they
avoid the IBM communications protocol
standard.
Distributed processing was made possible in the first place by cheaper computing and communications, Salomon
notes. ACS encourages this trend.
Since the ACS network endorses the
concept of data services networks, it
should also stimulate that market, particularly remote computing and networkoriented software and services. "N ew
network related data services should
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abound, including value added services
for iext, data, message handling, video
and facsimile, electronic mail, distributed data processing and data and information bases.
"ACS will not be suitable for data
services which require considenible clerical input,such as tax preparation or
claims processing, nor will it be oriented
toward specific industry applications,

Most ddp suppliers will be able to
avoid the IBM coinmunications
protocol standard.
such as hospital, auto dealer, or banking
data processing." ,
'
As a result, companies such as Automatic Data Processirig, Electronic Data

MANAGEMENT'

FROM DP .....

TOTHETOP

DP~A conference, focuses on paths
to the, executive suite ... if your IQ
is higher than 60.

Data processing managers aspire to
,
,
higher things.
Or so it seemed in New Orleans in late
October at the Data Processing Management Assn.'s annual conference and
busine~s exposition. Probably the best
attended and best received session was a
well-staged panel presentation by three
who have made it through dp 'to the
executive suite.
,Preceded by a panoramic slide presentation which covered their careers plus
the history of the importance of data
processing in business and, more nebulously, what makes for success, the three,
seated in easy chairs before a homey
coff~e table replet~ with flowers, made it
all seem easy. The audience loved it.
Lead-off speaker Jerry W. Geckle,
president, Peterson, Howell and Heather,
Inc., Baltimore,set the stage when he
said, "I'm one of you and I've brought
my credentials." He then showed what he
professed were among his most treasured
possessions, a number of plaques certifying to positions of power he's held in

Systems and Reynolds & Reynolds monished, "technical excellence only
should be unscathed. Further, software gets you half way. The two most imporapplications packages and unique pro- tant words in my dictionary are results
prietary data, bases developed by data and solutions. The word that doesn't
services companies will continue to rep- count is problem."
,He said he'd heard that distributed
resent value-added services which ACS
data processing was today's data processcannot match.
, "Although AT&T is a powerful com- ing manager's worst crisis. "That turns
pany, and with ACS it is stepping further me off. It (ddp) is a golden opportunity
into the province of data processing, we for the data processing manager to get
do not believe the FCC will allow ACS to into the b,usiness, to contribute to the
have any major, unfair advantages over objectives of the business."
the unregulated computer companies,"
The session's second speaker, John L.
the report concludes. "The computer in- 'Jones, vice president of management industry has experienced large new en- formation services, Southern Railway
trants before and ,has usually prospered System, Atlanta, Ga., amended his list of
from the effect this has had in stimulating keys to getting to the top as a' result of
the market and broadening the use of listening to Geckle. "Whenever you can,
try once to work for an s.o.b." Geckle
computers. ACS should be no exception."
had said he had done that, to advantage.
-laton McCartney , Jones' other keys included: good timing (dumb 'luck); the ability to make
good decisions most of the time; sensitivity and the willingness to recognize
those decisions that are going to be
I was a high school dropout. Later I was a mostly bad and adjust to this; the ability
sergeant in the Marine Corps ... PHH and willingness to explain things in' a
was a WASP organization. When I got logical and straightforward manner, in
started I was just the guy who ran the simple language; understanding of the
machine shop."
business; understanding of the manageGeckle believes the way to the top ment style of the company; the ability to
doesn't involve gimmicks. "There's no do everything needed to make it undereasy way. Brains are very important. stood what you, as a, data proces,sing
Managers are born with intuition and
person, are, doing without implying
people skills." And, he cautioned those you're smarter than everyone else; the
data processing managers who don't- asability to recogniz~ that there are no pat
pire to anything higher, "there's nothing solutions; and to always have a retreat
wrong with being a manager of someposition.
,
thing you're proud of. Professionals are
In outlining the history <?f data pro, ces~.!ng at Southern Railways, Jones
needed and they always will be." ,
But to those who want more, he ad:made it clearthat, as ,a c.oIl1p~ny, South-

DPMA·

,Geckle felt it necessary to explain his
company. "PHH, a company I've been
with for 23 years," he said, "is in the
business of business service for' other
corporations. We commit to corporate
purchases."
Of his own progress, he noted, "I was
tenth and last in a large, Catholic family.
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THE PATH UP-Three who made it to the top (left to right), Jerry W, Geckle, John
L. Jones, and Roy N. Linton, told DPMA conference attendees how it's done.

ern didn't like the leading edge. When
Southern was installing an IBM 7000 series based system and IBM annou,nced the
360 and tried to sell him, he decided to
wait. "You folks helped us out and
Southern Railways appreciates that," he
told his DPMA audience.
But Southern did get out front once, he
conceded, in 1971 when the decision was
made to go to distributed processing.
This was for switching yards and the firm
started with a network of five minicomputers. These were Data General minis
and Data General, at the time, was only
two years old. "It was a management
judgment that the opportunity was so
great the risk was well worth taking."
Southern now has 300 installed minis in a
distributed processing network encompassing 50 locations.
The third panelist in the "arrows" session, Roy N. Linton, president and chief
executive officer of Standard Register,
Co .. attributed a little bit of his advance-,
ment to luck. "It can be done by marrying the boss' daughter and there is some
, truth to the adage, 'it's not' what you
know but who,' and there is value in
visibility to decision makers. But, for the
most part all of this isa by-product of
good performance."
DPMA underscored its appreciation of
dp managers who have reached top echelons by naming one of its own who made
it as DPMA Man of the Year for 1978. He's
Irwin 1. Sitkin, vice president, corporate
data processing and administrative services. Aetna Life & Casualty Co" Hartford, Conn. Sitkin manages Aetna's data

"There's no easy way. Brains are
very important."
processing and administrative services
functions which add up to an annual
budget of $63 million, including data
processing equipment renting for $17.2
million., He supervises a staff of 2,00Q.
Aetna has been involved with data
processing for 60 years and Sitkin has
been part of the involvement for more
than 20. He is credited with developing
the company's dp installation as one of
the most sophisticated in the country, the
DPMA citation said".
A graduate of Cornell Univ. with a
bachelor of science degree in economics,
Sitkin joined Aetna in 1956 as a programmer/analyst. He was named a superintendentin 1958, assistant secretary
in 1960, secretary in 1965 and assistant
vke president, dp development in 1968,
and assistant vice president, corporate
development, the following year. In 1972,
he was appointed vice president, corporate data processing, and assumed his
present title in 1976.

IRWIN J. SITKIN-DPMA honorsone,of
its own.

B.C. Christensen. vice president and
general manager, IBM World Trade
Corp .. was DPMA'S keynoter. He talked
about trends. "We're back to a point of
understanding economic realities ...
we're all coping with uncertainties." He
was worried and optimiStiC at the same
time. "The order backlog of the industry
is impressive ... the' computer is no
longer a sacred monster accessible only
to the high priests of data processing."
"If the aviation industry had progressed as fast as the computer industry
has between the 701 and the 3033,"
Christensen said, "we now would be able
to fly from California to New York for' $ I
and do it in ten minutes."
Christensen was one of th~ee IBM
speakers on the DPMA agenda. And IBM
made a rare appearance in the DPMA
exhibit halls, showing its 8100 (November 1. p. 55) series. Of the five vendor
speakers on the conference program. five
represented exhibiting companies. In additionto IBM. these' were Quantor, Decision Data Corp .. Logical Computing
Corp., and Leibert Corp.
Lila Parry. another IBM speaker. was a
last miriute substitution. She talked
about network management from the
vantage point of being first level manager
in charge of network control of IBM'S
internal data communication network.
She made the point several times that the
network exists because people within the
IBM organization need to talk to each
other and not because "we sell computers."
She pointed out that "we are a multivendor user and are as much involved as
anyone else with the problem of multivendor interfaces." Her biggest problem,
she said, is user education. The IBM net-

work is one with 9,000 different devices
connected to it and with "400 million
eight baud lines criss-crossing the Uni.ted
States."
Another IBM speaker was a favorite of
dp conference circuits: Robert Courtney,
member, data security development staff,
Kingston, N.Y. He defined security as,
"safety of data from all bad things that
can' happen to it lntegrity is no more
than freedom from surprises." His' talk
was full of oft-told horror stories and the
'warnings they imply. Newwas his'warning against dp professional groups going
for "after dinner confessionals" of un, covered dp crooks. "Did you reallyleatn
anything? After all, he's the one who got
caught."
IBM'S booth with the 8100 was one of
the busier of 100 busy booths at the
DPMA'S exhibit. Most exhibitors were
happy with attendance and interest.
"These are the people we need to talk
to," said one. One with a problem was,a
representative of' Dialog Systems, Inc.,
trying to demonstrate a voice response
system. "We've had a lot of interest but
our demonstrations haven't gone as well
as, they should." The exhibit area was
generally noisy and, during breakfast
and lunch hours when DPMA was serving
buffet style in a rOom adjacent to the
exhibit area, loud music was piped in and
Dialog's input via telephone was picking
up al~ of the extraneous IlOise.
In terms of attendance and number of
exhibitors it was a successful conference
for DPMA. Attendance, including exhibitors, approximated 4,000. Sessions generally were well attended-too well in

"It was a management judgment
that the opportunity was so great, \
the risk was' well worthtakirig."
many cases where they were held in
rooms far too sm'all for the crowds.
One such' was on' "EFTS: liere Today
and' Here Tomorrow," in which an uncomfortably crowded-in group was
treated to a dimming and raising of the
lights during a slide presentation that
approached a Lasarium showing arid
caused speaker John K. Totten, vice pres-:ident, Visa USA Inc., Washington, D. c.,
to quip, "This is one of the most dynamic
lighting systems rve ever seen."
Robert R. Sumrall, president of Logical Computing Corp .. Metairie, La.,
made the point that "the computer has
gotta respond in terms of the users," in a
way that delighted his crowded session.
Seems Sumrall has a CB radio in his
car. In an en route conversation with a
Texan traveling the same highway he was
traveling, Sumrall happened to mention
that he was in the computer business.
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Look again.

1hke this quick quiz:

Is our emanded
Model 85 system

.in your future?

I '

(\-VARNING: there may be more than one right answer to each question)

6

Model 85 saves users money
• as an alternative to:

• Model 85 is:

(a)
(b)
(c)

a remote information system we
first introduced in 1978.
a distributed data processing
product.
a multifunction data processing
product.

2.Its
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

3.
(a)

(b)
(c)

4.
(a)

(b)
(c)

5.
(a)

(b)
(c)

(a)
(b)
(c )

features include:

(d)

multitasking for up to four
applications.
large disk capacity.
modular configuration.
more than these.

7.
(a)

New improvements are:
increased processor memory to
256K bytes.
the addition of remote workstations
and printers.
increased disk storage, to 100 ME.

enlarging mainframes overburdened
by network interactive applications.
adding communications lines with
greater capacities.
maintaining a mainframe
configuration only fully used
at peak time periods.
losing time and money due to
mainframe downtime.

For more details on
Model 85, you should:
phone your nearest Data 100 sales
office or one of the numbers
we've listed.

Now check your answers.
All answers but these three are correct.
2a:
3c:

5c:

Model 85 offers multitasking for up to
eight applications.
100 MB is old figure; Model 85 is now
245.6 MB disk storage.
No, Model 85 doesn't speak it. Yet.

Model 85 functions are:
remote file management and
high level language processing.
on-line file management and
stand-alone processing.
batch communications and volume
data entry.

m

m

@0
i',i;\ H (I ill [~I
multifunction data processing

I c;: ill

I

Available languages are:
RPGII.
COBOL.
ESPERANTO.

LOS ANGELES 213/645-4300· SAN FRANCISCO 415/546-6000· CHICAGO 312/992-0850· BOSTON 617/848-6100· DETROIT 313/358-5065.
MINNEAPOLIS 612/932-8000· NEW YORK 212/867-6200· PITTSBURGH 412/391-5425· HOUSTON 713/977-8833· WASHINGTON D.C. 7031790-5560.
WOODBRIDGE N.]. 201/634-7800 • ATLANTA 404/455-3895 • ST. LOUIS 314/878-4911 • TORONTO 416/494-0434 • MONTREAL 514/761-5894 •
LONDON ENGLAND (05827)63161· MELBOURNE AUSTRALIA (03) 267-3544· FRANKFURT GERMANY 72·04·71 • PARIS FRANCE 630.2144
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leading the Texan to a story about the
latest computer game at the Dallas-Ft.
Worth airport-a voice response game.
"On one afternoon," said the Texan,
one guy paid the computer his dollar and
got the response: "I am your voice response computer, what is your IQ?"
"160."
"Good, we'll have a five minute conversation on Einstein's theory of relativity."
The conversation, according to the

"We now would be able to fly from
California to New York for $1 and do '
it in ten minutes."
Texan, took place and another guy came
up and paid his dollar.
"I am your friendly voice response
computer. What is your IQ?"
"120."
"Good, We'll have a five minute conversation on 'NFL Today.' "
That took place. Next, the Texan told
Sumrall, a guy who had been lurking in
the corner during the two conversations
decided to take his chances and paid his
dollar.
'
"I am your friendly voice response
computer. What is your IQ?"
"60."
"Ten-four, good buddy. What's your
handle?"

-Edith Myers

O,PERATING SYSTEMS

FIRSTCP·6
CUSTOMER
On-line medical service bureau also
was an early user of CP-V.
Honeywell has its first customer for Control Program 6, its successor to cP-v, an
operating system for multiuse computing
offered by Xerox Data Systems, much
loved by its users and supported by Honeywell since Xerox went out of the general purpose computer business.
The customer is Science Dynamics
Corp., Torrance, Calif. on-line service
bureau for the medical profession. Science Dynamics was one of the first users
of cP-v back in 1973. "cp-v became
available just as we were going on-line,"
recalled Sandy P. Panzarella, president of
the company. "It became viable and delivery schedules were met right from the
beginning. That and DMS (a Xerox data
management system) contributed to our
growth. We've been growing at 40% per
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year. Today we're the leading company in
our field. We've never lost a user."
Panzarella said Science Dynamics got
into what now is called distributed processing right from the beginning. "We
have microprocessors at 'the user sites.
Appointment scheduling is handled at
the user end and they are hooked into a
network. They interrogate their own data
bases, setting their own parameters."
He said moving to CP-6 will enable
them to get better system response time,
decrease the cost of processing, and to
add functions like medical records processing:
Science Dynamics expects to get CP-6
and a Honeywell Level 66/DPs/cv computer in June or July of 1979 and to have
them in production by January 1980.
Panzarella emphasized that his is not a
be'ta test site. "We're an actual customer.
If it's like it is on the drawing boards
there's nothing to match it."
Shel Klee, director of Honeywell's Los
Angeles Development Center where CP-6
has been under development since 1976.
said he expects to have four or five beta,
test sites by the end of this year.
Panzarella doesn't expect the conversion from cp-v to CP-6 will be easy. But.
he said, "there are lots of aids. Honeywell
will help. It will be an evolutionary
change. Our 300 users will only be converted as new features become available.
The users won't even know."
He said he has received three times as
much help from Honeywell "as in five or
six years with Xerox. We have acute problems and we've been pressuring the Honeywell people. We're our own user group
and we're on the firing line every day."
Science Dynamics will continue to update existing programs and to receive
cp-v enhancements through March of
next year.
"We think the Level 66 hardware will '
have more capacity," Panzarella said. "It
can execute COBOL ten to one over a
Sigma. It's directed at a COBOL data base
management system user."
Klee said CP-6 is right on the schedule
set for it back in'July of 1976. He said a
software factory for CP~V on which CP-6
can be written, executed, and debugged
has been completed and has been licensed to Xerox in Rochester. In October,
CP-6 was brought up for four hours aday
in the development center, the first time
in a production environment. "Recovery
has not yet been completed and we have
to reboot." But. he said this will come
soon and in January he expects the system to be in full production for everyone
in Los Angeles. The center has a staffof
148 people, 100 of them programmers.
They started the center, after the
demise of XDS, with 65 people, including
40 to 45 programmers. "They're some of
the best," said Klee. "We have part of the
original design team from cp-v and

we've surrounded them with young kids
out of school."
When the center first became part of
Honeywell there was a problem because
of its group of senior peopfe having a
high average salary under the Honeywell
scheme of things. Hiring young people
has kept this down and has kept the
average age down to about 34. "Among
the programmers it's probably under 30."
Klee thinks hiring young people has
other advantages. "They take more readily to higher level languages.
He said CP-6 is more secure than CP-v.
"The operating system can't clobber user
programs."
Extensions of cp-v promised for CP-6
include: substantially increased user program sizes: enhanced protection and security features: extended communication and real-time facilities: unexcelled
functional commonality and integration:
retention of Cp-y'S functionality and ease
of use: a wider range of languages and
services: the protection of the cP-v user's
software investment; and the integration
of cp-v capabilities into the total spectrum of Honeywell's information processing facilities.
Klee said he's going to try something
for the second time next summer-hiring
"kids" from cp-v schools and turning
them loose to try to break and find bugs
in CP-6, He's tried it once with a group
from Northern Arizona State Univ.
"They found 60 or so bugs and we fixed
them."
Klee, who played a major part himself
in the development of cp-v, sees his
charter and that of the "cadre that did it
before," as special. "It's great to have an
opportunity to do something over again
and do it right."

-E.M.

SOFTWARE

SECURITY
IS AWARM
PACKAGE
At only 200 or so IBM computer sites, a
new breed of software package is being
put to use. These packages, designed to
provide data security, bear such names as
Secure, RACE, Secure/IMs, and ACF2.
They are all attempts to compensate for
holes in operating systems that were
never designed with the need for security
in mind.
At virtually every corporate data center, measures to provide physical security
against trespasses and physical attacks
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PDP-II Users:
Save $9100 on our 600 LPM
printer replacement.
For $9100 less than DEC's
LPM drum printer you can
now get Digital Associates'
600 LPM drum printer
(DAC-2260) for your
PDP-11. The DAC-2260 is
a direct replacement for DEC's
LP 11-YA and plug compatible
with both PDP-8 and PDP-11
CPU's. Similar savings are
available with our higher speed
900 and 1250 LPM printers,
both plug-to-plug replacements, designed for higher
performance minicomputer
applications.

Or, switch to
ChainTrain quality_

Save on printers for
any minicomputer system.

The DAC CT-6644 is a 600 LPM
ChainTrain printer that is a direct
replacement for the LP 11-YA; It
upgrades your
printing to
letter quality,
and saves you
$8500 against
DEC's 600 LPM
drum printer,
LP 11-YA. It
comes with
PDP-11 interface,
installation and maintenance.
All our drum and ChainTrain printers
can interface as well to the larger
DEC-20.

We offer line printers that are
compatible with IBM Series/1
and System/3, Data General
(with DMA), Hewlett-Packard
(including 3000 Series) and most
other minicomputer systems. All
offer tremendous savings and
you can choose from ChainTrain,
drum, band, Charaband or dot
matrix technology. Digital Associates' Printer Store is THE alternative source for minicomputer
line printer systems with installation and complete maintenance
service available on a nationwide
basis.

Digital Associates Corporation, 1039 E. Main St., Stamford, CT 06902
Call Toll Free 800-243-9054
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are employed. They make entry into the
,computer center impossible except by
those authorized to be in the machine
room or rooms. And systems designed to
be remotely accessible employ passwords
and user m's to control access to a system. But these newer packages build
upon that. restricting an authorized
user's access only to specific and predetermined data sets.
For example. there's Secure, a package
from Boole & Babbage of Sunnyvale.
Calif. It allows access to certain data sets

First they controlled access to
systems. Now you can restrict
authorized users only to selected
data sets.
at only certain times of the day. It can
restrict access to TSO only or to batch
only. or it can allow a person to write a
data set but not scratch it. And it has such
options as execute only or update only.
Similar capabilities are provided by
another package, Secure/IMs, which was
placed on the market recently by Software Module Marketing of Sacramento.
Calif. It allows a security manager to
determine the parameters of who can do
what from which terminal. such that data
entry operators. for example, would be
allowed to update only certain portions
of the data base and not be able to access
any other part. And again. access can be
restricted to only certain times of the day.
In addition. however. these packages
also produce an access history of activity
against protected information. They
provide an audit trail of access activity.
admittedly an after-the-fact sort of protection. right?
"Yes, but normally no one is going to
hit you the first time," says Software
Module president Harris A. Herman. He
explains that attempts to penetrate a
system are usually made by a terminal
operator at the urging of a friend. They
will attempt to see what kinds of data
they can gain access to, probing the system over a period of time. These probings. these attempts to browse, can be
spotted and action taken in real-time.
The security manager is alerted to the use
of a bad password or to someone trying
to access data without proper authorization-in which case the IMS master termi-,
nal operator is immediately notified.
Secure/IMs. which operates with IMS in
the teleprocessing environment. logs
every access to the data base from any
terminal. "We even monitor the security
manager." explains Herman. He says a
security manager can, from his terminal.
change the parameters under which
someone can access the data base-per-

haps staying on-line beyond the terminal
operator's normal 5 p;m. quitting time.
"But the auditor will get a report, so he
will know each time the security manager
is changing parameters," says Herman.
"It's not at all difficult for someone to
really hurt a company very badly with
some fairly simple computer-type
thefts," says Shawn McLaren, director of
the Cambridge Systems Group, Cupertino, Calif. "So a lot of people are being
pressured by their· managements or thdr
auditors to make a decision on a security
product."
.
~',

Asecurity manager can, from his
terminal, change the parameters
under-which ~someone can access the
data base.
\

A major New York City bank recently,
went'through such an exercise. It was not
prompted by any 'federal requirements.
according to a spokesman indp. Rather,
the dp auditing group reviewed some of
the applications running, iridicated that
the level Qf.~ecurity was not as high as
they wanted:and so dp started a search
for products available to them' ..
They looked closely at three of the four
packages mentioned above (they don't
. run IMS) and settled on ACF2. W~y that
one? Because, according to the spokesman who asks not to be named, they
thought it would require' the least
amount of time to achieve some acct:::ptable level of security. and it would take
the least amount of resources to get there.
When asked whether any of these
packages ,really provide security. users
and vendors alike admit that security is a
fu'nction of the care exercised by' individual users. Write your password down
where others can see itand the system is
compromised. 'For this reason. some
packages use no external password. but
instead generate them ,internally.
"There are two questions here," says
McLaren. "One is whether you can really
provide security. The other 'is whether
you can provide a semblance of security:
For some companies" a semblance of
security is good enough." It is enough. he
explains. to satisfy an auditor who says
YOll . must' have. a 'security product in
place. "Most auditors aren't capable of
distinguishing between a really good security product and on,e that just says it's a
security product."
Banks. of course. are not the only
users. Manufacturing companies. oil
com panies. insurance firms. and service
bureaus are also mentioned by the package vendors. '
,
McLaren's company has been selling
ACF2 for six months or so, and during that
~ime ha~ installed 20. He figures it will

Di ital Associates Corporation

Data General Users:
Save· $6100·· on ollr 600 LPM
printer replacement.
For $6100 less than Data
General's 600 LPM drum
printer you can now get
Digital Associates' 600
LPM drum printer
(DAC~2260) for your
Nova and Eclipse. The
DAC-2260 is a direct replacement utilizing DMA for the
Nova and Eclipse 4215
printer and is plug compatible
with either Data General
minicomputer system. Similar·
savings are available with
our higher speed 900 and
1250 LPM printers, both
plug-to-plug replacements,
designed for higher performance
minicomputer applications.

Or switch to
ChainTrai~ quality_

Save on
printers for PDP-11,

The DAC CT-6644 is a 600
LPMChainTrain printer that is
a plug-to-plug, replacement
for the Nova
and Eclipse
4215. It upgrades your
printing to'
letter quality,
and saves you
$4300 against
Data General's
600 LPM printer. It
'. '
comes with Nova or Eclipse iriter- '
face (iilcluping DMA), installation
and maintenance service.

IBM Series/1 and System/3, DEC
PDP-B and DEC 20, HewlettPackard (including 3000 Series)
and most other minicomputer
systems. All offer tremendous
savings and you can choose from
ChainTrain, drum, band, Charaband or dot matrix technology,
with print speedsfrom125 to1500
LPM. Digital Associates' Printer
Store is the alternative source for
minicomputer line'printer systems with installation and complete maintenance service' avail.able on a nationwide basis.

Digital Associates Corporation,-10a9 E. Main St., Stamford, CT 06902
"
'Call Toll Free 800·243~9054
.....
,
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And the T-80 is the
Our T-80 Receive
logical supplement to
Only printer is a quiet,
your CRT if you want
unassuming sort. ,
occasional hard copy
Doesn't take up much
printouts.
room on the desk.
Doe'sn't make a racket while it's
THE T-80
Now, you don't
have to buy a T-80 RO to get T-80
doipg its 'work.
""
THERMAL PRINTER perfonnance.The' basic T-80' ,
'Andit doesn't require a'lot of
money before it'll go towo~k: In fact, the T-80 runs
mechanism, with the same uniqu~
less'than $900 in OEM quaIlqties. And it continues operator-replaceable print head and driver
to save you money With its low cost of ownership.
electronics, is available as a module: the T-80 M.
, On top of all this, the T-80 prints fast. 80 CPS
So, it's up to you. Buy the complete T-80 RO,
fast. Which is nearly three times faster than most
ready-to-run. Or just take the T-80 M mechanism'
and design your own printer around it.
other thennal printers.
All these qualities --low price, impressive
Either way, yqu
speed, high quality, and quiet operation - have
save money, and the
combined to make the T-80 an absolute natural for
T-80 goes quickly and
applications that demand' silence. Hospitals. Open
quietly about its
office situations. Testing and instrumentation.
business.

'THE PRINTER COMPANY
Call or write for your nearest Sales Office or Distributor. 6219 DeSoto Ave., Woodland Hills, Ca. 91365.:.Tel: (213) 887-8451
Telex: 67-4734 • Dannstaedter Landstrasse 199, Frankfurt, W. Germany. Tel: 681-034, Telex: 841i 416344.
'
"
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CALL YOUR

DISTRIBUTOR
FOR THE QUIET
HARD-WORKING
LOW COST T-,O.
ARIZONA/PHOENIX
Wyle Dist. Group/Liberty/(602)249-2232
CALIFORNIA
NORTHERN
Electronic Mktg. Specialistsl(408)245-9291
Wyle Dist. Group/Elmar/(415)961.::3611
LOS ANGELES
Electronic Mktg. Specialistsl(213)990-4244
Wyle Dist. Group/Liberty/(213)322-8100
ORANGE COUNTY
Electronic Mktg: Specialistsl(714)832-9920
SAN DIEGO
Electronic Mktg. Specialistsl(714)560-5133
Wyle Dist. G roup/Liberty/ (714 )565-9171
COLORADO/DENVER '
Wyle Dist. Group/Elmar/(303)287-9611
ILLINOIS/CHICAGO
Bexdata LtdJ(312)895-3010
Information Systems IncJ(312)671-n80
MASSACHUSETT~BOSTON

Victor Electronics CorpJ(617)481-4010
MINNESOTA/MINNEAPOLIS
Digital Systems IncJ(612)831-2474
MISSOURI
INDEPENDENCE
ESC SaleS & Leasing CoJ(816)254-3600
ST.LOUIS
ESC Sales & Leasing CoJ(314)997-1515

TEXAS
HOUSTON
Data Applications CorpJ(713)686-8413
DALLAS
Data Applications CorpJ(214 )231-:4846
SAN ANTONIO
Data Applications Corp.l(512)732-7176
WASHINGTON/SEATILE
The Thorson CoJ(206)455-9180
Wyle Dist. Group/Liberty/(206)453-8300
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
ARGENTINA/BUENOS AIRES
Ciccone Hnos. y Lima Establecimientos/
67-8036
AUSTRALIAISIDNEY
Delairco Ind. Pty. Ltd.l29-2863
BOLIVIA/LA PAZ
Sics LtdaJ55670
BRAZIL/RIO DE JANEIRO
Globus Digital S.A.!233-49n
CANADA/ TORONTO
Ashworth Automation, Ltd.!(416)495-Q222
ITALY/ROME
Phoenix S.R.LJ802164
JAPANITOKYO
Marubeni Electronics, Ltd.!501-7421
KOREA/SEOUL'
Oriental Computer Engineering Corp.!
21-6471
.
NEW ZEALAND/LOWER HUTT
Computer Consultants, Ltd.l66-149
SWITZERLAND/ZURICH
Kontron Electronik AGlOHl28282
VENEZUELA/CARACAS
Ingedigiti31-58-93
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have 25 out by year-end anq an add i- they're trying to correct."
And a dp executive with a manufacturtiona:! 75 next year.' "The only limitation
in the markekl guess, is the fact that ing firm admits that "a good systems
there are onry so many MVS sites out programmer can get to anything. I don't
there." His package runs only with MVS.' think you can protect against that."
The best seller to date is Boole &
But this is perhaps best placed into
Babbage's Secure, of which some 130 are perspective by Boole & Babbage's David
said to be installed. IBM has installed an Tootill: "The fact that you can't protect
estimated 20 of its RACF, which has been something completely is no reason not to
on the market the longest. Secure/IMs, on make it difficult to penetrate."
the market for only a few months, is only
-Edward K. Yasaki
now .being installed.
"I can see every computer system in SERVICES
the world having some sort of security .-.-----------------i
package within the next five years," optimistically says David Tootill, senior
softwareengineerat Boole & Babbage.
The firm's product manager David L.
Mosby notes that IBM doesn't enter a
software market that doesn't ensure
good return on its investment. And IBM, ADAPSO: the lines ~fdel11arcation .
lle says, has made available in Europe an
are, blurring~ but the ,common
enhanced version OfRACF.
denominator
is service. . .
Harris Herman foresees an active interest in data security by' users in the late The Assn. of Data Processing Service
1979-early 1980 timefiame, when he Organizations (ADAPSO) emerged in its
foresees legislation requiring some level 49th M anagemen t Conference last
of security in systems. It's a new technol- month as an association of prosperous
ogy and a young market that is only now confusion. .
The group reviewed its 1978 Annual
getting ,set to takeoff. "People all know
they have a security problem," says Her- Computer Services Industry Report,
man. "But they're approaching it first,' I produced by Input, Menlo Park, Calif.
The survey indicated growth and profit
guess, with physical security."
For now. it seems. these retrofits are the rates for 1978 will top those of '77. For
best that users can hope for. But Robert the first quarter. ended March 1978. the
P. Abbott, president of EDP Audit Controls'inOakland. Calie,says vendors are
working on new systems in which security has been designed in from the
beginning.' And they're going to be
to~gh. he says.
"The biggest holes today are through
the JCL." Abbott notes. Many changes to
the operating system today are motivated
by the wish to improve the facilities of the
job control language. he explains.
"That's where the weak link is right now,
arid it'll be that way when these new
systems come out." Five years after these
new systems come out. Abbott says. he'd
like to have·'the intimate knowledge of
how they work that he does Of today's
systems. "I'd be very interested in seeing
whether the constant changes to operating systems. the improvements. the new
releases erode the securiiythat was in the
first versions. That's where the problem is
going to be." The reason. he adds. is that
the people who do the maintenance on
those systems will riot be the same people
who designed them. and thus they won't annualized revenue: growth rate'of, 18
know why all those functions are in the public companies surveyed was 25% versus a 21% growth rate for 1977. Recent
operating system.
Abbott. who earlier had studied se- profit margins. the report showed. were
curity flaws that exist in numerous oper- 12.9% versus 12.3% last year. "Next year's
ating systems for the Defense Depart- annual report may well reflect a growth
ment (February 1974. p. 90). says of rate in the 20% to 22% range."
ADAPSO itself reported a surplus in its
access control software: "Some of them
have. as many holes in them as the holes treasury and members were· treated in

HEALTHY
a CONFUSION
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Orlando to one of the most sumptuous
conferences in the association's history,
complete with a boat ride around Walt
Disney World and a banquet replete with
Djsney-style entertainment.
The 1978 survey showed computer
processing services to be the largest industrysegment in terms of revenue.
Richard Crandall, association president
and president of, Comshare Inc., Ann
Arbor, Mich., writing in the ADAPSO Update. described this category as "firms
who procure computers and provide ~er
vices ranging from raw computer tIme
resale to high value-added, end-user applications that solve very specific problems. Traditionally these services have
been thought of as batch, time-sharing,
distributed processing, remote batch,
and facilities management, but now the
~Iend of processing types is so far along
that any further attempt at differentation
is sure to be meaningless."
And now the number of service firms
offering hardware has further blurred
distinctions. "I find it hard enough to
describe what business we're in," said a
representative of National css, Inc.,.
which recently added hardware to its
offerings(April, p. 186). "It's even harder
to describe what it is ADAPSO represents."
He agreed that service is probably the
main common denominator.
. Tom Campbell, product line manager,
computer services' industry, Digital

Equipment Corp., speaking in a session
. titleq"The Computer Services Industry
and Hardware Manufacturers," said the
immediate future for the services industry ':.is one of confusion, of overlap between oem's, vendors and service
p.ur.~aus."

. Stu Johnson, director of commercial
marketing and planning, Burroughs
Corp., said dealing with the services industry "is like trying to hit a moving
target."

"Dealing with the services industry
is like trying to hit a moving target."
. Campbell didn't see "many new companies entering the computer services
industry. I see mergers, acquisitions,
product specialization and subsidiaries
spinning off offering services."
Hal Pray, product planning and manager. small business systems marketing.
Data General Corp .. would like to see
service bureaus ~'as suppliers of our systems. You add services. tailor the systems
for small businesses." He mentioned
four that do: Itel.Corp.: The Computer
Center. Falmouth. Maine. which sells
Data General computers on a retail
basis: Keydata. and Insurance Systems of
America.
"It's working. It's a natural evolution

SAVING'S THE THING
"Don't throw a':1ything away." urged needed one full-time person and I was
Paul Armer, executive secretary of the the one." said Armer. He described its
Charles Babbage· Institute.
'
nature as ecumenical, scholarly. and
He was talking to the ADAPSO con- fun.
ference in Orlando about the institute
He said the institution is looking to
which was formed to preserve the his- large manufacturers for support, but.
tory of computing. He said one prob- also will seek out small members and
lem the institute is running into is that individuals on an associate basis.
too many things of historical value have "more to involve people than to bring
been thrown away.
in money.
,
"Preservation is the top priority."
"The past has lots to say about the
future. There will be a payoff in the
morale area. too," said Armer.
He said the institute was "the brainchild" of'Erwin Tomash, chairman of
Dataproducts Corp. "Tom ash wanted.
to write a book on the history of computing. He took history courses at
UCLA. But he deciqed his perspective
was too narrow, that it wasn't appropri:.
ate to write it himself."
So he brought sOnle people together
two years ago' in Los Angeles. They
discussed some of the efforts of the
American Federation of Information
Processing Societies' (AFIPS) in the mid
'60s with the Smithsonian Institution
but concluded these had fallen off in
1974.
PAUL ARMER-"Pres~rvation's the'
. "They concluded the institution . thing.'~ ,

*
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in the type of business you offer today.
Radio Shack, Heathkit. that's where the
h60'o'yist goes. Small business islooking
for more."
Joe Hayes. director. consultant relations for Honeywell, Inc .. said his company is looking to the services industry
for joint ventures, subcontracts on software development, and cooperative marketing stnitegies."Work with us on joint
bids. joint developments, and referral
agreements."
All of the hardware manufacturers'
representatives agreed that software is an
important area for the services industry.
"We need help in the acquisition of
applications products," said Bill Anderson, manager edp systeryls marketing for
Control Data Corp.
'
"You can serve best with effective,
efficient software," said Johnson ~f Burroughs.
"Software, that's where it's at," said
Campbell of DEC.
Leon Weis~urgh, president, Anstat.
Inc .. New York, writing in Update, went a
step further. "The real strength of ·the
data services companies ... resides in
their expertise in both specific applications and processing techniques. Producing a total product demands far more
than processing transactions in. a computer. It involves interfacing with management to determine their requirements, designing the product, and later
modifying the product as management's
needs change and technology a~vances.'~
. Which is what some service bureaus
are doing by offering hardware and in~
stalling ~omplete turnkey systems they
service and maintain.
'
"On your computer system or ours."
proclaims Yellow Pages advertising of
Advanced Data Systems. Inc .. ' Long
Beach. Calif., a small bureau servicing
the greater Los Ang'eIes area. With. the
increasing popularity of the minis, said
Derinis Christy, ADs·pr~sident. "we called
on our existing customers and said, 'Hey,
there's a'thing out there called a mini.'
We talked about their applications as
related toa mini. We tried to make sure
the hardware vendor couldn't get to them
first and give them a low-ball price." He
said when they got there first they were
successful. . ,
.
Cliff Asphmd, president, Manus Computer Services, Inc., said his firm dedded, "If we're going to lose some
business to minis, we might as well lose it
to ourselves." His firm offers services or
turnkey systems on DEC computers. "I~
rtlid'76, we asked ourselves what bUSIness we were in. We decided, the b~siness
of information services for other organizations'.We went from the defensive to
the offensive. We offer customers tiQ'lesharing· or in-house services. If he starts
out with time-shar~ng he, can later trans-

fer his software. He's deferred his capital
decision."
Manus offers services to the distribution industry and has a management
system for law firms to which Asplund
said they expect to tie in word processing
later this year.
His was not the only mention of word
processing. Pray of Da ta General advised
the services industry that small business
is going "to want word processing as well
as data processing."

"On your computer or ours," says
the ad in the yellow pages.

Users were not ·overlooked at the
ADAPSO conference. A session on user
groups turned into a real give and take
with the audience seeming to represent
as much experience in their formation as
did the speakers. There was agreement
that it's difficult to get one going, but it's
worthwhile. "Promise them they're going
to learn something new, entertain with a
quality speaker, make it as memorable as
possible, and maintain some point of
control." said MargIe Davis, national coordinator for General Ledger Training,
Management Science America, Inc.
"The benefits far outweigh the other
thing, doing it by phone," said Lee
Mulder, marketing consultant, Keith
Bates & Associates.
John Imlay, Jr., president of MSA and
elected president of AOAPSO at the conference, brought along a s·pecial guest
who has made an appearance at a number of MSA user group meetings, a tiger
named Mabel. This would follow Davis'
"Make it as memorable as possible" advice.
'
A. S. Blankenship, Jr.. president, Data
Processing of the South, Inc., Charlotte,
North Carolina, was elected senior vice
president and Lawrence J. Schoenberg,
president, AGS Computers, Inc .. Mountainside, N.J., was elected treasurer.

AIRLINES

GETTING liO
KNOW
.

~OU

Proposed merger of two airlines
could mean maJ·or economies for dp
departments.
The proposed merger of the nation's
eighth and ninth largest airlines.ha~ their
data processing departments thInkIng of
,how they'll live together. So far, the answer is wonderfully.
The two companies, Continental Airlines and Western Airlines, are about the
same size.. Western in its last fiscal year
reported revenues of $755.6 million and
Continental $715.5 million. Both are
based within a few miles of each other
near Los Angeles International Airport.
And the data processing organizations of
both face some hefty expenditures for
hardware and software development.
hastened by the phenomenal growth in
passenger traffic. Airline industry sources
estimate that 280 million passengers will
board the nation's aircraft this year, compared with 240 million in 1977.
Although directors of both airlines ap-

Campbell OfOEC said, "Office automation, that's the new hot button."
Manus' Asplund cited one of his firm's
biggest problems: "Finding qualified
people is ghastly." Discussions over
lunch and in the corridors indicated that
keeping them is equally difficult. There
was talk of prizes and incentive programs, some of which worked and some
of which didn't.
Sessions on Personnel!Retention, Personnel!Stress Management, and Personnel/Com pensations drew crowds that
spilled out five deep into hallways. .
-Edith Myers
Another interest-drawing topic was ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~
IBM. Larry Welke, president, International Computer Programs Inc., chairman of the session with the manufacturers, said, "Many were invited. Five
responded." IBM wasn't one but was a
topic for discussion at the session. .
Questions inevitably came up about
IBM'S reentrance into the services market
and about what the giant is doing in the
OEM market. On the services side the
consensus was, IBM will be back but the
question is where.
Data General's Pray chose to field the
oem question. "I had Series/ I marketing
responsibility in New England. I think
Series/l has' been a major disappointment to IBM ... IBM does not hilVe an
oem policy ... Now we see the 8100
(Data Processing Div.) and GSO'S (GenUnited's SPD now
eral Systems Div.) 38. The Series/ I is in
connects to 629 cities
big trouble. There's open warfare beand 10,000 business
tween the divisions now."
communities.
Crandall, in Update, touched on IBM in
services. "If anything is as sure as death
One. phone call will
and taxes it is that IBM will reenter serrush that important
vices in some fashion; this will undoubtsmaIl package from
edly be the latest forecast of doom for
Special numbers
your door to your
computer services. To the contrary, anain Maryland,
lysts oriented toward fundam~ntal~ will
client's door-in hours!
Honolulu and Hilo, Hawaii.
conclude that computer services IS an
industry that has its own place in the sun
with unique values in its products and
real economic benefits to its markets. No
single event will deal a serious blo~ ~o
the health of the industry ... not milliS,
uniTED AIRLinES
not micros,not IBM."

TO EVERY U.S. CITY

(800) 638-7340
lUI
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WESTERN's Walter Bam orick (left) and Continental's Mauro Weissman. How to plan for a merger.

proved tl)e merger in September. approval still is needed from the Civil Aeronautics Board. which isn't expected to act
until the spring or summer. But the data
processing chiefs of both airlines have
been meeting since last spring to talk
things over.
What Mauro Weissman. vice president
of data systems management at Continental. and his counterpart at Western.
Walter Bambrick. vice president of data
processing and systems. look forward to
doing among other things is to share the
cost of massive upgrades to their reservations systems.
For instance. computers bear a heavy
load in keeping track of the many kinds
of fares offered by the airlines. some
differing even by flight number. And new
codes are being devised to accommodate
more airports than are now possible with
the traditional three character c0ge (LAX
for Los Angeles) and to accommodate
more airlines than with the two character
codes being used (co for Continental).
And upgrades to their reservations systems could take from 50 to 100 man years
of development work at a cost of $1.5
million to $3 million for each airline.
Together. they estimate the cost would be
cut in half.
Until recently. Continental handled its
own and the reservations systems for 12
oth'er airlines on three IBM 360/65s and it
used two more 360/65s and an IBM 3701
155 for commercial applications and
backup. In September. it installed an
Amdahl 470V 16. which Weissman says
has five to six times the power of a 65 in
reservations applications. He said the
Amdahl acquisition is the first step in a
planned conversion to fourth generation
equipment which might also involve two
IBM 3033 or two Amdahl 470 V I7s or
V 18s should the merger with Western go
through. and perhaps an IBM 3031 or
3032.
'
Western does its reservations processing on two 370/158s that provide about
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1.3 times the power of a 360/65.
Bambrick says this is a stop-gap upgrade
for the 65s and soon must be replaced by
later generation machines. Last September. Western had been given access in its
Los Angeles dp center to an IBM 3031 as
part of an agreement it had with the
Mexican government to set up a reservations system for Mexico's airlines. But
Bambrick said the most Western could

Continental installed an Amdahl V/6
with five to six times the power of a
65 in reservations applications.

materials management system and Western has nothing comparable. It also has
an automated schedule change in a system which reduces clerical efforts drastically. and Western is about to start on a
similar project. Western. however. is well
ahead of Continental in implementing
conversational programming.
And Western last May moved to a
three-story and basement building built
to its specifications near Los Angeles
International Airport (October. p. 137).
The building was designed to accommodate an expansion of the computer
equipment and people. Western now has
almost twice the capacity it needs.
The good news about a merger. says
Bambrick. is that it· wouldn't take away
any jobs because of the expanding workload of both companies. "Nobody would
be laid off and any necessary tightening
would be accomplished by attrition. And
attrition is prevalent in the data processing business."

do with the 3031 was to test programs on
it. since it will be dedicated to the Mexican government's reservations project.
Continental's Weissman. a tall, dapperly dressed native of Chile who
majored in political science at the Univ.
-1M.
of Chile. and Bambrick. a tweedy onetime Ottawa journalist who first learned 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
the computer business in the RCAF, envi- I_S_E_M_IC_O_N_D_U_C_T_O_R_S__- I
sion many other benefits in a merged dp
operation.
When it acquired the flight control
systems company. Dixon Spe~s. from
Planning Research last July, Continental
became the world's largest supplier of
flight planning systems. a business it's
been in 10 years. Its 58 airline customers
throughout the world buy up to 70.000
flight plans a month from Continental.
Western. on the other hand, uses Delta Japanese semiconductor
Airlines' system through a telephone link manufacturers attempt "to increase
to Atlanta.
mutual understanding."
Western is developing a real time crew
management system while Continental Some very uncomplimentary charges
still is developing such a system. It also is have been leveled of late by American
installing a new payroll system that will semiconductor manufacturers against
be linked to the crew and flight attendant their strongly competitive Japanese
systems to pay the group automatically. counterparts, and relations between the
Continental hasn't such a system. But two sides have been deteriorating rapidly.
Continental has a highly cost effective Last month, in an effort to improve this

SEMINAR IN

SILICON
VALLEY

ATSUYOSHI OUCHI-"The U.S.
semiconductor industry has captured
an estimated 62% of the total
worldwide market. "

situation and to "increase mutual understanding." an all-day seminar in Califo~
nia's Silicon Valley was spo.nsored by
eight major Japanese semiconductor
companies.
The Japanese. attempting to show that
they pose no threat to the American
industry. cited statistics that indicate the
dominance of U.S. manufacturers in
world trade. "The U.S. semiconductor
industry has captured an estimated 62%
share of the total worldwide market."
said Atsuyoshi Ouchi of Nippon Electric
Co .. Ltd. "Furthermore, in the Ie (integrated circuit) field. where the most advanced technology is being developed.
the U.S. has as'high as an estimated 70%
share."
He added that American semiconductor manufacturers sell much much more
of their products in the Japanese market
than do the Japanese in the U.S. marketplace, both in terms of dollar volume
and percent of total market.
The speaker also defended Japan's
government-funded research into the
VLSI (very large scale integration) technology. noting that "the subsidyrepresents only a small portion of the total
research and development costs." The
majority of the costs are being borne by
private companies. he said. and the subsidy is to be repaid when the project is
completed. Additionally, he explained.
the national project is limited to development of the basic technology; participating companies must fund their own
production expenses when they get into
the manufacturing phase.
Ouchi pointed to government support
for R&D into computer and semiconductor technologies in the U.K .. France, and
West Germany. and noted that the U.S.
Defense Department has proposed a
$200-million grant for the development

of a vLsI-like technologY:
"In view of this widespread practice."
he said. "singling out Japan for unfairness is. in itself. unfair. discriminatory. and contrary to American notions
of 'fair play.'" And he added that patents
developed by the Japanese from their
VLSI project would be available for licensing by foreign manufacturers.
But the concern of the American manufacturers over the growing prowess of
the Japanese competitors was sharply
sketched by Charles E. Sporck of National Semiconductor Corp. He traced
briefly how the "Japanese protectionist
and anti-free trade policies and biases"
earlier had wreaked havoc on American
steel and color tv producers.
"We are determined that a similar fate
will not befall us." he said. "To date. the
impact of these policies has not been
seriously felt by the American semiconductor industry. but intentions must
count for something. The Japanese have
targeted the semiconductor industry for
domination in the 1980s." he continued.
and U.S. companies must take steps to
protect themselves.
Sporck was critical of a two-tier pricing
system in semiconductors that he said the
Japanese maintain-artificially high domestic prices with which they can absorb
all their overhead costs. plus lower export

prices that merely cover incremental variable costs.
"And with this two-tier price structure." he explained. "when a cyclical
downturn occurs and demand weakens
in the domestic market. the Japanese.
with heavy fixed obligations and guaranteed employment and further government-provided export incentives. are
obliged to flood the export markets with
products at bargain prices until their
(production) capacity limits are

"Singling out Japan for unfairness is
unfair and discriminatory."
reached."
So far. Sporck added. the U.S. side has
played fairly. It has maintained an open
market and a free trade philosophy.
American firms have generously licensed
technology to Japanese firms. The government here has allowed imports at
consistently low tariffs. has allowed the
Japanese to make equity investments
here. and has even allowed the outright
acquisition of a U.S. semiconductor firm.
But in return. he said. the Japanese
have maintained consistently higher import tariff and non tariff barriers such asa
"Buy Japanese" policy "at most Jap-
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Performance~Reliability,

and Now a 3uO Megabyte
Disk Subsystem at ..
Substantial ,-.-------Savings!
Users of DEC® and Data General minicomputers can now take advantage of higher transfer
speeds offered by advanced CDC Storage
Module Drives and get up to 50% more disk
capacity!
All they need is the Xylogics 300 Megabyte
Disk Subsystem. It's only one member of a fam~
ily of disk subsystems that range from 2.5 mega':'
bytes to 1.2 billion bytes. The reliable, thoroughly
proven Xylogics disk controller matches the minicomputer performance to the CDC Storage Module Drives. You get more capacity, faster response
times, and best of all, you can save as much as
50% of present costs!
A look at our specs will show you how you
can make your computer-based system payoff
better with the Xylogics 300 Megabyte Disk
Subsystem. Call or write. Today!
Xylogics 300 Megabyte Disk Subsystem
features include:
• Operates with RT11, RSX11 M, RSTS/E
and DIBEX on DEC CPU'S
• Operates with RDOS, AOS, IRIS and
BLlS®/COBOL on Data General CPU'S
• Transfer rates up to 1.2 mb per second
• Dual Port Disk Drive Capability
• Multiple Computer Access
• Mass Direct Data Transfer
• ROM Bootstrap Loader
• Word Transfer to 64k Block Length
• ECC Error Detection and Correction
• Rotational Position Sensing
• Direct Memory Access Throttle Control.
• Implied Seek
....... and more!
®BLlS is a registered trademark of Information Processing, Inc.
®DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

50% •
more capacity
50%
faster transfer rate
50% .

lower cost

Xylogics

Xylogics, Inc., 42 Third Avenue, Burlington, Massachusetts 01803

(617) 272-8140

We did it with .... innovation/imagination/integrity
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anese companies." He called for the
eliminatioil of the two-tier pricing system
and of trade and non trade barriers in the
Japanese market, as well as free access
under appropriate licenses to all the Japanese VLSI research results.
Sporck, in his presentation. suggested
that the two sides meet again in one year
to review progress made in the interveningperiod. Robert Noyce of Intel. in his
talk; reiterated that idea. And Toshihiko
Kubo of Hitachi, who made the opening
and closing remarks. ~mggested that it
was not only a good idea but that the
meeting next year be held in Japan-as
though to intimate that the Japanese
delegation felt a bit uneasy in the States.

-E.K.Y.

MEETINGS

ROOM FOR

STARTUPS

Market for small entrepreneurs in
micro field characterized as an
"ungainly'adolescent," but doing
very well in school.
The Astrodome's 30,000 car parking lot
looked mighty empty last month when
the Mini/Micro show played the Astrohall in Houston. But although attendance was in the neighborhood of 4.200.
a random sampling of booth workers
turned up only one comment that came
near to being negative; and. while underattended, most sessions were well prepared and of high quality.
A Tektronix booth worker noted that
his company's booth location next to the
entnince may have helped. So, too, could
their large, attractively outfitted booth.
"Look at those ,inquiries." said another
~xhibitor. 'showing at~o-inch high stack
of embossed forms. "And those are just
from today's visitors.~'
"There aren't many people here,"
noted the most dissatisfied vendor talked
to, but he added, "I'm still up to my ears
in spec sheets for the disk drives."
, A rather unexpected 'exhibitor was the
Internal Revenue Service, in town to tell
users how they can file W2 forms on
magnetic media.
There's still room for the entrepreneur
in the small computer marketplace, but
without good business planning even the
man with the better microprocessorbased, time-shared mousetrap is running
head on into Chapter II of the Bankruptcy Act. Plimning was a major point
stressed in three sessions running under
the theme of "Computer Business."
You must know what you want, and

plan accordingly, noted George Snively things in evaluating prospective investof Meta Financial Corp .. a financial con- ments: management. market. and
sulting firm. Develop a plan. Ask "what method (does the plan make sense?).
if?" then revise the plan, he said. Con- He'II also be asking a few secondary
tinue the process until there are no more questions. such as. "how much can I
what ifs. then toss the plan because you make (or loose)?" "how do I get my
have certainly missed a what if. "Hope money out?" and ",vho else is in the
for luck," Snively concluded, for "luck is deal?" In general. Sabol feels venture
what happens when preparation meets capital isn't for the new company: it's
opportunity."
For the entrepreneur seeking outside
funding, a business plan is mandatory, Significant advances in software
according to Phillip J. Sabol. of Corpo- development seldomly are used on
rate Planning and Finance, a business
minis or micros.
consultant. Whether you're seeking
equity capital from investors. or debt
capital from lending organizations, the better to wait until the company has a
person with his hands on the purse good track record so it's in a better barstrings will want to see a well prepared gaining position.
A lending organization is much better
business plan, Sabol said. He'll want to
make certain it makes good business for the first timer, according to Sabol.
sense before he'll part with funds he's Here, the loan officer also wants a busiresponsible for. Your plan. which will ness plan. He'II look for the quality of
probably take I \12 to 2 man months to management. the existence of manageprepare. and will turn out to be a 45 to 60 ment information systems. market
page presentation. should cover eight trends, and management structure. Far
major topics: your company, the indus- down on his list. and contrary to ~hat a
try. the market, operation, organization (PA may teII you. is the certified audit.
and management, operating plan. criti- .Sabol says.
Entrepreneurs also offered their
cal risks and problems, and financial
wisdom. "I am an entrepreneur," said
plan.
Sabol said a venture capitalist offering Randal Walti of Randal Data Systems,
equity funding looks for three major Inc .. which makes small business sys-
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Tb~ problem has been to get performance
reporting, management information and
reports your users can understand all in :
one place.'
. That's why you'll find yourself using
CONTROL/CICS so much.
CONTROL/CICS is the only product'
that provides all the data you need to make
criti~al decisions, maintain good user relations and imp~ove your response time. And
the'information will be in a format that is
useful and meaningful to ever~one in your
company.
-----.--~-

future hardware needs; find out more about
CONTROL/CICS.
.
It's the one product that will help you
.
.
run yourCICS system. .'
For more information, call or write us
today.

SMS Division
,
510 Oakmead Parkw~y
Sunnyvaie,.Ca. 94086
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Helpin'g you get the Illost from your system.

.............................
•••
i
•
• Gentlemen:'
: Please send me information on CONTROL/CICS.

name _ _ _ _-,---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

•

title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

•

(;:;~.l.,.",{D)tlr(n.;' IJJ"1H~,;

company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1iJh "I\~J:jt11 1.C).u.:i~' I t"1Hg~'

address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

(nunil u.l\~ IJ(:\.'{ll!JF~{r i t"'1H~~~

i,

t ''11l;1H~}~ill:,

city _ _ _ _ _ _ _ state _ _ _ zip _ _
phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

. If you need to optimize on-line system
perf~rmance, analyze tren4s and forecast
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year's two, suggesting that the show
tems, "speaking to you under the as- mer to concentrate on the problem, not
proved itself to companies reluctant to
sumption that you are fellow entre- the hardware. An engineer by training,
take' a chance on an unknown expo.
preneurs." Describing the market as "an Miller suggested the use of "software
Federal dpers, who have never had'a
ungainly adolescent; awkward,' pim pIes, instrumentation" akin to the hardware
major show of this scope in their own
voice changing, but doing very well in designer's bench of electronic instrubackyard, have needed one, mainly beschool," he went on to comment on the ments, Such tools should improve debugcause their limited travel budgets have
many opportunists in the field. "I think ging-aids beyond breakpoints and
kept them away from such national
they will mostly fall by the wayside from dumps.:Monitoring the program's execuevents as the National Computer Conlack of preparation for success," he tion carL,tell its author which routines
ference.
added.
require fine tuning.
The three-day conference program's
Growth is critical to the entrepreneur.
-:oBiII Musgrave
first day included a full day of "ProfesHe either stays in business with the good
sional Enhancement" workshops on topdeals, or goes out with the bad, said Bill
ics such as privacy and security, data
Goodwin. of The Data Companies, a
communications, and programmer ,.prosystems house. Being wise enough to
ductivity. The next two days featured
walk away from the bad (read unprofitconcurrently running Management
abl~) deals was stressed by both GoodWorkshops, ProdJ~ct Workshops, and Iswin, and David R. Black of David R.
sues and Answers sessions.
Black & Associates, software consultants
An issues and answers session, .on ADP
and turnkey system maker. Black, who The first Federal Computer Conference
has done business with a number bf in Washington last month drew more Standards, developed into a debate bevendors, warned neWcomers to watch out than 5,000, exceeding expectations of the tween Charles Lecht, president .of Adfor the manufacturer's salesmen because conference organizers, who had pre- vanced Computer Techniques Corp" and
they'll tell you anything you want to hear; dicted a turnout of 3,000 to 4,000. "I
"Our loyalty is to our customers, not don't think they'll have to even market
m~nufactu.rers," he said, adding that his
it," a government attendee observed. "It Amdahl asks federal users to
company req uires manufacturers· to
looks like the show is marketing itself."
demand rigid prOgramming rules so
demonstrate all claims. It also adds a
Indeed, most exhibitors not only that programs can be made
page to the manufacturer's contract, stip- signed up for next year's event but have
portable.
ulating all of the salesman's claims. To
booked additional booth space. Next
date, said Black, none of the manufactur- year's conference-again to be held Nov.
ers has refused to accept the addition as 7-9 at the Sheraton Park Hotel-will fill Computer and Communications Induspart of the contract.
h
h'b'
h 11
d . h h'
A
'd
J k B'ddl
h
Goodwin and Black both o~red ad- ~t~re_e~ex~I~lt_o_r___a~s_c_o_m_p_a_r_e~w~lt~t~ls~_t_~~_s_~_n_._p_re_s~l_e_n_t~a_c~_I~_e~o_v_e_r_t_e~
vice,on how to buildup business: have a
prosperous image, with a nice office that
lends a look of stability. You'll need a
demonstration room, work areas, and an
administration area, Goodwin said.
Black, suggested involvement· in professi.onal .organizations that can help build
an image, find sales leads, and locaie
tale,nt for your staff, He summed up by
stressing three points: never trust salesmen, make a plan, and learn to say "no"
to bad sales.
, In a.session provocatively titled "How
to Cut Software Development Costs,"
Dr. Ned Chapin, a software specialist
with InfoSci. po)nted out that purchasers
see the low price tag on computing iron,
but often fail to realize the total cost will
One phon~'call will rush
be about five times higher when the
that important small
software is added. The significant' adpackage from,your
vances in methodology over the last decdoor to your client's
ade seldom are used on minis and
door-in hours!
micros, according to Chapin. Structured
techniques provide many benefits, including cost reduction, faster implementation, greater reliability, and reduced
Now to 629 airport
maintenance costS: Chapiri said.
Special numbers
cities
and 10,000 busiin Maryland,
Representatives from several vendors
ness
communities.
, Honolulu and Hilo, Hawaii.
discussed how the right tools-both hardware and software-can aid implementation efforts. Tom Miller, of Texas
Instruments, noted that there is lots of
jargon floating about, but few tools. He
advocated the use of a systems programming language, allowin,g the programuniTED AIRLinES
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proposed 1/0 channel interface standard,
which is expected to be adopted soon as a
~IPS (Federal Information Processing
Standard). Biddle called 'the proposed
standard the user community'S "first
shot" in refusing to be "victimized by

The user community's first shot in
refusing to be victimized by
manufacturers any longer.
manufacturers" any longer. Speaking
froin the floor, Eugene Amdahl, chairman of Amdahl Corp., questioned
Lecht's opinions about the 1/0 interface
standard. Amdahl said he was more interested in "the facts."
At a "Government Day" session, the
keynoter, RichardM. Harden, Special
Assistant to the President for Information Management. told of the new White
House Office of Administration's office
automation activities. Those plans include an electronic mail venture being
worked on at MIT. and a system being
developed for tracking legislative proposals, called CLASS (Congressional Liaison Activity Support System), which will
tie in all Cabinet-level departments and
some independent agencies. He said it
should be operational by the time the
new Congress convenes.
Keynoting the "Industry Day"
luncheon on the second day was Gene
Amdahl. who commented on how microprocessors are fueling the technological
revolution. This microprocessor momentum. he claims. "feeds activity in the
large system area as well." The reason for
this. he said. was that "almost every
transaction you might handle locally has
some global significance."
Injuggling between the minicomputer
and maxicomputer environments. Amdahl urged federal users to follow two
rules of thumb. One was rigid programming rules so that programming will be
portable. This is suggested. he explained,
. because "applications almost always outgrow the minicomputer and its simple
architecture." Such program portability.
he further. argued. can provide the flexibility to avoid complications that might
arise in dealing with future architectural
changes.
The second user rule of the road. according to Amdahl. is to maintain rigid
control over file structure. That's necessary, he insisted. because the information
in those files "is the lifeblood of the
application." Tight control of file structure is also necessary. he said. because of
the capacity limitations of the peripherals normally available on the mini
or microprocessor.
Amdahl also cautioned that following
this advice "won't eliminate all of the
trauma of growth. but it will help to
76 DATAMATION

SHOW FOR FEDS-Three-day conference and exhibit drew surprisingly large
turnout of 5,000 in Washington, D.C.

minimize it."
With respect to "~mproving the efficiency and effectiveness" of present systems. Amdahl cited pr9gramming as
being "the most pressing. yet the most
complex task In data processing." Twothirds to three-quarters of programming
hours on a large scale system are spent on
program maintenance because, he said,
the applications and the applica~ioris environment are continually changing.

This is why he stresses the user must have
the capability "to structure programs."
The dp revolution, said Amdahl, "is
moving faster than we can conceptually
keep up with." For users to keep pace
with that tevolution they will need "to
keep things!Js orderly as possible in this
day of transition."

.

"This? Oh, this is the display screen for my electronic junk mail."

-Sarah Rolph
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MEMORY SALE: California Computer
Products, which was reported to be asking as high as $45 million for its Memory
Products Division, finally settled for $25
million in cash from Xerox Corp. for
most of the division. Late in November,
the company was negotiating with several firms for sale of its floppy disk operation, which ,Xerox didn't want, at a
reported price of about $1.2 million. A
major contender at the time for the
floppy disk operation was ThomsonCSF of France. Calcomp; which was profitable in fiscal 1978 for the first time in
four years, needed the money to reduce
its huge long-term debt of about $37
million. It will keep its end user disk
operation, which buys IBM 3350-compatible drives from Hitachi and Nippon
Peripherals.
PERTEC AGREEMENTS: Pertec Computer Corp. sold its 16% interest in Tally
Corp., the Kent, Wash., printer manufac:.
turer, to the West German industrial
concern, Mannesmann AG, for close to
$4 million and agreed, separately, to acquire certain assets of North American
Philips' small business computer operations in the U.S. Under the agreement
with North American, Pertec will undertake service and software support of the
2,000 small busiriess computers installed
in the U.S. by Philips' Data Systems Div.
and employ some 260 maintenance, sales
and software people at Philips' 12 sales
and service locations in the U.S. Pertec
also will have nonexclusive rights to the
company's existing and future software
developments for the systems. The agreement is for seven years, but could be
extended. Under the Tally agreement,
both companies have agreed to discontinue existing and pending litigation.
Pertec has been unsuccessful in persistent attempts to acquire the printer
manufacturer.
SHEDDING A~ IMAGE: Addressograph-Multigraph Corp., with a new
chairman, new headquarters and a new
name, offered to acquire Microdata

Corp., the minicomputer manufacturer.
The acquisition would involve an exchange of stock worth about $48 million.
Microdata makes small computers and
peripheral equipment. AddressographMultigraph, which moved earlier this
year from Cleveland to Los Angeles,
home of its new chairman Roy L. Ash,
changed its name to AM International,
Inc. at a stockholders meeting last month
in Los Angeles.

TWO PI MOVES: Two Pi Corp., wholly
owned by U.S. Philips Corp., moved to a
55,000 sq. ft. headquarters and manufacturing facility in Santa Clara's Marriott
Industrial Park. The company, which has
70 employees but expects this to climb to
125 in the next eight months, will occupy

ing business systems based on the Two Pi
computer. The company will maintain its
Advanced Projects Group in Tustin,
Calif., where expansion plans also are
under way.

TERNjlNALS FOR AVIS: Avis Rent-aCar System will be installing new terminals for its Wizard of Avis car rental
telecommunications network. The company awarded a $4.5 million contract to
Harris Corp.'s Data Communications
Division to develop, manufacture and
maintain the new terminals which will
accept magnetically coded major credit
cards and will have crt screens for operator prompting and response. They'll be
called "Wizard II" terminals.
ISRAELI SUBSIDIARY: Israel's largest
computer manufacturer, Elbit Computer
Systems, Ltd., has formed Elrand, an
Israeli subsidiary that will provide software services and develop software packages for export. The company will be
owned jointly by Elbit and Rand Information Systems. Inc., a San Francisco
software and services company. Elrand
has acquired ILTAM, a data processing
and information sciences company,
which had been owned by the Israeli
government.

35,000 sq. ft., claiming the remammg
20,000 sq. ft. as it grows, said Dr. Jared A.
Anderson, president. (In this photo, he is
seen with Mark L. Siegel, left, vice president of operations in front of the new
building.) Two Pi makes the first minicomputer that is compatible with the IBM
370, in terms of using such IBM peripherals as printers, data entry terminals, and disk drives. National css is
among the service bureaus that are offer-

TOP DEPARTMENTS: Stanford Univ.,
Curnegie-Mellon, and MIT have the No.
1. 2 and 3 top com puter science departments, based on the results of a survey by
assistant professor James Bitner of U niv.
of Texas. He asked compLter science
department chairmen to rank the academic standing of 21 institutions in this
field. Sixteen (;hairmen replied. The average ranking for the others were as follows: Cornell, Berkeley, Illinois, Texas,
Purdue, Uel \, Yale, Michigan, Wisconsin, Maryland, Ohio State, Harvard,
Penn State, usc. Washington, Penn~
Northwestern, and Michigan State. Stanford achieved a 2.12 'point standing, followed by 2.18 for Carnegie-Mellon and
2.87 for MIT. Michigan received a ranking
of 17.87.
~
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THE PCM'S: IBM'S NEW
COMPETITION-OR ARE THEY?
There just may be enough honey in the jar to satisfy both the bear and the bees.

by Ralph Emmett, European Editor
Today. IBM has a backlog of more than
four times the computing power it has
ever shipped. Or. put another way. IBM'S
backlog is greater than the total computing capacity ever used on this planet.
The hungry response of IBM'S users to
its new 303X family has left the company
overwhelmed with production, marketing, and installation challenges. It has
much to sell, and little it can install.
For once, IBM seems to have attracted
more orders for a new series than it can
comfortably handle. As a result, lead
times quoted have been in excess of two
years for the machines.
Current estimates indicate that IBM so
far has received between 12,000 and
14,000 orders worldwide for the 303Xs.
This colossal figure suggests not only that
IBM'S users are eager for more capacity,
but that the market has been ready for
some time. Once more, as with its minicomputers, IBM seems to have failed· to
adequately forecast the demand for its
products.
So now the giant is seen to be moving
with unseemly haste as it embarks on
urgent programs to expand both its manufacturing capacity and field support. In
addition IBM is looking outside the company to secure the extra memory it cannot build itself.
With a two to three year waiting period
staring them in the face for 303Xs, IBM
users are beginning to grumble. The long
delivery schedules are endangering commissions and exposing on-order accounts
to competitors. Such is the size of the IBM
backlog that new plug-compatible mainframe (pcm) suppliers are emerging almost on a daily basis to capitalize on this
remarkable opportunity.
As much to its own surprise as anybody else's, the industry's Topcat has
been joined by an alley full of "copycats," blatantly and successfully duplicating its designs to offer IBM clones at
cut prices.
Early this fall, a group of fervent IBM
watchers gathered in London to discuss
this new phenomenon. Against the assumption that Topcat didn't get where he
was by sharing his milk, they looked to
see how he would deal with the competition.
Though the experts did cover IBM'S
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crucial hunt for new markets-word processing, data communications, and satellite systems-they seemed more interested in charting IBM'S way ahead in the
big machine area.
This was the second appearance this
year of Infotech's State of the Art Conference, "IBM: The Next Five Years." and
its predominantly American panel of experts. Indeed, IBM-watching is proving so
popular with audiences that the Infotech
event could turn into a touring roadshow,
with Japan and the U.S. as added venues.
It will come as no surprise to anybody
that our' merry band of watchers were
bullish about the computer industry, and
particularly about the IBM bear, what
with its honeyjar overflowing with a
$multibillion backlog.
At the end of their deliberations one
conclusion could be: "IBM plug-compatibility has become beautiful," a
phrase coined by an ex-iBMer and Morgan Stanley analyst, Ulrich Weil.
During the last decade the computer
business has largely been about IBM and
the Seven Dwarfs, that is, Burroughs,
Univac, Honeywell, and company. Now
it looks like the arrival of some surprising
fresh characters will lead to the probable
decline of some old ones.
This is the good side of the copycat
phenomenon as far as IBM is concerned.
With the sudden flowering of so many
IBM 370-compatible alternatives, a user
will think twice before locking himself
into another manufacturer's system.
Already the industry has gone some
way to fulfilling Gene Amdahl's prophecy that all man·ufacturers will have to
adopt IBM'S MVS as an operating system
standard in order to survive. The costs of
developing alternative architectures to
IBM-majority gauge can be prohibitive.
An example is offered by the big German
mainframer, Siemens, which has now
abandoned its old software ideas and got
together with Fujitsu of Japan to develop
an IBM H·Series and MVS equivalent for
the 1980s.
The pcm erosion of IBM'S large machine base by firms like Amdahl and Itel
has forced IBM to respond with a spate of
new and less staid products, as well as
hefty price cutting. If the pcm's did not
exist as a buffer, IBM'S ferocity could be
seen as directed purely at its traditional
competition-i.e., the Seven Dwarfs. Per-

haps with some justification. the Dwarfs
could tackle IBM on monopoly abuse. But
with the pcm's in the middle-competition IBM says it encouraged to enter the
market-IBM has a defense against the
charge of greedy monopolist. Like the
classic film scene: the big bully swings his
arm, his opponent ducks. and the guy
behind gets slapped!
There have been persistent rumblings
from sources that Control Data is finding
things a bit hot at the big machine end
and wants to pull out to concentrate on
its services business.
Honeywell has scraped its top-end Series 60 Level 66/85, and its long-term.
earnings projections by analysts are
gloomy enough to feed press speculation
that it could pull out of the computer
business altogether. This in turn has produced unforced and unsolicited statements from its French partner, CiiHoneywell Bull, that it could continue on
its own if necessary. But observers of the
French company know that during recent
months the company has been pushing
hard to forge a merger with Europe's two
other big machine suppliers, Britian's ICL
and Siemens in West Germany.
One source says that the French are not
adverse to a "little" political pressure.
According to a private study circulating
through Sperry Univac in France, ICL is
going t~ need some $1.2 billion over the
next five years to consolidate its recent
growth impetus. ICL, which recently became a member of the $1 billion sales a
year club, says privately that it is set for
15% to 20% a year growth and $2 billion
in revenues by 1983.
The company can either go to the
marketplace or the British government
for the money to help it take off. Because
of French government overtures. money
ICL gets from the British government
could be conditional on some sort of
merger with Cii-Honeywell Bull.
ICL'S new boss, Chris Wilson, told
DATAMATION that ICL didn't need any
partner to achieve its aims and wouldn't
seek one.
The massive response to the 303X itself suggests a high demand for IBM'S
systems relative to competitors' alternatives. But the 303X line is "substantially
devoid.of significant new technology required to service the massive data bases
coming in the next 5 to 10 years," accord-
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ing to Bill Easterbrook, analyst and v.p.
at Kidder, Peabody & Co.
One Infotech delegate described the
303X as: "An aging star on its last face
lift." Put another way, the 303X seems to
offer little more than a 3701158 or 168
with increased and more affordable programming.
So what's the attraction? For IBM the
303X family is a gapfiller and evolutionary bridge leading to its H Series (380?)
systems of the 1980s. But to users it seems
to signify an acceptance of, perhaps even
a contentment with, the 370 architecture,
and a hunger for more processing capacity now.
"Basically, all users crave more MIPS
(millions of instructions per second) for
the dollar. That's what it's all about. IBM'S
backlog tends to suggest that users prefer
IBM'S MIPS to anybody else's. And, what's
more, IBM hasjust discovered that they've
been ready for them for years," said
another delegate.
According to a May 1978 EDP Indus-

Report, there are some 15,300 IBM
installations of 370/138 level and above
that are prospects for a 303X machine. If
estimates of between 12,000 and 14,000
orders for the 303X's are to be believed,
IBM looks set to take much of this base
with it into the 1980s.
Of these IS,OOO-plus prospects, around
50% aren't truly IBM accounts and IBM is
anxious to get them back into the fold.
IBM 360 users, and those with 370/145,
155, and 165 systems, either own their
equipment or are in the latter stages of
fulfilling third party leases. This is the
sector that "copycats" like Amdahl are
very keen to hit.
According to the experts, the three
303X systems-303 I, 3032, and 3033and attached processors will remain
IBM'S main thrust into large scale dp
markets until 198 L when the H Series or
IBM 380 will be announced.
By 1980 IBM will have turned over its
370 base completely, and users will have
come off lease and rental.
flJ'

The trend to buy machines outright.
first noted at the end of the 370 era, has
reached a climax with the 303Xs.
According to estimates, over 75% of
the 303Xs will be purchased. This means
that IBM has steady revenue coming in
during the next three years, and need not
fear obsoleting the 303Xs in 1981 when
all purchases have been made.
Though IBM doesn't want to depress
the morale of its sales force, which i's
push'ing for increased production, IBM
wants its 303X revenues spread out neatly
over the next three years, and so is in no
hurry to install the backlog.
According to Easterbrook, "Even if
yield and production constraints could
be overcome quickly, it would be dangerous to meet promptly the bubble-like
demand for the 303Xs in 1978 and 1979
because user overcapacity could result by
1980, weakening the reception of new
products expected to be introduced in
1981 and beyond."
Expert opinion tends to suggest that
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IBM is becoming alarmed at the amo~nt
of capacity that users are buying. Some
sources say IBM won't have caught up in
production until 1980, and so, for the
moment at least, IBM finds itself in the
unusual position of needing the pcm's to
suck up excess demand for MIPS. At least
that way users stay within an IBM environment and can be enticed back at
,some later date.
The key to IBM'S future product moves
lies in its operating system for the 1980s,
MVS. IBM is believed to have spent over $2
billion developing it over the past 10
years.
"From a total of nine 'official' IBM
operating systems in place during the
first generation of System/360 software,
there are now only four in the second
generation," National css v.p. R. U.
Bayles explained. These four-DOS/VS,
VSI, VM/370, and Mvs-will by 1981 have
been pruned down to just MVS.
DOS/VS currently has the largest installed base. One source estimates that
40,000 plus are running one or more
forms of the software. IBM is committed
to maintaining upward compatibility
with MVS and reportedly has at least one
task force working on automatic DOS/VS
to MVS conversion, Bayles said.
Bayles thinks that VM/370 has been and
continues to 'be a thorn in IBM'S side. He
says it has survived numerous attempts
by IBM to relegate it to less than fully
supported status.
Despite the fact that VM/370 is costly to
run in conjunction with DOS/VS and MVS
and is not completely compatible with
them, it has a hard core of adherents.
Users of the software are very vocal in
their praise of VM/370, which they say can
do interactive program development and
execution services at substantially better
price/performance than MVS.
IBM is expected to remove the thorn by
improving MVS capabilities. Currently
only about 25% of IBM users at 370/158
level and above worldwide have MVS
(some 35% in the U.S.). According to a
private DATAMATION survey last year,
around 65% of users worldwide (70% in
the U.S.) will have MVS by the end of
1979.
Of 3701158 and 168 users polled in the
same survey, 23% said that they were
planning to implement the operating system with its microcode extension,
MVS/SE. On a 370/168 the use OfMVS/SE is
claimed to improve performance by
about 14% for about a 3% increase over
the combined price of the .central processor and memory.
Some 27% of users polled said they
were considering MVS/SE. Only 13% said
they weren't interested in using it.
According to Dan O'Brien, marketing
manager at Memorex, IBM'S installed cpu
power expressed in MIPS has grown in
excess of 30% a year. He said that 303X
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now offers almost a 50% reduction in
monthly rental per unit of cpu speed, and
projects another reduction of the same
magnitude in the early 1980s.
One of the main advantages for 303X
users of increased capacity for less cost is
that they can now move comfortably to
MVS. The smaller of the three models, the
3031, has a two megabyte entry level
memory. This is considered by the experts to be a more practical minimum for
MVS than the 512K, one megabyte and
one and a half megabyte options found
on the 370/158.
By providing a System Extension facility for MVS as standard for all 303X
models, IBM is openly urging its users to
migrate to the operating system.
It can be seen from all this that memory capacity is a major factor in productivity. Like IBM'S network software, VTAM,
MVS has a large appetite for memory.
'Some four to six megabyte minimum is
needed. ,to sustain heavy time-sharing
applications. And according to reports,
throughput can be as much as doubled if
further increments of two megabytes are
added.
O'Brien claimed that memory price
per megabyte has been declining at 20%
a year, and he expects it to be at a $70,000
per megabyte level by next summer. But
reports indicate that IBM may be planning to slash its main memory prices
dramatically from
their current
$llO,OOO/megabyte mark to about $35,000. Already there are whispers of independents preparing to hawk memory
around at as little as $20,000/megabyte.
Main memory capacity increased tenfold on the 370s, and O'Brien thinks it
will double again on the initial H Series
machines in 1981.
In case of sluggishness and lack of
enthusiasm to migrate to the 303Xs by
370 users coming off lease and rentaL IBM
is expected to offer one other major
inducement. O'Brien pointed out that
IBM has traditionally utilized the attachment capabilities of new disk drives to
encourage the migration of cpu users to
IBM'S latest, cpu and software package.
"IBM employed a tripling of capacity and
doubling of data rate to encourage migration to its 370s ... the new 100 megabyte disk drive announced for the 370s
was precluded from attachment on the
360s," he explained.
He guessed that IBM would come up
with a 635 megabyte, thin film head disk
file, for use only on the 303Xs. He explained that IBM is also working hard on
its 1,000 megabyte ("Apollo" disk file)
thin film head on thin film media, for
introduction as soon as it can.
One interesting aside from O'Brien
was that by 1985 there would be 100
million megabytes of on-line storage in
the U.S.-enough for every person on this
planet to have 60,000 bytes on-line.

Most of the experts stressed that the
pcm's would have something of a honeymoon period during the next three years,
mostly by taking up the slack at a time of
high dp demand.
But according to the panelists, IBM'S
increasing use of microcode and the
eventual release of H Series will wipe out
all but a few of the adaptable ones.
The pcms' 370 and 303X "copies" all,
run on IBM'S software, which by American law is ayailable to all comers. So as a
counter IBM is gradually burying its functional interfaces and extensions to its
operating software in the hardware and
unbundling the rest. As was mentioned
earlier, these microprogrammed extensions greatly improve processor availability to user application programs, and IBM
is patenting them for all it it worth so they
can't be copied.
IBM is expected to reveal microcode
extensions on all parts of its 303X ra'nge:
cpu, 110 channels, console, and storage
control, as opposed to using fixed logic
embodied in circuit chips.
According to A.D. Little consultant
Frederick G. Withington, IBM will announce such microprograms for I/O
channels next year. Even more crucially,
Withington says that in 1980 users will be
able to execute high level language statements in microcode. Then, gently, IBM'S
users will be induced to develop their
programs in these languages and allow
IBM to modify its 303X cpu's by subtle
degrees which pcm's will find hard to
duplicate.
Currently microcode is hardly used on
big mainframes, but a forecast from Kidder, Peabody & Co., is that by 1987 IBM'S
big machines will be for the most part
microcoded. IBM will continue to license
all microcode releases and charge
monthly fees. Unbundled systems programs overall will become a massive revenue earner for IBM.
Easterbrook said that at present IBM
software product revenues account for
about 3% of total sales. "We believe as
much as 40% to 50% of IBM'S revenue
could be generated from software products, or from microcoded functions now
performed by software, within the next
10 years," he estimated.
One other source puts IBM'S software
revenue for unbundled applications and
system programs at $15 billion a year by
1986. However, in the short term, that is
until 198 L Ulrich Weil of Morgan
Stanley says, "We can expect H Series to
follow the principles of the 370 architecture ... but represent a major clean-up."
As well as the 110 and high level language microcoding features mentioned
earlier for the "matured" 303X line, H
Series is expected to get distributed microcoding of communications and data
base-related functions: 32-bit addressing
(versus 24 bits on the 370s) and better
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MVS/MVS'SE/SVS/MVT/VS1/MFT

It's quite an accomplishment to sell $1,000,000 worth of a software package in its first year! ... and to achieve such a sales figure in only the first 90 days is
truly remarkable!
But our MULTIPLE SYSTEMS INTEGRITY FACIl.,ITY has done just that - and it is becoming one of the most widely used software products in the country.
MSI is available in two versions: MSI BASIC and MSI. MSI BASIC guarantees file integrity across any group of IBM systems accessing common SHARED
DASD; while MSI - in addition - allows an i~stallation to eliminate RESERVE activity and improve overall throughput.
You can install MSI in only IOminutes. Your production systems will not be interrupted since MSI installs just like any batch job (no modifications are made to
your system). After MSI is installed, you execute an operator command ("S MSI") from the console of each system - MSI is now completely operational and is
protecting your data with full integrity. It is completely transparent to your users.
To arrange for afr~e trial, simply call Rosemary at the number given below. She will send you either MSI BASIC, MSI or both (as you request), along with a
set of straight·forward installation instructions. After you've tried MSI, I think you'll agree that $1,000,000 worth of software buyers know a good thing when
they see it!
I would like to express my thanks to all of our customers and friends who have used our program products over the years. I can assure you that we will honor
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o PROVIDES DATASET INTEGRITY ACROSS MULTIPLE SYSTEMS
Most importantly. MSI provides DATASET INTEGRITY across multiple systems in a manner
consistent with "SYSDSN" within a single system. Previously. installations tried to minimize this
integrity problem through complicated job scheduling rules, elaborate control schemes. or soft·
ware changes that introduce additional RESERVE overhead. Generally all of these techniques are
imperfect, and the burden of responsibility is placed on users, operators, programmt'rs. or production control personne\. MSI returns this responsibility to the SYSTEM .. which is not prone to
human slip·ups.
MSI applies to all aspects of the system· including BATCH and TSO.
By ensuring integrity, MSI gives installations more job scheduling flexibility. This permits the
total workload to be balanced more evenly among the systems, thus IMPROVING OVERALL
THROUGHPUT.
YOUR DATA IS YOUR MOST VALUABLE COMMODITY. DON'T LEA VE ITS INTEGRITY
TO CHANCE, LET MSI PROTECT IT.

o

ELIMINATES RESERVES
Based on installation specifications (which can be easily altered). MSI converts selected RE·
SERVE requests (which lock out an entire device to all but one system) to multiple·system MSI
requests (ie., to Et-iQUEUEs which are known to all associated systems). In this way, MSI pro·
tects data as surely as before, while allowing other systems continuing access to the volume.
MSI is able to eliminate as many, or as few, RESERVES as an installation wishes. Thus. in addi·
tion to its integrity function, MS] actually improves overall system performance.

o CAN BE INSTALLED IN 10 MINUTES - - WITHOUT EVEN AN IPL
It is possible·to implement and start MSI in an active system - insuring integrity from the moment
it is started - in as little as 5 to 10 minutes. This 10 minute figure does not include the time necessary to absorb the documentation, which we estimate to require an additional 20 minutes.
MSI installation requires NO MODIFICATION whatsoever to your existing system.

o TYPICALLY MSI USES LESS THAN )f%ADDITIONALOVERHEAD
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NO ADDITIONAL HARDWARE REQUIRED
MSI does not rlO'quire a CTC or any'otherhardware paraphernalia. Your system. as it exists today.
is sufficient

o THIS IS NOT A SECURITY PACKAGE
SECURITY AND It-iTEGRITY ARE NOT TilE SAME
A security package prevents unauthorized users from accessing sensitive data.
MSI is basically an INTEGRITY package(aetually even more) _. it prevents users (TSO. BATCH.
or whatever) on different t'ystems from cloiJbering data or using incompletely updated data due
.
to inad\'crtant simultaneous acce:;;s.
REGARDLESS of whether or not you alre~dl' have, or have a need for a SECUlUTY packa~e (to
prevent unauthorized access), you ALMOST CERTAINLY NEED THIS INTEGRITY package
(to prevent data destruction or inadvertant mis~access).

o

PROVIDES FEEDBACK ABOUT ITS OWN PERFORMANCE AND
. BENEFITS
MSI includt's a groupofpmvf>rful subcommands that allow you to measure MSI'sown performance
and benefits, and to £ug~est ways of adju~ting MSI control information to optimally suit your in~
stallation. FOR EXA~1PLE, MSI will tell you how many times your data WOULD HA VE BEEN
IN JEOPARDY WITHOUT :.ISl's control.

OTRANSPARENT BOTH TO USERS AND OPERATIONS
PERSONNEL
o SUPPORTS CONFIGURATIONS CONTAINING ANY MIXTURE OF
l\lVS, SVS. MVT. VSl OR MFT SYSTEMS
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ALLEN SERVICES

~CORPORATION

To Order MSI (or For More Information)
or write:
Call RosemaryCollect.

1'1C;.1~'·1~~1~~

800-543-7583

X203

513-890-1200

CIRCLE 221 ON READER CARD
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Rosemary
(MSI)
Software Department
ALLEN SERVICES CORP.
212 West National Road
Vandalia, OhiO
45377
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the leading journal devoted to the methods
and applications of dynamic modeling and
simulation using all types of computers.
SIMULA TlON, the monthly publication of the SoCiety

for Computer Simulation is the only internationally
recognized technical journal devoted to all aspects of
simulation and modeling. The journal includes techni~
ques for discrete and continuous simulation ofdynamic systems, mathematical methods for formulating
models and for verifying and validating them, simulation languages, and practical appl ications of model ing
and simulation in a great variety of fields - from ,the
"hard" sciences and engineering to management; from
biology, ecology, and medicine to urban planning;
from economics and sociology to process control; etc.

a tutorial series of papers
begun in 1971. They appear in most issues of SIMULATION, and in separately bound annual volumes.
They cover the fundamental "do's and don'ts" of
simulation and applications in the numberless new
fields in which simulation is proving its power and
usefulness.

SIMULATION TODA Y is

SCS PROCEEDINGS are semiannuaJ cloth-bound

books devoted to partic;ular areas of simuiation and
modeling.' Subjects explored in past issues included
Mathematical Models of Public Systems, Systems and
Simulation in the Service of Society, The Mathematics
of Large Scale Simulation-and more are soon to come!

Write for descriptive information' on publications of
the Society for Computer Simulation and for your
complimentary issue of SIMULATION and of our tutorial series, SIMULA TION TODA Y. Give us an idea of
your interests, and we'll send you an issue to match!

Write:
THE SOCIETY FOR COMPUTER SIMULATION

(Simulation Councils,' Inc.)
P.O. Box,2228-D
La Jolla, California 92038
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system design for privacy and security.
Weil says the key to' both the ' Hand
lower E Series (IBM 370/115 to 138 replacements) is that IBM is "almost totally
automating the manufacturing process
for both. through the use of very advanced, highly customized production
equipment."This in turn will push manufacturing costs way down below 370 and
303X levels, he said.
With the, use of advanced riew "packaging" ~echnology based on very dense
multichip modules, H Series ,should be
able to deliver from 6 MIPS to \0 MIPS
internal performance compared to the
303X's top line 5 MIPS.
Also, thanks to denser, less costly RAM
memory (Weil says 32K chips), anywhere
from 2, million to 50 million bytes of
directly addressable memory will be offered, probably at no more than $30,000
a megabyte, experts feel.
. All of these goodies plus the high profit
leverage iBM can expect from its software
policy will, see IBM growi~g contentedly
at an average of 12% a year, the panelists
felt. On top of this the level of investment
in compatible operating systems will be,come too high for most pcm's (and some
Dwarfs) to stay in the game.
What of users? Curren~ly the pcm's are
forcing IBM to offer them better for less.
This is the first .real break they have had,
Ala,n Duncan, an unusually outspoken
computer expert from Britain's Barclays
B.ink-one of IBM'S biggest European
users-said the reverse has been true over
the last, 12 years: "We've been manipulated into paying more for less," he
stress~d. Duncan emphasized that "under most circumstances IBM'S objectives
and the user's objectives are diametrically opposed." ,
Duncan said that he, like other users,
had been fooled by IBM, and that IBM'S
profit and growth had been achieved at
the expense of the user. He said that 12
years ago most computer managers
could confidently advise their employers
that the cost ofa commercial unit of work
would be halved by 1978. "Investigation
reveals t,hat the cost of that same commercial unit of work is up 50% on its 1966
figure:" he claimed. He, went on to say
that during the same period IBM had
more than met its profit and growth
estimates.
, Duncan, technical advisor for the
bank', said that IBM had forced its users
down the big machine road. They need
complex operating systems and spend a
third of their time just processing IBM'S
systems software. He explained: "It is
interesting that the processor today may
spend one-third of its time not in the
user's programs. Would you buy a car
and give it back to the garage two days a
week for the vendor's use?"
~
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on a very big scale.
And System/38 can have a large
impact in stepping up the efficiency
and profitability of the organizations which use it.
Big computer functions in

a small system
System/38 is designed to let any
organization enjoy the productivity
advantages of online applications
typical of large-scale computers.
Specifically, IBM sought to incorporate in a simple-to-operate
smaller system advanced functions
that make work station applications
easy to design, install and maintain.
Functions like an integrated
online data base with data base
management. Single level storage.
Simplified computer-aided programming. 'lbtal system management through a central control '
facility. Real-time inquiry and
update. Online training capability.
Data integrity and security.
A tall order, you'll agree.
Especially for a system leasing
for as little as $2,800 a month.
Yet IBM System/38 has all the
features listed above - and more.
Not just some of them. Everyone of
them.
Together, they provide what
may be the most attractive package
of computing benefits ever offered
to business.
What can System/38's functions
mean to your organization?
Let's review them briefly.

Distributed online work stations
One of the biggest advantages of
System/38 is that users don't have
to come to the computer to get the ,
vital information needed in their
jobs. Inste'ad, the computer comes
to them where they work, by
means of online display stations and
printers called work stations.
As many as 40 local work stations - as well as additional remote
work stations - can co'mmunicate
with System/38 interactively. They
can bring the power of the computer
to people doing totally different
jobs. At executive desks, in departments, plants and warehouses.

Across the hall or across the country. And the same up-to-date information will be available concurrently to all authorized users for
real-time inquiry, change or update.
The value of System/38 in keeping everyone up to date can scarcely
be overestimated. It can mean hundreds of thousands of dollars saved
in operating efficiencies.

A self-managed system
There are two aspects to computing: processing the data itself
and managing the system that processes the data. System management can consume a great deal of

expensive time and talent.
System/38, however, has a
remarkable internal facility that
eliminates much of the complexity
of system management. Called the
Control Program Facility, it monitors and manages system activityincluding the flow and processing
of data. As a result, users and programmers are free to concentrate
on their own jobs, rather than
worrying about how the computer
performs its tasks.

Central online data base
Instead of having separate data
fues for each application - one for or-
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affected. This means that a programmer is no longer burdened
with 11l:anual coding, card punching
and waiting for test time and
results.
In short, System/38 can mean
greater programmer productivity.
Streamlined programming like this
benefits both the programmer and
the user who want results fast.

SUngle level storage
Another feature that makes for
operating efficiency is an extension
and simplification of the virtual storage used in larger computers. In
System/38, IBM has taken this
technique a big step further with
the concept known as Single Level
Storage Management.
I t treats all storage - both main
and auxiliary - as a single unit or
level ~nd automatically keeps track
of everything stored in it. Users,
particularly programmers, no
longer need be concerned about program size or location or any other
aspect of storage management.

Behind System/38: a technological breakthrough
At the heart of the major price/performance improvements of IBM
System/38 are two pace-setting technological advances.
The system's memory uses a new silicon chip technology with up to 64,000
"bits" or elements of information per chip. A speck of silicon less than onetenth of a square inch in size, the 64K chip is the most densely packed chip yet
employed as a standard computer component.
And in the processing section itself, System/38 uses a logic chip with up to
704 circuits - more than 25 times the capacity of the processor logic chips employed in IBM System/3.
.
Bufthat'sonly part of the story. A totally new architecture, incorporating
" advanced features new inthemselves, was developed for System/3S. Through
it, it became possible to shift some of
the customary software of the computer operating system to internal
handling by System/38 itself. In turn,
the operating system took on functions that ordinarily call for programmers to write special instructions.
System/38 thereby relieves programmers of much tiresome and repetitive work. And the convenience
of compiling, testing and "debugging"
programs at work stations - interactively and in real time - can mean
greater programmer productivity
and faster computing results.
Shown aboutfive times actual size, a 6J,.K
chip is depicted on a paper clip.
>
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OnlUne training
As more employees become involved with the computer, training
them in its operation becomes an
important task. With System/38,
your people can get "hands on"
experience at live work stations,
using actual data files- without
fear of record destruction and without interfering with the use of the
system by others.
And the prompting and guiding
messages flashed on the screen can
aid both trainees and regular users
alike. There is even a "HELP" key
for use whenever further assistance is needed.

Data Untegrity and security
System/38 provides an extensive range of security levels. They
vary from simple basic precautions
to an advanced plan which assigns
a personal identification code to
every user.
Under this plan, the information any individual can access,

change or process is carefully designated and restricted according to
a user "profile" stored in the data
base. In a multiple work station
environment, with large numbers of
users, this kind of positive individual control can be particularly helpful in assuring the integrity and
security of computer data.

Conversion from
Systeml3
Conversion to System/38 from
an IBM System/3 can be aided with
conversion utility programs. They
allow the user to do as much as possible of the conversion process on
his System/3 prior to installation of
System/38. These programs are
designed to make conversion
easier, faster and less expensive
and protect the user's investment
in software.

Growth with'IBM support
Once installed, System/38 is de-

signed to grow with your business.
New capacity and componentssuch as added work stations or additional storage - can be attached
quickly and easily, without recompiling existing programming to accommodate the new configuration.
And most maintenance can be performed while the system continues
to operate.
Moreover, wherever you're located - in midtown Manhattan or
mid-Nevada - you know that IBM
support is responsive. The IBM
commitment to customer service
goes far beyond simply supplying
hardware. IBM stays with you.
With totally new architecture
and dramatic advanced functions,
System/38 can be an investment
that will pay dividends for many
years to come. Th get the full story
on System/38 and what it can do for
you, call your nearby IBM General
Systems Division office. Or write
P.O. Box 2068, Atlanta, GA 30301.

A small computer can make a big difference. § ~ ~-=~
==-=-:=®

IN NEED OF
REAL TIME/
COMMUNICATIONS
SOFTWARE?

, If you can supply the hardware, we can supply the software. Data
Systems Analysts offers customized programming to meet your
requirements.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

System Analysis and Design
Programming
Testing
Implementation
Documentation
Training
Follow-on Support

We can do it all on a turnkey responsibility basis, or supply
support to your staff. DSA has been involved with software
development for real time and communications systems since
1963. Put our experience to work for you.

Tel. 609-665-6088
Telex 845133 '

Data Systems Analysts, Inc.
North Park Drive & Airport Highway, Pennsauken, New Jersey 08109
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Headstrong about leadership.
The first definition of headstrong in the
Random House Dictionary of the English
Language is "determined to have one's own way;
willful .. '.' And that's a fine explanation of why we're
the leader in low cost disk storage. We're determined
to have our way in controlling the read/write head
technology that's given us our leadership position.
Headstrong? Sure, because it's the
strength of our head technology
that's allowed us to have such a
good year: more than a quarter
million floppy disk drives delivered. Proud of being headstrong?
You bet. And proud of our heads-up OEM customers
who specify Shugart products.

Headstrong about technology.
The only sure way to control quality is to control the key ,
technology responsible for that quality. You can do
that only if you have depth in
your R&D and manufacturing
capabilities. At Shugart, we've got
the strength and resources to
develop and produce all our read/write
heads. We've been doing it since day
one. That's why Shugart read/write
head technology extends
media life to over 3.5 million
passes per track, and gives
you a head life that exceeds
15,000 hours. And it's one of
the big reasons why heads-up
OEM's demand Shugart.
.
Because they know
we're headstrong aboutcontrolling
our technology.

) ,

Headstrong about R&D. We invest
significantly more Research and
Development dollars in floppy
disk technology than any other
manufacturer in the business. Shugart's
commitment to R&D is responsible for
our introduction ofthefirst independently
developed IBM-compatible floppy disk
drive; the first, and now famous,
Minifloppy;M and the first low cost fixed
disk drive providing state-of-the-art
Winchester technology. As your markets
broaden, our product lines will grow
to ensure your continued success.
We're committed to it. Shugart's
entire R&D effort is concentrated on
innovating and improving low cost disk storage products. It's our only business
That's why we're so headstrong about R&D.

Headstrong about deliveey. In our business, innovation isn't
enough. You've got to deliver high quality products in high volume. We're
headstrong about our commitment to high volume delivery of low cost, rotating
•
memory products. We fulfill that commitment by implementing production
techniques developed by one of the best R&D and manufacturing engineering teams
in the industry. Automated systems featuring high-speed conveyor and turret
assembly technology provide an unequalled
manufacturing capability. And quality
control at Shugart means testing 100% of
the drives we manufacture. And these test
procedures are tough-tougher, in fact,
than any of the real applications where
you'll be using our drives. Shugart
Associates, Headquarters: 435 Oakmead
Parkway, Sunnyvale, California 94086
(408) 733-0100; Europe Sales/Service:
Paris (1) 686-00-85; Munich (089) 176006;
Shugart products are also available from
local Hamilton Avnet outlets.

~®Shugart
The Headstrong Company
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Data ISwitch
Puts YOU in Control
•

The first total on-line computer configuration
and management control system.
Systems configured to your needs from
standard modules incorporating peripheral,
coaxial, and communications switching
systems, plus, energy control systems.
(CTS-3000)
Coaxial Terminal Switch
• CRT Terminal (Coaxial) Switch
• Matrix Sizes-4 controls x 16 CRT's
6 controls x 16 CRT's'
8 controls x 16 CRT's
• Uniquely new in the data
processing industry ,
• Master and individual
terminal/controller selector

(DCS~2000)

Data Communications
Switch
• EIA or TELCO switching
·2 x16and4x 16 matrix size
• Monitor patch panel (DCS-2000/M)
• Master and Individual fallback selector
• Master crossover selector

(CPS-1000)
Computer/Peripheral
Switch System
• Matrix sizes to 8 x 24 (One system
replaces several IBM 2914's)
• Redundant controls
• Nanosecond Switch Speeds
• "On-the-fly" switching
• Self diagnostics
• High speed control unit switching
(IBM 2835's)
• The only remotely controlled
switch system available that
switches any control unit attached
to IBM or IBM compatible CPU's

Only Data/Switch Systems have all' thesef~atures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State-of-the-art semi-conductor switching
Solid state reliability and performance
Redundant power
Remote and' extended controls
Inter-active' remote controls
Continuous configuration display
Key secured
Compact size
Modular design for on-line maintenance
Flexibility for upward compatible growth
Worldwide maintenance service
Single source solution
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_ CORPORATION

CORPORATE OFACES;
LANDMARK SQUARE
NORWALK, CT. 06851
(203) 853-3330

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES;
FAR EAST
NISSEI SANGYO COMPANY LTD.
HITACHI ATAGO BUILDING
15·12 NISHI·SHIMBASHI, 2·CHOME
MINATO·KU, TOKYO, 105 JAPAN
EUROPEAN
COMPUTER RESALE BROKERS INTERNATIONAL, LTO.
QUEEN'S HOUSE, HOLLY ROAD
TWICKENHAM, MIDDLESEX TW1 4EG ENGLAND

"BUSINESS IS RUDY FORA COMPUTER
THAT THINKS BIGGER THAN IT COSTS.
WE'RE RUDY TOO!'
Ready with our new mid-range
ECLIPSE® system for interactive commercial data processing.
In fact, we're more than ready.
Because the Data General ECLIPSE
C/350 data system is big enough to
meet your combination of data processing requirements, and price-wise, it's
small enough to meet your budget.
Thanks to this system's exceptional
range of advanced hardware and
software capabilities, you can have
timely data processing services implemented your way to meet the specific
demands of your operation.
The ECLIPSE C/350 interactively
manages your daily procedures, such as
sales order processing, inventory updating, and financial analyses, at the same
time it's scheduling batch processing for
routine jobs or reports. And it's versatile

enough to support new application demarket, just fill in the coupon below and
velopment at the same time. Since the . send it in for helpful information. We're
ECLIPSE C/350 is supported by high- ready and waiting.
level business programming languages r - - - - - - - - - : J
0 Send the brochure about the C/350
01278 1
including COBOL, RPG II, and PL/l,
1 o I'm too busy to wait for brochures; have someone
your particular combination of tasks
1 contact me
1
can be implemented in the languages
most familiar to your programmers.
1 Name
1
Another nice thing about the
1 Title
1
ECLIPSE C/350 is its flexibility - as
your application needs grow, it can grow 1 Company
1
too, with more memory and processor
M~
1
capability as well as additions from a
comprehensive selection of Data
Address
General-built system peripherals. And
City
State
Zip
1
as your needs grow even more, you can 1Mail
to: Data General Corporation. Westboro. Mass. 01581
1
move up to larger models in the compat- 1 Data General Corporation. Westboro. MA 01581. (617) 366-8911.
Data General (Canada) Ltd .. Ontario. Data General Europe.
1
ible ECLIPSE data systems family.
61 rue de Courcelles. Paris. France. 766.51. 78. Data General
(03) 89-0633. Data General Ltda. Sao Paulo. BraZil
So, if you're ready to help your busi- I Australia
543-0138. Data General Middle East. Athens. Greece. 952-0557.1
<D
Data General Corporation. 1978. ECLIPSE is a registered
ness with the most sensible, cost1
L:a~~a~~)~i~ _ _ _ ...J
effective computer system on today's

I

~. DataGeneral

We make computers that make sense.
CIRCLE 15 ON READER CARD
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And reduces the strain
on your computer.
Nothing reduces the strain on your
computer like the Kodak IMT-J50 microimage
terminal. Because no other microimage
terminal "thinks" the way ours does.
The IMT-J 50 terminal is the first on-line
information retrieval terminal from Kodak to
incorporate distributed logic into its mode of
operation. Blocks of search information from your
mini or mainframe computer are "down loaded"
to the microcomputer-based IMT-J 50 terminal in
lightning-fast bursts. Then, relying on its own
intelligence, the IMT-J 50 _terminal performs real
time, on-line information look-ups.
The ability of the IMT-J 50 terminal to
think on its own reduces its dependence on
your computer, freeing it for weightier computer
tasks. So your EDP operation runs leaner,

smoother, more efficiently overall.
There's a lot more to tell about the
Kodak IMT-150 terminal. For example, it reduces
look-up errors, because it stops at preCisely the
document you want. There's no backtracking or
machine overshoot. It eliminates expensive
magazines that require leaders and trailers. It can
store more than 10,000 letter-size documents in
a 4" x 4" xl" magazine. And it delivers dry, sharp
hard-copy prints on demand.
Want to find out more about how to take
the strain off your computer?
Send the coupon. It will bring you everything you need to know about the
new Kodak IMT-J 50 microimage
•
terminal, the microfilm reader-printer
that pulls its own weight.
I

I

•

The Reducing Machines
Kodak IMT equipment
Eastman Kodak Company
Business Systems Markets Division
Dept. DP8689 Rochester, NY 14650

o Please send me more information about
Kodak IMT equipment

o Please have a Kodak representative
contact me.
Name
Company
Title

Address
City

State & Zip

CG

Eastman Kodak Company. 1978

Phone
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It's going to impact the entire industry and some segments'
are going to be hurt-particularly companies connected with
communications-even though its overall effect
may be beneficent.

ACS

by Robert Rinder

IS COMING

As information surfaces on AT&T's proposed Advanced Communications Service, it is becoming apparent that we are
witnessing the emergence of a major development in the data processing industry. The scope of ACS is such that Jt stands
to affect all segments of the industry. It
will impact users, large businesses and
small, not only within the firm, but also on
an interfirm basis.
ACS is going to mean a large increase in applications, so the industry as a
whole stands to gain from it. However,
some industry segments are going to be
hurt. Companies whose major products or
services are connected with communications have real cause for alarm.
It must be understood that ACS is
still in the planning stage. Therefore,
what follows must b\! taken as tentative.
Nevertheless, the broad outlines of ACS
are not likely to change. It is these that we
should focus on for the time being to discern how ACS is likely to impact the industry.
ACS is a shared, switched data
communications network service. It provides for: () sharing communication facilities, (2) interfacing incompatible terminals and computers, (3) various data
communications capabilities from which
users can select as needed, and (4) the
managing and reporting of network performance.
Sharingjacilities. The advantages
of shared facilities are reduced costs and

case of data exchange between system
users. Lower costs make data communications possible for businesses previously
too small to afford their own network.
Large businesses that presently have communications networks will be able to add
applications or enhance present ones. Also, all users in a shared system are capable
of exchanging data with other users, and
this is particularly significant for the exchange of data between different firms.
Interfirm data exchange opens a
number of new generalized application
areas: passing product information, product ordering, querying order status and
delivery status are possible candidates.
But the banking industry, the travel industry, the securities industry, to name a
few, each have their own specialized
needs for exchanging data between firms.
In some cases this has resulted in specialized' industry networks. ACS offers the
possibility of cutting the costs of existing
networks and providing new networks
where previously costs were prohibitive.
Compatibility. This is a major
problem for firms that have implemented
various systems in a piecemeal fashion,
application by' application. Often the
equipment used in different systems was
selected without regard to compatibility,
with the result that applications can't be
integrated into a more efficient common
system. This applies even more strongly
with respect to the equipment of different
firms. Additionally, firms attempting to
develop a distributed processing system
can't always use the most suitable equipment because of interfacing problems.
ACS, although it won't eliminate
DECEMBER 197895

The Message feature has PQssibilities for text transmission, electronic mail, orders.and confirmations
between firms, and office automation applications.

INITIAL· TERMINAL PROTOCOLS
Terminal
Class

Type

. Options Supported

Asynchronous contention-character
mode. Crt's. and teleprinters.

Bit rates in the 110 to 1800 range.
For dial-in, 110 to 1200 and
autobaud. Various numbers of
information bits and stop bits. Parity
mode.

Start/ stop; ASCII code.

2

Asynchronous contention-block
mode. These are buffered crt's and
teleprinters using start! stop ASCII
code.

Same as Class 1.

Same as Class 1.

3

Asynchronous polled buffered crt's
and teleprinters on multipoint private
lines.

110 to 1800bps.

Polled start / stop, papertape
transmission code, EBCDIC.

4

Synchronous polled cluster or
standalone terminals.

2400 to 9600bps.

Binary sync. polled as per ANSI
X3.28-1976, sub. 2.4 & B2. plus RVI
(Reverse Interrupt) and WACK (Wait
Acknowledge ).

5

Synchronous contention batch and
remote job entry terminals.

2400 to 9600bps.

Binary sync. contention as per ANSI
X3. 28-1976, sub. 2.3 & 82. pluSRVI
and WACK.

Table 1. AT&T has identified five basic classes of general
purpose terminals, and will initially support one protocol
from each class. In this way. Bell expects to support

this problem, will greatly reduce it. Provision will be made for interfacing terminals and computers having different data
rates, protocols, and character sets. Any
terminal in ACS can talk to any other terminal or any computer.
Taken together, facilities sharing
and compatibility provide for a nationwide communication facility that can
serve data communication needs in a
manner similar to the way the phone system serves voice communications. Network architecture and protocol is taken
out of the hands of computer vendors,
whose primary concern is the sale of their
own hardware, and placed where it should
be, in a service furnishing a shared, compatible communications system.
User selection. ACS will allow users
to configure their own virtual subnetworks, selecting from all available features those applicable to their requirements. Thus, imbedded within the shared
network feature is a degree of flexibility
that can provide for the needs of large and
smal1 users, sophisticated applications
and simple applications, high security
messages and low security messages.
Medium-sized businesses stand to
gain the most because sophisticated data
processing wil1 become "affordable." As
AT &T puts it, ACS provides a low entry
96 DATAMATION

Protocols and Codes Supported

about 450 terminal models, roughly two-thirds of all
general purpose terminals presently installed.

threshold by reducing the startup costs associated with data communications.
The impact on small business is
harder to assess. One can envision ACS
providing an interface between a small
businessman's terminal and a service bureau operation, providing the small business with some of the on-line capability he
could get from an on-site small business
system, but with more computing power.
But predictions of what will work in the
small business environment are not noted
for their accuracy. In any case, the small
firm should benefit from ACS'S ability to
smooth interfirm transactions.
As for the large business, it probably can take full advantage of all the features ACS provides, as required by its
needs. How well AT&T has planned for
meeting the needs of sophisticated users
remains to be seen, however.
Network Management and Reporting. As data communications have

grown, network management has become
a large overhead cost for users. In ACS the
task of fault detection, isolation, and recovery will be performed, as they should
be, by the network vendor, AT&T, rather
than by the user. In addition, many of the
reports that users require for monitoring
performance will now be provided by ACS.
Customers will receive billing numbers

and summary breakouts by billing
number will be made on billing records.
Thus, if separate billing codes are assigned to users who share a subnetwork
within a firm, costs can be allocated, so
long as each user operates under the appropriate billing number.
Combining performance reporting
with the ability of customers to create
their own virtual subnetworks should significantly reduce design problems and the
cost of change. Users can experiment with
Various priorities, dedicated or shared facilities, and message handling. Thus an
evolutionary approach to optimization
becomes possible. The ACS reporting
functions will allow evaluation of alternative approaches, and indicate the proper
direction for future changes.

WHAT
THE USER
MUST DO

How will ACS appear to the
user? What will he have to
do to use the system? What
options will he have in terms
of message type, speed, and distribution?
First to be answered is the question
of conversion and the amount of effort re- .
quired. Here, the situation is somewhat
similar to that of moving to an upward
compatible instruction set or an enhanced
version of a language. One can apply min- '
imum effort to become operational in

•
Fig. 1. Under ACS, Full Function Nodes (FFN) and Remote
Network Access Controllers (R-NAC) are linked by shared
56KB trunks. Network Access Controllers (NAC) and RACS. But if you want to take advantage of
the system's full capabilities, design and
programming effort will be required.
A key question for users with an
existing equipment base is, of course, that
of ACS'S own compatability. AT&T has
stated that it will provide interface support for a wide variety of terminals and
computers, both large computers and
minis. How wide this support should be is
open to debate, but obviously there must

NAC'S connect to user equipment over ACS access lines,
private lines, through Dataphone Digital Service, or
through a special telephone company facility.

be a cutoff point.
Initially, ACS will support protocols for what AT&T considers to be more
than two-thirds of presently installed
"general purpose terminals." General
purpose terminals are considered to be
teleprinters, crt's, and remote batch terminals. Special purpose terminals such as
plotters and facsimile transceivers will
not be supported initially.
AT&T states that it will establish a

forum where views regarding additional
protocols can be aired. Thus, it seems,
new protocols will be added to the system
on a competitive basis where it will be up
to users and manufacturers to demonstrate sufficient need.
This procedure should result in the
initial protocols becoming de facto standards of the type they represent. Their use
will increase over time relative to all other
protocols. "Nonstandard" protocols will
DECEMBER 197897

INITIAL HOST PROTOCOLS
'-I'

Interface Type

Mode

1

Terminals Emulated
& Protocol Support

Method

Character oriented emulation

ASCII start! stop terminal
emulation

Asynchronous teleprinters with start! stop
contention protocol and ASCII code.

Bisynchronous cluster controller
emulation

Bisynchronous cluster controllers using
ANSI protocol X3.28-1976 sub. 2.4 & B2.

Bisynchronous batch emulation

Remote batch terminal using ANSI protocol
X3.28-1976, sub. 2.3 & B2.

2

Character oriented interface message level

Link control consistent with ANSI X3.281976, sub. 2.3, 2.4 and B2.

3

Bit oriented interface (functionally similar to
message level)

Bit oriented link level protocol consistent
with CCITT Recommendation X.25, but with
enhancements, and subject to definition
with user participation.

Table 2. Three basic types of host computer protocols
are planned for ACS, although methods of implementation

have to satisfy some very special needs to
survive. Similarly, to qualify for acceptance to ACS after the initial burn-in period, it would seem that a protocol will have
to have a substantial lobby behind it.
Users who find themselves out in
the cold with equipment not supported by
ACS can get new equipment (not a pleasant prospect), stay out of ACS (not much
better), or get their vendor or some third
party to build a specialized interface to
ACS. It would not be surprising to find ACS
interfaces appearing on the market for
terminals with any reasonable following.

PROTOCOLS

For interfacing ACS with
host computers, three
protocols" will be providFEATURES
ed. One of these, emulation support, will be provided initially for
ease of user entry to ACS. Emulation support makes the ACS network look to the
computer as if it were interfacing directly
with character oriented terminals. Thus,
changes to application programs are minimized with this protocol.
The other two protocols provide
enhanced capabilities that free the application programs from terminal dependence. Referred to as "message level interfaces," these protocols perform
functions similar to those of communication software such· as IBM'S BTAM. How
far AT&T will go in this direction remains
to be seen, but the possibility of moving
these functions out of the host into ACS
g"ives some idea of the power inherent in
what AT&T is proposing.
Two broad categories of communication modes will be available to users,
corresponding to on-line and batch type
operations. These are the Call feature for
interactive processing, such as inquiry /response and time-sharing, and the
Message feature, intended for such oneway transmission tasks as store and forward message switching, remote batch,
and data entry.

AND
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may vary within each type.

The Call feature provides priority
levels whereby users can trade off cost
against speed of delivery: Priority 1 for
fast transmissions, Priority 2 for less fast
transmissions, and Fast Select for fast response times for short messages (data
base inquiry, for example). Actual response times have not yet been set, but
AT &T has stated that it will meet the needs
of the marketplace in this" respect. The
needs of the marketplace are quite variable for this key parameter when one takes
into account how time of day can affect
costs. Hopefully, AT&T will provide the
degree of choice needed by users so that
off-peak operations will be reflected in
lower charges.
One interesting aspect of the Call
feature is the ability of terminals and
computers to operate between one another in a bidirectional, fast response mode.
Thus, terminal to terminal communication will be immediate, just as telephone
conversations now are. We are used to
thinking of message transmission between
terminals as a store and forward operation. What advantages might there be in
online terminal to terminal communication? Perhaps terminal calls can economically replace phone calls when the incremental cost is low because the network is
there for other purposes anyway.
Or consider a user A who needs information from a data base but doesn't
know the system. He calls B who does
know the system and B calls the computer. B then searches the data base in response to A's needs, communicating all
the while with Aon the suitability of the
results or the need to proceed further.
It will be interesting to see what
users do with the interactive Call feature.
These calls can be manipulated by users
in various ways:
-place call on hold at the terminal or
at the destination
-receive a call

--forward a call to another station
-authorize the receipt of collect calls.
The Message feature, unlike the
Call feature, is basically a store and forward operation with a good deal of flexibility for the timing of delivery and the
use of multiple addresses.
Instead of the single storage area
of the typical store and forward message
switching system, ACS provides the option
of two storage areas, one at the originator's location and one at the receiver's.
Optionally, the sender may have a
message storage area where whole
messages or parts of messages are stored
pending transmission. Here, the sender
can build up messages, edit them, add to
them and designate the time of transmission and grade of service. Grades of service are: Priority (seconds), Standard
(minutes), and Deferred (hours).
When the time of transmission arrives, the message is sent from the sender's storage area to the receiver's. (Although the sender's storage area is
optional, there must be an arrival area for
the receiver.) Here the message is stored
for delivery, as specified by the sender.
Possible delivery options are:
-deliver as soon as possible
'-don't deliver before a specified time
-deliver only upon demand
-deliver at a specified time
-deliver a copy of the message
-send a confirmation of arrival to the
sender
In addition, messages can be
journaled at either the send or receive locations. Also, they can be forwarded to
another arrival area by the recipient.
Besides the functions of administrative message switching and remote
batch input, one can discern in the
Message feature possibilities for text
transmissions, electronic mail, orders and

AT &T says the substantive content of messages will not be changed, and
thus ACS is a communications service.

confirmations between firms, and electronic office applications. In the latter
case, the sender and recipient frequently
arc the same person. In essence, the
message storage area stores an in-process
file. For example, a common requirement
in business is the storage of a file pending
the arrival of information needed to complete processing. If the file can be temporarily stored ill a message arrival area of
ACS, a good deal of paper shuffling can be
avoided. So far as I know, AT&T has never
suggested this type of operation or indicated that it is feasible. But it serves to
illustrate that in a general purpose communication system such as ACS, applications will be found that were not anticipa ted by the original designers.
Therefore, whether mentioned by AT&T
or not, any vendor planning products for
the automated office had better be aware
of what ACS might do. And, in general,
hardware and software vendors should
watch the development of ACS closely and
evaluate the implications for their current
or planned products.

THE
CONTROVERSIAL
PARTS

AT &T has addressed
itself to the problem
of meeting the wide
disparity of its customers' needs in a general purpose communication service. For this purpose, ACS
will provide facilities whereby the user
can customize his virtual subnetworks to
his particular way of handling data. Customized services will be available in several areas:
. Formatting crt screens for data input
and message preparation;
validating data entered: tests can be
performed for length, range, alpha/numeric, set membership, and
structure;
- message preparation aids: these include cursor control, setting of tabs, defining repeated groups, operator,
prompting, etc.;
-editing functions; and
-message handling: for example, store
and recall messages, edit messages,
send ,messages, build messages from
records.
Customizing will be by customer prograins via AT&T supplied high level
languages.
Here we get into what is likely to
be one of the more controversial areas of
ACS. How much message preparation is
legitimately connected with communica-

tion and how much should fall under data
processing, word processing, etc.?
The key criterion which has been
used to distinguish communication from
processing, and which AT&T cites in its
petition to the FCC is that the substantive
content of the subscriber's message is not
changed by the carrier. This seems reasonable and 'straightforward until it is realized that very little of what ordinarily
passes for data processing involves changing the substantive content of anything,
let alone a message. Editing, validation,
record creation, record deletion, inquiry /response, report generation, sorting are all respectable dp functions that
don't involve a substantive change of data. True, once in a while a record gets
updated. Even here substantive change
could be denied by, for example, labeling
the update a mere field "correction." But
without going to extremes, it seems clear
that a communication facility such as ACS
has plenty of leeway for "processing" data w,ithout making substantive changes to
messages.
The user controls the security of
his system through a combination of terminal address authorization, operator authorization by means of a billing number,
and function set. (A function set specifies
the functions allowable to a given billing
number.) These controls can be instituted
or changed through specially designated
control terminals, through which the user
also controls his subnetwork.
Finally, since AT&T states that it
will make every practical effort to permit
a broad range of interconnection opportu- nities between ACS and other networks
and carriers, it may be anticipated that
this applies also to user's non-ACS network. Thus, if you need special capability
not available in ACS, or if you can do it
cheaper, you probably will be able to interface non-ACS network with ACS to obtain the best of both worlds.
As stated at the outset, ACS is still
in the planning stage. AT &T has submitted
a petition to the FCC requesting a declaratory ruling with respect to ACS. If approved, AT &T plans to file a tariff for ACS
in mid-1979. During this period changes
in the system as described aboye, are quite
possible, and in, fact likely. For while
AT&T bills ACS as simply an innovative
and sophisticated data communications
service, others in the industry see ACS as
just another ploy by AT&T to free itself of
the 1956 Consent Decree which bars it
from the lucrative data processing market. Consequently there will be moves to
precisely define and limit what ACS can
and cannot do. And although ACS facilities will benefit the user public, legitimate
concerns are being voiced about AT&T's

encroachment into data processing.
AT&T can provide a commonality
and economy of scale for ACS type functions not possible from any other industry
source. Yet if ACS results in decreased
competition, this could be detrimental to
the innovative character of the industry as
a whole. How the government resolves
these questions will determine the ultimate form of ACS:
The bottom line for ACS will, of
course, be the rate structure. Until this is
known, a full evaluation of the proposed
offering will have to wait. But since it
must be assumed that AT&T will extend
itself to make ACS financially viable, it is
not too early for interested parties to assessthe impact of ACS on their future. For
it should be clear by now that:
I. AT&T has embarked on a major
program that marks a distinct departure
from past practices of exclusivity. AT&T is
now planning to incorporate compatibility for a diversity of equipment and make
this diversity the strength of ACS.
2. ACS is a major advance in data
processing. It will help cut costs by sharing equipment, reducing overhead, providing for a diversity of equipment and
opening new applications.
3. ACS is a challenge t.o the industry. It upsets the applecart for some vendors. At the same time it opens many new
opportunities for others. Overall, it should
result in the expansion of the industry
with more applications, more equipment,
and more programs. When the dust settles, we are likely to see a new configuration of the industry's stars, planets, and
satellites.
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To cope with the tremendous growth of data storage and retrieval
applications, systems designers must come up with architectures
.
that are structured for the task.

FOUR
APPROACHES
TO A DATA BASE
COMPUTER·
by George A. Champine

Computer applications continue to expand at an ever increasing rate. Their current growth is thought to exceed even the
historical rate of expansion in computer
power, which roughly doubles on a per
capita basis every five years. This applications growth is taking place in all segments of the industry, driven by the everwidening gap between the cost of labor
and the cost of computation.
The growth in the demand for high
performance scientific systems has given
recent impetus to a number of new product announcements in the numbercrunching area. These new high performance systems have been of relatively conventional design because electronic computing had its origin in scientific
computing-it was brought to life for calculating ballistics tables and solving systems of linear equations.
An even larger area of growth in
computer applications is information
storage and retrieval, including batch,
transaction processing, and time-sharing.
As an illustration of the magnitude of a
modern transaction-oriented data base
system, Sperry Univac has in use a system
of this type for internal operations which
processes 170,000 transactions per day on
a data base of 300 million characters.
Many other organizations have much
larger systems in operation.
However, where current computers are well-suited to scientific applications, they are not well-suited to information storage and retrieval. This is
because information storage and retrieval
applications require addressing by con-

tent, while conventional computers are
designed for referencing by physical address. This mismatch between conventional computer architecture and application requirements for information
retrieval introduces inefficiencies in both
the processor and storage areas, such that
data access tends to become computebound, and tables required to locate data
can consume more storage than the data
itself.
This is leading to considerable interest in computer architectures that are
more efficient in information storage and
retrieval applications, specifically in data
base computers. The data base computer
can be incorporated into a system in one
of four ways. These are, in order of decreasing coupling to the system:
•
•
•
•

back-end processor for a host
intelligent peripheral control unit
storage hierarchy
network node

Each of these approaches is independent
and a system may include more than one
of the architectures in the list. For example, a storage hierarchy could also use an
intelligent peripheral controller. Also, the
back-end processor may optionally include a storage hierarchy, and a network
node may optionally include a back-end
processor for the nodal host. (The network node itself is not a different kind of
machine, but only a different placement
of a data base computer.)
The back-end processor approach
is usually thought of as a master-slave
configuration where the host passes high
level access requests to the back-end. The
back-end is a general purpose computer
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Much of the interest in the general purpose back-end approach to data base computers
has arisen from the general attractions of the minicomputer.

which performs all of the data base activities including access validation, storage
management, update lockout, response
formatting, and I/O operations. When the
back-end propessor has completed the access, it passes the response back to the
host. The communication link between
the host and back-end is usually an I/O
channel, but may be a telecommunications link. The mass storage controller at.;.
tached to the back-end processor mayor
may not be an intelligent control unit.
In the intelligent peripheral control unit approach, the highly repetitive
aspects of data access are moved out to a
mass storage controller to avoid the high
overhead of the general purpose host
hardware and software. The basic functions of device scheduling, head positioning, data recovery, searching, sorting, and
error correction are implemented at this
level. In addition to the usual I/O functions, sequential associative access can also be implemented because of the close
coupling between the intelligent control
unit and the mass storage device. If the
mass storage device is a disk, parallel read
may be implemented to obtain storage
search speeds. The mass storage can also
be charge-coupled device (cco) storage
or bubble storage, depending on the, size
and speed required. The controller is connected to the general purpose host
through the normal I/O chaimel.
The usual way to access a data
base, from the user standpoint, is by
value. For example, the user may want to
obtain storep information related to
"Jones, R.O." However, conventional
computer architecture provides access by
physical address only, not value. Therefore, a conventional computer obtains access to a data base through the use of
pointers.
A pointer may be obtained from a
key value by use of a hashing algorithm,
so that the name "Jones" might be converted to physical sector address 542 on a
disk. Pointers are also used to implement
indices and to chain lists together. Their
use normally entails a significant number
of disk accesses per query, to get indicies,
obtain data regions, get overflow areas,
and to follow chains. The use of pointers
also entails considerable processor utilization to look up indicies, perform logical
to physical address transformation, and to
manage the mass storage.
In contrast, associative computer
architecture is able to access data directly
by value without using the physical ad- ,
dress. This provides a very effiCient way to
implement a data base system. Such storage units can be classified into two kinds:
parallel associative and sequential associative storage.
'
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. A parallel ,associative store is able
to locate data based on value in a single
storage cycle, generally in a time on the
order of a few microseconds. Unfortunately, the upper economic limit on the
size of a parallel associative store is only a
few hundreds or thousands of words, far
too small to be useful in a data base application. The second storage type, sequential associative storage, performs comparisons on sequentially stored data at a high
rate of speed to find the record in the data
base containing the desired value. This
yields the logical effect, if not the speed,
of true parallel associative storage but at
much lower cost.
A sequential associative store can
be implemented using either solid state
storage devices such as charge-coupled
storage or bubble storage, or by using rotating magnetic storage, including fixedhead or moving-head disks. Research is in
process in all of these combinations. The
solid state storage gives higher performance,' but is more expensive than disk in
sizes over a megabyte, where disk is more
economical. Either approach can be implemented in unlimited size, but is limited
in search speed to about 10MB. Thus, a
200KB data base or portion thereof can be
searched and accessed in about 20msec.
One of the most clear-cut advantages of an associative store over a conventional store is in searching data with
incomplete keys. Examples of this include:
• searching a telephone directory with
incomplete names or addresses
• searching motor vehicle files for
,partial license plate numbers or vehicle descriptions
• searching text where endings or embedded characters are to be ignored
• locating keys between numerical
limits
A conventional approach to data
access is almost useless for these applications because the number of possible combinations is too large. However, an associative store can handle these almost as
easily as "normal" accesses by the use of
truncated field search, arithmetic comparisons, and "don't care" characters. (A
"don't care" character is treated as equal
to any other character when ,doing a
match.)
Another specialized architecture
which can make data base operation more
efficient is the storage hierarchy. The essence of this approach is that the same
characteristic which makes a cache attractive for main storage access can also
be used to improve access to mass storage.
It has been experimentally ob-

e

served that a wide variety of applications
exhibit considerable locality of data reference. This is true of data reference by a
processor to main storage for many applications, and has been exploited in the
form of a cache, or high speed buffer.
When the processor needs a word from
main storage, the request is first made to
the cache. If the desired word is in the
cache the access is completed typically in
50 to 150nsec. If the desired word is not in
the cache, the access is then made to main
storage and is completed typically in
800nsec.
The cache is managed on a leastrecently-used basis; when new data must
be brought into the cache, the least-recently-used data is deleted to make room
for the new. The locality of access is such
that data already used once or data near
that used once is very likely to be accessed
in the near future. For a cache size of 4K
to 16K words, hit rates of 96% to 99% in
accessing the cache are typical.
The same locality of data access is
characteristic of many files and data bases. An industry rule of thumb is that 80%
of the accesses go to 20% of the data. This
characteristic can be used to accelerate
access to a data base by using a mass storage hierarchy as shown in Fig. 1.
A data base cache is inserted in the
system between main storage and disk.
This cache should have an access time of
something less than 1msec and typically
would be implemented by a sequential access device such as cco or bubble storage.
References to the data base would first be
made to the data base cache. If the data
desired is located here, the request can be
satisfied in about 1msec; this should happen about 80% of the time. Otherwise the
request goes to the disk to be satisfied in a
. much longer time.
In a similar fashion, the disk pool
can act as a cache for the slow access (typically 5sec) mass or archival store. As
with the processor cache, data ismanaged
on a least-recently-used basis. This insures that the most active data will reside
in fast access cco or bupble storage, while
the least active data migrates to the low
cost mass storage or disk.
The network node, still another approach to a data base computer, is a general purpose computer which communicates with several other nodes in the
system, most frequently using data communications protocol and serial channels,
but possibly using I/O channels. The benefit in this configuration is that several
nodes (hosts) can aC,cess a single shared
data base, thus avoiding replication of the
data. The network node can be implemented using a general purpose system
only (which is current practice), a general
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Fig. 1. Host with storage hierarchy.
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Fig. 5. Host with general purpose back-end and intelligent controller.

purpose host with a back-end processor,
or a general purpose host with an intelligent control unit.
Much of the interest in the general
purpose back-end approach to data base
computers has arisen from the general at-

tractions of the minicomputer. The minicomputer presently offers substantially
better price/performance than conven_ tiona I host computers (often better by a
factor of three or more), both in mainframes and peripherals. It can provide up

I

to medium scale performance, reaching
into the one million instructions/second
range. It also offers good modularity, plus
the possibility of obtaining a hardware/software data base management
package on an existing minicomputer,
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The only back-end now available, the general purpose cpu, has little to offer for data base processing.

and interfacing it to a host over an I/O
channel.
The primary reason for the present
cost advantage of a minicomputer over a
conventional host lies in the use of medium scale integrated and large scale integrated circuitry-which came earlier in
minicomputers than in larger machines.
Minicomputers have an outstanding capability to do small or simple jobs in simple and cost-effective ways. They currently also have very limited growth
'capability, fail soft capability, software,
and support compared to conventional
hosts. The money saved in hardware on
minicomputers is often spent several
times over in additional training and application software development costs.
However, things are changing.
Conventional hosts are beginning to use
MSI and LSI, significantly improving their
cost/performance. At the same time,
minicomputers are improving their software offerings, support, and growth capability, thus increasing their costs. It appears that in the next few years there will
be relatively little difference in attractiveness between conventional hosts and minicomputers with respect to cost/ performance, software, support, and growth
capabilities. The only decision to be made
will be based on the performance level required.

THE
TRADEOFFS

The configurations possible
for data base computers can
be summarized as shown in
Figs. 3 through 5. (The conventional general purpose host is shown in
Fig. 2 and represents current technology;
it serves as a base of reference.) In addition, each of these configurations can
serve as a network node with the addition
of communicators in the host or in a frontend computer. The mass storage device is
assumed to be solid state for small data
bases or fixed/moving head disk for large
data bases.
Perhaps the first data base computer implemented was the configuration
in Fig. 3, using a conventional general
purpose host and general purpose backend, and it remains the most common implementation today. In one early research
study, this configuration was implemented using a minicomputer as a back-end to
service several front-end hosts, which
were from different manufacturers. The
requests to the back-end were made at a
high level, and data formats, access methods, and data structures were all handled
by the back-end in a manner transparent
to the hosts. The result was that the hosts
were able to share a data base, with each
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using standard software plus suitable interface software-which is relatively simple.
The back-end processor can provide several benefits in addition to the
sharing of a single data base without replication or conversion. Hardware specialization is possible in the back-end, for example, leading to more efficient data and
interrupt handling on a dedicated basis.
Long register lengths, high speed floating-point, double-precision, multiplication, and division hardware can be omitted. Further, software specialization can
reduce the overhead in handling interrupts and task switching.
Off-loading of the host is possible,
freeing resources to be used for application software and extending the performance of the host without conversion.
Security, integrity, and recovery
can beimproved. The back-end provides a
single path to the data base. This eliminates "back door" paths to the data
through using the same mass storage subsystem for both the data base and normal
system files. Application programmers
can be prevented from programming the
back-end computer and thus possibly introducing "sneak" access paths. Integrity
is also improved by a single access path
because locks on updates can be strictly
enforced.
Recovery can presumably be improved because a failure in the host computer will not compromise the data base.
Also presumably the back-end computer
has much less hardware and much simpler software than the host, thus extending the time between system failures.
The host and back-end can check on each
other's sanity, including .each keeping
separate audit trails.
In spite of the advantages of a
back-end processor, a number of disadvantages exist. The second processor and
software will add cost and complexity,
both in initial development and in maintenance. Two hardware systems and two
software systems must be maintained, increasing training and support cost. The
reliability of the system will be degraded,
because having a second system will increase the failure rate.
While some aspects of security
may be improved, the largest single problem in security is the operating system,
and this is not helped at all.
Although the back-end processor
may increase performance of the system,
upgrading the existing system to a larger
host configuration may be cheaper in the
long run, and therefore more cost-effective. It can be argued that one general

purpose architecture is not greatly different in cost-performance than another for
a given scale of operation. It is certain
that resource allocation and load balancing is less effective with the back-end
processor because of the dedication of resources. The host and back-end cannot
off-load to each other as is possible in a
conventional multiprocessor configuration. The back-end computer may even
turn out to be a bottleneck, and could
prove to be difficult or impossible to upgrade.
More, the back-end introduces additional overhead. The specter of multivendor coordination introduces further
complications. And finally, hardware is
getting very cheap, so a system which optimizes the use of hardware may be optimizing the least important part, while ignoring more important problems.
A general purpose host with an intelligent associative-accessing, mass storage controller is shown in Fig. 4. Intelligent associative controllers are not yet
generally available, not yet even widely
known. The principal advantage here is
much higher performance at a relatively
modest increase in cost. A typical cost increment for an intelligent associative controller is one to three times the cost of a
disk controller in addition to the cost of
the usual disk subsystem.
Although the associative. intelligent mass storage controller can provide
performance improvements up to several
hundred times in certain highly unique instances, a more typical performance improvement is a factor of five where this
approach is well suited.
Systems are now in the field in
which an associative intelligent controller
has reduced the run time to a complex
batch data base application from six
hours to ten minutes. Other applications
are operational on similar equipment
which could not be handled by conventional equipment at all. A major telephone company in the Far East is planning to use an associative intelligent
controller to eliminate printed telephone
books altogether and go to a completely
interactive system. Although the associative intelligent controller can help both
low level and high level data base access,
the benefits to the higher level interface
will be much greater because of the natural match of associative access to the high
level interface.
The associative intelligent controller works best on applications with complex access requirements, multirecord respoI1;ses, and partial keys. Complex access
could include some or all of the following:

• Boolean expressions involving several fields in the same record (e.g.,
"list salesmen whose sales>quota
and commission>salary")
• Boolean expressions involving several fields of the query and the records
(e.g., "list engineers with Language
= German and dependents = zero
and experience> 5")
• between-limits searchs on numeric
fields (e.g., "list employees with experience> 5 and experience < IS").
• partial keys (e.g., "list automobiles
where license = BR? 1?6) (note: "?"
is a don't care character)
It might seem that less storage
would be required with the associative approach because of eliminating storage for
pointers, which can exceed the size of the
data base in some applications. This does
not happen because key values must be
stored redundantly (in every record) in
place of the pointers, and will occupy approximately the same amount of storage.
The associative controller is neutral with respect to security, integrity, and
recovery. On the positive side, multivendor support will presumably not be
involved, and no additional software is involved from the user's point of view.
On the negative side, some of the
same problems exist with the associative
intelligent controller as with the back-end
processor. Load balancing cannot be improved, and additional hardware exists to
be maintained and to contribute to system
failures.
Although the associative intelligent controller can provide a factor of five
performance improvement where it is well
suited for an application, it is in fact a
somewhat limited-function subsystem.
The host will be significantly off-loaded if
(and only if) the data base activity constitutes a significant fraction of the total
work load. This data base portion of the
work load should exceed 40% (and preferrably 80%) for the intelligent controller to
be able to off-load any significant amount
of work. Obviously, if the data base activity is only 20% of the total work load, no
variety of data base computer can offload more than .20% and thus be economically attractive.
In addition to requiring that the
data base activity be a significant fraction
of the work load, an associative intelligent
controller can be beneficial only if the access methods are complex. In the case of
simple, direct access methods, the present
pointer-based systems work very well and
an associative intelligent controller would
only slow things down. It is not known

what fraction of applications use simple,
direct access methods, but estimates have
ranged as high as 50% to 70%. Conversely, there is some evidence that system designers have limited themselves to simple
access methods in order to obtain acceptable response times, and that if cost-effective subsystems were available to support
complex access queries, a large latent demand could be satisfied.
'
The storage hierarchy or data base
cache approach, previously illustrated in
Fig. I, is functionally transparent to the
system users. Therefore, on a functional
basis it offers neither advantages nor disadvantages. Its principal benefits are substantially increasing performance while
maintaining compatibility with existing
file structures. Recent experiments with·
devices of this nature indicate that hit
rates on the order of 80% can be obtained
for a wide variety of file and data base
applications, aided substantially by frequent references to indicies. The observed
hit rate translates into cutting the access
time in half. This reduction in access time
is particularly beneficial now that disk
modularity is approaching the one
gigabyte level, offering few possibilities to
use parallel I/O access to achieve high
throughput.
The negative aspects of the storage
hierarchy are recovery and cost. Recovery
is made more difficult if the data base
cache does not write all updates immediately back to mass storage, but only writes
back when blocks are flushed out on a
least-recently-used basis to make room
for new data. This approach, called poststore, improves performance but holds the
only copy of many updates in volatile storage. Therefore, if the cache fails, the updates are lost without the system being
able to know what had or had not been
written out to nonvolitile storage. The
other approach, called store-through,
writes all updates out to nonvolitile disk
storage immediately, but sacrifices system performance in the process.
The cost of a data base cache for
disk is highly dependent on the type of
storage device used in its implementation.
The RAM is probably too expensive unless
it is part of main storage. Sequential access devices such as CCD and bubble are
economically attractive only at 262Kbits
per chip or higher; these are expected to
be available in product in the early 1980s.
Finally, with respect to having the
host processor with a back-end general
purpose processor and an intelligent controller, as in Fig. 5, the advantages and
disadvantages of the other configurations
, are all largely combined.

NOT YET,
BUT SOON

Where does this leave us?
To date, the general purpose back-end, the only data base computer generally
available, has generated some interest,
but has not emerged as a major trend in
computer architecture. The reason appears to be that it offers little or nothing to
the user, especially in the very important
area of cost/performance. Its principal
advantage appears to be the ability to
decouple the data base from the host to
ease conversion or to interface multiple,
nonhomogeneous hosts.
It remains to be proved that as a
system design strategy, a general purpose
back-end (mini or not) is more cost-effective or fail-soft than using a larger conventional host. Most of the host processors now in use are reasonably good at
character manipulation. The processor
hardware is no longer a major cost element of the system, so omitting floatingpoint or other special characteristics will
not significantly reduce hardware costs.
The addition of special instructions to a
processor to enhance a particular operation has rarely proven to improve performance significantly. Certainly support
of a general purpose back-end in addition
to a host is more costly for both hardware
and software than is support of the host
alone.
There can, of course, be administrative or financial advantages in using a
back-end data base processor, such as to
prolong the useful life of a purchased system or to obtain a turnkey hardware/
software data management package with
unique features.
The conclusion that seems to result
from these considerations is that the system where data base activity constitutes a
small part (10% to 20%) of the total load
cannot benefit significantly from any of
these approaches to a data base computer.
Neither the back-end nor intelligent associative controller could off-load enough
to justify their existence. Likewise, if the
data base work load were small, a package or turnkey system might be hard to
justify. So, improved host independence
with a back-end processor is the only surviving benefit.
It may be that this lack of compelling motivation has been responsible for
the relatively low rate of installation of
data base computers to date. However,
things look much different for the future.
Current trends in data base systems are toward higher transaction rates,
larger data bases, and more complex queries to restrict the amount of data returned in the response. The Sperry UniDECEMBER 1978105

Associative storage-whether sequential or parallel-has clear-cut
advantages for data base processing.
vac system mentioned earlier is growing
in transaction rate at 17% per year. A recent survey of user data base applications
showed an average growth rate of 3% per
month in the size of the data base.
The intelligent associative controller. which should be generally available in
the early 1980s, has the potential advantage of very much higher performance at
a modest increase in cost. This is particularly true for high level interfaces to the
data base and in an application environ-

ment of heavy data base activity. It appears quite likely that performance improvements on the order of a factor of five
could be available for complex queries in
an appropriate environment.
For the application mix where data
base activity is a substantial part of the
load (40% or more). either the mass storage hierarchy or the intelligent associative controller, with or without a general
purpose back-end, should provide significant cost/performance improvements.
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The data base computer used as a
communications network node is applicable where it is not practical to replicate or
partition the data. Replication of a data
base is made infeasible by any of the following characteristics: large size, low access rate, security requirements, or high
update frequency. Partitioning a data
base. that is splitting one up among several geographically separated hosts connected by data communication links, is
practical only if most (say, 80%) of the
accesses to the data base partition are
made by the local host. Ifreplication and
partitioning are not practical, the use of a
data base node in a network is the only
remaining approach.
- Since the use of data base systems
is growing rapidly; as is the need for remote acces's of data, it would appear that
data base computers of some kind- intelligent controllers, back-end processors, or
data base nodes on a network-are assured a significant role in future computer
systems. Although we can argue that
some of these are more easily justified for
the general case, the ultimate success of
each will be determined by that stilI-unpredictable growth in data retrieval
applications.
~
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More and more demands will be made on systems software technicians, data ba,se administrators,
and data communication administrators who soon may wish for a helpful genii or two.

by Myles E. Walsh
;\ sophisticated data base management
system like IMS/VS offers its users several
potential benefits. Among these are a degree of data independence, an increase in
the speed of data retrieval, and a reduction in data redundancy. Not so clear, at
least at the outset, is what the user must
do to achieve those benefits; and gaining
this understanding may take a couple of
years.
Having just gone through that exercise, CBS Inc. can share its findings as
they relate to several specific issues: setting up IMS/VS; applications programming and the Application Development
Facility {ADF);data base administration
IMS/VS style; data dictionary; organization, staffing, and education.

SETTING UP
IMS/VS

In a manner similar to
generating an operating
system, a system definition of IMS/VS must be
performed. As is commonly known, a sysgen of an operating system requires the
services of a skilled systems software
technician. The same is true for IMS/VS.
Just as for os sysgens, IMS/VS generation
is a process whereby parameters are specified for tailoring IMS/VS for one's own
installation. Definitions are given for such
items as IMS/VS libraries, data sets, buffer
pool sizes, passwords, data base definitions, program control blocks, screen formats, and terminal device and network
characteristics.
In an ideal setting, a complete
IMS/VS gen would take place each time
IBM issued a new release or version of the

GETTING READY
FORIMS/VS

system. Partial gens, such as those required when new data bases or program
control blocks are needed, must be scheduled to meet the demand of a particular
installation. It is not unusual for these to
be required on a monthly basis.
Then, in addition to its generation,
the system must be thoroughly tested
before being put into use. It is possible to
develop a comprehensive test job stream
for this. But with the gen itself, this development of a test vehicle also requires
IMS/VS systems software expertise.
While all ,this is going on, it is also
quite possible that some other software
products, either IBM'S or other vendors'
designed to work in support of or in conjunction with IMS/VS, will also be installed. These products (which in our shop
include Batch Terminal Simulator, Data
Base Prototype, and Data Dictionary /Directory from IBM plus Control
, IMS/VS Realtime from Boole & Babbage)
also require system software expertise to
install, maintain, test, and use.
As applications are developed
which use the facilities of IMS/VS and the
associated software, still more demands
are made on system software technicians
to answer technical questions and to assist
in troubleshooting. Bugs, which have
made computer programming an interesting occupation since its inception, have
become more exasperating as the technology has become more sophisticated. In a
typical IMS/VS environment, a problem
may take a substantial amount of time
and talent to track down. Since there is so
much software and hardware involved-IMs/VS itself, MVS (the operating
system), VSAM, VTAM or other access

methods, application programs, terminal
control units, modems, communication
lines, and terminals-a great deal of coordination of individuals with different
technical expertise is required to pursue
and isolate a problem.
How much skilled manpower is required? We have found that it is possible
to begin the IMS/VS system software staff
with two experienced systems software
technicians. Within a year an additional
one is required. After two years, depending upon the number of applications using
the facility, it is necessary to add systems
software technicians at the rate of one per
major application.

APPLICATION
PROGRAMMING

Application programming in an
IMS/VS environment,
using the conventionallanguages COBOL, PL/I, and assembler,
is only slightly different from programming in a non-IMs/vS environment. The
procedural portion of an application program, that is, the part which analyzes,
processes, and changes data, is basically
no different. Only the input/output operations change.
The I/O operations are different
because transferring data between storage and peripherals is a more sophisticated process under IMS/VS. Data is transferred in the form of segments which are
parts of records within hierarchical structures, rather than in the simpJer form of
records within files.
Hierarchical Sequential Access
Method (HSAM), Hierarchical Indexed
Sequential Access Method (HISAM), Hierarchical Direct Access Method
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Fig. 1. There are four basic aspects of the use of IMSIVS:
the sysgen function (upper left), data base administration.

(HDAM), and Hierarchical Indexed Direct
Access Method (HIDAM) are supported by
IMS/VS. Within them, records are composed of segments that are structured in
an hierarchical format. Logically, the
segments in an hierarchical structure are
read as they are viewed, from top to bottom, left to right within the structure.
Physically, the segments are stored contiguously within data sets in HSAM and
HISAM structures, and related by means
of pointers within HDAM and HIDAM.
Yet, from an application programming perspective, even the I/0 operations
are basically no more difficult because
IMS/VS itself handles the increased complexities through its access methods. Theoretically, all the complexity and sophistication is transparent to the application
programmer.
Assuming that they already possess experience with COBOL, PL/I, or assembler, applications programmers can
take a three-day course in IMS/VS input/output language and Data Language/ I (DL/I). (The latter is an I/0 language that interfaces conventional
programming languages with IMS/VS da110DATAMATION

(upper middle), data communication administration
(labeled MFS, lower middle), and application programming.

ta bases.) Completion of this course enables them to code in an IMS/VS-DB batch
environment. Another two-day course
equips them to handle the IMS/VS-DB/DC
batch and telecommunications en- vironment.
The DL/I repertoire of operation
codes includes the basic I/0 function
codes GET (retrieve), ISRT (add), REPL
(replace), DLET (delete), and others. The
four named are generally sufficient to
handle most application programming
needs. The actual statements containing
the function codes also contain other parameters required to qualify the specific
operation to be executed, including control block identification, the name of a
storage area to be used, and, sometimes,
segment search arguments for speeding a
look-up.
A further consideration of application programming in an IMS/VS environment is status codes. After an I/0 operation executes, the control block contains,
among other things, two characters of data caBed a status code, which indicates
what has happened as a result of executing the function code. Following any I/0

operation, the application program must
interrogate the control block and takeappropriate action based on the status code
found.
In summary, there is relatively little impact on the application programming function when moving into IMS/VS.
The courses mentioned earlier equip application programmers fairly well with
the capabilities they need. As a matter of
fact, the concerns of the application
programmer are reduced somewhat
under IMS/VS. Due to the creation of two
specializations, Data Base Administration and Data Communication Administration, the application programmers
need devote less time to developing file
descriptions and specifying terminal device characteristics.
Also, there is an Installed User
Program (IUP in IBMese) on the horizon
that may have an impact on the way applications are developed under IMS/VS.
The product, currently known as IMS Application Development Facility (ADF), is
advertised as a means for quickly and efficiently developing application programs
for IMS/VS. Included in the facility are

Training personnel on IMS/VS and 00/0 could run to $100,000 over two years.

program modules which are able to execute DL/l calls, edit input data, format
displays for IBM 3270 crt's, provide a degree of security, and route messages between applications and system users.
Preliminary investigation reveals
that the objective of the ADF package is
the reduction, and eventually the elimination, of application programming. At this
point, the ADF methodology is embryonic,
that is, it can be used to replace application programming in only the most basic
and straightforward of applications.
The package is composed of a
number of functional program modules
which are able to perform the basic tasks
found in most applications. For example,
among these functional modules are
found a transaction driver, a segment
handler, a screen controller, a message
sender, and an auditor. In addition, there
are other programs within the facility
containing the logic required to combine
the functional program modules into executable IMS application programs.
For those applications whose requirements exceed the current capabilities of ADF, exits are provided so the user
can attach modules and subroutines of his
own.
To specify what must be done in an
application within the confines of ADF,
the programmer (who actually may be
the end user) defines parameters, called
"rules," which are coded and entered into
the system where they are stored in data
tables. As the functional modules exe-cute, they make use of the data in the data
tables to tailor the application programs
to the user's specific requirements.

DATA BASE
ADMINISTRATION

The position of
Data Base Administrator can vary
from installation to
installation since corporate organizations
vary. Our corporation has a number of
relatively autonomous divisions, each
having its own systems and programming
departments but using a corporate data
center. IMS/VS is installed in the corporate
center, and the IMS/VS system software
support group resides there. Thus Data
Base Administration exists as two functions, one divisional and one corporate.
The divisional DBA performs two
basic services. One consists of interacting
with end users, analysts, and programmers in designing and specifying IMS/VS
dat~ bases. The other is to specify display
screen formats and message descriptions
for individual programs. This latter function is known as message format services
(MFS) in IMS/VS.
A new title, Data Communications
Administrator (DCA), is beginning to ap-

pear in the MIS trade literature and may
soon come into vogue to describe the individual(s) who performs the MFS function.
This function, although not yet in our installation, is to be staffed by individuals
who interface the application programmer and the communications network,
similar in concept to the function of the
division-level DBA'S who act as an interface between the application programmer
and the data bases. (Corporate-level
DBA'S retain the responsibility for developing data base definition and specifications in a form suitable for input into the
system.)

DATA
DICTIONARY

The precise nature of
CBS'S DBA function was
determined partially by
the corporate organization of the company and partially by the
decision to employ a data dictionary
package. The particular package chosen
was the Data Dictionary/Directory package from IBM. It was selected for two reasons. First, since the whole idea of using a
data base management system was new to
the organization, it was considered wise to
stay with a single vendor. Second, it was
anticipated that there would be an eventual integration of the two products, 00/0
and IMS/VS, into one.
As a result of conversation with
other IMS/VS users, together with some
observations of the surrounding situation,
it became apparent that a data-dictiomiry
system was a "must," due to the magnitude of the data base administration job.
Originally, the divisional data base administrator had performed the dictionary
function by documenting data types, relationships, etc. in a notebook. However,
this method was totally inadequate. A
centralized source of data documentation
was needed by a number of individuals
who were located in several different locations, while the notebook could be in only
one place at a time. The idea of making
copies was dismissed as a logistical
nightmare, since frequent changes were
being f!1ade. Maintaining several notebooks in synchronization with one another was judged to be impossible. An on-line
Data Dictionary was deemed imperative.
Concurrent with the placement of
the order for 00/0 was the formation of a
subcommittee to formulate standards for
both IMS/VS and 00/0; within 10 months
a complete set was developed.
In addition to its use as a centralized repository of documentation, the Data Dictionary/Directory System has the
capability of producing source input such
as Data Base Definitions (DBD'S) and Program Specification Blocks (PSB'S) for the
IMS/VS system. Since this was the case, all

IMS/VS data base creations, additions,
changes, and deletions had to be first entered into the Data Dictionary/Directory.
The corporate DBA'S were given the task
of defining the input to the data dictionary system and insuring that the definitions
and specifications subsequently found
their way into IMS/VS.
Concurrent with designating the
corporate DBA'S as "guardians of the dictionary," was the development of forms to
be used by divisional DBS'S, system application analysts, and project leaders in
specifying data base, data element, and
index definitions. The corporate DBA'S
enter the definitions from the forms into
the data dictionary through a crt. It is
then possible to produce DBD and PSB
source statements which become part of
the IMS/VS configuration, as control
blocks. To convert them from source to
control block form requires a partial
IMS/VS gen. After a successful DBD gen or
PSB gen has taken place, and the control
blocks have become part of the IMS/VS
system, the forms are mark~d with the
completion date and filed in alphabetical
order in loose-leaf binders.

READYING
THE
STAFF

As can be seen from the
preceeding, the IMS/VSDD/D organization was put
together at CBS to conform
to the needs of a divisionalized organization. Basically, three departments, two
corporate and one divisional, were added
to the list of already existing MIS departments. In corporate, a data base systems
software group and a data base administrations group were _added; in the divisions, a data base/data communications
administration group. Some additional
education was provided to application
programmers enabling them to combine
DL/l with their other programming skills.
Staffing took place in a relatively
straightforward manner. The division positions were filled with individuals already employed there. Two individuals
were appointed to handle the divisional
DBA function. Their choice reflected a
balance of technical and political consid_erations. One of them, the DBA, dealt primarily with users and divisional management. The other, a technician, dealt
primarily with corporate DBA's and systems software specialists. This individual
did much of the MFS work. Thus they
complemented each other. Both worked
closely with the application programming
project managers.
Corporate staffing took a little
longer. Having established the required
functions, those of systems software spe-"
cialists and DBA'S, the reporting structure
had to be established. After some discusDECEMBER 1978111

Word processi~
with ForeWord~Mth«
Move up to the simple-to-use
tool for letter perfect work.

Sets the standard for shared
logic systems.

ForeWord is our powerful sharedlogic word processing system for
transcription of dictated correspondence, for editing and revision of
long or short documents, and for
direct composition by working
writers. All functions may be
handled at the same station, or
simultaneously at multiple stations.

Each ForeWord system is
expandable at your convenience
from as few stations as you need
today to as many as 24 keyboard
stations and 16 printers. A selection
of disk cartridges lets you store
from 500 to more than 50,000 pages
of text. Stations may be installed in
individual offIces, or in your word
processing center, or in both in any
combination. And any station may
be located up to 4,000 feet from the
ForeWord processor, allowing a
single system to service even the
largest facilities.

Makes old style equipment
totally obsolete..
ForeWord offers capabilities older
systems can't match ... Powerful
editing through simple keystroke
commands. Vastly expanded
storage with all material instantly
accessible. SignifIcant cost savings
through outstanding operator
productivity. And service and
supp<?rt nationwide.

Word processing is just
the beginning.
With a ForeWord system speeding
and simplifying your written
work, you enter a new world of

electronic information handling.
Because with Four-Phase you can
add source data entry, central
computer inquiry and standalone
data processing to the same system
whenever you're ready. And all
functions are available at
every station with a touch of a key.
The result is a unified computer
network to meet your growing
needs. All field proven and
available now.

Comparing systems? Use
our handy selection guide.
Because we know how confusing
evaluating word processing
equipment can be, we've prepared
a selection guide to make your
comparison simpler. To receive your
copy along with complete information on ForeWord, just return
the coupon.

~s fastel; more accurate

,;ystemfor professionals.
,---------------------I Yes, I would like to learn more about ForeWord, the word
I processing system for professionals.
.
I 0 Send your selection guide.
I 0 Arrange a ForeWord demonstration for me.
I
I --------------------------------------Present word processing equipment
I Name
Title__________
I Company - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I Telephone
Ext. ________
I City
State
Zip________
I Four-Phase Systems, Inc., MS 42IB8-F,
IL 10700
N._
De_
Anza
CA_
95014,
(408)
D-12
__
_ Blvd.,
_ _Cupertino,
____
__
_255-0900.
______
_

DO§' Four-Phase Systems, Inc.
Word Processing for Professionals

IMS/VS support personnel may become as critical to a dp operation
as systems software specialists.

sion it was agreed that the systems software specialists function would be set up
as a function of the data center systems
software department and would report to
the MIS corporate data center operations
management; the DBA function would report to the corporate MIS staff management.
The IMS/VS systems software
group was made up of two systems programmers, one of whom had four year's
background in CICS, the other having a
background in DOS. The third individual
had a background in application programming. All three were trained in
IMS/VS from the bottom up, and all three
developed well. Three corporate DBA'S
came from a number of different areas,
including two from divisions. Their backgrounds included file design, application
programming, documentation, standards,
and project management. They also were
IMS/VS trained from scratch and they also
developed well.
An additional position, sometimes
initially overlooked, that should be specified is that of the Master Terminal Operator. This position, known as MTO, is similar in nature to the console operator in an
operating system environment, and
should not be staffed in a cavalier fashion.
Every effort should be made to have this
function integrated into existing data
center operations at the outset and to find'
individuals who can begin to document
the MTO operating procedures for the installa tion.

EDUCATION

One thing should be
pointed out concerning
education: it is going to be
expensive. Assuming that
you start from the beginning, training individuals in the various aspects of IMS/VS
and 00/0 could run to $100,000 over a
two-year period. IBM lays out a plan of
education for the individuals who are to
perform the various functions required by
IMS/VS and 00/0, and the material which
follows is a slightly altered version of the
recommended data base system education curriculum as set down in the IBM
Customer Education Catalog and Schedule (G320-1244).
Education is required for the
following individuals:
Master Terminal Operator (MTO)
Corporate DBA'S
Divisional DBA'S
Divisional programmer analysts
Systems'software specialists
Data base systems management
MIS management
Let's take care of the easy part
first. After a preliminary introduction to
114 DATAMATION

data base systems, MIS management personnel can be educated by the managers
of the data base systems functions. It is
one of the responsibilities of these managers to present the concepts and -techniques of IMS/VS both to MIS management
and to user management. If MIS managers, directors, and vice presidents cannot
understand the principles of data base
systems and IMS/VS as presented by the
managers of data base systems, then there
is good reason to doubt the comprehension of the data base systems managers
themselves. The expenditure of out of
pocket dollars to educate MIS management and user management, therefore,
should be nominal.
The education of data base system
managers is another problem. The data
base system, manager may require some
detailed data base theory course such:as
"Data Base Design and Administration,"
an IBM course in the Systems Science Inst.
that costs about $1,000. In addition, he
should attend the James Martin World
Seminar and Leo Cohen's seminar; Martin's costs about $1,000 and Cohen's
about $600 to $700. Martin's seminar
opens to view the full panorama of the
capabilities and possibilities of data base
technology. The data base systems manager should be exposed to this so as to be
aware of the potentials of data base technology. Cohen's seminar is somewhat
more pragmatic in that it provides some
guidelines for the manager to help him
evaluate alternatives from among the various data base management systems in
the marketplace. Another IBM course that
gives an excellent overview of the fundamentals of IMS/VS is called DLj1 Application Analysis, costing $435.
In addition to the tuition costs,
provision should be made for travel and
living expenses, since some of the courses
will be offered in remote localities. This is
true not only for managers, but for other
individuals as well.
So much for management; now
let's look to educating those who work for
a living.
The most expensive individual to
train is the systems software specialist.
His or her education can be itemized as
follows:
Concepts & Facilities
Data Base
Implementation I
IMS/VS Data Base
Implementation II
IMS/VS Data Base
Performance & Tuning
VSAM Coding for oS/vs
oS/vs VSAM for Systems
Programming
IMS/VS
IMS/VS

-0-

$ 658
$ 660
$1,005
$ 335
$ 645

Data Communication
Implementation
DL/l Application
Programming
IMS/VS Data Communication
Application Programming
IMS/VS Message Format
Services (MFS)
DB/DC Data
Dictionary jDirectory
IMS/VS Data Communications
Performance Analysis
IMS/VS Data Base Design and
Performance Workshop
IMS/VS Data Base Systems
Control & Flow
IMS/VS

$1,391
$ 357
$ 262
$ 337
$ 330
$ 820
$1,310
$ 485

I MS/VS-VTAM-SNA

Implementation

$ 535

The collective cost for the above
courses is over $9,000. It is my considered opinion that this curriculum is
necessary to develop a system software
specialist who is up to the task of supporting a working IMS/VS system in an MVS
environment.
The educational requirements for
divisional programmer janalysts consists
of a subset of the courses given to the systems software specialist and the data base
systems manager. A suggested curriculum for these individuals is:
IBM

IMS/VS Concepts and Facilities
DL/l Application Analysis
DL/l Application Programming
IMS/VS Data Communications

Application Programming
IMS/VS Message Format Services (MFS)

The educational requirements for
the divisional DBA include:
James Martin World Seminar
IMS/VS Concepts and Facilities
Data Base Design and Administration
DL/l Application Analysis
DL/I Application Programming
IMS/VS Data Communication Application Programming
'IMS/VS Message Format Services (MFS)
DB/DC Data Dictionary jDirectory
And the educational curriculum
for the corporate DBA'S:
Data Base Design and Administ'ration
Leo Cohen Seminar
IMS/VS Concepts and Facilities
DL/l Application Programming
IMS/VS Data Base Implementation I
IMS/VS Data Base Implementation II
IMS/VS Data Communications Application Programming
IMS/VS Message Format Services
DB/DC Data Dictionary jDirectory
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NEC's Spinwriter character printers are a
serviceman's dream.
That's because 90 per cent of all routine service
problems can be fixed with nothing more than a #2
Phillips screwdriver. Result: your service rep can fix
almost any printer problem in less than a half-hour.
Take the carriage assembly, for example. With
most printers, it's a huge time-consumer to fix, and
often requires shipment of the printer back to the
factory. With Spinwriter printers, you remove three
screws, lift the carriage out, insert a new one,
and replace the screws. That simple. Ten minutes,
no more.
Or printed circuit boards. Anyone or all can be
replaced by removing just two screws- so a
Spinwriter board can be changed in just three minutes. Much faster than on other printers.
The operator control panel. A cinch. Remove four
screws, and the entire assembly comes off- right
down to the baseplate. The same is true with power

supply, fan, inverter block and keyboard assemblies.
The only tool: a #2 Phillips.
Extraordinary serviceability? Sure. Now add to
MTIR the Spinwriter MTBF-more than 2000 hours,
the highest in the industry-and you get a printer
that not on Iy can be fixed faster, but one that needs
very little service at all.
There's much more to Spinwriter printers: the
superior print quality that comes from its unique
thimble print element, the wide range of available
fonts and forms-handling options, the eight most
popular interfaces, and the whisper-quiet operation.
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Eastern Office: 5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA. 02173, (617) 862-3120
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are.
You just lost your last excuse for sticking with
alphanumerics. Because with HP's new 2647A Intelligent
Graphics Terminal, you get graphics without digging
into your CPU's software.

A picture's worth a thousand numbers.
On an alphanumeric· terminal, your data's just a
screen full of numbers. But with the 2647A you
can plot tabular data as a bar graph, or a __--------------<<-pie chart, or a linear or loga__----..-.. .------.
. . . . . .-.. . . . .
rithmic line graph. Quickly, --with just a few keystrokes.
Now you can really see
your data, not just look at it.
What's mbre, with the
2647A you can zoom in and
out. Pan right, left, up, down.
Selectively erase. Shade 1'".........." r i ........ +·,.,".
areas to make them stand out. Use a.
rubber-band line to make a quick sketch.
Without any help from your programming department.

It's more than smart.
The 2647A's the smart way to get
graphics from tabular data without software.
But what if your CPU's output isn't tabular? Or if you'd like to plot derived data, say
a three-month moving average from monthly
sales figures? Or if you need more than a bar
graph, pie chart or line graph?
The 2647A's not just smart, it's intelligent.
You can program it to reformat data from your
CPU, or to compute more data, in easy-to-write BASIC.
And you can program it in AGL, our high-level graphics
language extension of BASIC. Its powerful commands,
such as FRAME, AXES, LABEL, LOCATE and PLOT~
put sophisticated graphics at your fingertips.
Either way, your program runs on the 2647A without

HEWLETT
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any help from your CPU.

Hard copy's easy.
How do you get graphics into your briefcase?
The 2647A makes graphics as portable as alphanumerics. It interfaces easily with our 9872A Four-Color
Plotter (which can even make overhead transparencies),
and with our 7245A Thermal Plotter-Printer. All you
need is 'an interface card, a cable and the peripheral itself.
And to keep costs down, more than one 2647A
can share the same hard copy peripheral.

You still get alphanumerics.
You don't have to give up alphanumerics to get
graphics. Because the 2647A's also a programmable
alphanumeric terminal for interactive use on-line
or by itself.
With independent alphanumeric and
graphics memories. Eight soft keys you can
define to do several steps with a
single keystroke. A bright,
easy-to-use, high resolution display. And built-in
. dual cartridge tape drives
for 220K bytes of mass
storage.
Best of all, the 2647A
with full memory and data.
communications interface
costs only $8300:"
Which makes it easy to
get the picture.
'u.
S, domestic list pnce
Avaifable on GSA cOl/tract '''Imber CSA-GS·006-01224

-----------

o Send 'me more
about graphics without
graphics software.
o Show me graphics without graphics software.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Title _ _ _ _ _ __
Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Addre~s

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City/State/Zip'---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Phone _ _ _ _~------------Mail to Hswlett-Packard, Attn: Ed Hayes,
Marketing Manager, Dafa Terminals Division, Dept. 427,
19400 Homestead Road, Cupertino CA 95014.

When input is
inhibitedIOutput STOPS!
Without INTERTEST, if CICS crashes, your
work gets backlogged. Operations wastes efforts
routing dumps properly' while restarting the
system, and programmers search· frantically
for the error. When testing, it means missed
deadlines. CICS crashing can have an enormous
impact, even if it happens infrequently.
INTERTEST detects errors, tells you where the
bugs are, and lets you solve your problems online while CICS continues running. Over 150
satisfied users know this.
If you have CICS or CICSNS, On-Line Software

~~~
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INTERNATIONAl.

"The link between business and computers"

International, the industry leader in teleprocessing software and services, provides answers to
your problems. Write to us, or, for immediate
action on INTERTEST, give us a phone' call.

TOLL FREE
800-526-0272
or in N.J.
201-488-7770
65 ROUTE 4 EAST - RIVER EDGE, N.J. 07661
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This Month We're Sending
SPSS To Upper Volta

"+'

Why is this newsworthy? Because it shows that SPSS
software is in use the world over-in fact, the SPSS Batch
System is installed on more computers than any other
application package of any kind.
So, not only will you find either our batch or our conversational systems
in Ouagadougou, the capital of Upper Volta, but also in more than sixty
other foreign countries-not to mention all 50 United States. These are
our two systems :-

THESPSS® BATCH SYSTEM

THE SCSSTM CONVERSATIONAL SYSTEM

• In use at two thousand installations on more than
twenty different computer models.

• A fully conversational data entry, data management, and analysis tool.

• Datapro/Datamation Honor Roll winner for the
past two years.

• Procedures include basic descriptive statistics,
histograms, tabular analysis, correlation, regression, and factor analYSis.

• Documentation from McGraw-Hili, with over a
quarter of i:I million copies sold.
• Using an easy-to-Iearn, easy-to-read English-like
command language.
• Now including a REPORT procedure, for custom
report generation and a SURVIVAL procedure, for
lifetable analysis.
.
• According to a recent survey, SPSS is generally
less expensive to run than the other major statistical packages.

• Three styles of question-and-answer dialogue
plus a preemptive command mode-all based on a
common free-format syntax ..
• HELP and TUTORIAL texts teach the beginning
user, when needed.
• Full file communication with the SPSS Batch
System.
• Available on IBM, DEC, and Burroughs computers, with more on the way.

So think of us and our systems the next time you are in Tasmania ... or Iceland ... or Togo ...

1SP!
SFISS

FOR MORE INFORMATION
~
OR A FREE TRIAL PERIOD,.
contact: Wylie Crawford
•
~
. Director of Marketing
....,
and Customer Services ~

~
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inc.

Suite 3300
444 N, Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60611
312/329-2400

The Master Terminal Operator
must be chosen ,very
carefully.

Last to be presented, but by no
means last in importance, is that for the
Master Terminal Operator (MTO):
IMS/VS Concepts and Facilities
IMS/VS Master Terminal Operations
On the job training with sY,stems software
specialists from the time of the first stable
gen.
I n addition to the courses just specified, there are also a number of courses
devoted to instruction in the use of the
various "Aids and Utilities" packages associated withIMS/VS. These courses can
be added to the necessary curricula as the
need for them arises.

PEOPLE
ARE KEY

These are our best
suggestions for how to get the
show on the road in support
of an IMS/VS system. As always, people are the key to success. The
individuals providing IMS/VS support
should possess capabilities that are a cross
between those of an application programmer /analyst and those of a systems software technician. I n the immediate future,
as the involvement with data base management systems becomes more nearly
universal, these specializations will likely
become as critical to data processing as
the systems software specialization has
become in. the 10 years since operating
systems were introduced. Preparing the
persons involved with sufficient education, workable operating procedures, and
an effective organizational environment
to work in is more than half the battle. ~

Mr. Walsh is
director of data
base
management
systems at CBS,
Inc. in New York
City, where he
directed the
installation of
IMSIVS. Prior to taking this
position, he was a CBS general
business consultant, director of
computer systems for CBS news
(where he put in the systems for
elections broadcasts), manager
of systems and programming for
the Columbia House Div., and,
further back, a
programmer / analyst. His dp
career began in 1959 with the
use of EAM equipment at
American Airlines.

STC introduces the Solid State Disk:
It gives you faster virtual storage paging
for a fraction the price
ofthe fastest drum.

50

60

Until now, you've had three options to improve virtual machine performance, all of which
were expensive: upgrade the CPU, add memory, or add drum storage.
Today, there's a better answer: The STC 4305 Solid State Disk. In a basic configuration,
it gives you 134% of the virtual paging rate for 50% of the cost of IBM's 2305
Fixed Head File. Better still, Solid State Disk's capability grows faster than its price. You can add
options to increase its performance more than five times that of the 2305, yet still pay 20% less.

The best of both worlds: plug compatibility with superior performance.
Your CPU will think Solid State Disk is an IBM 2305 in every respect but
performance. It runs with no software modifications under all, releases of as,
VSl, VM and MVS operating systems. An STC field engineer simply plugs
Solid State Disk into the block multiplexor channel of your 370 (135 or above),
303X or PCM equivalent CPU. They lead you through a straightforward conversion procedure. And you're ready to reap the performance benefits of the Solid
State Disk's unique semiconductor, charge-coupled device (CCD) architecture.
For instance, with Solid State Disk, you get 0.7 millisecond access time vs. 5 mill i- ,
seconds for the 2305. Storage capacities up to 45 Megabytes vs. 22.5 Mbytes. And
selectable channel rates of 1.0, 1.5 and 3.0* Mbytes per second vs. a fixed 1.5 Mbyte rate.
This latter feature, when combined with dual channel option, lets you share your
Solid State Disk among processors with different channel characteristics. Add the
* 3.0 Mbvte/second and 6.0 Mbyte/second (aggregate) transfer rates are options and require two byte wide interface from IBM.
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powerful dual port capability, and you can attach to more processors, or gain concurrent access for a 2.0,3.0, or 6.0* Mbyte/second aggregate transfer rate.

Lowest cost of ownership. When it comes to cost, Solid State Disk is a real
penny-pincher. It costs less to buy, because it's easier to build. There are no critical
mechanical parts to precision machine and assemble, just straightforward IC and PC
board fabrication. In your data processing center, a typical Solid State Disk Configuration saves
you 65% of the space required by the 2305, cuts power consumption by 60%, and
reduces heat dissipation by a healthy 66%.
Extensive FE controls, coupled with a built-in microprocessor, enable STC field
engineers to service your Solid State Disk in-line, off-line, or on-line. And because
all components are modular and field replaceable to the module, board or chip level,
you get the fastest time-to-repair at the lowest possible cost.

Solid State Disk:Just one of the ways
STC helps you get more for less.
The Solid State Disk is just one of
many STC products and services
designed to help you get more productivity,-and more useful life out of
your IBM computer. And do it with
significant cost savings in both
_
purchase price and operating expenses.

If you have the impression that one
of every three tape drives is ours,
it's more than an impression. If it's
ever seemed to you that everywhere you see medium and largescale computers, you see our
name, it's not just an impression.
Over the past nine years
we've installed 22,000 tape
drives-or about 30% of all
tape drives installed during that period
of time. In fact, today STC makes more tape drives
for medium and large scale systems than anyone
else, including yo~ know who.
The secret behind this success isn't any secret at all. STC tape drives
deliver superior performance at a very attractive price.
For instance, only STC drives incorporate SPAR, a unique, built-in diagnostics system that
took 16 man-years to develop, and that allows our.field engineers to perform all diagnostics and
maintenance off-line, on-line, or in-line. Which is just one reason why national reliability studies
show STC drives outperform IBM equivalents. Sowhen you choose Storage Technology, you get more
than performance. You get availability, serviceability, and reliability.

Now, to our customer (and you know who
you are) who is still using STC tape drive 001:
Come on. Give us a break. Howlong will a STGtape
drive last? Mer 9 years, we still don't know. You see, the
first engineering prototype we built back in 1969 is still being
used by a California-based electronics firm. It hasn't
had a service call in over two years. And our first production
model, serial number 001, was field-converted from a
- 2450 to a 3470 (IBM 3420-7 equivalent) two years ago, and is
also still being used heavily by one of America's largest
retailers. So we're beginning to wonder if they'll ever
buy a replacement. In the meantime, we'll keep giving them
the same great service that's made our field
engineers a legend in their own time.
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Help, police! Creativity can sometimes make the difference between good
service and great service. For example, can you
imagine yourself asking the police to pick you up?
That's what a couple of our field engineers
did during Boston's driving moratorium last winter.
An STC customer had a significant problem, and
since the only legal way to drive was with a police escort,
our people had to call for police assistance to
reach the site.
Now, we obviously don't relish the image problems
that might result from our FEs riding around in
squad cars. So we're thankful that this
was a rare event during the 3-day, 12:-state storm.
But'it does underline why STC field engineers
are popular enough with our customers
to top the June Datapro report with a 3.6 rating.

Why the 8350 has never lost a contest. Fixed media disk users are a
very picky lot. Many of them demand vigorous benchmarks before buying
a winchester drive. The STC 8350 is used to winning these
head-to-head contests-a patterp of success
established on the very first installation.
Like most fixed media disk applications
this is an on-line system running 24 hours
a day, seven days a week. Anticipating
typical new product problems, we arranged for this
customer to provide computer time for engineering
work. As it turned out, we
didn't need even a
fraction of a CPU second. During
the 90 day test period, there
wasn't a single hardware failure.
Tha t performance was de.signed into the 8350
from the outset with such
features as fully redundant
electronics and power supplies.
Elimination of discrete components in favor of easily
serviced PC boards. And MIDAR,
STC's proprietary diagnostic package designed to quickly
direct the field engineer to
a problem component for
fast repair.
How would the 8350 measure
up in your environment? Why
not put us to the test?
As the leading independent
supplier of high-performance
fixed media disk drives,
.........J
we can provide you
with the product,
the experience and the service
resources to satisfy your most
challenging requirements.
We'll even guarantee it. In writing.
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Tips and tools to tune up your storage
subsystem performance. How many
channel tries before you get a start I/O? Are catalog
requests idling in the queue? What's the distribution of
your data sets by size? By frequency of access?
STC Systems Engineers can help with answers to
questions like these to squeeze more mileage out of your
existing storage equipment, and help you plan for
more efficient system growth. They've helped our
customers solve a wide range of storage problems
under virtually every conceivable combination of CPU,
operating system, and job mix. Their experience
is now at your disposal in the form of free software packages.
Some of the tools you can put to work today
include Configuration Planning Software with
programs for evaluating tape and disk data set characteristics.
High Speed Dump/Restore. And Performance Maximization, among others.
Our philosophy in providing these tools is simple.

If we help you get more from what you have today, you'll probably want to
do business with us when you're ready to grow tomorrow.

Before you wed your CPU to an add-on memory, check out their
hand holding. You know that when it comes to add-on memory, installation
and service are as important as ~ardware.
So you should know that our STC field engineers have over 250 Mbytes
of large system memory experience (including more 168
add-on than any independent). So they
know how to get you up and running fast. STC's
new family of 158,168 and 303Xadd-on memory
uses the latest MOS technologies. They have
fewer components for fewer failures, reduced
power consumption and less heat dissipation.
Their modular design makes for
an easy growth path, too. All our people'
have to do to give you additional
capability is plug in additional cards. This
typically takes less than a.shift,
including the diagnostics. And if that's
not enough to convince you, price and
availability should be. Because STC add-on
memory costs 30% to 50% less than
IBM's. And it's availaqle today.

For more details on STC data storage
products and services, call your local STC
sales office. Or clip and mail the coupon
below to: Storage Technology Corporation,
Mail Drop 3M, 2270 South 88th Street,
Louisville, Colorado, 80027. Phone (303) ,497-6262.
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It is time for management' to step up and manage policy, not technology.

CHARGEOUTS:
A PERSPECTIVE
FOR CHANGE
by Christine Rizzuto

and Ralph Rizzuto

and this sharing of resources was a problem in developing a chargeout system.
But in response to this perceived
need, dp departments in the earl~ '70s

came up with the chargeout systems that
were the delight only of systems programmers. They tried to account for every split
microsecond of resource used, reflecting

The method by which data processing
services have been charged out to the user
community has traditionally not been satisfactory to managements at the user, corporate, or dp level. The problem, essentially, is that too many measurements
have gone into these billing algorithms.
Well, the time has come for management to end the search for the Holy
Grail-a billing algorithm that is repeatable, equitable, comprehensive, and accurate. Such an algorithm is a challenge for
the systems programmer to develop, a
source of pride for the dp manager to
flaunt at the helpless user, and an irritant
to the corporate executives who ask,'
"What is the cost and predicted life of this
chargeout system?"
Nonetheless, it is possible to come
up. with a chargeout structure in which
cost recovery and corporate policy enforcement are separate; where cost recovery is simplified through configurationindependent measurements of application
activity, and yet in harmony with the
goals of corporate management, dp management, and user management.
To gain insight into today's problems, let's trace briefly the technological
evolution of computer chargeout. In the
early 1960's, many large corporations
adopted the policy of not charging for the
cost of the computer, fearing that doing so
would discourage computer use. Instead
the cost of the computer was absorbed as
overhead. The next several years were
characterized by a rapid growth in computer applications and by increased budgets for hardware, software, and dp person.:
nel. Then corporate policy changed.
Chargeout became the mechanism to control this growth and distribute the cost of
the computer. But multiprogramming
made the chargeout more complex. The
dp manager was faced with the need to
distribute the cost of his installation
among multiple and simultaneous users,
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Informed and knowledgeable users are dp's best customers.

the corporate directive that the cost of dp
be recovered from the using departments.
User managements, meanwhile,
found they were no closer to being able to
forecast the cost of applications development or budget for their use of this corporate resource called dp. What user management wants is to be able to express his
use of resources in business terms he understands-the number of policies updated, number of checks written, invoices
prepared, or stocks transferred.
Although we have come a long way
in software design and hardware technology in the last 10 years, our ability to effectively manage dp has not kept pace. It
is time for management to step up and
manage policy, not technology. We would
all like to treat dp chargeout with standard accounting practices and foster goal
congruence among corporate, user, and
dp managements. But to do so, we must:
- Change our cost recovery measurement philosophy.
- Separate cost allocation from
price.
- Define cost in applications
terms, whenever possible.
- Identify and isolate management policy.
While there are no universal
chargeout objectives, we will show that
there can be a 'common chargeout structure that meets the common goals of corporate, the user, and dp.

THE
STRATEGY

A resource utilization
chargeout philosophy
measures how much of
each resource (cpu time,
memory time, channel time, control unit
time, device time, etc.) the application
program used. The perspective is looking
from the system in toward the application. Resource utilization is time dependent by definition. It is complex and locks
you into a technology. It costs money,
both in terms of constant overhead to run
and the cost of development and redevelopment, and is difficult for the user to un~
derstand, thus making budgeting and estimating projects awkward, if not
unmanageable.
But no matter how complex the
computer system, it continues to perform
two basic operations; executing instructionsand moving data. And a work-oriented philosophy uses those two operations, executing instructions and moving
data, to express how much work the application is doing. It looks at the application
outward; independent of the environment.
In today's world, cpu time is the measurement available to approximate instruc-
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Fig. 1
tions executed, and block counts can be
used for I/O work. For our cost recovery
purposes, then, all the resources of the
system can fall intb one of those categories. The result is a functional regression
of all resource utilization into the two key
items: processor work and I/O work.
Ideally, processor 'Xork would be
instructions executed, weighted by memory references (to distinguish among different instruction types and' control microcode). They would include problem
. program state instructions plus supervisor
services requested-excluding any code
due to multiprogramming functions. And
I/O work would exclude control bytes, retries, and excess data manipulations due
to data base organization.

ARESTRUCTURING

We have separated
chargeout into two components: costing and
pricing. Cost recovery is
accomplished in the following way. The
application user runs the application, and
base accounting measurements (the
processor and I/O work) are collected. A
cost rate for the cpu memory, and channels is applied to the processor work and a
cost rate for the peripheral devices is applied to the I/O work measure. The result
is the cost of running the application. (See
Fig. L)
For some applications a standard
cost per functional unit can be developed.
For example, in an IMS environment a
standard cost for each transaction type is
derived by collectirig the base accounting
measurements for that transaction and

applying the cost coefficient. After the initial cost per transaction is derived, only a
. count by transaction type need be collected and the functional unit rate applied to
that count. (See Fig. 2.) The overhead for
counting functional unit such as transaction type is minimal. That is, in a high
"performance system, such as IMS, the
base measurements to cost need be taken
only periodically for variance and
adjustment.
Once the cost has been established,
the price can be simple or complex depending on management policy. We have
simplified cost recovery by elevating the
measurement "problem" to pricing. The
typical resource utilization chargeout system integrat~s tuning and performance
data as well as overhead for such services
as security, service, and availability into
the billing algorithm. The result: the user
cannot determine what to change to reduce his price. There is no goal congruence among the corporate management
who shape the policy, the dp management
who enforce it, and user management who
make decisions based on it. However,
what we have done is separate cost recov,ery from performance, service, stability
and other policy decisions and have imposed these controls in a very direct, visible, and explainable way by applying
them as policy modifiers to the cost.
Fixed costs can also be associated
to user accounts, such as dedicated terminals for specific user groups. Before looking at the policy modifiers in more detail,
let's first look at the measurement data.
characteristics.
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LEVELS OF
MEASUREMENT
DATA

Typically,
"accounting" data and
performance / tuning
data are intermixed.
The accounting data can be used for tuning and performance, but the converse is
not necessarily true. In doing capacity
planning, performance studies, or application tuning, the objective is usually to
measure,the contention, load, and/or utilization of the system components, while
accounting data tries to isolate the activity of one user from the environment and
measure it without interference.
Let us now look at the full spectrum of measurement data and see how
the data fulfills our objectives. We have
categorized the data measurements in
levels of detail. Level one is application
oriented functional units, such as number
of updates in an inventory system,
number of policies written, number of
claims serviced, and number of employees
paid. Ideally this functional unit is the only data the end user ever sees. It is simple
for the end user to understand, riot subject
to system load or contention problems,
when applicable has a low overhead measurement cost, and has high face validity in
the user community.
Level two, the ideal base measurements defined earlier, would provide a
configuration-independent measure of
work. With weighted instructions executed, we could run any job on any mo~el and
the measurement data would be the same;
that is, it would not be subject to model
speeds or cpu time variabilities. The I/0
work would be the data bytes requested
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Fig,3
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by the user.
Level three is the data currently
available that we suggest using as the base
accounting measurements: From level
four through level six the data becomes
more load dependent and more difficult
and expensive to measure. These levels
appear along the x-axis in the graphs. The
y-axis is the authors' experience with the
data characteristics.
Fig. 3 shows the data from level
one to six, from the simple (to understand
and to cost) to the complex. The same
curve applies also to the variability of the
data, the effect of the load on data
repeatability, and the acceptable level
would be about'a third of the way up the
y-axis. The curve applies as well to the
overhead of data collection, what percent
the user is paying to collect this data; here
the 20% level is again about a third of the
way up the y-axis.
Fig. 4 shows face validity of the
data-user acceptance of the data as being fair and equitable to him in a chargeout system. Fig. 5 shows where we draw
the line between accounting data and tuning data, where the data is simple to understand, repeatable, collected with little
overhead, and has face validity with the
user. If you move the line to the right, you
may gain completeness by measuring everything, but know the tradeoffs you're
making. The way to gain completeness is
in the price, not the cost-by using policy
modifiers.

POLICY

Policy modifiers are the
visible indicators that affect price. They can reflect
system impact~ both performance and function, management direction and certainly cost considerations.
The way to gain goal congruence among
corporate management, dp management,
and user management is through policy
modifiers.
Let's discuss those policies which
could modify the price to the user. Service
level is the most common. The requirements are set by business needs, possibly
corporate management. The response
time, scheduling deadline, or turnaround
times to meet these business needs are
known by user management. The resource required and mechanism for accomplishing the objectives are under dp
management control. Therefore dp management can determine whether the price
of running this application should be
higher or in some cases lower than the
base cost derived. Load, contention, and
service indicators can be periodically collected to determine whether the service

MODIFIERS

Fig. 4
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With a simple restructuring, we can make chargeout the central point,
not the bottleneck of the organization.

objectives have been met and whether a
premium should be charged.
.
System impact is another consideration. Applications which are inefficient utilizers of system resources can be
identified and specific recommendations
made for corrective action to avoid a price
adjustment to the base cost. Running an
application under VM or emulation could
also be reflected in a charge through tun- .
ing and performance threshold analysis.
Stability of an application can impact scheduling objectives and operational manpower. If an application is consistently being changed or is programmed
poorly without data validation routines or
if long-running without checkpoint/restart facilities, a price adjustment could be made.
Availability is another item that
could impact the price. For example, if
the application must be the first one up
after a system crash, or if it must meet a
window and the system is underutilized
frequently just so it has sufficient power
to meets its commitments. Backup hardware would also fall in this category.
Data status is another, i.e., whether the data is active, always on-line, or
passive, how the data is structured, ifmul- .
tiple applications access it, and what device type the data is on.
Venture analysis is a way to encourage innovation and realize business
potential. The cost can be charged to
planned underutilization.
Project subsidy is a way of supporting the price of running an applic.a. tion until it reaches its expected level of
utilization. Examples are the initial startup costs of an online application or the
staged transfer of work from an equalized
system configuration to an underutilized
one. Security and/or compliance may impact the entire installation and the cost
may be substantial. A data base as a capital asset may be a way" of encouraging
many user departments to use a specific
data base structure for many applications. This could result in a substantial
saving to the enterprise, a saving that
could be passed on as a price reduction
adjustment to the base cost.
. Once management policies have
been established, application and
subsystem (IMS, CICS, TSO, etc.) profiles
can be developed. These profiles consist of
typical performance and capacity
planning data such as cpu utilization,
paging, real storage usage, channel
activity, device activity, response time,
and turnaround time. Each profile should
also include special requirements-policy
considerations, such as service, priority,
availability, and data status. Comparison
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MEASUREMENT DATA
1.' Functional application unit
2. Instruction executed
Bytes transfered
3. CPtJ time
EXCP
I/O requested
Block sized
4. SRB time
Memory integral
Page in/out
SIO
PCI
I/O time
5. Staging occupancy
Virtual page references
Voluntary wait
Cylinders traveled
Searches
Seeks
Page faults
6. Cache hits
Dispatches
Bus utilization
I-cycles
E-cycles

Fig. 6. The full spectrum of
measurement data.
to the average values and requirements
for all users wilJ provide the data for
impact analysis of one application on the
total environment. For example, "good"
and "bad" applications can be identified
and recommendations made for
improvements that wilJ result in price
reductions.
By applying policy modifiers to the
'base; cost, we have communicated our
objectives among corporate management,
dp management, and user management in
a very direct, visible, and explainable
way. Informed and knowledgeable users
are dp's best customers.

THE
FUTURE

Small and large dp centers,
whether cost or profit
oriented, whether run by
corporations, universities or
service bureaus are all growing and
changing, and plagued by the limitations
of their current chargeout 'system. With a
simple restructuring, we can make
chargeout the control point, not the
bottleneck of the organization.
Once we have structured our
approach to charging out of the dp
resource, we should look toward the
improvements that can fall out of such a
structure. Applications design criteria
can be established with knowledge of the

cost effect, users can be made aware of
their effect on the system, performance
guidelines can be developed and enforced,
and the cost to the end user can be
determined. Application proposals can be
evaluated for their return on investment.
The level of measurement can be
controlJed. User budgeting is facilitated.
By changing our cost-recovery
measurement philosophy, by separating
cost alJocation from price, by defining
cost in application terms whenever
possible and by identifying and isolating
management policy, we can remove the
communication barriers and foster goal
congruence among the corporate
management, the dp management, and
the user management.
#
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PANSOPHIC
709 Enterprise Drive, Oak Brook, IL 60521
Please send me more information on Panvalet.
NAME _____________________________
TITLE ________________________
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CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _,ST ATE _ _ _.L-ZIP _ __
PHONE ______________________
HARDWARE _________________________
OPERATING SYSTEM ____________

Next software courses begin
. Monday, February 5 .

At The Amdahl Education Center in California
Now you can learn advanced large-systems software from the professionals who helped develop
and now support the industry's most advanced large
systems-the Amdahl 470V/5, V/6, V/7 and V/8.
, You will undergo the same intensive, in-depth
training the company provides for its own software
specialists, with nothing held back.
Amdahl's courses are designed for DP professionals whose work environment demands advanced software expertise. All courses are conducted
at the Amdahl Education Center located at corporate headquarters in Sunnyvale, California,

35 miles south of San Francisco.
Enrollment is limited; early application is
strongly advised. Available courses include MVS
Structures and Flow, MVS Measurement and __
Tuning, MVS Diagnostics, JES3 Internals, VTAM
Internals and VSAM. Amdahl will send you an
enrollment application form, a course description
brochure, and a schedule of classes.
Advanced software courses at the Amdahl Education Center in California. Where state-of-the-art is a
state of the mind.

Education Center, 1250 E. Arques Avenue, P.O. Box 5070, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
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LET'S PUT OUR
HEADS TOGETHER.

The Facit 4540 Serial Matrix Printer has
already made a name for itself with its
standard 250 characters a second - all crisp,
full bodied and perfect throughout the 500
million character service life of the printhead.
Versatility comes from the rare 9 x 9 dot
matrix, and the Facit 4540 offers a genuine
100% duty cycle and entire elimination of
adjustment and lubrication.
The whole secret is in the unique printhead and its microprocessor controlled
impact printing mechanism.
Integration of mechanics and electronics
has made Facit peripheral data products
world famous.

Facit 4540 extends this tradition,
So let's put our heads together. To make
your systems more efficient, more competitive and more in demand.
'

Facit 4540 Serial MatrixPrinter with the unique printhead.

FACIT-ADDO INC., 66 FIELD POINT RD, GREENWICH, CONN. 06830. (203) 622-9150. TELEX 96-5998.
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NeUT DevelopDlents from SYSTEMS ...

The NewMOS

32/5720
SYSTEMS Engineering Laboratories SA.
29 Rue de Noisy 78870-Bailly, France (01) 460-9675
SYSTEMS Engineering Laboratories Computer Spa,
Via Meravigli, 12,20100 Milano, Italy (39) 2-873512
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Until now, you've either had
to forego 16-bit pricing to get
32-bit performance, or you've
had to give up 32-bit performance just to keep the budget
in line.
No longer. Now you can invest in a full-blown 32-bit computer system and pay no more
than you would for a 16-bit
computer. And not have to
worry about insufficient power
for future needs.
Here's why: value engineering. We've taken our high-performance 32-bit computers, and

we've done some packaging
that makes sense. We've added
MOS memory. Expanded and
fine-tuned our operationallyproven software. Made our
systems more compact, more
efficient. And we put it all together for a third less money.
The result? A broad family
of 32-bit cOIl1puter systems,
perfect for jobs that require
high thruputs like telemetry,
seismic exploration, or research.
Or for jobs that need lots of
I/O; process control, simulation, or laboratory automation.

All are upward-compatible,
so you can still grow, but start
with a minimal investment.
If you'd like to have real performance, but can't overlook
how effectively you use your
budget, talk to us. We'll make
sure that when you invest in
SYSTEMS computers, more
dollars will flow to your bottom line.
Call us. We're easy to talk
to:(305) 587-2900
6901 West Sunrise Boulevard
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33313.

Packaged Systems.

32/5750

32/5740

SYSTEMS Engineering Laboratories Computers Ltd.,
NI..A Tower, Tenth Floor, Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey, England (01) 681-2211
SYSTEMS Engineering Laboratories GmbH,
Bonnerstrasse 7-11, 4 Duesseldorf 13, West Germany (211) 790-196
ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
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The U.S. may become the world's largest importer, Japan the largest distributor.

THE WORLD'S
.TOP SO COMPUTER
IMPORT MARKETS
.

\

By Bohdan O. Szuprowicz
Each fall the United Nations grinds out a
mass of statistics on international trade
throughout the world, including trade in
such exotic and little known countries as
Togo, Surinam, and Sri Lanka. These
figures can be used to determine changes
and trends in world computer and office
equipment trade, and indirectly provide a
measure of computer and office equip-

ment use.
The data released in October 1978
provides comparative trade statistics
through the end of 1976 and is the latest
such data available for all the countries of
the world. The trade data presented here
is for the general Standard International
Trade Classification (SITC) commodity
code 714 which includes computers, per-

ipherals, data communications, and office
equipment such as typewriters. In gener, aI, dp hardware makes up about 85% of
the total trade under that code, and thus
the information is useful as an indicator of
relative imports and exports of computer
hardware in various countries.
Some computers that form integral parts of process control systems or

Only a few countries are net exporters, including the U.S., Japan, East
and West Germany, Sweden, Singapore, South Korea, and Ireland.
TOP 50 COMPUTER AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT IMPORT MARKETS
(in $millions U.S.)
1976
Country

Rank

World Total

Imports

Change
1975-1976

Change
1974-1975

$9,482.5

+10.95%

+5.1%

1975
Imports

Rank

$10,520.8

France
United States
West Germany
United Kingdom
Canada
Italy
Japan
Netherlands
Soviet Union
Belgium/Lux.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1,199.7
1,181.1
1,171.9
977.9
607.1
579.5
432.8
410.4
315.7
263.6

2
3
1
4
6
5
7
8
9
11

1,024.4
932.0
1,082.0
828.3
506.9
511.8
407.5
356.4
285.2
230.6

Sweden
Spain
Australia
Switzerland
Mexico
Poland
Austria
Brazil
Denmark
Czechoslovakia

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

262.8
253.9
231.5
224.8
146.5
140.7
140.5
134.0
129.3
126.6

13
10
12
15
17
18
21
14
20
16

212.1
239.7
220.9
193.3
153.7
128.9
118.7
195.4
119.1
182.8

South Africa
Hong Kong
Ireland
Finland
Norway
Hungary
Venezuela
Yugoslavia
South Korea
Iran

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

104.5
100.7
94.4
84.4
82.4
78.0
69.4
46.9
45.7
45.6

19
24
32
23
25
22
27
28
37
26

125.8
76.6
46.4
85.3
68.1
88.7
60.0
54.9
29.4
64.8

Bulgaria
East Germany
New Zealand
Israel
Singapore
Argentina
Philippines
Romania
Saudi Arabia
Portugal

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

44.1
42.8
42.5
42.3
40.0
39.1
30.7
27.6
25.8
25.2

30
29
31
35
34
33
38
36
46
39

50.8
54.7
48.6
41.3
43.7
44.9
26.6
35.0
16.5
23.3

+
+
+
+

Nigeria
Algeria
Panama Canal Zone
Colombia
Indonesia
Greece
Turkey
Malaysia
Peru
Egypt

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

24.9'
19.5
17.6
16.8
16.8
16.8
14.9
14.6
12.9
12.8

44
48
NA
47
42
49
50
43
41
53

18.1
14.8
10.1
16.4
19.2
14.7
14.6
18.8
19.6
9.2

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

17.1
26.7
8.3
18.1
19.8
13.2
6.2
15.2
10.7
14.3

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

+ 23.9 %
+ 5.9 %
+ 4.8 %
+ 16.3 %
- 4.7 %
+ 9.2 %
+ 18.4 %
- 31.4 %
+ 8.6 %
- 30.7 %
- 17.3
+ 31.5
+103.4
- 1.1
+ 21.0
- 12.1
+ 15.7
- 14.6
. + 55.4
- 29.6

+ 5.5%
+ 0.6%
+11.8%
+ 1.5%'
- 0.5%
- 4.5%
-17.2%
- 0.4%
+23.5%
+10.4%
+17.1%
+16.8%
- 4.2%
- 7.4%
+ 4.3%
+16.6%
+ 7.6%
- 5.1%
+19.3%
+32.8%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

+23.8%
- 7.5%
+ 5.7%
+ 6.3%
+22.9%
+11.4%
+29.6%
-20.2%
+ 0.7%
+65.3%

13.2
21.8
12.6
2.4
8.5
12.9
15.4
21.1
56.4
8.2

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

+19.5%
+65.7%
+30.3%
+35.4%
- 6.6%
-10.2%
+35.7%
+ 3.5%
+63.4%
-36.3%

37.6
31.8
74.0
2.4
12.5
14.3
2.1
22.3
34.2
31.1

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

+82.8%
+ 8.8%
NA
+18.8%
+66.9%
+ 0.7%
-17.9%
- 9.3%
+55.5%
-17.1%

Source: Compiled by 21st Century Research from U.N. International Trade Statistics for category SITC 714 first
published in Oct. 1978.
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$5,989.2
$5,182.4

$3,322.0

$520.8

D

D
.D

$124.3
$235.0
Latin
America

CJ

that are built into complete turnkey
plants are probably not recorded under
the SITC code 714. However, such uncounted trade in dp hardware is believed
to be relatively small compared with the
total office equipment trade actually reported.
Total computer and office equipment trade in the world in 1976 was more
than $10.5 billion and increased almost
II % over the $9.5 billion traded in 1975.
Although this was almost twice the
growth shown in global computer trade
during 1974 to 1975, not all of the regions
of the world experienced an increase in
imports. Arab states, North America,
Western Europe, and the Far East were
definite computer imports growth areas.
On the other hand, imports into Africa
and Oceania (primarily Australia and
New Zealand) stagnated at levels almost
identical to those of 1975. In the case of
the Soviet Bloc and Latin American
countries, computer imports declined by
6% and 13% respectively even though
those areas have shown strong long-term
import growth in previous years.
In 1976 three office equipment import markets in the world exceeded $1 billion each, compared with only two such

o

$279.2

Africa

$20.6
Oceania

E-Estimate

1.976 Imports

1976 Exports

$4E

COMPUTER AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT TRADE IN 1976
(in $ millions U.S.)

huge import markets in 1975. These were
once again led by France, which imported
almost $1.2 billion worth of equipment in
1976 and displaced West Germany from
the top spot it occupied in 1975. The United States also moved up from third place
to become the second largest import miuket while West Germany fell back to
third. Nevertheless, all three top importing countries were running practically
neck-and-neck with only about $28 million difference between France and West
Germany.
The United Kingdom, which was
the fourth largest import market, trailed
by almost $200 million behind West Germany, having imported a total of $978
million in 1976. However, the U.K. is
close to becoming a $1 billion import market also, and is ahead of the next largest
market, Canada, by about 60% in volume
of imports.

MIDDLE

The Arab countries again have
shown the fastest computer
imports growth among all the
world regions. Imports in
1976 were 24% higher than in the previous year, even though imports into troub-

EAST

led Lebanon decreased by a drastic
83(%,-down to about $2 million.
Syria more than doubled computer
imports in 1976 leading all Arab countries in imports growth for that year. It
also developed a national plan for computerizing its economy. Saudi Arabia,
,however, was by far the largest importer
in the Arab world, accounting for almost
20% of the total Arab computer import
market, which is estimated to have
reached $135 million in 1976. With Algeria and Egypt, the next two largest Arab
computer import markets, the three leading Arab importing countries account for
43% of the whole Arab computer market.
It is interesting to note here
that-at least for the Western manufacturer-if Arab computer markets have
grown at the same rate through 1978,
they now are already 40% larger that the
Western market share of the total
COMECON (Soviet Bloc) computer market. The total COMECON computer import
market is actually considerably larger
than the Arab's and reached about $776
million in 1976; but at best only 24% of
this total is· estimated to be supplied by
Western manufacturers, and that share
appears to be on the decline.
DECEMBER 1978139

Any U.S. protectionist measures may most hurt U.S. subsidiaries abroad.

Most Arab countries also have ample reserves of petrodollars. At the same
time they lack any domestic computer
production. Only Algeria so far is planning to start minicomputer production
based on French MITRA designs.

TOP 20 COMPUTER EXPORTING COUNTRIES IN 1976
Rank

SOVIET

By comparison, the Soviet Bloc
BLOC countries are deeply indebted
to Western institutions for
hard currency credits and as a
result continue to experience shortages of
funds for purchases in the West. In addition, all COMECON countries are now
manufacturing computers, minicomputers, and even microprocessors, which
they supply to their own industries and
even try to export to the West.
The Soviet Bloc computer import
markets actually declined in 1976 by over
6% on the average. Imports into the Soviet Union increased by over 10% and Poland also posted another 9% increase, but
all other East European countries cut
their computer imports in 1976. Czechoslovakia reduced its imports by as much
as 31 % to only $127 million, and even the
usually buoyant import market of East
Germany decreased by almost 22% from
its 1975 high of $55 million.
East Germany, however, is doing
quite well and is the leading COMECON
computer and office equipment exporting
country. In fact East Germany is among
the top 10 office equipment exporting
countries in the world and its SITC code
714 exports in 1976 were over $436 million. This makes East Germany a considerably larger exporter of such products
than Canada, which shipped only $385
million worth of such equipment to foreign clients in 1976.
East German exports make up
about 4.1 % of the world trade in office
equipment, but at least 85% of its shipments are absorbed by other COMECON
countries, of which the Soviet Union accounts for the largest market share. In
1976 East Germany exported almost
$200 million of computing and office
equipment to the Soviet Union. That's
more than all the Western exports to all of
the Soviet Bloc countries during the same
period.
East Germany is also unique
among computer and office equipment
manufacturing countries because it exports about 10 times as much equipment
as it imports. The U.S., which is the largest dp equipment exporter in the world,
accounted for about 28% of the world exports but also imported over 11 % of the
total. As a result its export to import ratio
is less than 3, and if the growth of imports
continues at its present relatively fast rate
this ratio will decrease rapidly.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Country

Exports
In $mllllons
U.S.

World Total

$10,520.8

United States
West Germany
Japan
United Kingdom
France
Italy
East Germany
Canada
Netherlands
Sweden
Belgium/Lux.
Ireland
Switzerland
. Soviet Union
Poland
Czechoslovakia
Brazil
Hong Kong
Singapore
South Korea

2,937.4
1,642.5·
1,011.6
925.3
858.1
568.0
436.4
384.6
330.0
302.7
140.2
126.2
118.3
103.6
86.0E
85.9
82.2
75.7
74.8
57.7
$10,347.2

E

Market Share of World Trade
100.0%
27.9%
15.6%
9.6%
8.8%
8.2%
5.4%
4.1%
3.7%
3.1%
2.9%
1.3%
1.2%
1.1%
1.0%
0.8%
0.8%
0.8%
0.7%
0.7%
0.5%
98.2%

= 21st Century Research estimate

Source: Compiled by 21 st Century Research from U.N. International Trade Statistics for category SITC
714 first published in Oct. 1978.

THE
EXPORTERS

Only a few countries are
net SITC code 714 products exporters. These also
include West Germany,
Japan, Sweden, and-believe it or
not-Ireland, which in recent years has
offered unique opportunities, including
lower labor costs, for manufacture within
the Common Market. Italy and the United Kingdom are about breaking even,
each importing a little more than it exports every year. Canada in 1976 moved
up to become the fifth largest importer
and with $607 million it imported almost
twice as much as it exported. It is clearly a
country that offers market opportunities
for significant additional domestic production of data processing equipment and
many U.s.-based manufacturers are taking advantage of this situation. Canadian
users are also enjoying choices of products
designed by domestic systems houses with
elements imported from the United
States.
Singapore and South Korea are also net exporters of SITC code 714 products
primarily because they are major offshore
suppliers of parts and assemblies for
Western and Japanese manufacturers.
Hong Kong, on the other hand, is now a
net importer of dp and office products,
and absorbed as much as $100 million in

imports in 1976.. Despite being among the
top 20 exporting countries in the
world, Hong Kong imports run 30% .
ahead of its exports in these product categories. Taiwan, another Asian market, is
relatively smaller than the other three although even there some computer peripherals manufacture is expected to begin
by 1980.
Spain is another interesting computer equipment market whose imports
have increased by almost 6% in 1976 to
over $250 million, making it the i 2th
largest import market in the world. Actually Spain descended in rank from the
10th spot which it occupied in 1975. Here
again this may have been the result of increasing domestic production. Trends in
the Spanish computer market are also discernible on the export side, which increased by 10%, reaching almost $55 million in 1976. France, Italy, Japan, the
U.S., and Brazil are important developing
markets for Spanish-made office equipment products. Because of a relatively
high 5 to 1 import to export ratio in the
Spanish market, it is also reasonable to
assume that an increase in dp equipment
manufacture and exports will also continue in that country for some years to come.
Spain is in fact on the borderline of becoming one of the top 20 dp exporting
countries in the world.

Brazil has ambitions to be a superpower, and is developing its own dp industry.

SOUTHERN
HEMISPHERE

Another area where
local production is increasing is Australia and
New Zealand, which
jointly imported $274 million of dp hardware in 1976. During the same year Australia alone exported only about $20 million worth of similar products. This gives
Australia and New Zealand an import to
export ratio of almost 14, probably the
highest among all the industralized countries in the world. Considering the size of
the Australian market and the advanced
state of its economy, it seems inevitable
that the cou'ntry should move vigorously
into minicomputer, terminals, and peripherals manufacture. When this happens, the United States, United Kingdom,
and Japan will be the major losers since
those countries are Australia's largest dp
equipment suppliers at present.
The decline in imports growth in
Latin America is not une~pected. Both
Mexico and Brazil, which are the largest
Latin American dp markets, imported
less in 1976 than in 1975. In Brazil imports declined by a whopping 31 %, from
$195 million in 1975 to only $134 million
in 1976. This is a continuation of the trend
already discernible in 1975 when imports
to Brazil showed a modest decline of 5%
from the previous year.
At the same time Brazilian SITe
code 714 product exports also dropped
from $109 million in 1975 to $82 million
in 1976, but Brazil remains well entrenched among the top 20 dp exporting
. countries of the world. It was in fact the
17th largest exporter in 1976, behind
Czechoslovakia and Poland but just
ahead of Hong Kong, Singapore, and
South Korea.
Japan, Mexico, Argentina, and the
United States traditionally have been the
largest export markets for Brazilianmade dp equipment, much of it from IBM
do Brasil, but exports to Japan and -the
U.S. were considerably reduced in 1976.
Also, Brazil now has embraced a national
policy of reserving the fast growing minicomputer market for domestic manufacturers whose majority control is held by
Brazilian interests. This policy, coupled
with an increasing production of dp
equipment in Brazil, has probably had the
effect of reducing imports to Brazil. Simultaneous reduction of exports may also
indicate diversion of some local production to satisfy part of the domestic market
and possibly even a certain amount of retaliation by importing countries in response to Brazilian restrictions on the import of minicomputers and associated
peripherals.
Brazil is the largest and most im144 DATAMATION

REGIONAL TRENDS IN COMPUTER IMPORTS
1975-1976
(in $ mil60ns U.S.)
Region
World Total
Western Europe
North America
Soviet Bloc
Asia (inc. Far East)
Latin America
Oceania
Africa
Arab States

Total
imports
In 1976

Total
imports
in 1975

Change
19751976

$10,520.8

$9,482.5

+10.95%

5,989.2
1,790.4
775.7
768.7
520.8
279.2
235.0
134.5

5,231.8
1,441.7
826.8
703.6
601.7
276.8
236.0
108.1

+14.48%
+24.19%
-6.18%
+9.25%
-13.45%
+0.87%
-0.42%
+24.42%

Source: Compiled by 21st Century Research Irom U.N. International Trade Statistics lor category
SITe 7141irst published in Oct. 1978.

portant Latin American market, although Mexico is momentarily a larger
computer importing country. The importance of Brazil stems from the fact that it
has superpower ambitions and is developing its economy to include basic industries
such as metals production, agriculture,
and energy high technology industries as
well. Through licensing agreements with
U.S., Japanese, and European manufacturers, Brazil established domestic production of aircraft, helicopters,
automobiles, minicomputers, small business computers, and terminals. It has captured world headlines in recent years as a
result of a $ multibillion deal with West
Germany to develop Brazilian nuclear
power plants and nuclear fuel reprocessing facilities.
Brazil's weakness in its quest of superpower status is an inadequate domestic supply of energy. As a result Brazil
must spend several $ billions annually to
import oil, and suffers a trade deficit.
Since oil is a more strategic and vital import to-industrialization than dp products,
priority is given to oil. As a result Brazil is
trying to reduce imports of any products
that can be economically produced domestically and dp hardware is one such
industry being developed.
What this means in the long run is
that· Brazilian end users are. restricted to
using a smaller selection of equipment
than their counterparts in other countries.
It also means that Brazil is committed to
dp manufacture for the long run and that
its government is supporting this policy
and will probably financially help the
fledgling industry if necessary. Because
Brazil is a relatively large market, which
is growing rapidly, it may succeed in de-

veloping several dp products that will satisfy basic needs of a majority of Brazilian
end users. Given sufficient economies of
scale, these may also be exported to
neighboring countries in Latin America
such as Argentina, Venezuela, Mexico,
and others that may be glad to switch to
Brazilian suppliers in order to save hard
currencies themselves.

THE U.S.

But the most significant
and ominous trends in.
world computer trade are
probably those with regard to the United States and Japan. Japanese imports declined by over 17% in
1975 and rebounded by only about 6% in
1976. In comparison, imports of computer and office equipment into the United
States shot up by almost 27% in 1976, and
the whole North American continent was
the second fastest growing import market
after the Arab states. But where the Arab
markets are underdeveloped and are
growing rapidly from a relatively small
base, American jmports increased by
about $250 million in 1976 alone, to a record total of almost $1.2 billion. This
makesthe United States the second largest dp import market in the world. It is
rapidly overtaking France and will probably become the largest· importer again
within a year or two.
Although U.S. dp exports also increased by almost $300 million in 1976,
nevertheless America's market share of
the global trade remained rather steady at
about 28% of the total. During the same
year, however, Japan increased its world
market share of office equipment trade
from 8.2% in 1975 to 9.6% in 1976 and for
the first time joined West Germany and

AND JAPAN

DTC's TaskMaster with
multi-user capability delivers more.

.

For less. A lot less.

ince you're heading up a small business
today, you're aware of the real-world
S
benefits of
computer: speed, flexibility
th~

and accuracy. DTGs TaskMaster offers the
small business owner all this and more: a
small business price.
Our TaskMaster is the first small business
computer delivered with multi-user capability.
The TaskMaster can handle the work done on
up to four separate terminals simultaneously.
Which means that one person on the TaskMaster and up to three people on different
terminals can do their jobs at the same time
. . . even if they're in separate work areas.
They no longer have to wait to "get into the
system:' So, you can use the TaskMaster
while your manufacturing, accounting, and
marketing people are hard at work, too.

TaskMaster is an extension of
your business.
We found that one of the primary concerns
of small business owners is that they'll have
to restructure their business around the
computer. But the TaskMaster computer
doesn't change what you've established.
Instead, it fits easily into any work environment, ranging from office to scientific and
industrial areas. We designed the TaskMaster

DTC wants all
your business,
not all your
money.

to be expandable, too, so it can grow as
your business grows. Just add more applications packages when your company
expands. That way. you won't need to buy
new equipment or hire new people to do
the work.

We've priced TaskMaster within
easy reach of the small business
owner. Even with multi-user
capability and specialized functions, the price tag is under $20K
the most cost-effective price
around.

Proven hardware and software.
Our TaskMaster includes the most modern
hardware: a flexible disk system or an optional hard disk for maximum data storage,
plus a full-screen CRT and printer. (You can
choose between two printers: a mediumspeed, letter-quality printer or a high-speed
matrix printer. What about applications? We
provide a standard package we call the
Accountmaster. This package contains more
than eighty general business functions. And
it's easy to learn. We thoroughly train your
people, then check back to see that everything is running smoothly. And we'll be
around when you need us.

When you buy a TaskMaster, you get DTC .
With a TaskMaster computer;
you also get our strong service
organization, our strong dealer
network, and our ten-year, tenthousand terminal history of dependability. We're proud of our credentials.
But the thing we're proudest of is our customers. Add your name to our list. Arrange
to visit one of our dealers' offices for a demo.
Write or call Data Terminals and Communications, 590 Division Street, Campbell, CA
95008. (408) 378-1112.
TWX (910) 590-2436 to
find the dealer nearest
you. Or send in the
coupon below.
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Accounting
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o

Data Terminals and Communications
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MORE! MORE!
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Is China to be the world's largest electronics manufacturer?

the United States in the exclusive club of
$1 billion exporters. The trend is unmistakable and trade figures clearly show
that Japa-nese office equipment exports
have grown by over 30% in 1976, almost
three times as fast as the 11 % growth in
comparable exports of the United States.
What this means is that if Japan
maintains this annual 30% growth in its
exports, then by the end of 1980 it will

reach levels comparable to those of the
United States today. If simultaneously
the United States exports continue to
grow only at 11 % per year, by 1983 Japan
will become the largest dp equipment exporter in the world. The "Japanese challenge" is not an empty phrase.
On the other hand, rapidly growing imports of dp products into the U.S.
may soon eliminate trade surpluses en-

Instead of giving

up onyour bardware,
maybe you should give
up on your software.
A rapidly growing
number of System/370
users are realizing
dramatically improved
performance with their
existing hardware by
using EOOS/VS. And
System/360 users are
enjoying the benefits of
theSystem/370 operating
system through this newest product from TCSC.
EOOS/VS represents a
breakthrough in System
370-360 software technology. Among its many
advanced features are
twelve partitions, variable
sized partitions, real
storage system support,
partitioned data sets
and extended procedure
library support. Call or
write for all the pleasant
facts on EDOS/VS. You
owe it to yourself.

.THE COMPUTER
SOFTWARE
COMPANY
PRODUCTS FOR PERFORMANCE
6517 EVERGLADES DRIVE, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23225 TELEPHONE: 8OV276-9200, TELEX: 82 83 94
Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Grenchen, Switzerland, Stockholm, Sweden, Sydney, Australia,
London, England, Mexico City, Mexico, Paris, France
CIRCLE 111·0N READER CARD
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joyed for so long by the American computer industry.· Any protectionist measures taken ag.ainst excessive imports,
however, may also affect the performance
of American computer manufacturing
subsidiaries in several foreign countries
where they take advantage of cheaper labor or tax breaks and rely on exports to
the American market for profitability. As
a result, declining import markets in the
United States and other major countries
may eventually slow down the growth of
some dp firms and even eliminate some of
the competition.
During the next 5 to 10 years all
major electronics manufacturing countries will probably develop Very Large
Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuits and a
physical limit in microminiaturization of
electronic components will be approached
by all. At that time the cost of design and
assembly of electronic equipment will be
even more sensitive to the cost of labor,
which is the major component in this industry. Clearly the country with the most
productive labor force will then have the
greatest advantage in world trade of electronic products.
Under such market conditions
China may emerge as the largest electronics manufacturer, and Japan as the
world's largest exporter jdistributor,
while the United States continues as the
world's top consumer of electronic and dp
equipment and probably the largest computer importer as well.
~

BOHDAN O. SZUPROWICZ
Mr. Szuprowicz
is president of
21 st Century
Research,
an international
market research
firm specializing
in strategic
materials and
high technology trade. His past
experience includes engineering
and management posts at
Boeing, General Dynamics, IBM,
CEIR-Control Data, and High
Technology West.
He recently completed a
multiciient study on Arab
Computer Markets, and prepared
another on Electronic Markets in
the People's Republic of China
for the National Academy of
Sciences. His book on Doing
Business With the People's
Republic of China was published
by John Wiley & Sons in May.

.1

Shasta Beverages, one of the
country's largest soft drink distributors, has learned that "clean" is
just as important in processing
data as it is in canning soft drinks.
That's why Shasta uses Series 21
distributed processing systems
from Mohawk Data Sciences in
each of its twenty-one plants.
Sales, inventory, and accounting information is entered
and validated at the sourcebefore it is transmitted to the central computer. Clean data is processed faster, and that means
tighter control and lower costs.

For nearly 15 years MDS has
been developing, manufacturing,
marketing, and supporting information handling systems for such
applications as order entry, invoicing, sales analysis, accounting,
and inventory management.
The new MDS Series 21 is a
major advance in data entry, data
communications, and distributed
processing. With MDS, the information you need is processed and
transmitted where you want it,
when you want it.

From 300 locations in
the United States, Canada and
Europe, 3,800 MDS employees,
together with a fast-growing distributor network, are helping more
than 7,000 customers discover
the benefits of clean information.
Phone your local Mohawk .
Data Sciences office for your free
copy of "Distributed Data
Processing -A Rational
Approach" or call toll-free
(800) 223-0100.

rYl[o)

L.UJSe
1599 Littleton Road, Parsippany, New Jersey 07054· (201)540-9080
Series 21 is a trademark of Mohawk Data Sciences

Mohawk Data Sciences
CIRCLE 54 ON READER CARD
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Greater System Flexibility
Our Storage Module Drive (SMD) has removable media. Our Mini-Module Drive
(MMD) has fixed media. And our Cartridge
Module Drive (CMD) has both. Capacities
start at 12 megabytes and range to 300
megabytes.
But all share compatible interface software
and firmware. That means easy system integration, simple field upgrades. Without
expensive modification of your design. It's the
type of flexibility that saves money-for both
you and your customer.

Send us the coupon below. We will help you
compare our lower cost-per-bit and our
lower entry costs with others.
Put quality behind your nameplate. Call us
at 612/853-3399 or if in Europe, contact one
of our European representatives. Or return
coupon to:

D .. C. Steiner,
OEM General Manager, Product Sales
Control Data Corporation
P.O. Box 0, Minneapolis, MN 55440
Please send info on your 0 SMD 0 CMD 0 MMD

0-128

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Exceptional MTBF Reliability
Control Data has a reputation for building
module drives that last. We're backing it up
with continued testing and feedback. And
we design and manufacture all critical components in-house. We can build reliability
into our' drives because we built it into our
hea,ds, servos and media.

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Address _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
Area Code _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ __

&:J c:\ CONTI\.OL DATA
'-=I r:J CO~OR{\TION

Value That Matches Performance
We know we have the best and most reliable
drive for your application. But we also have
the competition beat on cost of ownership.

More than a computer company

CIRCLE 19 ON READER CARD
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CONSIDER ONE THING
BEFORE CHOOSING
A COMPUTER COMPANY
TODAY.

TOMORROW.
Choosing computer equipment can be difficult. Because
you're not just investing in hardware-you're investing in the
company that provides it. And
more importantly, you're investing in your own future.
At Itel, we don't believe that
prOViding reliable, 100% IBMcompatible mainframes and
peripherals is enough. And
we don't think superior price/
performance is enough either.
That's why we protect our customers' investment by backing

150 DATAMATION

all our computer equipment
with full-service support. From
our operational software
enhancements and proprietary packages - to our worldwide team of field engineering
specialists - to our virtually
limitless number of financing
programs -Itel delivers the
kind of support capabilities that
most computer companies
can only promise.
In every aspect of data
processing, Itel is committed to
the future. So we can satisfy

CIRCLE 118 ON READER CARD

your needs today, as well as
meet your growing needs
tomorrow. Because at Itel, we
know that the only way to protect our computer investment is
to protect yours.
For further information, contact
Itel Corporation, Data Products
Group, One Embarcadero Center, San Francisco, California
94111, (415) 955-0278.

ITEL

1\

THE REVENGE OF
BBSIMP
by C.W. Petersen

GENERAL CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Resins Division
555 Bloomington Way
Minneapolis. MN 55420

June 23, 1978
L. B. Black
Vice President
General Chemical Corp.
420 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 10017
Dear Len:

This is the first time I've made a request under your new procedure of
submitting all promotion opportunities above Grade 16 to Central Data
Processing for recommendation. This one is for a Grade 17 opening in
Position 6141, Assistant Product Sales Manager, Polyvinyl Resins. Have
three fellows, any of whom look good to me, and I'm anxiously awaiting
the one your Personnel Analysis and Career Interpretation computer
program selects.
Regards,

~~o~
General Sales Manager
Resins Division

FIOM

TO

BB SIMPSON
RES!DIV!MINN

i

LB BLACK
VP
GEMCHEI1/NY

.........

SUBJECT

PROMO/GR17

DATI

Received your letter of June 23. Have forwarded request to CDP.
Any technical questions submit to W. 1. Harris, Program Specialist,
CDP. Keep me advised if anything unsatisfactory. Other divisions
appear happy with new program.

SIGNED

Black/New York
,:o.II"'I'(I"'~

LU ...

Sending Blank

lupL,lplr1 union

~~

Mailgram
rATE

ADDRESSEE S NAME

B B SIMP

~:
6/27/78

ADDRESSEE'S FIRM (IF APPLICABLE I

Resins Division
STREET ADDRESS

555 Bloomington Way
CITY. STATE AND liP CODE

Minneapolis, MN

55420

MESSAGE:
POSTN 61412 RECOMMEND ONE ENNIS, TWO LIVELY, THREE POTTSWORTH
WL HARRIS CDP /NY

FlOM

TO

WL HARRIS

CDP
GENCHEM/NY

i

BB SIMPSON
RES IOIV /MINN

.........

SUBJECT

PROMO/GRl7

DATI

Re your wire, I do not know Ennis, Lively or Pottsworth.
Position number is 6141, not 61412.

SlGNED~esins
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-- ~
!

.......

I

)p..l' ,

~!! Mailgram

Sending Blank

"0"1.-

r~.}
6/30/78

MESSAGE:

SORRY. ASSUMED POSITION WANTED WAS 6l41X WHICH WITH HASH TOTAL_O_F_ __
FIRST FOUR DIGITS YIELDS FIFTH DIGIT (CHECK DIGIT FOR ACCURACY IN
PROCESSING) OF 2.

APPARENTLY YOU OBTAINED POSITION NUMBER FROM

SECTION IV-A-7 OF PERSONNEL ANALYSIS AND CAREER INTERPRETATION
PROGRAM MANUAL WHICH LISTS POSITION NUMBERS WITH HASH TOTAL CHECK
DIGIT PRE-FIGURED.

RECOMMENDATION SHOULD READ ONE TUGWELL. TWO

MERRIAM, THREE POTTSWORTH.

ARE YOU SURE YOU DO NOT KNOW POTTSWORTH?
WL HARRIS CDP /NY

TO

BB SIMPSON
RES/DIV/MINN

WL HARRIS
CDP
GENCHEM/NY

i

...-SUBJECT

PROMO/GR17

DAlE

7 / 5 /78

1 do not know Merriam or Pottsworth. Tugwell was promoted to
Product Manager, Styrene Resins, year and a half ago. 1 would
have to cut his salary $2500 to put him into Position 6141.

SIONE~esins
)--;\.II'PI"'i,.

Sending Blank

LLI
LI
l!Jpc.,'prn union

~~
~
~ ~

Ma"llgram
rATE

B B SIMP

•

:• •

••

7/11/78

AODIilESSEE'SFIIilM (IF APPLICABLE'

Resins Division
555 Bloomington Way
CITY,STATEAHDZIPCOOE

Minneapolis, MN
MESSAGE:

55420

REGRET TUGWELL SHOWING UP BUT THIS GIVES US 'OPPORTUNITY TO REPAIR OUR
RECORDS.

MEN PROMOTED LAST YEAR JANUARY WERE NOT PROCESSED BY DISGRUNTLED

INPUT TERMINAL OPERATOR SINCE RELEASED.

THIS SHOULD GIVE YOU CONFIDENCE

IN PROGRAM HOWEVER AS TUGWELL WOULD PROBABLY BE YOUR FIRST CHOICE IF HE
HAD NOT BEEN PROMOTED AT THE TIME.
AND YOU MIGHT GET TO KNOw HIM.

MERRIAM IS IN YOUR TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

HE CAME TO US HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR

PRODUCT SALES AND SMALL BUG IN PROGRAM AT EARLY STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT
PLACED HIM IN TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT.

UPON PLACEMENT WE HAD A COMPLAINING

LETTER FROM HIM AND FEEL YOU MIGHT LOOK HIM OVER CAREFULLY OR WE MI\Y LOSE
HIM.

WE DO NOT KNOW WHO P01;TSWORTH IS EITHER, BUT TWO OF OUR PROGRAMMERS

ARE CHECKING THIS ONE OUT.

WE'VE RERUN THE PROGRAM AFTER CORRECTING FOR

TUGWELL AND POTTSWORTH AND COME UP WITH ONE GAUVREAU, TWO. MERRIAM AND
THREE LASKY.

HOPE THESE RECOMMENDATIONS MEET YOUR NEED.
WL HARRIS CDP /NY

July 12, 1978
L. B. Black
Vice President
General Chemical Corp.
420 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY 10017

GENERAL CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Resins DiviSion
555 Bloominglon Way
Minneapolis. MN 55420

Dear Len:
I wouldn't be writing you, except I've got to get this Product Manager
job filled soon. The latest from CDP lists Gauvreau as number one,
and you know I fired him cold six months ago, and where he is today I
could !,are less, though I hope your program has not rehired him in the
central office. Lasky is one of our very least important career
salesmen who claims he didn I t even bother to answer your various requests for information when you installed this confounded program. As
for Merriam, he raves about your program, as it placed him in Technical
which he never dreamed he'd like. He and his boss want him to stay
right where he is. Why don I t we forget the program and I will pick
my own man and be done with it?
Regards,

~~
General Sales Manager
Resins Division

Copy:

W. L. Harris

P. S. Can you get CDP to stop addressing me as B B SIMP?
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"For us. Sycor's total service
is second to none:'
Mike Jones
Assistant V ice President and General Manager
Jefferson Data Systems
I

The Sycor 400 family. All the
power JDS needs to help major
broadcasters get their
programming together.
In 1969, Jefferson Pilot Broadcasting Corporation made a major decision.
Instead of seeking an existing
corporate general accounting software package, they developed one
themselves, using Sycor equipment
and support.
The venture was so successful
it quickly blossomed into a subsidiary, Jefferson Data Systems.Today,
JDS provides distributive software
programs to over 60 of America's
largest radio and TV stations, as
well as their own broadcast properties in North Carolina, Virginia,
Georgia and Colorado.
Sycor has always played a key
role at JDS. Initially, Sycor 340 and
350 systems formed the nucleus of
each station's remote capability. As
service demand grew, Sycor 440
systems were deployed. Now,
Sycor's most powerful equipment,
the new 445 with multifunctional
operating software, has been successfully tested and is scheduled to
be installed.

stations. Each is used for entry and
retrieval of data pertaining to every
aspect of the stations' operations,
as well as for providing each station
with its own data processing
capability.
Information is then telecommunicated directly to Jefferson Data's
central computer, where it is processed and stored. Processed information is periodically returned to
each of the 440 systems over
undedicated telephone lines, for
generation of program scheduling,
contracting, invoicing, and general
accounting reports. In fact, the JDS
System 80™ package produces
over 100 reports for subscribers.

"We went to Sycor after
evaluating several manufacturers. We feel they have one of
the finest technical and service
organizations in the world:'
"We've never had anybody miss a
processing day or lose a log:' boasts
Jennings. All JDS accounts have a
toll-free number and access to
Sycor's National Dispatch Service
in Ann Arbor, Michigan. There, 20
operators and 13 Sycor terminals
are available 24 hours a day to
handle service calls. As calls are
received, information is relayed to
one of more than 110 service locations. "In all of the applications
we're now performing, the Sycor
equipment is fantastic:' adds JDS
Systems Engineer John Reidy.

"People have been freed to
perform additional tasks:'
"Before Jefferson Broadcasting
obtained the Sycor systems, at least
three or four people per station
were required for writing up contracts, and editing the log while
moving commercials around. The

Call Sycor toll-free at
800-521-2838.

"We wanted to provide our
clients with equipment that
performed without making
computer people out of them:'
"It's a fill-in-the-blank type of system, which is very easy to handle:'
according to Bill Jennings, JDS general sales manager. Compact Sycor
440 systems are placed within the

Sycor systems have automated this
entire process. In addition, they
have allowed us to tighten operations. Before, six to ten percent of
our annual billing was 'falling
through the cracks~ And with 30second commercials costing as
much as $20,000, iosing one was a
very expensive proposition. Now,
once data is entered into the system
it is never lost.

One of the Sycor systems that helps
Jefferson Data Systems' subscribers save
time and organize work.

For more information on how you
can get a Sycor system performing
for you, call Tony Fazio, VP Sales.
Or write us at Sycor, Inc., Box D,
Ann Arbor, MI 48106.
Better yet, contact a nearby sales
office. We're in the yellow pages
under "Data Processing Equipment:'

Sycor puts computer power where the work is.

SYCOII
a Northern Telecom company
CIRCLE 60 ON READER CARD
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GENERAL CHEMICAL CORPORATION

July 18. 1979

420 LexinglonAvenue

B. B. Simpson
General Sales Manager
Resins Division
555 Bloomington Way
Minneapolis. MN 55420

New York. NY 10017

My dear Ben:
It is certainly unfortunate that so many little things have come up to
"stand you on your ear" with regards to filling the l'roduct Manager position.
Believe me when I say this is the weirdest set of coincidences we've come

up against with the new PAC 1 program. We've processed hundreds of them
in the last year and a half with generally good results.
1 have taken the trouble to check personally on the latest "goofs" and 1
think you are the type of big man who w11l get a chuckle out of the
explanations.

It appears that Gauvreau is on our list from one of the top sales agencies
in the country. (Our program is comprehensive enough to include inside
promotables plus all good outside candidates.) He's got everything you
want in the way of experience, as you might agree, although Harris admits

they might consider correcting the program to rej ect all candidates who
have been previously fired outright by the company.
Lasky. was the only one that didn't answer our questionnaire. We thought
we had them all. but apparently we did miss him. However. the very fact
he doesn't answer home office questionnaires gave him enough points on
aggressiveness and self-reliance factors to put him in contention for your
job opening. We are having a thorough search made to make sure this one
doesn't happen again.
As for Merriam, we are of course very happy. as you must be. that the

company has succeeded in placing a round peg happily in a square hole.
although having it come through a big boffola in the computer program does
take away some of the luster of the achievement.
Bill Harris has rerun the program and you should hear from him in a day or
so on his findings.
Try to live with B B SIMP. That's the way your name is made to fit your
computer cell with the least chance of confusing you with someone else in
the organization.
Kind regards.

o!~.!2P~~
L. B. Black
Vice President

LLI... MaOllgram

Sending Blank

(~"~~

wpo;tem unIon

rATE

B B SIMP

:

~

:

.......

8/20/78

ADDRESSEE'S FlAM (IF' ApPl-ICA8LEj

Resins Division
555 Bloomington Way
CITY, STATE AND ZIP COOE

Minneapolis. MN
MESSAGE:

55420

OUR UPDATED RECOMMENDATION IS ONE ENNIS. TWO LIVELY. THREE POTTSWORTH.
WL HARRIS CDP/NY

GENERAL CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Resins Division
555 Bloominglon Way
Minneapolis. MN 55420

July 21. 1978
Mr. L. B. Black
Vice President
General Chemical Corp.
420 Lexington Ave.
New York. NY 10017
Dear Mr. Black:

1 feel 1 should advise you that Mr. Simpson will be gone for a few
days. which may delay his answer to your latest recommendations
(which. incidentally. appear quite similar to the ones you originally
sent us). Mr. Simpson left hurriedly saying he was enrolled in a
short. intensive course in computer logic.

;icer~?~
Ms. E. L. Kelly
Secretary to Mr. Simpson
Copy:

Mr. W. L. Harris

flOM

TO

BB SIMPSON
RES/DIV /MINN

.!.

..._0.

SUBJECT

PROMO/GR17

LB BLACK
VP
GEMCHEM/NY

DATE

8/ 31/78

Much as 1 hate to authorize circumventing the new PAC 1 procedure. I'm
afraid the program must be taken off the computer for major modification.
Bill Harris advises me that all requests during the past few days have
been processed to recommend one Simpson. two Harris. and three Tilt. We
are very anxious to get to the bottom of this current problem. and you
may be sure. if it's human error. the person behind this will be dealt
with summarily.
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Notes and observations from IBM that may prove of interest to data processing professionals

There are 1600 Kinney retail stores across the U. s. Wtth 180 new stores
opening each year, Kinney finanCial exequtives must make accurate forecasts
of capital needs.

ADRS Helps Kinney" Plan 180
New Store Openings a\ear
Financial planners at Kinney Shoe
Corporation project capital requirements for the opening ofl80 new stores a
year. Each new store is a substantial capital venture in itself, involving interior
design and construction, contracting for

space, assembling an inventory, and adding or transferring a staff of people.
With the aid of an IBM program
called A Departmental Reporting System (ADRS), Kinney planners can revise
their projections quickly and as often as

needed to accommodate schedule
changes.
"We need to know what will happen
to our capital requirements if we add a
few stores to the schedule, or postpone
one opening from the first to the third
quarter," says Selig Adler, budget director for the major New York City-based
shoe merchandiser, with 1600 retail
stores across the U. S.
"To get the answers, we enter variable data through a computer terminal,"
Adler explains. "Ultimately the system
will automatically pick up a large mass of
basic fixed data, such as construction
costs and pay rates, and perform the repetitive calculations. If we need to
change the schedule of store openings or just want to evaluate the effects of a
proposed change - we can key in a new
capital spending plan and get a revised
printout of our financial plan in moments."
Adler and his fellow financial executives interact directly with an IBM
System/370 Model 158 computer, using
simple English-like commands to specify
the desired reports and tables.
With ADRS, Adler is also able to develop detailed financial plans, weekly
sales reports on Kinney and its competition, projections of sales and profit derived from past and present operating
data, and other reports used by Kinney's
top management in making opera~ing
decisions.
"Now I do a lot less pencil-pushing,"
Adler adds. "I can concentrate on what
goes into a projection, and if something
doesn't look right, I have time to decide
which input needs changing. Often, I
had to live with the first result because of
time pressure. Now I can make lastminute revisions and get much better
forecasts."
Says senior vice president Thomas E.
Page: "We write these applications ourselves using ADRS, so we have them in
days instead of months. Our planning
documents are modified constantly as
our needs change, or when management
wants financial projections in more detail
or differently organized. Now we can revise a format on the spot and obtain a new
printed copy promptly. Kinney gets
better information sooner and makes
decisions on a more meaningful basis."
~

Kinney is a registered trademark of Kinney Shoe Corporation.

Advertisement

Up-to-the-Second Orders,Inventory
and Results at Fisher ScientifIc
Treading the fine line between lean
inventory and consistently high-quality
customer service is never easy. Butwhen
you're dealing with 100,000 transactions
a day, and items ranging from expensive
spectrophotometers to the very-muchalive denizens of a 327 -acre Biology
Resource Center, there's no room for
compromise in either accuracy or time.
Fisher Scientific Company uses an
online order processing and inventory
management systen~ called FASTBACK
to literally keep up-to-the-second on
what they need to know. FASTBACK
runs on an IBM System/370 Model 158
computer located at the company's
Pittsburgh headquarters.
.
Thomas W. Moran, vice president,
data processing, for Fisher led the way in
putting FASTBACK together. He says,
"We wanted FASTBACK to be able to
grow along with our business and it's
done just that. Today we use it to keep on
top of 80,000 different items in 650,000
stockkeeping units in 33 locations while
we service 100,000 customers who order·
by telephone, mail and wire."

chase orders and allocate shipments on
each item, over 95,000 pieces in all. To
give you an idea of the magnitude of the
order for Nigeria, it required 16
stretched De8 freighters and represented the largest single-project in air
freight history. FASTBACK helped us do
it, door-to-door.
"FASTBACK has allowed us to reduce inventory in outlying locations in
the U. S.A." Moran reports: "We stock
£'lst-moving items, but if an order comes

FASTBACK Meets the Test
The biggest test of FASTBACK was
in 1976 when Fisher received an
$8,759,000 order from the Nigerian
Ministry of Education for science materials for each of that young country's 156
teaching colleges.
According to Moran: "Once the bid
was in, FASTBACK helped us write pur-

through for something out of the ordinary, it is automatically transferred to
one of our giant regional distribution
centers and filled from there. It's not
important to the customer where the
shipment comes from as long as he gets it
on time."

Helping Other Departments
The system also helps other departments. Purchasing stays on top of special
orders, back orders and stock availability. Finance keeps all financial
operating reports and forecasts on the
system. It keeps personnel re'cords up to
date. And marketing uses it for sales analyses and item-by-item sales tracking.
"FASTBACK has helped us come up
with a unique service, LIVELINE,
that's really helpful to our customers,"
adds Moran. "We're able to fill orders for
live zoological, botanical and genetic
specimens wi thin 24 hours after we get
the order. We get a kick out of the fact
that computer specialists often talk
about getting the bugs out of a computer
program. Here at Fisher we've put some
live 'bugs' into our system. And with
FASTBACK, we can guarantee they'll
arrive alive."
In Nigeria, 156 teachers colleges, like the
one pictured here, use Fisher science
materialsfor instruction aids. FASTBACK, Fisher's online order processing
and inventory management system,
helped handle the $8 % million order.

Matching the Jobless to the Job
in Rural Wisconsin

Gigi Penn and Wausau Homes, Inc.,
which makes prefabricated houses,
found each other through the
Wisconsin Job Service.

Unemployment is usually thought of
as an urban problem, but there are
people out of work in rural areas, too.
Now computer-assisted job matching is
helping rural Wisconsin residents find
work.
This program is the first of its kind
anywhere in the country outside of a major city. It matches the basic characteristics of a person - education and experience - with those of job openings, explains Hugh Kelly, a bureau director
with the Wisconsin Department of Industry, Labor and lIuman Relations.
A state government computer in
Madison, the capital, is online to stateoperated Job Service Offices in Wausau
and Merrill. When an employer places a
job order in either office, the IBM
System/370 reviews the entire file of ap-

plicants to identify those best suited to
the opening. It provides fast attention to
employers when they have a vacancy and
lets them see the most qualified applicants available. The system also helps
applicants by determining their unemployment benefits.
The program has implications for the
nationwide systems now being implemented in 25 states, with additional
states being added as they are funded.
Since the Wisconsin Job Service is part
of the national network of 2,800 offices,
the project has a huge potential in helping tap the reservoir of unemployed who
want to find work.
And-not least in importance-itwill
help cut down on paperwork, freeing
professional people to work directly with
applicants and employers.

Advertisement

At Hartford National Bank, users of data processing services now work closely with the application development
staff. These nwnagers are alumni of an IBM course in "Project Planning and Control for Users."

UsersTake Systent DevelopntentLead
at Hartford National Bank
With competitive pressures and a
volatile marketplace, the Hartford
National Bank and Trust Company,
Connecticut, must get new computer
applications up and running fast. The
involvement of users in the development process, and their ability to communicate with programmers and
analysts, are both vital to meeting that
need. Recently, managers of three departments at the bank that use DP serv- .
ices attended an IBM course, "Project
Planning and Control for Users," that
teaches users how to define and specify a
computer application and share in control of its development.

Target Dates are Met
"Today we spend much more time in
the design phase of a project," says James
Lenehan. '''At first, we were concerned
because we were expending more
manhours before actual coding starteq.
But with clear definition of the problem
and continuous user participation, we
needed much less time for test and
signoff at the end, and we've been meeting our target dates."
Lenehan is system development officer of the bank, the second largest in

New England. Hartford National operates two IBM System/370 Model 1585,
one with an Attached Processor. It has 65
applications scheduled for development
this year.
One attendee, Richard Dennison,
loan administration operations officer,
reports: "We used the techniques taught
in the course on a major online inquiry
enhancement. In previous years, the
first time we saw the programmer's interpretation of what was wanted was during quality assurance testing. Programs
often needed twice the estimated
amount of maintenance because we
hadn't been able to define our requirements beforehand. With the IBM course
under our belts, we users can participate
in the design. We knew what we were
getting before the system was installed,
and we're pleased with it."
Philip Patrone, manager of trust accounting operations, agrees: "As a user
who spends a great deal each year on
development, I must take an active role
in design. Today we speak the same language as the systems people. They meet
their schedules, and the system we
specify is the system they install."
According to Ken Klieback, manager

of retail deposit operations, "when Mar. keting develops a new idea for a deposit
account; we need the computer support
for it installed fast,' and the Project Planning course has been a big help. Recently we installed two new applications
with only two or three days of testing.
"Among other things, the IBM
course showed us how to communicate
about systems. With the response I now
get from the development people, I feel
more like a customer in a business relationship."

DP Dialogue is designed to provide you
with useful infornwtion about data processing applications, concepts and techniques. For more information about IBM
products or services, contact your local
IBM branch office, or write Editor, DP
Dialogue, IBM Data Processing Division,
White Plains, N.Y. 10604.
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"I COUNT ON A FULL LINE"

Fran Tarkenton, Minnesota Vikings' Quarterback

"I count on a Full Line
in business too:'
On the football field or in the business
I,,'orld, a full line provides the kind of support needed for success. MSA has a full
line of financial software systems - The
Big8;M
The Big 8 Systems include: General
Ledger, Payroll, Personnel Management & Reporting, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Fixed Assets
Accounting, Supplies Inventory Control
&Purchasing, and Financial Forecasting & Modeling.
Together, they form an integrated
network of systems which interface with
each other. Individually, each system
interfaces directly with the MSA General
Ledger System. It's a full line designed to
meet the financial accounting requirements of any size organization.
Our strategy includes systems that
are out in front through data base
management. on-line processing,
structured programming and on-going
enhancements.
And, MSA doesn't stop there. A full
support staff provides local customer
contact. installation and training. You
receive continuous back-up support
from regional offices in New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles and from
district offices throughout the U.S., as
well as in Brussels and Sydney, Australia.
For further information on MSA's full
line - The Big 8 - call Carole McConnell
at 404/262-2376 or return this coupon.

=====
-==- -.=:.
------------- - ---- ---

Management SCience America. Inc.
3445 Peachtree Road. N.E.
Atlanta. Georgia 30326

-~

THE FINANCiAl IOI'TWARE COMPANY

New York. 201/871-4700; Chicago, 312/986-2450;
Los Angeles, 213/822-9766; Sydney, 61(02)929-0711;
International Agent: Brussels, 32(02)673.99.63.
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Cily_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5tate _ _ _ _ _--'-_ _ _ Zip _ _ __
Phone. _ _ _ __

Computer ModeJ _ _ __

I am Interested in:
o TheBig8™
o General Ledger /Flnancial Information & Control
o Payroll
o Personnel Management & Reporting
o Accounts Receivable
o Accounts Payable
o Fixed Assets Accounting
o Supplies Inventory & Control
~
o Financial Forecasting & Modeling
o Procurement Matching Module
s=~
o ALLTAXTM
ASSOCIAnOH

.EM8EA
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The software industry was in its infancy when IBM unbundled in 1969. That's no longer the case.

by Herbert l. Gepner
How is the software industry doing?
What is its near term growth potential?
Are computer users turning more to proprietary software to do the job for them?
How much of the average installation's
budget is being earmarked for software
acquisition? What role does the dp manager play in selecting and acquiring software for his shop and for user departments?
These and other questions were answered through responses received from
nearly 6,000 dp executives in the fourth
annual joint DATAMATION/ Datapro survey of proprietary software usage. Also,
as in past years, users have rated the software packages they are now using or evaluating, along with those they have tested
and rejected during the last 12 months.
This year they have also indicated any
major advantages or. disadvantages discovered.
The· results indicate that both the
data processing community and dp applications are changing. Major changes are
in the increasing emphasis on minicomputer usage, especially in distributed environments, and in the continuing conversion to data base management. The
industry is constantly being challenged,
and the resultant growth has been steady
and consistent.

USER RATINGS
OF SOFTWARE
PACKAGES

Other results indicate how much
more important proprietary software is
becoming to the typical installation. Softw(lre spending reported was increased
18% between 1977 and 1978, and an astounding increase of 39% is projected for
1979. Only an infant when IBM unbundled its software prices in 1969, the software industry is maturing rapidly. While
the average installation reported spending
$20,148 on packaged software in 1977,
that number moved up sharply to $23,738
in 1978, arid is projected to shoot to
$32,450 next year.

MECHANICS
OF THE
SURVEY

The data quoted, as well
as the package ratings,
comes directly from dp
user sites. The DATAMATIoN/Datapro software survey questionnaires are mailed to key executives of the
dp user community-usually to the manager with overall responsibility for data
processing-as identified on the DATAMATION subscriber file. They are not
shipped out on any nth name basis; copies
are shipped to every dp installation identi-

Detailed results of the surv~y described
in this article are contained in "User
Ratings of Proprietary Software," a
DATAPRO 70 report available for $12
from Datapro Research Corp., 1805
Underwood Boulevard, Delran, N.J.
08075; (609) 764-0100.

fied on the file. This year, 36,000 copies
were mailed (a 20% increase over 1977),
and nearly 6,000 were returned.
Of the number ~eturned-actually
5,694-some 3,300 contained software
rating information and 3,393 contained
software budget data. The numbers are
well up from last year; for example, there
were 20% more software ratings, 31 %
more packages rated by five or more
·users. Some 2,000 individual software
products were identified in all, but only
260 were mentioned by five or more users
and thus listed on the following pages.
Users were asked to rate the software packages as either "excellent,"
"good," "fair," or "poor" in each of seven
now-familiar rating categories: Overall
Satisfaction, Throughput/Efficiency,
Ease of Installation, Ease of Use, Documentation, Vendor Technical Support,
and Training (if applicable). We then
converted the users' ratings in each category into a weighted average by means of
a straightforward technique similar to
that used to calculate grade point averages: "excellent" was weighted as a 4, .
"good" as 3, "fair" as 2, and "poor" as 1.
Then the weighted average for each of the
seven categories was calculated by dividing the sum of the products by the number
of responses in each category.
The resulting weighted average
ratings for each of the 260 software packages rated by five or more respondents are
DECEMBER 1978163

Five of the Honor Roll packages
exclusiv~ly address the mini or
small computer marketplace.
listed at the end of this article. By reviewing this list, the reader can learn something about the strengths and weaknesses
of most of the widely used software products. What's more, in cases where two or
more packages from the same vendor are
listed, the reader has a chance to evaluate
what users think of the general level of
technical support, documentation, and
training offered by the vendor.

THE TOP
PRODUCTS

To bring attention to those
packages receiving outstandingly high marks
from their users, the software Honor Roll and Honorable Mention
list have been established. To achieve
Honor Roll· status, a software product
must be rated by at least 10 users and earn
a weighted average rating of 3.5 or higher
in the critical Overall Satisfaction category and 2.8 or higher in all other categories
except Training (which is not considered
in Honor Roll or Honorable Mention requirements because many software offerings neither include nor require formal
training).
The packages on the Honorable
Mention list have earned the same high
ratings but have been judged by fewer
users-from five to nine. (Information is
not provided anywhere in the survey on
packages with fewer than five mentions,
since such a small sample size isn't considered reliable.)
A number of software products
seem to continually reappear on the honors lists; this is a tribute to the quality of
the products and to the efforts their vendors have put into marketing and maintaining them.
The 1978 Software Honor Roll includes 30 packages representing 24 different vendors. There are 16 products on
the 1978 Honorable Mention list.
Special recognition should be given to the nine software packages that have
achieved Honor Roll status for the fourth
consecutive year of this joint survey:
ALLTAX (the only non systems-type package on the list) from MSA; the Disk Utility
System and WESTI from Westinghouse
Corp.; EPAT from SOl; Fast/Dump/Restore from Innovation Data Processing;
1130/FORTRAN from DNA Systems; The
LIBRARIAN from Applied Data Research;
PANVALET from Pansophic; and SYNCSORT from Whitlow Computer Systems.
Six more products earned a place
on the Honor Roll three times during that
period: CA-SORT, DYL-260, EASYTRIEVE,
FLEE/FLIM, IDMS, QUIKJOB, RPG, SAS, and
SLICK. Seven others have made the list
twice: ADABAS, DOS/MVT, EDOS, IMAGE/3000, ROSCOE, and both IBM's RPG II
and Sort for the System/3. INQUIRE, SPF
164 DATAMATION

1978

HONOR
ROLL

ADABAS (2)*
Software ag of North America, Inc.
ALLTAX (4)
Management Science America, Inc.
BEM (Basic Editor Monitor) (1)
Sperry Univac
CA-SORT (3)
Computer Associates, Inc.
Disk Utility System (4)
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
DOCS (1)
CFS, Inc.
DOS/MVT (2)
Software Pursuits, Inc.
DYL-260 (3)
Dylakor Software Systems, Inc.
EASYTRIEVE (3)
Pansophic Systems, Inc.
EDOS (2)
The Computer Software Co.
EPAT (4)
SOl
FAQS (1)
Goal Systems
Fast/Dump/Restore (4)
Innovation Data Processing, Inc.
FLEE/FUM (3)
Goal Systems
1130/FORTRAN (4)
DNA Systems, Inc.
IDMS (3)
Cullinane Corp.
IMAGE/3000 (2)
Hewlett-Packard Co.
The Librarian (4)
Applied Data Research, Inc.
PANVALET (4)
Pansophic Systems, Inc.
QUlKJOB (3)
Systems Support Software, Inc.
ROSCOE (1)
Applied Data Research, Inc.
RPG (360/370) (4)
IBM Corp., DPD
RPG II (System/3) (4)
IBM Corp., GSD
SAS (3)
SAS Institute, Inc.
SHADOW II (1)
Altergo, Inc.
SLICK (3)
NCI, Inc.
Sort (System/3) (2)
IBM Corp., GSD
. 1130/Sort (4)
DNA Systems, Inc.
SYNCSORT (4)
Whitlow Computer Systems, Inc.
WESTI (4)
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
*indicates number of times on Honor Roll during the last four years.

1978

HONORABLE
MENTION
BLiS/COBOL (1)*
Information Processing Inc.
COBOL (S/3/32/34) (1)
IBM Corp., GSD
COMPAKTOR (1)
Innovation Data Processing, Inc.
GIS (Guidance Information Systems) (1)
Time Share Inc.
INQUIRE (2)
Infodata Systems, Inc.
LOGOUT (1)
Macro-4, Inc.
MEDPRO (1)
HBO & Co.
RMF (1)
IBM Corp., DPD
RPG II (32/34)(1)
IBM Corp., GSD
SPF (2)
IBM Corp., DPD
SPRINT (2)
Jason Data Systems
SPSS (3)
Northwestern University
SRI/Edit (1)
Systems Research, Inc.
Student Records System (1)
Information Associates, Inc.
VOlUE (1)
Applied Data Research, Inc.
X-REF (1)
MICRO Systems, Inc.
*indicates number of times on Honorable Mention list during the last four years.

All 260
Packages

(Structured Programming Facility),
SPRINT, and X-REF are the only repeaters
on the Honorable Mention list: each has
shown up twice.
Placing one package on the Software Honor Roll or Honorable Mention
list is a significant accomplishment in itself, but placing two or more on the lists is
a true testimonial to the achievements of
the vendor. In this year's survey, eight
vendors made it: Applied Data Research
(3), DNA Systems (2), Goal Systems (2),
IBM'S General Systems Div. (4), IBM'S
Data Processing Div. (3), Innovation Data Processing (2), Pansophic Systems (2),
and Westinghouse Corp. (2).
As to the make-up of the 1978
Honor Roll, only one package falls
outside the realm of systems software:
ALLTAX, a tax calculation subroutine marketed by Management Science America.
There are three data base management
systems on the list: ADABAS, IDMS, and
IMAGE/3000; two library maintenance systems: The LIBRARIAN and PANVALET;
three telecommunications monitors: ROSCOE, Shadow II, and WESTI; three replacement sort systems: CA-SORT,
1130/S0RT, and SYNCSORT; two DOS replacement operating systems: EDOS and
DOS/MVT; and a variety of utility-type
products such as console support packages, query and report writing systems,
and language compilers. A Sperry Univac
software product earned a place on the
Honor Roll for the first time: BEM is the
Basic Editor Monitor for use under Univac's OS/3 operating system.
Several of the "old-timers" received impressive numbers of user responses. PAN VALET again led the list with
145 ratings, and its major competitor,
The LIBRARIAN, followed with 107. SYNCSORT received 94 ratings and was closely
followed by its major competitor, CASORT, with 91 responses. EASYTRIEVE was
the only other Honor Roll meIl)ber that
was rated by more than 60 users.
Five of the 30 Honor Roll packages exclusively address the minicomputer and/or small computer marketplace:
IMAGE/3000 from Hewlett-Packard,
1130/FORTRAN and 1I30/S0RTfrom DNA,
and IBM'& RPG II and Sort for the System/3. In the same category are six of the
16 Honorable Mention packages: IBM'S
COBOL for the System/3, RPG II for the
System/32 and /34, and RMF for the 370;
BLIS/COBOL from Information Processing
Inc. for use on the Data General Nova/Eclipse Systems; Time Share's Guidance Information System for HewlettPackard minis; HBO's MEDPRO hospital
system for Four-Phase hardware; and MICRO System's X-REF, a System/3 RPG II
cross-reference program.

100
Applications
Packages

160
Systems
Packages

1977

1978

1977

1978

1977

1978

No modifications required

59%

65%

74%

77%

26%

25%

Modifications made by vendor

20%

17%

18%

12%

23%

23%

Modifications made by. the user

24%

19%

10%

15%

51%

53%

Table 1. The increase in the number of users reporting no modifications
were necessary to their packages suggests improvement in the quality and / or
flexibility of proprietary software. Conversely, the increase in modifications to
systems software suggests that such packages are increasingly being
modified for use on different hardware and/ or that users now have more
confidence in their ability to modify systems software. (The columns may total
more than 100% since the same software can be modified by both users and
vendors.)

HOW USERS RATED THE POPULAR DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Weighted Average User Ratings
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ADABAS. Software ag of N.A.
28
Datacom/DB, Applied Data Research 15
DBMS-10/20. Digital Equipment Corp.
6
25
DBOMP, IBM Corp"OPO
DL/1 DOS/VS.IBM Corp., OPO
36
DL/1 Entry,lBM Corp., OPO
8
30
OMS-II. Burroughs Corp.
DPL, National Information Systems
6
IDMS, Cullinane Corp.
42
IMAGE/1000, Hewlett-Packard Co:
9
IMAGE/3000,' Hewlett-Packard Co.
30
IMS, IBM Corp., OPO
34
B
INQUIRE, Info data Systems, ·Inc.
SYSTEM 2000, MRI Systems
24
TOTALiCincom Systems, Inc.
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2.5
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2.7

2.7

2.B
2.B
2.5
3.2
3.3
3.3
2.7
2.6
2.9
3.0
2.7

Table 2. This summarizes the ratings assigned to data base management
systems. For the third consecutive year, Cullinane's IDMS achieved Honor Roll
status, and it was joined for the second consecutive year by ADABAS from
Software ago Hewlett-Packard's IMAGE/3000 regained Honor Roll status in 1978
after narrowly missing the list in 1977. TOTAL, from Cincom, again received
more than twice the number of user responses received by any other DBMS on
the chart. INQUIRE, from Infodata, was elected to the Honorable Mention list a
second time, missing the Honor Roll because only eight respondents rated the
package.
As in the past, Documentation and Training received the lowest ratings from
DBMS users, and IBM'S products again drew comparatively low user ratings 'in
most categories. The number of DBMS packages appearing in this table has
grown to 15 from 10 in 1977, a strong indication that more users are getting
involved in the use of data base techniques.
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Users are becoming more
critical of software packages
and their support.

HOW USERS RATED THE POPULAR TELECOMMUNICATIONS MONITORS
Weighted Average User Ratings
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Just how do users feel about software products in general? To gain some
insight into this question, we calculated
the weighted averages of all the ratings
supplied for all 260 packages represented
in this year's survey, then compared the
1978 results with those of 1977:
Overall Satisfaction
Throughput/Efficiency
Ease of Installation
Ease of Use
Documentation
Vendor Technical
Support
Training

1978
3.2
3.0
3.0
3.1
2.9

1977
3.3
3.1
3.1
3.2
2.9

2.8
2.7

2.9
2.8

The results clearly indicate that users are
judging software products more severely.
In every category except Documentation,
the 1978 weighted average ratings were
one-tenth of a point lower than those calculated in 1977. In prior surveys, there
had been virtually no changes from year
to year.
As in all prior years, users found
more fault with Documentation, Vendor
Support, and Training than the other four
categories.
In 1977, we introduced a survey
question that asked whether software
packages required modifications by the
user and/or the vendor. The results appear in the individual listings. We found
that this year's results were slightly different, overall, from those of 1977. The
comparison is shown in Table 1.
The increase in users reporting no
need for modifications suggests improvement in the quality and/or flexibility of
available software. Conversely, the increase in user modifications to systems
software may reflect the growing use of
minicomputer systems software products
that are being modified to run on different
hardware, and may also reflect increased
user confidence in their ability to modify
that software. (The total for most of the
columns exceeds 100% because a respondent could indicate that modifications
were made by both the vendor and the
user.)

THE OP

This year we investigated
role played by the dp
MANAGER'S the
manager in the evaluaROLE
tion and acquisition of
proprietary software. In a three-part
question; we asked: (1) Does the dp manager determine which software will be acquired for the dp department only? (2)
For user departments as well? (3) Works
with the user departments to acquire applications software?
The users responded that the dp.
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CICS, IBM Corp., DPD
Com-plete, Softwareag of N.A.
Datacom/DC, Applied Data Research
ENVIRON/ 1, Cincom Systems
ETSS, IBM Corp.,DPD
. GBASWIFT,GBA International
INTERCOMM, Informatics
MINICOMM, Informatics
MTCS, IBM Corp., DPD
NDL, Burroughs Corp,
ROSCOE, Applied Data Research
Shadow II, Altergo Software, Inc.
TASK/MASTER, Turnkey Systems
WESTI, Westinghouse Electric
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4.0 3.2
3,5 2.9
3.3 3.2
3.2 ,2.4
3.0 3.5
3.0 2.3
3;8 3.6
2.6 2.5
3.2 3.3
3.5 3.3
3.7 3,5
3.0 2.6
3.6 3.5

2.4
3,8
3.2
3.1
3.2
3.5
2.7
3.7
2.2
3.4
3.5
3.4
2.9
3.4

2.8
2.2
2.6
2.5
2.4
3.3
2.3
2.6
1.4
2.5
3.1
3.1
2.5
3.2

2.9
3.2
3.2
2.8
2.2
3.4
2,6
2.9
2.4
2.5
3,0
3.4
2.5
3.2
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2.7
2,8
3.2,
2.7
2.4
2.6
2.4
2.9
1.7
2.6
2.8;
3.2
2.7
3.1

Table 3. This lists the telecommunications monitors that were rated by five or
more users. As with the DBMS table, the number of products included in 1978 is
considerably larger than in 1977 (up from 9 to 14). Westinghouse's perennial
winner, WESTI, is a member of the 1978 Honor Roll for the fourth consecutive
year. ROSCOE, from Applied Data Research, made the Honor Roll for the
second consecutive year. These two have been joined by Altergo Software's
Shadow II monitor, a relative newcomer to the software market in the United
States but well known in Europe; in only two years, Shadow II has captured a
sizable and highly appreciative North American user base.
IBM'S CICS received 174 responses-more than four times as many as any
other monitor mentioned. Despite its widespread use, the ratings received by
CICS do not reflect a high level of user satisfaction. Minicomm from Informatics
received very high ratings but fell below the minimum honors level in the area
of Documentation. Another product that came very close was GBASWIFT, which
missed the Honor Roll by three-tenths of a point in Overall Satisfaction but met
all the other criteria.
.

manager selects software for his department only (61.9%),. for the user depart. ments as well (57.5%), and participates in
selection of user software (75.0%), It's
clear, in spite of the wording of the question, that the dp department manager
plays a very big role in the selection and
acquisition of software for the user departments.
Fortunately, the questions regarding package ratings are well stated and
the results are easily interpreted. Understanding the numerical scores is easy. A
few more words ought to be said about the
listings on Advantages, Disadvantages,
Modifications Required, and Price. We
used a simple rule for the first three: if
more than half of the respondents mentioned an advantage, disadvantage, or
that modifications were required, that
particular item was listed.
Pricing data was the one item not
solicited from the users. Phone calls were
placed to every vendor; sometimes many

calls were made. Thus the prices listed
come from the source. Note, however,
that the prices are intentionally rough .
Some packages are available in many
forms, with many options; their prices vary all over the lot, and the dollar figures
listed are meant only to put the package
into general perspective. The vendors
'themselves should be contacted for specific figures.
Also, in two cases the information
supplied by users was not focused on a
specific package, This occurred when
users listed "utilities" and we agreed with
the vendors that pricing data would not be
helpful.
In only a Jew cases do vendors refuse to release pricing information. This
may be because they expect to negotiate
price with the user, or because they have
charged some customers more than others
and don't want the word to spread, or because they feel the pricing is too complicated for the reader to appreciate.

HOW USERS RATED THE POPULAR DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Weighted Average User Ratings
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Table 4. This compares the ratings of 16 data (or file) management systems
that received five or more user responses in the survey. Although these
packages have many functions in common, each addresses itself to slightly
different user requirements and priorities. The reader would be well advised to
fully investigate the features and 'functions of each product before eliminating
any of them.
In 1978 four data management systems earned places on the Software
Honor Roll: DYL-260 from Dylakor Software, EASYTRIEVE from Pansophic Systems,
SAS from SAS Institute for the third consecutive year, plus QUIKJOB from System
Support Software for the third nonconsecutive time. Cullinane'S CULPRIT missed
the Honor Roll by just two-tenths of a point in Overall Satisfaction.
Several minicomputer-oriented data management systems are included in
this ye.ar's list. DATATRIEVE from DEC, QDMS from Quodata, and POISE from The Poise
Company all support the DEC PDP-11 series minis; IBM is represented by its
System/3 Batch Query System, and a version of CULPRIT is also available for the
IBM System/3.

Whatever the reason, only a half a dozen
or so products carry the admonition "Vendor will not release pricing."
We understand that not enough information is included in the listings to
base a software purchase on, and thus two
mechanisms are provided for obtaining
more data. The user may either circle the
appropriate number for a package on the
reader service card bound into this issue,
or may contact the vendor directly using
the address and phone number in the Vendor Index on page 220.
On the other hand, the information
given should be of help in assessing the
strong and weak points of popular products-at least in suggesting what to look
for and what questions to ask. We sincerely hope that the distilled user experience
data presented here will aid you in selecting the most appropriate packages for
your particular needs, and in getting the
most for your software dollars.
#

HERBERT L. GEPNER
Mr. Gepner is
software editor
for Datapro
Research Corp.,
Delran, N.J. He
was previously
manager of realmemory
software support
for the RCA Computer Systems
Div., and worked in the IBM
Software Products Testing Lab in .
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. He has also
been associated with software
testing efforts at Honeywell and
Electronics Associates, Inc.

USER'S RATINGS OF SOFTWARE PACKAGES
The list that follows summarizes the survey results on
the 260 proprietary software packages rated by five or
more users. The rating in each category is expressed
in terms of a weighted averge calculated on a scale of
ABC
Insurance Systems of America, Inc.
Insurance company accounting,
hudgeting, and cost allocation system for IBM 360/370 computers.
Users reporting:
7
Overall satisfaction
3.1
Throughput/ efficiency
2.2
Ease of installation
2.7
Ease of use
3.0
Documentation
2.2
Vendor technical support
3.4
Training
3.0
Advantages: Saves human re-

4 for "excellent," 3 for "good," 2 for "fair," and 1 for
"poor."
Honor Roll and Honorable Mention packages are
highlighted by:*

financial reporting system for use
on IBM 360/370, Honeywell, Univac,
and Burroughs computers.
Users reporting:
33
Overall satisfaction
2.7
Throughput/efficiency
2.3
Ease of installation
2.2
Ease of use
2.7
CIRCLE 435 ON READER CARD
Documentation
2.3
Vendor technical support
2.1
Training'
2.4
ACCOUNTING IV
Advantages: Flexible; saves huInformatics, Inc.
man resources.
Multicompany general ledger and Modification required: Usually, by
sources.
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor or user.
Price: $68,500 (DOS) 20-year lease
with $1.00 renewal fee every 20
years thereafter. First year's maintenance included (/0% of purchase
price per year thereafter).

vendor.
Price: $27,000.
CIRCLE 436 ON READER CARD

Accounts Payable
Honeywell Information Systems,
Inc.
Accounts payable system for Honeywell Series 60, 600, and Level 6
computers.
Users reporting:
7
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
2.3
DECEMBER 1978167
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Ease of installation
2.3
Ease of use
2.6
Documentation
1.7
Vendor technical support
2.2
Training
2.0
Advantages: Inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $2,067-$4,000 initial license, plus $78-$/33 monthly Iicensefee.
CIRCLE 437 ON READER CARD

Accounts Payable
IBM Corp., GSD
Standard accounts payable system
for IBM S/3.
Users reporting:
27
Overall satisfaction
2.7
Throughput/efficiency
2.5
Ease of installation
2.7
Ease of use
2.7
Documentation
3.0
Vendor technical support
2.4
Training
2.2
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $/55/year.
CIRCLE 438 ON READER CARD

Accounts Payable
IBM Corp., GSD
Generalized accounts payable system for IBM S/32.
Users reporting:
9
Overall satisfaction'
3.1
Throughput/efficiency
2.2
Ease of installation
3.0
Ease of use
2.9
Documentation
2.7
Vendor technical support
3.2
Training
.
2.8
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $29/month.
CIRCLE 439 ON READER CARD

Accounts Payable
Infonational
Multidivision, multicompany accounts payable system; for use on
IBM 360/370 and most other comparable computers.
Users reporting:
9
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
2.8
Ease of installation
2.9
Ease of use
3.0
Documentation
3.2
Vendo~ technical support
2.5
Training
3.0
Modification required: Usually, by
user or vendor.
Price: $17,000, plus $2,OOO/year
maintenance.
CIRCLE 440 ON READER CARD

Accounts Payable
Management Science America
(MSA)
In ANSI COBOL for use on various
mainframes.
Users reporting:
14
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Overall satisfaction
2.5
Throughput/ efficiency
2.1
Ease of installation
2.1
Ease of use
2.6
Documentation
2.7
Vendor technical support
2.4
Training
2.2
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Disadvantages: Uses excessive
computer resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $20,000 perpetual license inc1udesfirst year's maintenance (approx. /O%/year thereafter).
CIRCLE 441 ON READER CARD

Accounts Payable
McCormack & Dodge Corp.
For use in most business-oriented
establishments; runs on IBM
360/370, Honeywell, and Burroughs computers.
Users reporting:
15
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
2.5
Ease of installation
3.1
Ease of use
2.9
Documentation
3.1
Vendor technical support
2.9
Training
2.8
Advantages: Flexible;. saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user or vendor.
Price: $20,000, includes first year's
maintenance ($2,OOO/year thereafter).
CIRCLE 442 ON READER CARD

Accounts Payable
NCR Corp.
Generalized accounts payable system for Century, Criterion, and
mini series computers.
Users reporting:
13
Overall satisfaction
2.5
Throughput/efficiency
2.8
Ease of installation
2.5
Ease or use
2.8
Documentation
2.3
Vendor technical support
2.0
Training
2.0
Advantages: Inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $730; monthly lease, $/5.
CIRCLE 443 ON READER CARD

Accounts Payable
Software International Corp.
Data base-oriented system for any
IBM .360/370 with 64KB and two
disks.
Users reporting:
12
Overall satisfaction
2.3
Throughput/efficiency
2.0
Ease of installation
2.3
Ease of use
2.5
Documentation
2.2
Vendor technical support
2.6
Training
2.5
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $/3,000 - $23,000, includes
first year's maintenance (/0% of

purchase price per year thereafter).
CIRCLE 444 ON READER CARD

Accounts Receivable
Bancroft Computer Systems
A multicompany accounts receivable package designed for IBM S/3s.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
3.2
Throughput/efficiency
2.8
Ease of installation
3.4
Ease of use
3.2
Documentation
3.6
Vendor technical support
2.8
Training
3.0
Advantages: Flexible; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $1,595 perpetual license includes maintenance.
CIRCLE 445 ON READER CARD

Accounts Receivable
IBM Corp., GSD
Generalized system for use on IBM
S/3.
Users reporting:
12
Overall satisfaction
2.9
Throughput/efficiency
3.1
Ease of installation
2.7
Ease of use
3.2
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
3.0
Training
2.8
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification requ/red: Usually, by
user.
Price: $65/year.
CIRCLE 446 ON READER CARD

Accounts Receivable
NCR Corp.
Generalized system for most NCR
Century and Criterion computers.
Users reporting:
8
Overall satisfaction
2.6
Throughput/efficiency
2.4
Ease of installation
2.5
Ease of use
2.6
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
2.0
Training
2.4
Advantages: Inexpensive; saves
human resources.
Disadvantages: Slow.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $730; monthly lease, $15.
CIRCLE 447 ON READER CARD

Accounts Receivable
Software International Corp.
In ANSI COBOL for IBM 360/370.
Users reporting:
7
Overall satisfaction
2.7
Throughput/ efficiency
2.1
Ease of installation
2.4
Ease of use
2.4
Documentation
2.3
Vendor technical support
3.1
Training
2.9
Advantages: Flexible; saves human and system resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor.

Price: Dos-$23,500 (25 year lease),
plus on-line option $8,500; os$25,500, plus on-line option
$/0,000. Maintenance after first
year, /0% of lease price.
CIRCLE 448 ON READER CARD

ADABAS
Software ag of North America,
Inc.
Data base management system for
IBM 360/370 (any operating system), Univac 9000 (DOS), and Siemens; a PDP-II version will soon be
available.
Users reporting:
28
Overall satisfaction
3.5
Throughput/efficiency
3.1
Ease of installation
3.5
3.3
Ease of use
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
3.1
Training
3.1
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $88,000 (DOS), $132,000 (os)
perpetual license includes first
year's maintenance ($6,600/year
thereafter). Monthly lease $3,333
(DOS), $5,000 (os).
CIRCLE 449 ON READER CARD

ADAS
Universal Software, Inc.
Disk space allocation system for
IBM 360/370 DOS and DOS/VS systems.
Users reporting:
9
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
3.1
Ease of installation
3.8
Ease of use
3.6
Documentation
3.1
Vendor technical support
3.6
Training
3.5
Advantages: Saves system and human resources; flexible; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $4,550 perpetual license, inc1udesfirst year's maintenance (7%
of license per year thereafter).
Monthly lease $175.
CIRCLE 450 ON READER CARD

Advanced Programming Functions
IBM Corp., DPD
IBM /370 DOS/VS programming enhancement features.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
2.8
Throughput/efficiency
3.0
Ease of installation
2.6.
Ease of use
3.0
Documentation
2.6
Vendor technical support
3.4
Training
3.0
Advantages: Saves system resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $200/month.
CIRCLE 451 ON READER CARD

USER RATINGS
#
ALLTAX
Management Science America
(MSA)
COBOL subroutine for performing
tax calculations.
Users reporting:
20
Overall satisfaction
3.7
3.4
Throughput/ efficiency
3.3
Ease of installation
3.5
Ease of use
3.4
Documentation
3.3
Vendor technical support
3.4
Training
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $975-$2,850, plus $225$650/year maintenance.
CIRCLE 452 ON READER CARD

APL
IBM Corp., DPD
High-level language for [BM
360/370 systems.
Users reporting:
8
Overall satisfaction
3.4
2.6
Throughput / efficiency
3.0
Ease of installation
3.4
Ease of use
Documentation
2.8
2.6
Vendor technical support
3.0
Training
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $400/month.
CIRCLE 453 ON READER CARD

Application F10wcharter (S/3)
IBM Corp., GSD
Produces standardized flowcharts
using RPG 1/ source decks and OCL
job steams as input.
Users reporting:
6
3.0
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput / efficiency
3.2
Ease of installation
Ease of use
2.8
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
2.4
2.0
Training
Advantages: Inexpensive; saves
human resources; flexible.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $335 one-time charge.
CIRCLE 454 ON READER CARD

ASAP
Universal Software, Inc'.
Spooling supplement for [BM
360/370 DOS or DOS/VS.
Users reporting:
18
Overall satisfaction
3.4
Throughput/efficiency
3.2
3.4
Ease of installation
3.1
Ease of use
Documentation
2.7
Vendor technical support
2.8
Training
2.5
Advantages: Saves system and human resources; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $225-$325/month, includes
170 DATAMATION

first year's maintenance (7% thereafter). Perpetual license 26x
monthly rental.
CIRCLE 455 ON READER CARD

ASM-2
Cambridge Systems Group, Inc.
An oS/vs disk space management
system that can also monitor data
set activity on DASD and Mass Storage System devices.
Users reporting:
6
Overall satisfaction
2.7
Throughput/efficiency
2.7
2.2
Ease of installation
3.3
Ease of use
Documentation
2.3
Vendor technical support
3.0
Training
3.0
Advantages: Saves human and sys~
tem resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $12,750, includesfirstyear's
maintenance (12 % of purchase
price thereafter). Monthly lease
$880, including maintenance.
CIRCLE 456 ON READER CARD

AUTOFLOWII
Applied Data Research, Inc. (ADR)
A system and program development
tool for documenting whole systems
and individual source programs.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
3.4
Throughput/efficiency
3.2
3.6
Ease of installation
3.2
Ease of use
3.0
Documentation
Vendor technical support
2.6
2.0
Training
Advantages: SaveS human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $6,000-$15,000, includes
first year's maintenance ($900$1,200/year thereafter). Monthly
lease $300-$750.
CIRCLE 457 ON READER CARD

BASIC
Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)
Various versions to complement
DEC operating systems.
Users reporting:
13
Overall satisfaction
2.4
Throughput/efficiency
2.2
2.2
Ease of installation
2.5
Ease of use
Documentation
2.4
Vendor technical support
1.8
Training
1.7
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor.
Price: $830.
CIRCLE 458 ON READER CARD

BASIC
Microsoft
BAS[C compiler for any Intel 8080or Zilog Z-80-based microcomputer.
5
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
3.0

Throughput/efficiency
2.8
·3.0
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.2
Documentation
1.6
Vendor technical support
2.6
4.0
Training
Advantages: Inexpensive; flexible.
Disadvantages: Slow.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $150-$350 for purchase; updates $25-$50/year.
CIRCLE 459 ON READER CARD

Batch Query
IBM Corp., GSD
Designed to selectively access disk
datafilesfor report and query preparationfor [BM S/3.
Users reporting:
12
Overall satisfaction
2.5
2.1
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
2.3
Ease of use
2.6
Documentation
2.5
Vendor technical support
2.3
2.0
Training
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Disadvantages: Slow.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $48/year.
CIRCLE 460 ON READER CARD

BEM
Sperry Univac
A Basic Editor Monitor for interactive programming under the OS/3
operating system.
Users reporting:
12
Overall satisfaction
3.5
Throughput/efficiency
3.4
3.7
Ease of installation
3.7
Ease of use
Documentation
3.2
3.1
Vendor technical support
Training
3.3
Advantages: Saves human resources,' inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $75/month.
CIRCLE 461 ON READER CARD

BIT-FACS
American Valuation Consultants,
Inc.
Total fixed assets management system with report generation capabilities; operates in OS, DOS, or vs environments.
Users reporting:
10
3.l
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
2.7
2.6
Ease of installation
2.7
Ease of use
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
2.5
Training
2.3
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor.
Price: $15,000 (DOS), $18,000 (os),
plus $1,500/year maintenance.
CIRCLE 462 ON READER CARD

BUS/COBOL
~
Information Processing Inc.
Multiuser operating system and
COBOL compiler for Data General
Nova and Eclipse, and compatible
minicomputers.
Users reporting:
9
Overall satisfaction
3.6
Throughput/efficiency
3.3
3.5
Ease of installation
3.6
Ease of use
Documentation
2.9
Vendor technical support
2.9
Training,
3.0
Advantages: Flexible,' inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $4,000, plus $40/month
maintenance.
CIRCLE 463 ON READER CARD

BOMP
IBM Corp., GSD
Bill of material processor for [BM
S/3.
Users reporting:
54
Overall satisfaction
3.2
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
2.7
2.9
Ease of use
3.0
Documentation
Vendor technical support
2.9
Training
2.9
Advantages: Saves human resources,' inexpensive.
Modification reqUired: Usually, by
user.
Price: $61/month.
CIRCLE 464 ON READER CARD

BMDP (or BioMed)
Univ. of California at Los Angeles
(UCLA)
Statistical computing for medical
and other applications.
Users reporting:
14
Overall satisfaction
3.l
Throughput/ efficiency
2.9
2.5
Ease of installation
2.6
Ease of use
2.8
Documentation
Vendor technical support '
2.4
2.7
Training
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $1 ,500/year for commercial
users, $I.OOO/year government. and
$500/year for academic users.
CIRCLE 465 ON READER CARD

Bonds and Stocks System
Insurance Systems of America, Inc.
Stocks and bonds portfolio system
that runs on [BM 360/370. Univac.
and Honeywell systems.
Users reporting:
8
Overall satisfaction
2.9
Throughput/efficiency
2.4
2.5
Ease of installation
2.8
Ease of use
2.0
Documentation
Vendor technical support
3.l
Training
.
3.1
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.

CIRCLE 79 ON READER CARD

NCRs new hightheV-8600.
NCR can compare computers
with anybody - and win.
Now, with the introduction of this new V-8600 Family, NCR offers systems all
across the business computer range. The V-8600·is the next step up in the total
enhancement of the NCR Computer line. And it is more than just an alternative
system. Two years after the announcement of the first Criterion, NCR continues
to provide the most conceptually advanced architecture and circuitry.
Even better, NCR offers the smoothest system-to-system path in the industry.

Bus Architecture
These NCR V-8600 Systems are the first systems in their power range with bus
architecture, the architecture of the future. They introduce a greater degree of
internal efficiency at the power level where itis most needed.
Bus Architecture lets the system split up the workload. The Internal Transfer Bus
is an ultra-high-speed data path that channels information between the several
processing elements distributed through the system, without central monitoring.
To provide concurrent processing and greater efficiency.

Migration Path Engineering
From NCR minicomputers up to the new V-8600 maxi systems, NCR hardware
and software elements are designed with the changing needs of the user in mind.
As your volume increases, you can move to the system that handles your larger
workload smoothly without a costly, time-consuming conversion. The step from
an 1-8100 to a V-8600 is consistent and logical. Your software moves with you.
Only the available power changes.

The NCR V·S600 Family
The NCR V-8600 Family includes the V-8650 Single Processor System and the
V- 8670 Dual-Processor System. They are the fastest business computers in the
industry with cycle times of just 28 nanoseconds. Both have cache memory to
increase productivity. Both have the built-in ability to automatically side-step
problems and continue processing. Even to ride through power fluctuation or
momentary failure.
The NCR V-8600 systems are ideally suited for large online multiprogramming
applications that take full advantage of virtual memory. Both systems offer VRX
(Virtual Resource Executive), NCR's most sophisticated operating system
software. Both use TRAN-PRO, NCR's transaction processing software to
interface readily with a communications network. Both use TOTAL to manage a
data base. And both mesh easily with NCR's Distributed Network Architecture.
For a personal introduction to NCR's V-8650 and V-8670,
call your local NCR representative. Or write to EDP
Systems, NCR Corporation, Box 606, Dayton, Ohio 45401.

IU\J
N111r.:::>
II ~ I
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Complete Computer Systems

CIRCEL 106 ON READER CARD
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Price: $24.000 for 20-year lease.
includes first 60 days maintenance
($3.000-$4.000 per year thereafter).
CIRCLE 466 ON READER CARD

CalComp Plot Libraries
California Computer Products, Inc.
(CaIComp)

A library of plotting subroutines
for use with host computers and
CalComp plotters.
- Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

7
3.3
3.1
3.3
2.9
2.7
2.7
2.6

Advantages: Flexible.
Modification required: Usually. by
user.
Price: 30 packages ranging from
$375 to $17.500.
CIRCLE 467 ON READER CARD

CANDE
Burroughs Corp.

A command and edit message conrol system for use with Burroughs'
large-scale B-series computers.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

6
3.2
3.0
3.2
3.2
2.8
2.8
2.5

Advantages: Flexible; inexpensive;
saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $1.800. plus $180/year Ii;"
censefee.
CIRCLE 468 ON READER CARD

CA-SORT
Computer Associates, Inc.

Replacement sort/merge facility for
IBM 360/370s.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

91
3.7
3.7
3.7
3.8
3.3
3.2
3.1

Advantages: Saves system resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $3.900 (DOS or DOS-VS).
$5.050 (as) perpetual license. includes first year's maintenance
($600 or $750/year' thereafter).
Monthly lease $125 (DOS or DOS-VS).
$160 (as) including maintenance.
CIRCLE 469 ON READER CARD

CCP On-line Screen Design
Facility
IBM Corp., GSD

3270 screen development and
documentation aidfor IBM S/3 computers.
cCP
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Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

23
3.4
3.4
3.2
3.4
2.9
3.0
2.7

Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $22/month.
CIRCLE 470 ON READER CARD

CCP On-line Source Library
Maintenance' Facility
IBM Corp., GSD

Library maintenance routine for
use on IBM S/3 computers.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/ efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

27
'3.4
3.0
3.2
3.4
2.9
2.8
2.8

Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: No charge. covered in Systems Control Program.
CIRCLE 471 ON READER CARD

Certificate of Deposit
Florida Software Services, Inc.

General-purpose system for IBM
360/370. Burroughs. and Honeywell computers.
Users reporting
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

6
2.5
2.8
2.5
2.8
2.7
2.8
0

Advantages: Flexible.
Modification required: Usually. by
user.
Price: $16.800. includes first 6
months maintenance ($2.160/year
thereafter).
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CFO II
IBM Corp., DPD

Insurance contract maintenance
system for IBM 360/370 DOS or as
systems.
Users reporting
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

5
3.0
2.4
2.8
2.8
2.6
2.8
3.0

Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Disadvantages: Complex.
Modification required: Usually. by
user.
Price: $380/month.
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CICS
IBM Corp., DPD

Data communications monitor versionJor entry-level and most other
DOS users of IBM 360/370 computers.
Users reporting
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

174
2.9
2.7
2.3
2.4
2.8
2.9
2.7

Advantages: Flexible.
Disadvantages: Complex.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $475-$1.000/month.
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elF
NCR Corp.

Central information file system for
banks; runs on Century and Criterion series computers.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency'
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

11
3.2
3.0
2.5
3.0
2.9
2.5
2.4

Advantages: Flexible; inexpensive;
saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually. by
user.
Price: Batch CIF $34.000. plus
$1.700/year maintenance or $850
monthly license. On-line FCS
$16.000. plus $850/year maintenance or $425 monthly license.
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CIMS
BMS Computer, Inc.

Computer information management system that supports job accounting for DOS and DOS/VS systems on IBM 360/370 computers.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

5
2.4
2.6
1.8
2.4
1.8
1.8
2.0

Advantages: Inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually. by
user.
Price: $3.000. plus source code
$1.000. Maintenance optional at
/0% of purchase price per year.
Monthly lease $1/0.
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Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

2.2
4.0
3.2
2.3

Advantages: Inexpensive.
Disadvantages: Uses excessive resources; inflexible; complex.
Modification required: Usually. by
user.
Price: $J70/month for 4-module
S/32 package; $34-$59/month per
module. $J82/month per 4-module
S/34 package; $36-$63/month per
module.
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CIMS
NCR Corp.

An inventory management system
for most NCR computers.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

5 .
3.4
3.2
3.8
3.4
3.0
3.8
3.0

Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $ J5.000. includes 5 modules
ranging from $2.000-$4.000 each.
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COBOL
Burroughs Corp.

Stundard Burroughs COBOL compiler.
8
3.3
3.1
3.5
3.5
2.7
2.8
3.2

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/ efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support·
Training

Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $50/month license fee.
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COBOL
Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)

Several versions to complement DEC
operating systems.
6
3.5
2.2
3.5
3.7
3.5
2.4
3.5

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $4.730.

CMAS
IBM Corp., GSD
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Constructipn Management Accounting System for IBM S/32 and
S/34 computers.

COBOL
Honeywell Information Systems,
Inc.

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation

Standard COBOL compiler for most
medium to large-scale HIS computers.

5
2.2
2.0
2.4

Users reporting:

13

Solving data comm
problems doesn't·
have to be expensive.
Until now, identifying data comm problems has been reserved for the
specialists.
Introducing ... the trim, 11-lb 832 Data Comm Tester from Tektronix. It helps
identify and solve most data comm problems the first time without calling the
specialist.
Take this new 832 Data Comm Tester to the field and use it in either the passive
monitor or active simulation modes. In the monitor mode, capture data and
control line status to identify problems.
Once you've identified the problem, the 832 allows you to stimulate the
suspected equipment off-line to troubleshoot or verify performance without the
use of expensive CPU time. "The quick brown fox ... " and six other messages
are stored in the 832. Or, tailor the stimulus pattern to your own needs with a
user-definable PROM or a front panel entry.
The 832 is also easy to operate and learn. Since it doesn't require extensive
data comm knowledge to operate, service people require less training time.
For under $2000, it costs only a fraction as much as the equipment you've had
to buy in the past to perform similar functions.
For more information about the 832 Data Comm Tester, call your
nearest Tektronix office or call our automatic
answering service toll free on
1-800-547-1512. Oregon residents
call collect on 644-9051.
For availability outside the U.S., please contact the nearest
Tektronix Field Office. Distributor or Representative.
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COMMITIED TO EXCELLENCE

USER RATINGS
3.2
Overall satisfaction
3
Throughput/ efficiency
Ease of installation
3.4
3.2
Ease of use
3.1
Documentation
2.S
Vendor technical support
2.6
Training
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $91-$212/month.

Vendor technical support
3.2
Training
2.8
Advantages: Saves human resources; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usual/y, by
user.
Price: $ I 6,400 includes. first 6
months maintenance ($2,100/year
thereafter).
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COBOL
#
IBM Corp., GSD
Supports both IBM S/3 and S/32
computers.
Users reporting:
8
3.S
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
3.3
3.S
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.S
Documentation
3.4
Vendor technical support
2.8
Training
2.8
Advantages: Flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $97/month (S/3), $85/month
(S/32).
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COBOL
IBM Corp., DPD
Includes DOS, OS, and vs counterparts versions, for IBM 360/370
computers.
82
Users reporting:
3.2
Overall satisfaction
2.9
Throughput/ efficiency
Ease of installation
3.2
3.3
Ease of use
3.0
Documenta tion
3.0
Vendor technical support
3.1
Training
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $141-$236/month.
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COBOL
IBM Corp., DPD
Subset version for IBM I 130.
17
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
3.2
3.1
Throughput/ efficiency
3.1
Ease of installation
3.S
Ease of use
2.9
Documentation
2.1
Vendor technical support
l.8
Training
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $86/month.
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Commercial Loan System
Florida Software Services, Inc.
Generalized system for IBM
360/370, Burroughs, and Honeywell computers.
Users reporting:
6
3.0
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
2.8
2.8
Ease of installation
2.4
Ease of use
Documentation
3.7

COMPAKTOR
Innovation Data Processing, Inc.
An OS or OS/VS disk management
utility program designed to be used
with vendor's FDR system.
Users reporting:
7
Overall satisfaction
3.9
Throughput/ efficiency
3.7
4.0
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.9
Documentation
3.4
Vendor technical support
3.4
Training
Advantages: Saves system and human resources; inexpensive.
Modification required: None reported.
Price: $3,000 per cpu, plus
$250/year maintenance.
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Com-plete
Software ag of North 'America,
Inc.
A general-purpose data communications monitor that interfaces with
ADABAS and other DBMS'S; operates
on the IBM 360/370 with os and
OS/VS.
Users reporting:
S
Overall satisfaction
3.2
4.0
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
3.2
3.8
Ease of use
Documentation
2.2
Vendor technical support
3.2
Training
2.8
Advantages: Saves human and system resources; flexible.
Modification requir.ed: Usually
none.
Price: $60,000; monthly lease
$2,500. Both include first year's
maintenance ($6,000/year thereafter).
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Comput-A-Charge
Value Computing, Inc.
Job accounting and billing, written
in ANSI COBOL; runs on most mainframes.
Users reporting:
14
3.0
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
2.6
2.8
Ease of installation
Ease of use
2.7
Documentation
2.6
Vendor technical support
2.6
Training
2.8
Modification reqUired: Usual/y, by
vendor or user.
Price: $6,500 (DOS), maintenance
$ 780/year; $9,500 (os), plus
$ I , /40/year maintenance.
CIRCLE 488 ON READER CARD

sources,' flexible.
CP/M
Modification required: Usually, by
Digital Research
Disk-based operating system for
vendor or user.
most Intel 8080, 8085, or Zilog Z- Price: $/6,000 (DOS), $18,000 (os),
80 type microcomputers.
includes first year's maintenance
Users reporting:
6
($/,000 plus 5% of feaOverall satisfaction
3.3
tures/options price per year thereThroughput/efficiency
3.2 after). Monthly lease $640 (DOS),
3.2 $720 (os), plus $1,000 installation.
Ease of installation
3.0 CIRCLE 492 ON READER CARD
Ease of use
Documentation
2.7
Vendor technical support
2.8
Data Base Techniques
Training
IBM Corp., GSD
Advantages: Inexpensive; flexible.
Provides a series ofperformance reModification required: Usually, by . ports with a variety of cross-referuser.
enced information for analysis;
Price: $/00.
runs on IBM S/3, S/32, or S/34.
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Users reporting:
l3
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
2.7
CUE
2.8
Ease of installation
Boole & Babbage, Inc.
2.7
System hardware resource utiliza- Ease of use
2.8
tion analyzer and report generation Documentation
2.S
Vendor technical support
system.
Training
2.6
Users reporting:
6
Overall satisfaction
3.3 Advantages: Saves human reThroughput/efficiency
3.2 sources,' inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually, by
3.7
Ease of installation
3.2 user.
Ease of use
Documentation
3.2 Price: $/00 for 6 months (S/3),' $90
2.S for 6 months (S/32).
Vendor technical support
Training
2.8 CIRCLE 493 ON READER CARD
Advantages: Saves system reDatacom/DB
sources.
Applied Data Research Inc. (A DR)
Modification required: Usually
Data base management system for
none.
the IBM 360/370 using inverted file
Price: $1 1,500, includes first year's
maintenance ($1,380/year thereaf- structures.
Users reporting:
IS
ter).
Overall satisfaction
2.9
CIRCLE 490 ON READER CARD
Throughput/efficiency
3.1
3.0
Ease of installation
CULPRIT
Ease of use
3.2 '
Cullinane Corp.
Documentation
2.S
Output processor and report crea- Vendor technical support
2.9
tion system for IBM 360/370 and Training
2.8
Sperry Univac Series 70 and 9000.
Advantages: Flexible; saves huUsers reporting:
12
man resources.
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Modification required: Sometimes,
3.1
Throughput/efficiency
by vendor.
Ease of installation
3.4 Price: $34,000-$50,000, includes
3.0 first year's maintenance ($3,400Ease of use
Documentation
2.9 $5,000 thereafter). Monthly lease
Vendor technical support
3.3 $900-$/ ,500.
3.1
Training
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Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Datacom/DC
Modification required: None re- Applied Data Research Inc. (ADR)
ported.
A telecommunications~ processor
Price: $20,000 license fee, plus for IBM 360/370; interfaces with
$2,000 annual renewal, includes Datacom/DB and other DBMS'S.
maintenance.
Users reporting:
13
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Overall satisfaction
3.3
3.S
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
2.9
Data Analyzer
3.2
Ease of use
Program Products, Inc.
2.6
Information retrieval and reporting Documentation
3.2
system for any IBM 360/370,' inter- Vendor technical support
Training
3.2
faces with several DBMS'S.
Advantages: Saves human reUsers reporting:
10
Overall satisfaction
3.2 sources,' flexible.
Throughput/efficiency
3.0 Modification required: Usually
Ease of installation
2.9 none.
3.2 Price: $30,000-$37,000, includes
Ease of use
Documentation
2.8 first year's maintenance ($3,0003.0 $3,700/year thereafter). Monthly
Vendor technical support
Training
2.9 lease $800-$1,200.
Advantages: Saves human re- CIRCLE 495 ON READER CARD
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DECEMBE:.

For the Numerical Algorithms Group,
the plain fact is this: "Software implementation was faster on the VAX-11/780
than on 25 other major machines."
Before VAX, Dr. Ford's staffhadimplemented NAG's complex FORTRAN
Mark 6 Library on 25 major machines
ranging from minis to mainframes, including the Burroughs 6700, CDC 7600,
'6 DATAMATION

Univac 1100, and IBM 370. The average
implementation time was 13
man-weeks.
VAX took five.
In Dr. Ford's words, "The NAG
FORTRAN Mark 6 Library consists
of 345 subroutines covering the major
areas of numerical mathematics and
statistics. It's used in applications such

I

I

as structural design, nuclear physics,
economic modeling, and academic
research.
"A successful implementation requires the correct functioning of the 345
library routines to a prescribed accuracy
and efficiency in execution of NAG's
suite of 620 test programs. Whilst the
activity is a significant examination of a
machine's conformity to the ANSI
standard of the FORTRAN compiler, its
main technical features are file creation,
file comparison, file manipulation and
file maintenance. "
And then there was the record of VAX
reliability: "No problems were encountered in the VAX/VMS software even
though approximately 3000 files were
being handled. The operational availability time for the machine was close to
100%, an outstanding statistic for new
hardware and a new operating system."
'What all this demonstrates is that
some of the most sophisticated FORTRAN routines in the world implement
easily on VAX. That VAX capability exceeds that of many machines far more
expensive. That the VAX-11/7BO is more

than the most powerful 32-bit computer
in its price range. That VAX is truly
"an implementor's dream."
For more information, simply clip
the coupon.

o Please send me your new VAX-11/780 color
brochure.
o Please send me your detailed Technical
Summary.
o Please contact me.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ __
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ __
Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My application is:
Education _ __
Medical _ _ __
Laboratory _ __
Engineering _ __

Government _ __
Resale _ _ _ __
Other=--·_ _ __

Send to: Digital Equipment Corporation, NR-2/2,
Communication Services, 146 Main St.,
A-12-8
Maynard, MA 01754. Tel. 617-481-9511, ext. 6885.

----...;..----------------

. Ask any user.
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USER RATINGS
Data Dictionary
IBM Corp., DPD
Support dictionary for IBM IMS data
base management system.
Users reporting:
6
Overall satisfaction
2.8
Throughput/efficiency
2.5
2.7
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.0
Documentation
3.0
Vendor technical support
2.5
Training
3.0
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Disadvantages: Complex.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $580/month.
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DATAMACS
Management and Computer
Services, Inc. (MACS)
Creates test files for COBOL programs on IBM 360/370.
Users reporting:
7
Overall satisfaction
3.1
Throughput/efficiency
3.0
Ease of installation
3.1
Ease of use
2.7
Documentation
2.7
Vendor technical support
2.4
Training
2.4
Advantages: Flexible; saves system and human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $6,500 (DOS), $8,500 (os), includes first year's maintenance
(10 % of current purchase price
thereafter).
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DATAMANAGER
MSP, Inc.
Data dictionary system for DBMS or
standardfile organizations; runs on
IBM 360/370, with optional interfaces to most popular DBMS and data management systems.
Users reporting:
7
Overall satisfaction
3.4
Throughput/efficiency
3.5
Ease of installation
3.3
3.3
Ease of use
Documentation
3.1
Vendor technical support
2.9
Training
2.8
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: None reported.
Price: $12,000, plus 10% for maintenance.
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DATATRIEVE
Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)
High-level interactive query and report system designed primarily for
use with PDP-II series minicomputers.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
2.4
Throughput/efficiency
2.6
3.0
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.0
180 DATAMATION

Documentation
2.0
Vendor technical support
1.6
Training
Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible.
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor.
Price: Perpetual license $4,500
(supported), $2,700 (unsupported),
$2,160 license only.
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DBMS-IO/20
Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)
Data base management systems
designed to support DEcsystem-1O
and DEcsystem-20 computers running under the TOPS operating systems.
Users reporting:
6
Overall satisfaction
2.8
Throughput/efficiency
2.5
Ease of installation
3.0
Ease of use
2.8
Documentation
2.5
Vendor technical support
2.2
Training
2.7
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: DBMS 10 $27,500, DBMS 20
$27,500.
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DBOMP
IBM Corp., DPD
Data base organization and maintenance processor utility for IBM
360/370.
25
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
2.8
Throughput/efficiency
2.5
Ease of installation
2.1
Ease of use
2.5
Documentation
2.3
Vendor technical support
2.3
Training
2.3
Advantages: Inexpensive.
Disadvantages: Slow.
Modification required: Usually
none or by user.
Price: $115-$305/month.
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DEC Business Applications
Mini-Computer Business
Applications, Inc. (MCBA)
A package of accounting routines
designed to operate with a variety
of Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)
computers.
18
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
3.2
Throughput/efficiency
3.0
Ease of installation
3.1
Ease of use
3.3
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
2.6
2.0
Training
Advantages: Flexible; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: 20-year license $1,000, includes first year's maintenance
(thereafter optional at $200/year).
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DECNET
Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)
A series of communications tools
for use on the PDP-II series under
most operating systems.
Users reporting:
6
Overall satisfaction
2.7
Throughput/efficiency
2.3
Ease of installation
2.3
Ease of use
2.8
Documentation
2.3
Vendor technical support
2.7
2.0
Training
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor.
Price: $1,500-$3,000.
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Demand Deposit Accounting
Florida Software Services, Inc.
General-purpose system for IBM
360/370, Burroughs, and Honeywell computers.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
3.2
Throughput/efficiency
2.S
Ease of installation
2.8
Ease of use
3.6
Documentation
3.8
Vendor technical support
3.2
Training
Advantages: Flexible.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $18,800, includes first 6
months maintenance ($2,400/year
thereafter).
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Demand Deposit Accounting
Systems
Weiland Computer Group, Inc.
Performs demand deposit, credit
reserve, and commercial account
analysis; runs on IBM 360/370.
Users reporting:
7
Overall satisfaction
2.9
Throughput/efficiency
3.1
Ease of installation
1.9
Ease of use
2.6
Documentation
1.9
Vendor technical support
2.1
Training
1.8
Advantages: Flexible.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $45,000 (DOS), $59,000 (os),
plus 10% per year maintenance.
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DFAST & DFAST/VS
Oxford Software Corp.
Allows IBM 360/370 DOS and DOS-VS
users to automatically allocate and
share disk space.
Users reporting:
11
Overall satisfaction
3.2
Throughput/efficiency
3.3
3.4
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.3
Documentation
2.5
Vendor technical support
2.5
Training
1.8
Advantages: Saves human resources.

Modification reqUired: Usually
none.
Price: $5,000 (plus $500 additional
each for device independent version
and spare management options), inc1udesfirst year maintenance (10%
of purchase price per year thereafter).
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DI-OPEN
IBM Corp., DPD
Disk file utility for IBM 360/370.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
4.0
Throughput/efficiency
3.8
Ease of installation
3.6
4.0
Ease of use
Documentation
2.6
Vendor technical support
2.8
4.0
Training
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $54 for 24 months.
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Disk Space Manager
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
IBM 370 DOS/VS disk space management system.
Users reporting:
10
Overall satisfaction
3.1
Throughput/efficiency
3.4
3.3
Ease of installation.
Ease of use
2.8
Documentation
2.7
Vendor technical support
2.7
Training
Advantages: Saves system and human resources; flexible; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $4,000, plus $400/year
maintenance.
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Disk Utility System
:f1:
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Disk-to-tape, etc., utility for use
with IBM 360/370 DOS and DOS/VS.
Users reporting:
58
Overall satisfaction
3.8
Throughput/efficiency
3.8
3.7
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.7
Documentation
3.4
Vendor technical support
3.3
Training
2.6
Advantages: Saves system resources; flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $2,500, plus $250/year
maintenance.
'
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DITTO
IBM Co'rp., DPD,
File copy/file management utility
for IBM 360/370.
Users reporting:
22
Overall satisfaction
3.4
Throughput/efficiency
3.4

I
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USER RATINGS
Ease of installation
3.3
Ease of use
3.4
Documentation
2.7
Vendor technical support
3.0
Training
3.0
Advantages: Flexible; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $71, plus $50 for extentions
for 12 months.

Ease of use
3.4
Documentation
2.5
Vendor technical support
2.6
Training
2.5
Advantages: Saves human resources,· flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $17,000, plus $1 ,700/year licensefee.
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DL/I DOS/VS
IBM Corp., DPD
Data base management system for
IBM 370 DOSjVS.
Users reporting
36
Overall satisfaction
2.8
Throughput/efficiency
2.5
Ease of installation
2.5
Ease of use
2.5
Documentation
2.5
Vendor technical support
2.7
Training
2.8
Disadvantages: Complex; uses excessive resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $395/month.

DOS/RS
Dearborn Computer Co.
A replacement operating system for
IBM DOS users,· contains many
DOSjvs-like features.
Users reporting:
10
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
3.6
Ease of installation
3.0
Ease of use
3.3
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
3.6
Training
2.8
Advantages: Saves system and human resources; flexible; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $5,500-19,750 perpetual license, includes first year's maintenance (10% of license on $1,200 per
year whichever is lowest thereafter). Lease $230-$850/year, includes maintenance.
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DL/I-Entry
IBM Corp., DPD
Data base management system for
entry-level DOS users.
Users reporting
8
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput / efficiency
2.6
Ease of installation
2.6
Ease of use
3.1
Documentation
2.5
Vendor technical support
3.0
Training
2.8
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $315/month.
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DMS
IBM Corp., DPD
IBM 3270 display management systems for use with IBM 360/370.
Users reporting
13
Overall satisfaction
2.2
Throughput/efficiency
2.4
Ease of installation
2.3
Ease of use
2.6
Documentation
2.0
Vendor technical support
1.9
Training
2.5
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Disadvantages: Inflexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $360-$475/month.
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DMS-II
Burroughs Corp.
Burrough's full-blown data base
management system.
Users reporting
30
Overall satisfaction
3.4
Throughput/efficiency
3.3
Ease of installation
3.4
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DOS/VS Performance Tool
IBM Corp., DPD
An installed user program that provides the ability to measure and report on many Dosjvs-related performance factors.
Users reporting:
8
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
2.9
Ease of installation
3.1
Ease of use
3.3
Documentation
2.6
Vendor technical support
3.1
Training
2.8
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification reqUired: Usually
none.
Price: $1 75/month.
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DPL
National Information Systems, Inc.
A comprehensive DBMS and data
management system for the DECSYStem-/O and -20 computers.
Users reporting:
6
Overall satisfaction
3.5
Throughput/efficiency
2.3
Ease of installation
3.8
Ease of use
3.5
Documentation
3.0
Vendor technical support
3.0
Training
3.2
Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible.
Modification reqUired: Usually
none.

Price: $25,000-$50,000, includes
first year's maintenance ($2,400/
year thereafter).
CIRCLE 520 ON READER CARD

DOCS
C F S, Inc.
A display operator console support
program which allows the direction
ofsYSLOG input and output to one or
more display units.
Users reporting:
14
Overall satisfaction
3.9
Throughput/efficiency
3.9
Ease of installation
3.8
Ease of use
3.8
Documentation
3.0
Vendor technical support
3.5
Training
2.0
Advantages: Saves system and human resources,· inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none, or by vendor.
Price: $5,670 perpetual license.
Monthly lease $175. Maintenance
is free.
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DOS
Datapoint Corp.
Full-facility disk operating system
for Datapoint 1100 and larger minicomputers.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
3.4
Throughput/efficiency
3.2
Ease of installation
3.0
Ease of use
3.6
Documentation
1.8
Vendor technical support
2.2
Training
2.5
Advantages: Inexpensive.
Modification reqUired: Usually
none.
Price: Bundled.
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DOS/MVT
~
Software Pursuits Inc.
Replacement operating system for
IBM DOS users; incorporates several
os capabilities.
Users reporting:
10
Overall satisfaction
3.8
Throughput/efficiency
3.8
Ease of installation
3.3
Ease of use
3.7
Documentation
3.2
Vendor technical support
3.7
Training
3.3
Advantages: Saves system and human resources; flexible; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $700/month. includes maintenance.
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DYL-250
Dylakor Software Systems, Inc.
File maintenance and label printing
utility for IBM 360/370.
Users reporting:
9
Overall satisfaction
3.2

Th rough pu t / efficiency
3.1
Ease of installation
3.6
Ease of use
3.1
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
3.3
Training
3.0
Advantages: Inexpensive; saves
human resources.
Modification required: None reported.
Price: $31/month on 3-year lease,
includes maintenance.
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DYL-260 '
Dylakor Software Systems, Inc.
Data management and report writing system for IBM 360/370.
Users reporting:
46
Overall satisfaction
3.6
Throughput/efficiency
3.4
Ease of installation
3.7
Ease of use
3.4
Documentation
2.9
Vendor technical support
3.2
Training
3.0
Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible; inexpensive.
Modification required: None usually.
Price: $8,000 perpetual license, includes first year's maintenance
($225/year thereafter); one-year
lease $148/month, including maintenance,· 3-year lease $96/month.
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DYNAM/D
Computer Associates, Inc.
A DOS and DOSjVS disk space and
catalog management system
Users reporting:
27
Overall satisfaction
3.2
Throughput/efficiency
3.4
Ease of installation
3.3
Ease of use
3.2
Documentation
2.5
Vendor technical support
2.9
Training
2.3
Advantages: Saves system and human resources; flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $3,800-$6,500 perpetual license, includes first year's maintenance (12 % offee per year thereafter). Monthly lease $170-$260,
including maintenance.
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DYNAM/T
Computer Associates, Inc.
A DOS and DOSjVS tape library
maintenance system.
Users reporting:
7
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
3.0
Ease of installation
2.7
Ease of use
2.9
Documentation
2.3
Vendor technical support
2.4
Training
1.5
Advantages: Inexpensive,· saves
human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
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USER RATINGS
Price: $5,300 perpetual license, includes first year's maintenance
(12% of license fee per year thereafter). Monthly maintenance $215,
including maintenance.
CIRCLE 524 ON READER CARD

I

I

I

EASYTRIEVE
Pansophic Systems, Inc.
Information retrieval and reporting
systemfor /liM 360/370 and Univac
'
Series 70.
Users reporting:
68
Overall satisfaction
3.5
Throughput/efficiency
3.4
Ease of installation
3.6
Ease of use
3.4
3.0
Documentation
Vendor technical support
3.0
Training
2.9
Advantages: Saves human resources,' flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $12,500 (DOS), $15,000 (os),
includes first year's maintenance
(10 % of purchase price thereafter).
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I

EDOS
The Computer Software Company
A replacement operating system for
IBM DOS users with extended operating system features, including
many DOS/VS facilities.
Users reporting:
40
Overall satisfaction
3.5
Throughput/efficiency
3.4
Ease of installation
3.1
Ease of use
3.3
Documentation
3.0
Vendor technical support
3.0
Training
2.6
Advantages: Saves system resources; flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $8,500 perpetual license, includes first 2-years maintenance
(optional at 10% offee thereafter).
Monthly lease $315, including
maintenance.
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Environ/l
Cincom Systems, Inc.
A general-purpose data communications monitor for multiple on-line
user terminals and applications;
runs on IBM 360/370s.
Users reporting:
16
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
3.3
Ease of installation
3.2
Ease of use
3.1
Documentation
2.5
Vendor technical support
2.8
Training
2.7
Advantages: Saves system and human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $28,500 (DOS), $38,500 (os),
includes first year's maintenance
($2,750 or $3,250 per year thereaf-

ter). Monthly lease $650 (DOS),
$900 (os), including maintenance.
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EPAT
SOl
Keeps track of physical tape
volumes on IBM 360/370 under DOS
or DOS/VS.
Users reporting:
42
Overall satisfaction
3.5
Throughput/efficiency
3.4
Ease of installation
3.4
Ease of use
3.4
Documentation
3.3
3.1
Vendor technical support
Training
3.1
Advantages: Saves human and system resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: Vendor will not release pricing.
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EPIC System
IBM Corp., DPD or GSD
A series of program products for
schools that run on IBM 360, 370
S/3, and 1130 systems.
Users reporting:
23
Overall satisfaction
2.8
Throughput/efficiency
2.5
Ease of installation
2.2
Ease of use
2.7
Documentation
2.6
Vendor technical support
2.6
Training
2.4
Advantages: Saves human resources; fleXible.
Disadvantages: Slow.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $87-$192/month.
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ETSS
IBM Corp., DPD
DOS/VS Entry Time-SharingSystem
for IBM 370 users.
Users reporting:
19
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
3.2
2.4
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.2
Documentation
2.4
Vendor technical support
2.2
Training
2.4
Advantages: Saves human resources,' flexible.
Modification reqUired: Usually
none, or by user.
Price: $250 for 24 months.
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EXTRACfO
Optipro, Inc.
Data management information and
retrieval system with multiple file
handling capabilities.
Users reporting:
15
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
2.9
3.2
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.6

Documentation
2.9
Vendor technical support
2.3
Training
2.6
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $15,000, includes first year's
maintenance ($500/year thereafter).
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FAQS
Goal Systems Corp.
Partition balancer and DASD I/O
scheduling aid for DOS/VS systems.
Users reporting:
11
Overall satisfaction
3.9
Throughput/efficiency
3.9
3.8
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.8
Documentation
3.9
4.0
Vendor technical support
Training
4.0
Advantages: Saves system and human resources; inexpensive; flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $1,620, includes first 3years maintenance ($135/year
thereafter). Monthly lease $50 or
$540/year, including maintenance.
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'*

Fast/Dump/Restore (FDR)
Innovation Data Processing, Inc.
Disk-to-tape dump/restore utility
for IBM 360/370 os or OS/VS systems.
Users reporting:
34
Overall satisfaction
3.7
Throughput/efficiency
3.7
Ease of installation
3.6
Ease of use
3.7
Documentation
3.2
Vendor technical support
3.2
Training
2.9
Advantages: Saves system resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $4,000 (with 50% discount
for first cpu), plus $500/year maintenance.
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FATS/FATAR
Innovation Data Processing, Inc.
Tape surface verification and copy
program for use on IBM 360/370
systems
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
3.4
Throughput/efficiency
3.0
Ease of installation
3.6
3.6
Ease of use
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
2.5
Training
Advantages: Inexpensive.
Modification reqUired: None reported.
Price: $3,000, plus $250/year
maintenance.
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FCS
University Computing Co. (UCC)
Financial information storage and
retrieval system for use on IBM
360/370 (all operating systems) and
Burroughs computers.
Users reporting:
20
Overall satisfaction
2.9
Throughput/efficiency
2.5
Ease of installation
2.7
Ease of use
2.8
Documentation
2.9
Vendor technical support
2.4
Training
2.8
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Disadvantages: Complex.
Modification reqUired: Usually
none.
Price: $27,000 (DOS), $45,000 (os).
Maintenance 12% or $4,800 maximum.
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FICS
Management Science America
(MSA)
Data base-oriented financial control and reporting system for banks;
runs on IBM 360/370, Burroughs.
and Honeywell COBOL systems.
Users reporting:
17
Overall satisfaction
2.8
Throughput/efficiency
2.2
Ease of installation
2.1
Ease of use
2.4
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
2.2
Training
2.6Advantages: Flexible.
Disadvantages: Complex.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $60,000 perpetual license,
includes first year's maintenance
(approx. 1O%/year thereafter).
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Financial Accounting Systems
Information Associates, Inc.
College. university. and hospital financial accounting system,' runs on
a variety of medium to large-scale
computers.
Users reporting:
10
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
3.3
Ease of installation
3.3
Ease of use
3.2
Documentation
2.9
Vendor technical support
3.4
Training
3.4
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor.
Price: $40,000. No maintenance offered.
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Fixed Asset Accounting
Data Design Associates, Inc.
Specialized accounting system for
IBM 360/370 and Burroughs B 1700
and up.
Users reporting:
8
3.1
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
2.8
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Ease of installation
3.1
Ease of use
3.0
Documentation
2.9
Vendor technical support
3.3
Training
3.2
Advantages: Flexible; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $13,500-$26,500 perpetual
license, includes first year's maintenance (10 % of license fee per year
thereafter).
CIRCLE 538 ON READER CARD

computers.
Users reporting:
7
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
3.0
Ease of installation
3.1
Ease of use
3.3
3.0
Documentation
Vendor technical support
2.3
Training
2.3
Advantages: Saves human resources; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $138 for 12 months (S/3),
$/40 for 12 months (S/32 &/34).

Fixed Assets Accounting
CIRCLE 540 ON READER CARD
McCormack & Dodge Corp.
Specialized accounting system for
use on IBM 360/370, Honeywell, and Fixed Assets
Burroughs computers.
Infonational
Users reporting:
19
Multidivision, multicompany fixed
Overall satisfaction
3.1 assets system; for use with IBM
Throughput/efficiency
2.6 360/370 and most comparable com2.4 puters.
Ease of installation
2.7 Users reporting:
Ease of use
5
Documentation
2.8 Overall satisfaction
3.0
Vendor technical support
2.6 Throughput/efficiency
3.0
Training
2.4 Ease of installation
3.3
Modification required: Usually by Ease of use
2.6
user.
Documentation
2.8
Price: $17,000-$23,000, includes Vendor technical support
2.6
first year's maintenance ($/,850/ Training
2.4
year thereafter).
Advantages: Flexible.
CIRCLE 539 ON READER CARD
Modification required: Usually
none.
Fixed Assets
Price: $ /7,000, plus $2,OOO/year
IBM Corp., GSD
maintenance.
Versionsfor IBM S/3. S/32. and S/34 CIRCLE 301 ON READER CARD

Fixed Assets
Management Science America
(MSA)
General-purpose fixed ,assets system for a variety of mainframes
with ANSI COBOL.
Users reporting:
7
Overall satisfaction
2.7
'Throughput/efficiency
2.4
2.3
Ease of installation
Ease of use
2.6
Documentation
2.3
2.1
Vendor technical support
Training
2.2
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $20.000. includesfirst year's
maintenance (approx. JO%/year
thereafter).
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FLEE/FLIM
#
Goal Systems Corp.
Replacment linkage editor and
MAINT utility for IBM 370 DOS/VS
systems.
Users reporting:
35
Overall satisfaction
4.0
Throughput/efficiency
3.9
3.8
Ease of installation
3.8
Ease of use
Documentation
3.7
3.1
Vendor technical support
Training
3.8
Advantages: Saves system resources; flexible; inexpensive.

CIRCLE 87 ON READER CARD

186 DATAMATION

Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $29.160. includes first 3years maintenance ($243/year
thereafter). Monthly lease $90 or
$972/year. including maintenance.
CIRCLE 303 ON READER CARD

FORESIGHT
Foresight Systems, Inc.
Financial planning package written
in FORTRAN.
Users reporting:
11
Overall satisfaction
3.2
Throughput/efficiency
2.6
3.1
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.0
Documentation
2.7
Vendor technical support
2.6
Training
2.9
Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $30,000.
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FORTE
Burroughs Corp.
Disk file management system for
Burroughs B 1700 and up.
Users reporting:
14
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
2.9
3.3
Ease of installation
3.4
Ease of use
Documentation
2.6
Vendor technical support
2.6

Datamedia terminals
are distributed by:
NEW ENGLAND
Boston
Marketechs
617/237/4343
MID-ATLANTIC
Hillsdale
Eastern Terminals & Communications
201/664/1050
New York City
Eastern Terminals & Communications
212/391/2957
Philadelphia
Eastern Terminals & Communications
2151757/5136

Rochester
Western New York Computing Systems
716/381/4120
SOUTHEAST
Miami
Radix 2 Corporation
305/374/8300

Now it costs less to own the product that scored highest in Datapro's
survey of alphanumeric display terminals for an unprecedented
second straight year.
Now it costs less to own the award-winning terminal that's been
providing end users, OEM firms and systems houses a level of price
and performance unmatched in the industry ... the commitment to
quality in workmanship that gives new definition to reliability ... and
the belief in service after the sale that adds a new dimension to
responsiveness.
It's called making a great value an even greater one. From Datamedia.

CRT's to meet your needs
• Character Interactive
• Buffered Editing
• ASCIl/APL

• Portable
• Programmable
• DEC VT-52 Compatible

Call now about our new prices.

[O)tBlfr~m~coJgtal
CC@U1Q)(Q)W~~U(O)[{I)
7300 N. Crescent Blvd. • Pennsauken, NJ 08110

Gaithersburg, MD 3011948/1670
Houston, TX 713/871/0320
Los Angeles, CA 213/397/3556
Minneapolis, MN 612/483/0858
Pennsauken, NJ Tel: 609/665/2382
TWX: 710/892/1693

MOUNTAIN STATES
Denver
American Teledata
303/427/2900
SOUTHWEST
Albuquerque
BFANM Corporation
505/292/1212
Austin
Systems Support Group
512/454/6381
Dallas
Noakes Data Communications
214/255/1151
Systems Support Group
214/234/4871
Houston
Noakes Data Communications
713/688/9568
Systems Support Group
713/683/6824
Las Cruces
BFANM Corporation
505/523/0601
FAR WEST
Irvine
Computer Datacom
714/540/6327
Long Beach
CTI Data Systems
213/42617375

Redwood City
Product Associates
415/368/0640
San Diego
CTI Data Systems
714/292/0636
San Jose
Digicom Data Products
408/279/8711
NORTHWEST
Portland
DATEC
503/641/6644
Seattle
DATEC
206/575/1470

Additional
distributor
inquiries invited

INTERNATIONAL: Ca!1ada: Datamex, Ltd., Ontario/Quebec. Belgium: Inex, (02) 5124037. Italy: Eltron s.r.i., (030) 55-26-41554.
Sweden: Teleinstruments ab, 08-38-03 70 • Switzerland: Teledynamics, 01-563300. United Kingdom: Mellor Data, 020629-8181 •
West Germany: Video Data Systems, (061 81) 73951 • Australia: Intelec Data Systems, (03) 232-3118. Japan: Protech, (03) 384-0225
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2.7 maintenance (10% per year thereAdvantages: Saves human re- after).
CIRCLE 309 ON READER CARD
sources; flexible.
.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $ / 2,000, plus $ / ,200/year li- FRS
cense fee.
. Price Waterhouse & Co.
An advanced financial reporting
CIRCLE 305 ON READER CARD
system that can be installed on IBM
360/370, NCR, Univac, and Burroughs computers.
FORTRAN
Training

Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)

Available in various versions to
support DEC computers.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput / efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

29
3.1
3.2
3.0
3.2
'3.0
2.4
2.0

Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $9,000.
CIRCLE 306 ON READER CARD

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

5
2.6
1.6
2.2
2.8
2.4
2.4
2.5

Advantages: Saves human resources.
Disadvantages: Slow
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor or user.
Price: $ / 5,000-$30,000 including
periodic updates.
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FORTRAN
IBM Corp., GSD

Subset
S/3.

FORTRAN

compiler for

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

IBM

6
3.2
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.5
3.0
-

Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $/29/month.
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FORTRAN
IBM Corp., DPD

Versions for IBM 360/370 DOS. OS,
and their vs counterpart systems.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

7
3.4
3.1
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
-

Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $402/month.
CIRCLE 308 ON READER CARD

I 130/FORTRAN
DNA Systems Inc.

:fl:

For IBM / /30 and compatible systems.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

17
3.8
3.6
3.3
3.7
3.1
3.3
3.0

Advantages: Inexpensive; flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $/,495, includes first year's
188 DATAMATION

GBASWIFf
GBA International

Data communications monitor for
IBM 360/370 DOS and DOS/VS systems.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

10
3.2
3.0
3.5
3.5
3.3
3.4
2.6

to run on the

IBM

S/3.

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

5
2.0
1.5
2.0
2.0
2.6
1.6
2.0

Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $/,000, plus $/,000-$2,000
installation fee.
.
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General Ledger
Bancroft Computer Systems

A 'multicompany general ledger
systems designed to run on the IBM
S/3.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

6
3.3
3.2
2.8
3.3
3.3
3.0
2.0

Advantages: Inexpensive.
Modification reqUired: Usually, by
user.
Price: $1,995 perpetual license fee,
includes maintenance.
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General Ledger
Burroughs Corp.

Generalized general ledger accounting system.
Users reporting:
6

2.2
Advantages: Saves system and hu- . Overall satisfaction
man resources; flexible; inexpen- Throughput/efficiency
2.0
Ease of installation
sive.
1.8
Modification required: Usually
Ease of use
2.5
1.7
Documentation
none.
Price: $7,500-25,000, plus options, Vendor technical support
- 1.8
includes first year's maintenance .Training
1.4
(5 % of purchase price up to $ / ,200 Advantages: Inexpensive.
Disadvantages: Slow.
thereafter).
Modification required: Usually, by
CIRCLE 311 ON READER CARD
user.
Price: $900-$/,700, plus $40GEMCOS
$ / 55/year license fee.
Burroughs Corp.
Generalized message control sys- CIRCLE 315 ON READER CARD
tem for the Burroughs B /800 SeGeneral Ledger
ries.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

7
3.3
3.1
2.9
3.0
2.4
2.3
2.0

Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible.
Modification reqUired: Usually.
none.
Price: $6,000-$14,000, plus /0%
of purchase price per year license
fee.

Financial Technology, Inc.

General ledger and financial information system for banks; can be installed on most systems with an
ANSI COBOL compiler.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

5
2.4
2.6
2.2
2.8
1.8
2.0
2.0

General Ledger
Arthur Andersen & Co.

Modification reqUired: Usually, by
user.
Price: $22,000 (with financial
planning system and financial information system), includes first
year's maintenance (/0% ofcurrent
purchase price thereafter).

A general ledger package designed

CIRCLE 316 ON READER CARD
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General Ledger
Honeywell Information Systems,
Inc.
'

Standard general ledger system for
HIS Series 60, 600, 60()O, and Level
6 computers.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

II
2.5
2.2
2.0
2.4
1.8
1.6
1.4

Advantages: Inexpensive; saves
human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $2,067-$4,000 initial license, plus $78-$/33 monthly Iicensefee.
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General Ledger
Infonational

In ANSI COBOL for most mainframes.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

9
3.0
2.2
2.4
2.7
2.9
2.1
2.3

Advantages: Flexible.
Modification required: Usual/y, by
vendor or user.
Price: $33,500, plus $3,OOO/year
maintenance.
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General Ledger
IBM Corp., GSD

Generalized package to run on

IBM

S/J
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

20
2.8
2.5
2.3
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.6

Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $85 for 12 months.
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General Ledger
IBM Corp., GSD

Version to run on

IBM

S/32.

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

8
3.1
2.8
3.1
3.0
2.8
3.3
2.7

Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $29/month.
CIRCLE 320 ON READER CARD
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Comprehensive software capability
for financial transaction systems:
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SERIES 7400.
INCOTERM offers "total solution" hardThe Series 7400 Cash Control System
ware and software for financial transacnot only includes the transaction rou, tines, control programs, and reporting
tion systems. Series 7400 Cash Control
System is the standard software compofeatures necessary for full cash control;
but also includes a comprehensive set of
nent which supports tellers, administrative and automatic teller machine devices software tools far documentation maintenance, system modification, 'and new
offered as part of Series 7000. It makes
transaction development.
comprehensive automatic data capture
and teller cash control possible in branch Series 7400 software - and the com'plete I ine of Series 7000 hardware - can
automation. It is a first.
First ... because it is a standard software
take the risk out of branch automation.
Why not get the "total solution" story?
product - a complete set of transaction,
Write or call today.
reporting, and control programs. First ...
because it's a software package that
doesn't "box you in", but lets you tailor
More power
transactions to your needs in a high
level language. First ... because it's
proven in on-I ine and off-line use by
tellers, administrative officers, and
branch management.
You'll find it improves teller efficiency
and customer service with interactive
access to account information, and
'IiIIIIiIOlIiii_~ CORPORAT/ON
improves bank operations by providA
Subsidiary of Honeywell Inc.
ing electronic journaling for paper
65 Walnut Street, Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts 02181
truncation.
Telephone: (617) 237-2100

to your
tenninal.
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TheC3-0EM.isanultra-~ighper·

formance microcomputersystel"n'
Its powerful 6502A microprocessor
(now triple sourced) out- ,
benchmarks ,all 6800-and
8080-based, cornPuters·in.·BASlq
and machine qodeusingthe
BASIC and ,assembler provided
standard with .this system.
In fact, the P3-0EM(3xecutes'
standard BASIC language programs at speed comparable to
'small 16 bit minicomputers.
Ohio Scientific has avast
library of low costsoftwarefor the
high performance 6502A including
an on-line debugger, a disassem.;
bier, several specialized disk
operating. systems and, appJisa- ..•..
tions programs suchasouf\Nord
processor package and adata
base management system. How:
ever, the C3-0E~ Jsnotjustlimited
to 6502 based software. This
.',
remarkable machine also has a
6800 and a Z-80microprocessor.

The system' .iflcl~deS?,.sc)~tware
" switchsothatmachir'leoperation
can bf3 switchedJrom one processor to another under software
control!'
.
···So,.oh~9Clnstartwithe~isting
6800,80~9()~i~.80 progr~ms.While

, devE3lopingr'l~"Ys()f~'Nare.J6r.the
ultra-high performance6!?Q2A.
'.. .' The93,-()EM'isn'tcheCip ..It's a
quallty·product\Nit~ •. m~chanic~1
featlJresHkeql.:recognized power
supplies,a thr~e-stage.·ba.ked-on
enamel.finish. andtptally. m()dular
construction; ...; . •. •. . • >.<
Itis theproductof ()hio
SCien,tific'sthousClnds.ot01icr()~ .
computer systems experience. In
fact; all the electronics ofthe '
C3-0EM~ave been in production
fornearly,ayearand' have field
proven reliability. And,best of all,
this machine is available now in
quantity for immediate delivery!
, CIRCLE 123 ON READER CARD

A fullspectrum ofadd-ons are now
ayailable including more memory,
,tjpto 16 serial ports, 96paralleillO
lines, a video. display, a parallel line
p~inter interfa:c~anda 74fnillion
byte Winchester disk drive;
~25-49 .unit.price

.1-4.' $3590.
. 5-9 $3300.
'10-24$3100.
Phone (216) 562-3101
or write for more information
and the 03-0EM representative
in your area.

~n~n7j;.gr~Nr~~r:rYl·' r~f=~l[J;J
(··.~".''''"-:..J,-.C_ll.....JI...J:,-.,jLJ
L,,J L.lLJ
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1333 S. Chillicothe Rd.
Aurora, OH 44202

USER RATINGS

I

General Ledger
Management Science America
(MSA)

Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $907-$/ ,926/month.

In ANSI COBOL to run on most mainframes.
Users reporting:
36
2.8
Overall satisfaction
2.3
Throughput/efficiency
2.3
Ease of installation
2.4
Ease of use
2.8
Documentation
Vendor technical support
2.6
2.7
Training
Advantages: Flexible.
Disadvantages: Complex; uses excessive resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $40,000, includes first year's
maintenance (approx. IO%/year
thereafter).

CIRCLE 324 ON READER CARD
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General Ledger
NCR Corp.

Generalized system for use on most
NCR computeres.
Users reporting: \
9
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput/ efficiency
2.9
2.7
Ease of installation
2.9
Ease of use
Documentation
2.9
Vendor technical support
2.4
2.1
Training
Advantages: Inexpensive; saves
human resources..
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $490. Monthly lease $10.
CIRCLE 322 ON READER CARD

General Ledger
Software International Corp.

In ANSI COBOL to run on most mainframes and minis.
Users reporting:
36
Overall satisfaction
2.8
2.5
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
2.4
Ease of use
2.9
Documentation
2.9
2.5
Vendor technical support
Training
2.6
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $15,000-$52,500, includes
first year's maintenance (10% of
purchase price per year thereafter).
CIRCLE 323 ON READER CARD

GIS
IBM Corp., DPD

Information inquiry and retrieval
system.
Users reporting:
6
Overall satisfaction
2.5
Throughput/efficiency
2.3
3.0
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.0
Documentation
2.3
Vendor technical support
2.3
Training
2.3
Advantages: Saves human resources.

GIS (Guidance Info. System)
Time Share Corp.

~

School curriculum guidance system; runs on Hewlett-Packard 2000
series.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
3.8
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
3.8
3.0
Ease of use
Documentation
3.2
Vendor technical support
3.4
Training
3.5
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $2,200-$9,900, includes first
year's maintenance.
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GRASP
SOl
Spooling enhancement to IBM
360/370 DOS and DOS/VS; two versions available.
Users reporting:
36
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
3.3
3.5
Ease of installation
3.4
Ease of use
3.0
Documentation
Vendor technical support
2.8
Training
2.8
Advantages: Saves system resources.
Disadvantages: Costly.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: Vendor will not release pricing.
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Health Care System (HCS)
IBM Corp., DPD

A specialized hospital-oriented accounting system for DOS/VS installations.
Users reporting:
6
Overall satisfaction
2.2
2.0
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
2.2
2.2
Ease of use
Documentation
2.2
Vendor technical support
2.2
Training
2.2
Disadvantages: Complex; uses excessive resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $109/month.
CIRCLE 327 ON READER CARD

HFMS
IBM Corp., GSD

Hospital Financial Management
System for IBM S/32.
Users reporting:
7
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
2.4
2.9
Ease of installation

Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

3.1
3.6
3.4
2.6

Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible.
Modification required: All reported user modification.
Price: $/ 56/month for 4-module
package; $27-55/month for each
module.
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Human Resource System
Information Science Inc. (InSci)

Human resource system for IBM
360/370 computers.
Users reporting:
8
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
2.9
2.5
Ease of installation
3.0
Ease of use
Documentation
3.1
Vendor technical support
2.4
Training
2.8
Advantages: Saves human re':'
sources; fleXible.
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor or user.
Price: $50,000 plus (depending on
modifications, options, and expansions), includes first year's maintenance (approx. 10% of purchase
price per year thereafter).
CIRCLE 329 ON READER CARD

ICS/90
Sperry Univac

Data collection system for use on
Series 90; data transfer functions
also available.
Users reporting:
6
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
3.0
Ease of installation
3.3
3.5
Ease of use
3.0
Documentation
Vendor technical support
2.0
Training
2.3
Advantages: Inexpensive; saves
human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor or user.
Price: $80/month.
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IDMS
Cullinane Corp.

Data base management system for
360/370 and Univac computers.
Users reporting:
42
Overall satisfaction
3.5
Throughput/ efficiency
3.3
3.5
Ease of installation
3.4
Ease of use
3.1
Documentation
Vendor technical support
3.5
Training
3.3
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $45,000 license fee, plus
$4,500 annual renewal, includes
maintenance.
IBM
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I.G.A.S.
NCR Corp.

Interactive generalized accounting
system for use on small to mediumscale NCR computers.
Users reporting:
6
Overall satisfaction
2.7
Throughput/efficiency
2.2
3.0
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.2
Documentation
1.7
2.0
Vendor technical support
Training
1.5
Advantages: Inexpensive; saves
human resources.
Disadvantages: Slow.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: Consists of 4 modules $720$2,/60, plus $30-$90 per year
maintenance. Monthly lease $18$53.
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IMAGE/lOOO
Hewlett-Packard Co.

Data base management system for
the HP /000 series computers.
Users reporting:
9
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
2.9
3.4
Ease of installation
3.0
Ease of use
Documentation
2.5
Vendor technical support
2.7
Training
3.3
Advantages: Flexible, inexpensive.
Disadvantages: Lacks key capabilities.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $2,500, plus $125/month
maintenance.
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IMAGE/3000
Hewlett-Packard Co.

~

Data base management system for
the HP 3000 series computers.
Users reporting:
30
3.5
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
3.3
3.7
Ease of installation
3.6
Ease of use
Documentation
3.2
3.0
Vendor technical support
Training
·2.7
Advantages: Flexible.
Modification reqUired: Usually
none.
Price: $3,000, plus $125/month
maintenance.
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IMS (Inventory Management
System)
Honeywell Information Systems,
Inc.

An inventory management system
that provides bill of material processing and related functions on
most medium to large-scale HIS
computers.
Users reporting:
16
Overall satisfaction
3.2
Throughput/efficiency
2.9
2.6
Ease of installation
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Towhona
doespJIW eonaputer repOl't?
Top-management
across the country asks
Security and cost control. Two critical areas
the same question in
of
concern. Two examples of what Sun can do.
different words. * They
wonder who will assume
fully operational site, with your
Security. What if disaster
pre-tested programs. Your personnel
struck? Of the 5 important areas of
ultimate responsibility for
in charge. Small wonder many of
concern we identify in our booklets,
the validity of data. They
the country's largest companies and
seCurity is paramount. For without
believe that the benefits of
leading financial institutions already
effective back-up and recovery,
subscribe to Sungard. If you have
many computer dependent
EDP outweigh the costs.
the slightest doubt about your
companies risk millions of dollars
But they want their reports
computer recovery plans, talk to
in losses, weeks of downtime better organized and more
us. Soon.
maybe everything. Yet, until we
developed Sungard, there simply
timely. Significantly, a
Cost control. The nickel
were
no acceptable alternatives.
"language" barrier seems
and dime problems that add up to
thousands. They're typica) in many
Sungard. The first fully
the biggest obstacle
companies. And certainly in bulk.
effective
plan
for
back-up
to progress.
petroleum distribution centers. So
and recovery.
There are no instant
whether you manage one or not,
Fire. Sabotage. Tornado. Your
consider the business and operaanswers. But there's a
computer goes down. Hard. Within
tional
knowledge it took to develop
24
hours,
Sungard
puts
you
back
in
good place to start.
Sun's Automated Bulk Terminals.
business
Send for our two new
A computer system that virtually
with guarbooklets. We suggest
_....JIIiiiiiiii====:::::::::===::::::=~ anteed
eliminates loss from theft. That
timely reports. Improved
sound management
to access to a delivers
cash flow. And installs in easily
principles for dealing
talk the
budgeted
with your computer
modules. That
kind of
resource. We identify 5
DP Dept.
expertise is
crucial areas in which to
How
available to
apply them. And we proyou now
talk
from Sun.
vide 5 sets of questions
designed to help you get
the right answers.
SU·~
,.~.

HOW
to

to

to the

Executive

'Based upon 1978 survey conducted by
McGraw-Hili for Sun Information Services.

Sun
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D
D
D

o

lNFORMA

SERVICE.'

Sun

Please send me the
following booklet(s}:
How to talk to the How to talk to the
DP Dept.
Executive Suite.
Copies
( ) Copies

o
O
o
O
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N,ITO

TOe

Company

Phone Number

~

~

~

~

~~~'?;~~~T/ON

COMPANY
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o

B
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COM'"

Please tell me
more about:
(
)
Sungard.
( ) ABT.
( ) Other programs
and services. A Sun Company

~N1fORUVlA1r~ON

SrE~V~CrES

C(Q)~\fHO>AN\l
68DE. SWEDESFORD ROAD, WAYNE, PA 19087
Phone toll-free 800-523-0222
In Penna., call collect 215-293-0660

'

We speak business.
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USER RATINGS
Ease of use
2.6
Documentation
2.6
Vendor technical support
2.7
Training
2.8
Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $/ ,66/-$/9,928 initial license, plus $45-$44/ monthly license.
CIRCLE 335 ON READER CARD

IMS
IBM Corp., DPD
Data base management system for
IBM 360/370 os and OS/VS.
Users reporting:
34
Overall satisfaction
2.9
Throughput/efficiency
2.4
2.2
Ease of installation
Ease of use
2.5
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
2.8
Training
2.6
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Disadvantages: Complex; uses excessive resources; cost/yo
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $646-$/ ,346/month (360),
$950-$4,225/month VS.
CIRCLE 336 ON READER CARD

IMSL Library
IMSL, Inc.
Math and statistical subroutines,
available for most general-purpose
computing systems.
Users reporting:
17
Overall satisfaction
3.4
Throughput/efficiency
3.2
3.1
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.1
Documentation
3.2
Vendor technical support
3.2
4.0
Training
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $/ ,220/year,
including
maintenance; for universities
$980/year, including maintenance.
CIRCLE 337 ON READER CARD

Installment Loan
Florida Software Services, Inc.
Gener'al-purpose loan system for
IBM 360/370, Burroughs, and Honeywel/ computers.
Users reporting:
11
Overall satisfaction
3.1
Throughput/efficiency
2.5
2.5
Ease of installation
2.9
Ease of use
Documentation
2.6
Vendor technical support
2.2
Training
1.5
Advantages: Flexible; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usual/y, by
user.
Price: $ /5,800, includes first year's
maintenance ($/ ,980/year thereafter).
CIRCLE 338 ON READER CARD
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Intercomm
Informatics Inc.
Data communications monitor for
IBM 360/370 os and OS/VS systems.
Users reporting:
11
Overall satisfaction
2.8
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
2.3
2.7
Ease of use
Documentation
2.3
Vendor technical support
2.6
Training
2.4
Advantages: Flexible.
Disadvantages: Complex.
Modification reqUired: Usual/y
none.
Price: From $38,000.
CIRCLE 339 ON READER CARD

InterTest
On-Line Software International
Interactive CICS testing program for
any version of CICS.
Users reporting:
10
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
3.2
3.1
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.0
Documentation
2.9
Vendor technical support
3.3
Training
3.5
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $9,000, includes first year's
maintenance (/0 % of price per year
thereafter).
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INQUIRE
~
Infodata Systems, Inc.
Fully integrated data base management systemfor IBM 360/370 os and
OS/VS systems.
Users reporting:
8
Overall satisfaction
3.8
Throughput/efficiency
2.8
3.6
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.3
Documentation
2.9
Vendor technical support
3.3
Training
2.9
Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible.
Modification require.d:. Usually
none.
Price: $65,000-$/30,000, includes
first year's maintenance ($500$700/month thereafter).
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INVEN/3
IBM Corp., GSD
Inventory management system for
IBM S/3.
Users reporting:
13
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
2.5
2.8
Ease of installation
2.8
Ease of use
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
2.7
Training
2.4
Advantages: Saves human resources; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usual/y, by

user.
Price: $300 for /2 months.
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IPICS
IBM Corp., GSD
Initial production inventory control
system fOr/BM S/3.
Users reporting:
56
3.0
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
2.6
2.5
Ease of instalIation
2.7
Ease of use
Documentation
2.4
Vendor technical support
2.6
Training
2.5
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $100 for /2 months (engineering and production data control), plus $110 for /2 months
(product costing).
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IPS
Burroughs Corp.
Commercial bank item processing
system.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
2.8
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
2.6
2.8
Ease of use
Documentation
2.4
Vendor technical support
2.2
2.0
Training
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Disadvantages: Complex.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $/7,000-$24,000, plus $850$ /, 200/year license fee.
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IRP
IBM Corp., GSD
Inventory and requirements planning for IBM S/3.
Users reporting:
13
Overall satisfaction
2.9
2.9
Throughpu t/ efficiency
Ease of installation
2.5
2.7
Ease of use
Documentation
2.4
Vendor technical support
2.7
Training
2.8
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $94/month.
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JAS/3
IBM Corp., GSD
Critical path method project planning and supervising for disk IBM
S/3.
Users reporting:
12
Overall satisfaction
2.8
Throughput/efficiency
2.9
Ease of installation
2.3
1.9
Ease of use

2.0
Documentation
Vendor technical support
1.8
Training
1.3
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $90/month.
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JASPER
Datachron Corp.
Job accounting and performance
analysis for IBM 360/370 DOS, OS,
and VS, or EDOS operating systems.
Users reporting:
9
Overall satisfaction
2.9
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
3.7
3.1
Ease of use
Documentation
2.8
3.0
Vendor technical support
Training
2.6
Advantages: Flexible; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none; sometimes by vendor.
Price: $6,000, includes first year's
maintenance (/2 % of purchase
price per year thereafter). Monthly
lease $4/0.
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Job Accounting (DOS)
Johnson Systems, Inc.
Job accounting and resource measurement for IBM 360/370 DOS or
DOS/VS; CICS measurement optional.
Users reporting:
28
Overall satisfaction
3.1
Throughput/efficiency
2.7
3.1
Ease of installation
Ease of use
2.7
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
2.9
Training
2.7
Advantages: Flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $4,000, includes first year's
maintenance (/0% thereafter).
Monthly lease /0%. CICS $3,000; 4
additional options at $ / ,500 each.
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Job Accounting (OS)
Johnson Systems, Inc.
Same functions as product listed
above, but for use with os or OS/VS
systems. CICS measurement optional.
Users reporting:
12
Overall satisfaction
3.1
Throughput/ efficiency
2;9
Ease of installation
3.3
2.8
Ease of use
Documentation
2.7
Vendor technical support
2.8
Training
2.9
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $8,000, includes first year's
maintenance (/0 % per year thereafter). Monthly lease /0%. ClCS
$4,000; 4 additional options $ / ,500
each.
CIRCLE 349 ON READER CARD

"Who wins when we choose
Digitafs TRAX over IBMs CICS?"*

It's today's most important
question in transaction processing.
You win - with the first mini-based
transaction processing system designed
exclusively to meet today's transaction processing needs.
You win time. TRAX lets you get your
applications up faster. All of its systems programs are built in.
And you save money. Big money.
You cut your installation costs-you're
buying a mini, not a mainframe.
You cut your applications programming
costs - TRAX has a new and easy forms
generating language.
And you cut communications costsTRAX is a distributed processing system, and
allows you to set up a terminal network
backed by service and support worldwide.
And still you get mainframe transaction
processing functionality including journaling, staging, record locking and automatic
application recovery, and more.

Yes, TRAX can talk to your mainframe.
And it lets your mainframe do what it does
best. While you leave the transaction processing to TRAX.
*CICS is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

r--------------------,
Digital Equipment Corporation, 146 Main Street,
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754.
Attention: Customer Services (NR-2/2)
o Please have a representative call.
o Please send the TRAX brochure.
o Please send the TRAX technical summary.
Name ____________________________
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State

Zip _ _
D 128

-------------------European headquarters: 12, avo des Morgines, 1213 Petit-Laney/
Geneva. In Canada: Digital Equipment of Canada, Ltd.
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~ISS~L~ software puts truly ~rofessional graphICS WIthIn reach. No longer IS art department
touch-up necessary. Total flexibility permits tailoring of XY-diagrams, bar charts, pie charts, maps,
3-D plots, and annotation to all special needs.
Graphics for publications, presentations, management reports and internal documentation can be
produced quickly and correctly. At last, sop his..:
ticated presentation methods can do full justice to
advanced analysis techniques;

DEVICE INDEPENDENI'
DISSPLA can drive any graphics device whatsoever; our users have Broomall, CalComp, Gerber,
Hewlett Packard, Houston Instrument, Xynetics
and Zeta pen plotters; Gould, Varian and Versatec
electrostatic plotters; DatagraphiX, DICOMED,
III, Singer and 3M microfilm recorders; Chromatics, Computek, Tektronix, and Vector General
CRT's; and m.any others. If it can draw a straight
line, DISSPLA can plot on it.
000000000000

000000000000

IF01R{~ llJIIBnRtA~Y

DISSPLA is currently operating on all large-scale
Amdahl, Burroughs, CDC, DEC, Hewlett Packard,
Honeywell, IBM, TI, UNIVAC and XDS' systems,
plus the Harris midicomputer. The DISSPLA
routines may be called from FORTRAN, PL/I,
COBOL, ALGOL, etc.

EASY ro UJ§IE

High level commands with easily remembered
mnemonics, sensible ." defaults, minimal' parameter
strings, and clear diagnostics make this available
to any user,' not only graphics experts. Extensive
documentation and user training is provided.

DI.D*PlR®
Display Integrated Software System and Plotting LAnguage
A proprietary software product of ISSCO

1./J/rD®
Integrated Software .Systems Corporation
4186 Sorrento Valley Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121 (714) 452.-0170
In Washington, D.C.:
In Europe:
Applied Urbanetics, Inc.
Repkob.v.
1701 K. St., NW
van Blankenburqstraat 58
The Hague. Holland
Washington. D.C. 20006
Phone (202) 331·1800
Phone: 070-608425
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USER RATINGS
Job Monitor/Job Accounting
Westinghouse Electric Corp.

Job accountingfor IBM 360/370 DOS
or DOS/VS.,
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

9
3.2
3.0
3.3
3.3
3.0
2.8
3.0

Advantages: Inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none.
.
Pric~: $3.500 .. plus $350/year
maintenance.
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The LIBRARIAN
Applied Data Research Corp.
(ADR)

A source progr,am managem(?nt sys:lemwith batch and on-line retrieval
capabilities.
Users reporting:
107
Overall· satisfaction
Throughput/ efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technicai support
Training

3.6
3.5
3.6
3.6
3.2
3.1
3.1

Advantages: Saves human resources.
¥odification required: Usually
lIone.
Price: $3.000-;$12.000; includes
first year's maintenance. ($450$/.800 thereafter). Monthly lease
$150-$500
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ijfe~c.om~
Informatics Inc.'

Life and health insurance administratiOli system for IBM 360/370
computers.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training.

6
2.8
2.7
2.2
2.4
3.0
2.6
2.4

Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible.
Disadvantages: Complex.
Modification required: Usually; by
user.
Price: Vendor will not release pricing.
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WGOUT
Macro 4 Inc.

DOS and DOS/VS console message
analysis sys.tem.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

7
3.9
3.7
3.3
3.7
3.0
3.3
3.5

Advantages: Inexpensive; saves
human resources.
'Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $90/month. includes maintenance.
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WOK
Applied· Data Research Corp.
(ADR)
A performance measurement tool
for measuring, cpu usage. ./fa and
paging activity. and core utilization.
Users reporting:
8
3.4
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/ efficiency
3.4
Ease of installation
3.5
Ease of use
3.9
Documentation
3.3
Vendor technical support
3.3
3.0
Training
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification ~equired: Usually
none.
Price: $5.000-$/0.000. includes
first. year's maintenance ($750$/.SOO/year thereafter). Monthly
lease $250-$500.
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MARK IV
Informatics inc.

Data management system for any
IBMi.lJ6iJ/370; optional interfaces to
a wide range of data base management systems.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Th rough pu t / efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

61
3.2
2.8
3.2
2.9
2.8
2.8
2.9

Advantages: Saves human resourc(?s; flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $/2.000-$44.000. plus options:
CIRCLE 355 ON READER CARD

MAS Systems
Martin Mari~tta Data Systems

A collection of manufacturing control systems for use on IBM 360/370.
Honeywell, and Univac computers.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
TraIning

8
2.3
2.0
2.1
2.1
2.3
2.1
2.2

Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Disadvantages: Complex.
Modification required: Usually. by
vendor.
Price: Vendor will not release pr;C:. .
ing.
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MEDPRO.
HBO ~ Co.

0

In-patient/out':'patient. emergency
room admittance and billing system; also. supports intra-hospital
communications; runs on FourPhase 470 and 490 computers.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor 'technical support
Training

8.
3.9
3.9
3.6
4.0
2.9
3.6
3.0

Advmltages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually. by
vehdor.
Price: $7.000-$25.000.
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MilS Operating System
Medical information Technology,
Inc~ (MEDITECH)

Time-sharing executive and interpretive informaiion system; runs on
DEC PDP-II. Data General complete
/ine. and IBM Series/I; written in dialect of MUMPS.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

5
3.4
3.4
3.8
3.6
2.8
3.6
2.8

Advantages: Flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $15.000 ,(99-year license).
plus $150/month maintenance.
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Vendor technical support
Training

Advantages: Inexpensive.
Disadvantages: Inflexible.
Modification required: Usually. by
us(!r.
Price:' $315 for 9-module package;'
$29-:-$45/month per module.
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Mortgage Loan
Florida Software Services, Inc.

Generalized mortgage loan system
for iBM 360/370. Burroughs. and
Honeywell computers.
Users reporting:
Overali satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor techniCal support
Training

Informatic~ Inc.
Communications monitor for
smaller mjs or DOS/VS installations.
Use.~~ report,inS:.
9
Overalhsatisfaction
3.6
3.~
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
3.6
3:7
Ease of use,
Documentation
2.6
Vendor technical support
2.9
Training
'2.9

Advantages: Inexpensive; saves
system and human resources.
Mod;flcationrequired: Usually. by
vendor.
.
Price: .from ,$9,500.
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MMAS Business Applications
I BM Corp., GSD.

Generalized manufacturing management accounting routinesfor the
IBMS/32.
,Users reporting: .
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation

14
2.6
1.9
2.9
2.4
3.3

12
2.8
2.6
2.8
2.8
2.6
2.4
2.5

Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
price: $26.300. includes first 6
months maintenance ($2.940/year
t~ereafter).
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MTCS
IBM Corp.,DPD

MinilJlum Teleprocessing Communications System.
Users'reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Tr~ining

Minicomm

3.1
2.0

13
2.7
2.6
2.5
2.2
1.4
2.4
1.7

Advantages: Inexpensive.
Disadvantages:. Lacks keycapabilities.
Modification required: Usuq.lly. by
vendor.
Rrice: $427 for 12 months.
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NDL
Burroughs Corp.

Network Definition Language that
enables the definition and generation of customized controller programs for use on most B Series
computers.
!Jsers reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

35
3.4
3.2
3.3
3.4
2.5
2.5
2.6

Advantages: Flexible:' saves human and system resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $4.600. plus $460/year licensefee.
CIRCLE 363 ON READER CARD
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HowHoneywell helps you
lnanage all that data.
I

I

A s computer users move evolved to today's Data Manage- in the first place. Independence
into interactive and distributed
ment-IV system, which provides between the data structure,
systems, large data bases become a broad range of integrated on- application programs, and mass
increasingly necessary. And the line data management capabil- storage devices means you can
storage and retrieval of this data ities. Through a set of compatible make changes in one area withbecomes a problem.
software subsystems, DM-IV
out having to redesign others.
Some computer manufacturers supports concurrent access by
Data integrity and
simply recommend more comlarge numbers of users to computer hardware. But this fails to mon shared data bases in both
security are safeguarded.
address the key issue of control. conversational and procedural
Honeywell data base systems,
At Honeywell, we make effec- processing modes.
and their hardware and software
N
I d
provide outstanding controls to '
tive co?trol of ?ata the ~ou~dation
~ we ea.
protect your data from acciof our InterCl:ctIve and .dlstnb.uted.
systems. This control IS provIded with relational techniques. dental destruction or from
Our Multics Data Base Man- unauthorized access.
by proven ~ata base management technIques.
ager is the industry's first fully
,
Control.
Its
what
implemented
relational
data
base
We pioneered
capability commercially available managers need most.
and improved
from a computer manufacturer.
From the most complex comdata base management. MDBM offers an exceptional .
degree
of
user
flexibility.
The
puter
syste?1s to the .sI~plest
The Integrated Data Store
result is an opportunity for a sig- control deVIces, prOVIdIng better
system introduced in 1963 is
nificant increase in the producwa~s to help you control your
regarded as the industry's first.
f
.
t
of
both
rogrammers
and
bus~ness has always been our
Its innovative data base structur- IVI y
P
bUSIness at Honeywell.
ing techniques have been imiend users.
For more information on Data
tated by others, and from it
Our systems are easy to Base Control, write: Honeywell,
evolved the current CODASYL
•
•
200 Smith Street (MS 487),
standards.
install, easy to mamtain. Waltham, Massachusetts 02154.
Now, after years of data base
Honeywell data base design
installation experience, 1-D-S has and definition techniques make
it simple to set up your data base

Honeywell
CIRCLE 74 ON READER CARD
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You definitely get more with DEC®

Plessey controls your costs:

With every RP04/S/6;
you get a controller:
To get mass storage for yourPDP-ll~you can
use DEC's RJP04 or 05 with their 88 megabyte
drives, or the R]P06 with its 176 megabyte
drive. After installing DEC's four-board RHll ®
interface, drives can be added up to a maximum
system capacity of 1408 megabytes.
But each drive you add comes with its own
controller, the large box on the side of the drive.
This adds hundreds of IC's to your system, and
thousands of dollars to your system costs.
®Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

Our PM-DSll/300C mass storage systems are
direct replacements for DEC's RJP04/5/6 systems, but store up to 45% more and cost 30% less.
Fully compatible with standard DEC diagnostics and operating systems, Plessey mass
storage systems use a single microprocessorbased controller to handle up to eight of our 254
megabyte drives for a total system capacity of
2000 megabytes. The PM-DCll/300C controller includes power-on and off-line diagnostics,
software error detection and correction, adjustable DMA control and dual Unibus® ports. System expansion requires no special device
drivers, and no additional controllers ..
ThePM-DCll/300Ccontrollerisavailable
in a 5~" expansion chassis with a diagnostic
panel, or may be embedded in only two system
units of your PDP-II cpu.
Providing more reliable yet less expensive
products has made us the largest independent
supplier of DEC-compatible peripherals Our
product line presently includes add-in/add-on
core and semiconductor memories, cartridge
disc systems, floppy disc systems, mag tape systems, complete computer-based systems, and a
wide variety of backplanes, expansion chassis
and other accessories.
We're the only real alternative to DEC for
all your mini peripherals, a complete single
source. For all the details, please contact the
nearest Plessey sales office today.

• Plessey Peripheral Systems
17466 Daimler, Irvine, California 92714, (714) 540-9945
200 DATAMATION
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,NCC '79:
THE COMPLETE
COMPUTING
EXPERIENCE
The 1979 National Computer Conference will provide the
year's most comprehensive computing experience. You'll
see the industry's newest products and services and have
the chance to speak with experts in every area of information processing. NCC '79, June 4-7 in New York City, will
feature more than 120 sessions, a record-breaking exhibition,
a Personal Computing Festival, Professional Development
Seminars, and a variety of special events.
Preregister now to insure fast and easy access to NCC
activities. Regardless of the registration category you select,
your badge, will be mailed to you well in advance of the conference. To preregister, complete and return the coupon.
Practical solutions to data processing .problems will be
emphasized throughout the conference program. Major program areas will include applications, science and technology,
management, and social implications. A special highlight
will be three separate groups
of sessions covering the use
of computers for financial

transactions, in law and public policy, and in health care.
The latest computer hardware, systems, and services will
be on display at NCC '79 on all four floors of the New York
Coliseum and at the nearby New York Hilton Hotel. More
than 350 organizations will occupy nearly 1,700 booths,
making this the largest exhibit of its kind ever assembled.
The Personal Computing Festival will feature program
sessions and application demonstrations of interest to professionals, EDP specialists, and computer hobbyists. A major attraction of the Festival will be commercial exhibits devoted exclusively to personal computing.
The Professional. Development Seminar program will
consist of 15 one-day minicourses designed to increase
professional skills and aid in career development. A separate fee of $50 will be charged for each course. Rounding
out NCC '79 will be plenq.ry sessions, a Pioneer Day pr~
gram commemorating the 20th anniversary of COBOL, a
computer stamp exhibit, and other high-interest activities.
For more information, or to preregister for the full conference, return this coupon.

~-------..,
~CC '79
I

I

c/o American Federation of Information'

THE COMPLETE Processing :ocieties, Inc.
210 Summit Avenue, Montvale,
COMPUTING
New Jersey 07645
EXPERIENCE
201/391-9810
o Please keep me up-to-date on NCC '79, including the
Professional Development Seminars, hOUSing, and registration procedures.

o I wish to preregister for the full conference and have enclosed $60.
o Please send me information on participating in the Personal Computing Festival.
o My company is interested in exhibiting at
the Personal Computing Festival; please
send more details.
o Please send me information on the
NCC '79 Travel Service. .
Name ______________________
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __=___
Company _______________
Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

II
I
I
I
I

__ :.. -:1.:'" .:. ~
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J©n~ ~he N@~n©~\i'Jnde l©~~ ©~ (©M[Q>~~e~ !En~(Q)Si~
The most profitable companies in the EDP industry are regular exhibitors at the Caravan's Computer
Expo s: Join the industry leaders at the 1979 Computer Expo's!

Lv~@rt~~Gururru~®o_®®@

~Q[j'@ITil~ [l£§)<;atlU [?~rru~(70)Qfi@rru

@M0)Uo{]ila(§j@)e~fi50@Uil

Every "national" show is really a big local
event. The Caravan is a series of highly successful local shows. Because you choose the
markets you want to appear in, you control
marketing penetration. You can join the
Caravan in one or any number of cities.

mIDI? 'ii'i~ffi)@]£ 0i7D~iill®s
..... &. L'~~tn.7~.7®17 Q@ ~~
17@M[7 Lv~~SS&)ro:~ Q@ QGTI~
;:.>

Lv~il[7[!i~[§)nro(g~

tvJilC~<3[7B t"JOUU ~@UuUe Q@
~nu(3 ~©[7oi~&)[m
The Caravan offers an unhurried, relaxed
atmosphere for both buyer and seller•

c=:J t=J CJ 0

D

D

r4

L-U
II
I'm sold • • • send me an application right away.
. (j I'm interested in
.

0
.'

r

.

New at the Caravan's Computer
Z);~
D FULL '·CITY TOUR
D INDIVIDUAL CITIES
Expo s is a unique series of
0 Scnd me literature only.
(Please list)
forums called EDP TRENDS
, '"
- (AllAvAM - - - - - BRIEFINGS. Your best prospects~.,.
will be able to examine a variety"
name - - - - - - - - - - - - - of key-issues which involve your . "title
---------------------products and services. Your buy_. company - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ers will be informed, and in a
_- address
-----------------much better position to buy
( \ city - - - - - - - - - - , , - - - - - - . _ - - - - - - - - - - •
right. To sell right, you'd better
.
state
zip ----------~

~~~:ea:.!i~~t;~~~~~a~ir~~~~

is.) Call or send in the coupon
right away. And think how great
next year's profit picture
will look!

V

(\

V

ph~:e-conferen:e

GO
c-:;~~~~----- EXpllo'

.60 Austin Street, Newton, Mass. 02160
~(617) 964-4550
' .WEST COAS! SALES OFFICE:.(213) 474-2585

·Survey available
upon request.

r--'l I I
L-J L-.J
.
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USER RATINGS
Training

OPTIMIZER
Capex Corp.

Optimizes object code of IBM
360/370 ANSI COBOL programs
under as, OS/VS, and MVS systems.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease. of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training'

23
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.5
3.2
3.5
3.2

Advantages: Saves system and human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $9,750-$28,500 perpetual Iicense, includes first year's maintenance (/2 % of license fee thereafter). Monthly lease $325-$950 (36month lease), includes maintenance.
CIRCLE 364 ON READER CARD

OS/8
Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)

Tape or disk operating system for
batch or interactive PDP-8 systems
(8KB or larger).
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support

10
3.2
2.6
3.1
3.2
2.6
2.2

2.2

Advantages: Inexpensive; flexible;
saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $440.
CIRCLE 365 ON READER CARD

PAC II
Internatiomil Systems, lite.

Project planning and management
control system for IBM 360/370,
Burroughs, and Univac computers.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

10
2.9

2.4
2.3
2.3
2.7
2.8
2.6

Advantages: Saves human resources ..
Disadvantages: Complex.
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor.
Price: $ /9,800, includes first year's
maintenance ($90/month or
$ / ,OOO/yearthereafter).
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PAN*DA
Pansophic Systems, Inc.

Direct-access space. management
bnd control system for most IBM

thW~licotion

is....available
........ in .
~

ml~IUIUlIII

360/370-supported direct-access
devices.

($750 (DOS), $850 (as) per year
thereafter).

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

CIRCLE 368 ON READER CARD

8
3.1
2.8
3.7
3.5
3.1
2.8
3.0

Advantages: Saves human re.wurces.
Modification reqUired: Usually
none.
Price: $6,000 (OS), includes firsi
year's maintel1ance ($ 750/year
thereafter).
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PANVALET
Pansophic Systems, Inc.

Program library maintenance. system Jor any IBM 360/370; on-line
version also available.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

145
3.7
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.3

3.3
3.0

Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $4,980 (DOS), $5,980 (as). includes first year's maintenance

PASCAL
Univ. of California at San Diego
(UCSD)
.'

Specialized version of the. blockstructured programming language
for minicomputer systems.
Users reporting:
Overall.satisfaction
Throughput/ efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Oocumentation
Vendor technical support
Training

5
3.0
2.8
2.4
3.2
2.0
2.0
2.0

Advantages: Inexpensive.
Disadvantages: Compatibility
problems.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $50; no support available.
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Payroll
Burroughs Corp.

A generalized payroll system for
use on most Burroughs computers.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation

9
2.0
2.3
2.4

AMERICAN DATA INtRODUCES

J~DDODOD @®Orn[l]1[O[?00
PRODUCTS TO EUROPE .
CONTACT YOUR NEAREST DEALER ..
BELGIUM

FRANCE

International Electronic Center
Avenue Charles Plisnier. 37
B 1070 Brussels
Telephone: 021521·9580

C~j"puter Shop Janal
12'Rue Pasquier
75008 Paris, Lyon,Tours
Telephone: 329·6237
Telex: 203919

GER~IA:'>Y

--------~-Please send me additional information.
University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road
Dept. P.R.
Ann Arbor, MI48106

U.S.A.

18 Bedford Row
Dept. P.R.
London, WC1 R 4EJ
England

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Institution
Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State ___________ Zip _ _ _ __

UNITED KINGDOM

BISY
Rheinstrasse 2
4040 Neuss 1
Telephone: 021101·28124
Telex: 8517931

Abacus Computers, Ltd.
62 New Cavendish Street
London W1
Telephone: 011580·8841

MCDS
Luisenplatz 4
D 61 Darmstadt
Telephone: 061151·20302

Linn Products
235 Drakemire Drive
Cast!emilk Glasgow
G45 95Z Scotland

Balue Electronic
Burchardplatz 1. (Chilehaus)
2000 Hamburg 1
Telephone: 33·0935
Telex: 216·1373

ITALY

Edi COnsult sAL
Via Caccini 12
Monza
Telephone: 031938·9850

AMERICAN'
.
-DATA-HOME AND OFFICE COMPUTER
1030-15TH STREET, N.W., SUITE 300
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005
(202) 466·6612
CABLE ADDRESS-uAD HOC"
TELEX: 64405

150 REGENT STREET, SUITE 500
CHESHAM HOUSE
LONDON W1R 5FA
TELEPHONE: 011439·6288
TELEX: 261426
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USER RATINGS
sonnel system for IB,M 360/370 computers.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
2.4
Throughput/ efficiency
2.4
Ease of installation
2.4
Ease of use
2.8
Documentation
3.2
Vendor technical support
2.6
Training
.2.8
Advantages: Flexibie.
Disadvantages: Complex.
Modification required: Usually, by
user or vendor.
Price: $35,000-$/25,000, includes
first year's maintenance. (10% of
purchase price per year thereafter).

Ease of use
2.7
Documentation
2.0
Vendor technical support
1.5
Training
1.5
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $1,450-$2,100, plus $68$l55/year license fee.
CIRCLE 370 ON READER CARD

PLAN IV
Capex Corp.
Installation planning, performance
evaluation, and measurement contr9.l system with forecasting capabilities for IBM 360/370 os, OS/VS,
and MVS environments.
Users reporting:
8
Overall satisfaction
3.4
Throughput/efficiency
3.1
Ease of installation
3.9
Eu'se of use
3.8
Documentation
2.9
Vendor technical support
3.3
Training
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: None reported.
Price:$9,SOO (as or VSI) , $11,000
(MVS), perpetual license includes
first year's maintenance ($1.140 or
$1,320 per year thereafter). Monthly lease $475 (as or VSI) , or $550
(MVS).

CIRCLE 371 ON READER CARD
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Payroll
.
Florida Software Services, Inc.
General-purpose payroll systemfor
IBM 360/370, Burroughs, and Honeywell computers.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
2.8
Ease of installation
2.8
Ease of use
3.0
Documentation
3.4
Vendor technical support
2.6
Training
3.0

Advantages: Flexible; inexpensive;
saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
IIser.
Price: $9,500, includes fi;'st 6
months maintenance ($1,200/year'
thereafter).
CIRCLE 372 ON READER CARD

Payroll
' .
General Computer Services, Inc.
General-purpose payroll and per-

Payroll
.
Honeywell Information Systems~
Inc.
. .
.
For Honeywell Series 60, Level 6
and up.
.
Users. reporting:
14
Overall satisfaction .
2.6
Throughput/ efficiency
2.4
Ease of installation
2.2
Ease of use
2.3
Documentation
2.3
Vendor technical support
2~8
Training
2.3
Advantages: Inexpensive; saves
human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by .
user.

ORTR M RTICN® magatif]e's

1978/79 MINI/MICROCOMPUrER
SURVEY AVAILABLE NOW. '~~~-The second in a series of annual DATAMATION
magazine Mini/ Microcomputer surveys has just
been completed. Encompassing small businesssysterns, intelligent terminals a,nd data entry systems as
well as traditional mjnicomputers, this analysis is
essential reading for industry watchers, market
planners, sales executives and users themselves.
CALL FOR YOUR COMPLIMENTARY
PROFILE OF tiIESURVEY RESPONDENTS
To give.you an ideaofthe substantial buying power
of the user base represented and analyzed in the
1978/79 Mini/ Microcomputer Survey, we've reproduced several tables and charts from the full 200
page report.
They are yours for the asking. Just call Dorothy
Chamberlin. 203/661-0055

Return to:
Dorothy Chamberlin
DATAMATION magazinc---__.. ".".i.C;-.._........
35 Mason Street
Greenwich, CT 06830

-------------

--

I Please send mc- copies of the 1978/79 Mini/ Mic~ro'cori1p\lter
1 .Survey Report.. . .
1 $445.00 in North America, $475.00 elsewhere (deduct $40.00 if
· payment is enclosed), additional reports $150.00
I o Payment enclosed (DEDUCT$40.00)
0 Bill me
1 0 Please send copy of Complimentary Profile of Survey
1

1
•

Respondents

I
I
1
.
1
1
•

1

Please

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

complete:

1

Name_______________.
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Tel. _ _ _ _
Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •

•

Street_____________

I

City / State/ Zip

•

1
•

-I

------------------DA
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Series 2 is the new standard
by which all other distributed
processing systems will be
measured. Get the performance
leader - at down-fo-earth prices!

KEY"EDIT®2022

"'., " "

'"

',o./",._

"" 0

c

0

"o°r)

Replace' rer:note batch anct communications
terminals with a multi-tasking stai1d-~lone
KEY-EDIT system., "
,
'.
For high-performance c;ommunicatiol1~ in a data
entry 'environment, you call't ask too much of the KEY00 0
EDIT 2022. ,It combines the fLiIl capabilities of a highc:
speed remote batch terminal wit~ a powerful multi)~ ~')Q
tasking virtual memory key-entry stand-alone processing system. You can do mOreWithia' j\.pCJ o ·, 'I
a KEY-EDIT2022 bec~useyouget more!,
"
' ','
\\~
,
",M,' " , : " , " ,

• Communications protocols compatible with major computer manufacturers at speeds up to 9600 t>ps
;. Concentrators to support multiple local orremote 480/1920 character terminals with printers
• Spooling facilities to disk' Qr'tape'.' Sort/merge capability. Catalogued JCL routines. Expandable
core storage to 256K bytes. Expandable disk storage to 120M bytes • ~ide "ariety of optional
,
'
periph~rals • Powerful programming language
,
"
c ,

0

el"

a:ct\.

(I

u "

('

(~~~~9hl~~~A!l~o
1604 South E;dwards Drive,'Tempe, Arizona 85281
CIRCLE 27 ON READER CARD

(602) 968-7245
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USER RATINGS
Price: $2,067-$4,000 initial license, plus $78-$/33 monthly license fee. '
CIRCLE 374 ON READER CARD

Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $37/month (S/32) ,
$49/month (S/34).
'
CIRCLE 376 ON READER CARD

Payroll
IBM Corp., GSD
Generalized payroll system for
smal/- ,to medium-sized payrolls;
runs on the IBM S/3.

Users reporting:'
21
OveralJ-satisfaction
2.7
Throughput/efficiency
2.8
Ease of installation
2.5
Ease of use
3.0
Documentation
2.4
Vendor" t~chnical support
2.4
Training
,
2.6
Mo~ijication required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $130/month for J2 months.
CIRCLE 375 ON READER CARD

Payroll
IBM Corp" GSD
This version runs on the
and S/34 computers.

CIRCLE 378 ON READER CARD '

Payroll
Information Science Inc. (InSci)
General-purpose payroll system for
use on any IBM 360/370.

Users reporting:'
5
Overall satisfaction
2.8
Throughput/efficiency
2.0
Ease of installation
2.0
Ease of use
2.8
Documeratation
3.2
Vendor technical support
2.3
Training
2.8
Advaniages: Flexible.
Disadwintages: Complex.
¥odification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $32,000, includes installation and first year's maintenance.
CIRCLE 377 ON READER CARD

IBM

Users reporting: '
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
~ase of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training
Advantages: Saves human
sources.

S/32

13
2.8
2.3
2.5
2.5
2.8
2.5
3.5
re-

Payroll Systems
Wang Laboratories, Inc.
Generalized payroll, systems for
IBM 360/370 an~ Honeywell computers.

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support

15
3.0
2.5
2.7
2.5
2.7
2.3

A Software Product from DASD CORPORATION is a Problem-Solver. Our
Record of Effective Results 'Proves It!
DASD Software Products are Designed, 'Tested and Perfected to Perform
Efficiently and Accurately. A,' DASD
Software Product Will Save Your Company Time and Money! '
OUR BLUE RIBBON SOFTWARE
PRODUCTS ...
MAPGEN/MAPGEN ON-LINE
Utility Map Generator for CICS Users

Users reporting:
10
Overall satisfaction
2.8
Throughput/efficiency
2.2
Ease of installation
2.6
Ease of use
2.6
Documentation
2.6
Vendor technical support
2.6
Training
2.8
Advantages: Flexible; inexpensive:
Disadvantages: Slow; uses excessive resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $35,000, includes first year's
maintenance.
CIRCLE 379 ON READER CARD

Payroll/Personnel
Management Science America
(MSA)
For any IBM 360/370 or Burroughs
B 3500 or larger system.

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency

58
2.7
2.3

CIRCLE 380 ON READER CARD

Payroll/Personnel
NCR Corp.
Standard payroll/personnel system
for use on most NCR Century and
Criterion computers:

Users reporting:
43
Overall satisfaction
3.1
J'hroughput/efficiency
3.0
Ease of installation
2.9
Ease of use
2.8
Documentation
2.7
Vendor technical support
2.4
Training
2.3
Advantages: Inexpensive; saves
human resources.
M,0dijication required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $490. Monthly lease $/0.
CIRCLE 381 ON READER CARD'

PC/70
Atlantic Software Inc.
An automated project planning and
resource measurement system with
cost forecasting facilities.

COMPUTER SUPPL.y

BLUE,
RIBBON
~O~TWAR~

VIP
Video Programming Tools for TSO
Users
YIP' Provides Easily Generated and
Modified Test Data ttlrough an Interactive Pro'gram Module Running in
Foreground. More Comprehensive Test
Conditions are Easily Produced and
Overall Program Test Time is Significantly Reduced.
Call Your DASD Representative for Details ~n Our' Blue Rib'
DASD CORPORATION
bon. Software Today!
National Marketing
1480 Renaissance Dr.
Suite 315
"
Park Ridge, I L 60068
312/299-5005
CIRCLE 112 Ot,fREADER CARD

Payroll/Personnel
Cyborg Systems,'Inc.
Generalized payroll/personnel system for most computers supporting
an ANSI COBOL compiler.

Ease of installation
2.3
Ease of use
2.6
Documentation
2.9
Vendor technical support
2.4
Trainjng
2.6
Advantages: Flexible.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
frice: $30,000 (Payroll), $25,000$60,000 (Personnel), includes first
year's maintenance (approx.
JO%/year thereafter).

ViSi_E

By Completirlg a Simple Specification
Form, the MAPGEN System Will Greatly Improve Accuracy by Eliminating Unnecessary Data .. ,Will Add Flexibility ..
and Greatiy Simplify Maintenance.
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Training
2.5
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $ J 7,000-$37,000, plus
$3,600-$6,OOO/year maintenance.

FREE! 'NEW~1979
FULLCOLOR CATALOG

AMERICA'S
1Ii4I,~!±b........::::
LARG'EST'SELECTION OF
COMPUTER SUPPLIES
AND' ACCESSORIES' ...
Wheth~r

you need bil.ders.;' binder storage 'cnd " programming aids, magnetic' media,
CRT terminal stations,' word processing' items, microfiche 'retention systems or pressure
sensitive labels - they're all in'the Visible Catalog plus much more: Over 2500 computer supplies and cccessories for mainframe and minicomputers at prices that will lOve you money!,Just
moil the coupon today or call 800/323-0628, (In Illinois, coli 312/377-0990,)

PLANNING FOR TOMORROW'S COMPUTERS TODAYI
1979 EDITION WITH
Mail Today
MANY NEW PRODUCTS

for your FREE
Money-Saving

ViSilll.l

C~talog

¥Wgltgg~~~~ssTu8~~~aJ~~~~~~ YOU
Division Headquarters. West Coast
3626 Stern Drive
1615 S, Stockton SI., 'I'. 0, Box 1
SI. Charles, IL 60174
Lodi, CA 95240

CIRCLE 82 ON READER CARD

USER RATINGS
cost forecasting facilities.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

Training
9
2.9
2.6
2.7
2.6
3.0
3.0
2.8

Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Sometimes, bv vendor or user.
Price: $18,500, includes first year's
maintenance ($950/year thereafter).
CIRCLE 382 ON READER CARD

PCS
Burroughs Corp.
Production control system; runs on
most Burroughs B Series computers.
Users reporting:
8
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
3.1
Ease of installation
2.6
Ease of use
3.1
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
2.5
Training
2.6
Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: Four types ranging from
$1,065-$6,675, plus $48-$334/year
license fee.
CIRCLE 383 ON READER.CARD

PEP
Stockholder Systems Inc.
Paperless Entry Processing for automatic payment through ACH; for
IBM 360/370 and Burroughs systems.
Users reporting:
10
3.4
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
3.0
Ease of installation
2.7
Ease of use
2.9
Documentation
3.6
Vendor technical support
3.3
Training
2.8
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user or vendor.
Price: $6,500-$14,500, includes
first year's maintenance (10% of
price per year thereafter).
CIRCLE 384 ON READER CARD

PERPAS/POBAS
Aries Information Systems, Inc.
A Personnel/Payroll System and
Project Oriented Budgeting and Accounting System for use on medium- to large-scale computers.
Users reporting:
9
Overall satisfaction
2.9
Throughput/efficiency
2.9
2.9
Ease of installation
Ease of use
2.6
3.0
Documentation
Vendor technical support
2.6

2.2

Modification required: Usually, by
vendor.
Price: Vendor will not release pricing.
CIRCLE 385 ON ijEADER CARD

PLf)
I BM Corp., OPO
For IBM 360/370; has automatic optimizer.
Users reporting:
15
Overall satisfaction
3.4
Throughput/efficiency
3.6
3.1
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.5
Documentation
3.3
Vendor technical support
2.7
Training
2.5
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $283-420/month.
CIRCLE 386 ON READER CARD

Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

2.7
3.1
3.0

Advantages: Inexpensive; saves
human resources;f1exible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $7,000, includes first year's
maintenance ($250/year thereafter).
CIRCLE 389 ON READER CARD

POWER-POWER/VS
IBM Corp., DPD
Spooling supplement to IBM
360/370 DOS or DOS/VS.
Users reporting:
8
Overall satisfaction
3.1
Throughput/ efficiency
3.0
Ease of installation
3.3
2.8
Ease of use
Documentation
2.7
Vendor technical support
2.5
Training
2.5
Advantages: Flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $80 for 12 months.

PLANCOOE
IBM Corp., OPD
System for building business plan- CIRCLE 390 ON READER CARD
ning models on vs systems; batch
and interactive versions available.
PROJACS
Users reporting:
5
IBM Corp., OPD
Project Analysis and Control SysOverall satisfaction
2.2
tem for IBM 370 DOS/VS and oS/vs.
Throughput/ efficiency
2.0
Users reporting:
5
Ease of installation
2.5
Overall satisfaction
2.4
Ease of use
2.8
Throughput/efficiency
2.0
Documentation
2.5
Ease of installation
2.8
Vendor technical support
2.2
2.2
Ease of use
3.0
Training
1.8
Advantages: Saves human re- . Documentation
Vendor technical support
1.4
sources.
Training
1.8
Modification required: Usually
Advantages: Saves human renone.
sources.
Price: $450-550/month.
Modification required: Usually
CIRCLE 387 ON READER CARD
none.
Price: $21O/month.
PWT-IO
CIRCLE 391 ON READER CARD
Tektronix Inc.
Versatile graphics support system
for use with a variety of host com- QDMS
puters.
Quodata Corp.
Users reporting:
8
An interactive data management
Overall satisfaction
3.1
system for use with DEC PDP-II seThroughput/efficiency
2.9
ries minicomputers.
2.8
Ease of installation
Users reporting:
5
Ease of use
2.9
Overall satisfaction
2.8
Documentation
2.9
Throughput/efficiency
2.8
2.1
Vendor technical support
}.O
Ease of installation
Training
2.0
Ease of use
2.8
Advantages: Flexible; saves huDocumentation
2.2
man resources.
Vendor technical support
2.6
Modification required: Usually, by
Training
2.3
user.
Advantages: Saves human rePrice: $850-$3,100 perpetual lisources.
cense, includes maintenance.
Modification required: Usually
CIRCLE 388 ON READER CARD
none.
Price: $5,000, includes first year's
maintenance (10% of purchase
POISE
price per year thereafter).
The Poise Company, Inc.
Data management system for use CIRCLE 392 ON READER CARD
on DEC PDP-II minicomputers with
RSTS.
QUIKJOB
Users reporting:
7
System Support Software, Inc.
File management and reporting sysOverall satisfaction
3.4
tem for any IBM 360/370; can hanThroughput/ efficiency
2.6
dle one or more input files.
3.7
Ease of installation
37
Ease of use
3.6
Users reporting:

Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

3.6
3.5
3.8
3.6
3.0
3.0
2.7

Advantages: Flexible; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $5,445, includes first year's
maintenance ($200/month thereafter).
CIRCLE 393 ON READER CARD

RAMIS
Mathematica Products Group, Inc.
Data management information and
retrieval system; interfaces with
several data base management systems and runs on IBM 360/370.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput/ efficiency
2.4
Ease of installation
2.5
3.0
Ease of use
Documentation
2.4
Vendor technical support
2.4
Training
3.0
Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible.
Disadvantages: Uses excessive resources.
Price: $22,000-$60,000 (DOS),
$37,000-$84,000 (os), includes first
year's maintenance (10% of existing purchase price thereafter).
Monthly lease $1,000-$3,000 (DOS)
$/,700-$3,600 (os).
CIRCLE 394 ON READER CARD

RDOS
Data General Corp.
Real-time disk operating system
for Nova and Eclipse minicomputers.
Users reporting:
8
Overall satisfaction
2.5
Throughput/efficiency
2.1
2.9
Ease of installation
3.1
Ease of use
Documentation
2.5
Vendor technical support
2.1
Training
2.7
Advantages: Inexpensive.
Disadvantages: Slow.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: No charge with "minimum
configuration.
CIRCLE 395 ON READER CARD

REPORTER
Burroughs Corp.
COBOL source code report preparation system for most Burroughs
computers.
Users reporting:
19
Overall satisfaction
2.6
Throughput/ efficiency
2.8
3.3
Ease of installation
Ease of use
2.9
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
2.3
Training
2.6
Advantages: Saves human resour.ces; flexible; inexpensive.
DECEMBER 1978207

If you're going to spend a quarter
of a million dollars for one of the
new supermini systems, take a
long look at the software.
More than one company has
bought a supermini only to find the
cost of adapting software greater
than the cost of the hardware.

-
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Not so with the NCSS 3200
computing system.
Our software has been performance-proven by over 10,000
customers in over 5 million hours
of on-line use.
Now we've designed a total
system that makes the most of this

superior software. A system that
will accept your current 370 applications. A system with a 6-language
capability that supports our own
application-level software. A system
backed up by a 3200-compatible network. A system that you can
begin to use immediately.

NCSS 3200 hardware features:
• .32-Bit Word
• Virtual Memory
• 370 Compatible
• Up to 2 Megabytes MOS Storage
• 1 to 4 Channels with 1.3
Megabyte per sec Throughput
• Full Internal Error Correction

And it's our software that
makes it possible.
So if you're ready to own your
own system, be sure to check out
the software before you commit to
the hardware. And by all means
check out the NCSS 3200 ... the
supermini with the super software.

For more information,
write or telephone toll-free:
NATIONAL CSS, INC., Dept. R-H
187 Danbury Road
Wilton, Connecticut 06897
(800) 243-6119
In Connecticut:
(800) 882-5575

CIRCLE 52 ON READER CARD

•
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USER RATINGS
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $3,200.
CIRCLE 396 ON READER CARD

RESOLVE
Doole & Dabbage, Inc.
On:.line system performance and
joh monitoring package that supports as and OS/VS systems on IBM
360/370, computers.

Users reporting:
6
3.3
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
3.0
Ease of installation
3.3
Ease of use
3.2
Documentation
3.0
Vendor technical support
3.5
Training
3.0
Advantages: Saves system and human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor.
Price: $5,000 cpu license, plus
$2/,600 site license, includes first
year's maintenance (/5 % of current
purchase price thereafter). Monthly
lease $450-I,944/month, includes
maintenance.
CIRCLE 397 ON READER CARD

Throughput/efficiency
3.5
Ease of installation
3.3
Ease of use
2.8
Documentation
3.5
Vendor technical support
3.3
Training
3.0
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $250/month.
CIRCLE 398 ON READER CARD

RMS-l1
Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)
A file management system designed
to operate on the PDP-II minicomputers under the RSTS/E operating
system.

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training
Modification required: None
ported.
Price: $2,750-$3,000.

7
3.1
2.7
3.4
3.0
2.7
2.6
3.0
re-

CIRCLE 399 ON READER CARD

RMF
#
IBM Corp•• DPD
Resource Measurement Facility for
logging and recording system activity data on IBM 370 OS/vs systems.

ROSCOE
Applied Data Research Corp.
(ADR)
Remote job entry system for as and
OS/VS operating systems.

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction

•

6
3.5

20
3.5

TERMINALS FROM TRANSNET
PURCHASE
12-24 MONTH FULL OWNERSHIP PLAN
, . _.. , _." 36 MONTH..l:-EASE P~AN
.
DESCRIPTION

PURCHASE
PER MONTH
PRICE 12 MOS.
24 MOS. 36 MOS.

DECwriter II . 00... 0... $1,495
DECwriter III, KSR 0000 2,195
\ DECwriter III,RO 00. 00 1,995
DECprinter I 00. 0000. o. 1,795
VT100 CRT DECscope 1,595
TI 745 Portable 0000.0. 1,875
TI 765 Bubble Memo. o. 2,995
TI 810 RO Printer .. 0o. 1,895
TI 820 KSR Terminal o. 2,395
aUME, Ltro Qual. KSR 0 3,195
QUME, Uro Qual. RO 00 2,795
ADM 3A CRT.. .. .. .. ..
875
HAZELTINE 1400 CRT 0 845
HAZELTINE 1500 CRT 1,195
HAZELTINE 1520 CRT 0 1,595
DataProducts 22300.00 7,900
DATAMATE Mini floppy 1,750

$145 $ 75 $ 52
112
77
210
102
70
190
92
63
172
81
56
153
94
65
175
99
285 152
97
66
181
122
84
229
163 112
306
143
98
268
45
30
84
43
30
81
67
42
115
81
56
153
395 275
725
89
61
167

FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 OR 24 MONTHS
10% PURCHASE OPTION AFTER 36 MONTHS

ACCESSORIES AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

Throughput/efficiency
3.5
Ease of installation
3.3
Ease of use
3.5
Documentation
3.1
Vendor technical support
3.0
Training
2.8
Advantages: Saves human and system resources; flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $28,000-$42,000, includes
first year's maintenance ($3,000$4,500/year thereafter). Monthly
lease $/,200-$1,800.
CIRCLE 251 ON READER CARD

RPG
~
IBM Corp .• DPD
Versions for IBM 360/370 DOS, f)S,
and their vs counterpart systems.

Users reporting:
45
Overall satisfaction
3.5
Throughput/effiCiency
3.4
Ease of installation
3.4
3.5
Ease of use
Documentation
3.1
Vendor technical support
2.9
Training
2.8
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $IOO/month (DOS).
CIRCLE 252 ON READER CARD

Overall satisfaction
3.6
3.4
Throughput/efficiency
3.6
Ease of installation
3.5
Ease of use
Documentation
3.4
Vendor technical support
3.4
3.3
Training
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $97/month.
CIRCLE 253 ON READER CARD

*

RPGII
IBM Corp .• GSD
Version of standard RPG for IBM
S/32 and S/34.

Users reporting:
9
Overall satisfaction
3.6
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
3.7
Ease of use
3.6
Documentation
3.2
3.2
Vendor technical support
Training
2.6
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $29/month (S/32),
$26/month (S/34).
CIRCLE 254 ON READER CARD

RPG II
#
IBM Corp., GSD
Standard RPG compiler for the IBM
S/3.

RSTS/E
Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)
Resource-sharing/time-sharing operating system for the PDP-II.

Users reporting:

Users reporting:

43

24

40% of our new client~....
'
had outgrown a
., I
competitor's job
., _--accounting package.
-- Why not start with

~mwv
in the first place ••
it grows with you!
Not limited to just SMF, KOMAND puts you in control of the resources of your
OS/VS system. KOMAND is cost conscious, flexible, and systems and operations
oriented. Your KOMAND system can range from a $6900 costing and repOrting
module to a total system including formal invoicing, DASD track-hour accounting,
and statistical analysis. Whether you are considering vendor supplied or in-house
solutions, your research will not be complete until you include KOMAND in your
evaluation.

Send for a free job accounting evaluator.
This generalized requirements checklist was developed from PACE's 8 years of
experience with several thousand job accounting users. It wi" put your needs in
focus.

OS/VS Job Accounting
and Bi"ing System

PA~E Applied Technology, Inc.

Telephone (703) 369-3200
7900 Sudley Road, Manassas, Va. 22110
__
Title ____ _
Name _ _ _

ACOUSTIC COUPLERS - MODEMS - THERMAL PAPER
RIBBONS - INTERFACE MODULES- FLOPPY DISK UNITS

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _________ Phone _ _ _ _ _._

PROMPT DELIVERY .• EFFICIENT SERVICE

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. ______ State ______ Zip ____ --_ _ _

1RANSNET CORPORATION
2005 ROUTE 22, UNION, N.J. 07083

201-688-7800
210 DATAMATION

CIRCLE 220 ON READER CARD

Computer __________ Operating System
Address
send brochures

o

The

0

- - - - - - -..---------.---------send evaluator

PA~E

for Today ...and Tomorrow

CIRCLE 125 ON READER CARD

For those at the forefront of E.D.P.
Re~lity

,Software Re.liability

Computer Cho~ce

Data and

,A Study of Large Project Reality

A ~anual for the Practitioner

by T.A. THAYER, M~ LlP'OW, and E.C.
NELSON, TRW Defense andSpace Sys,
tems Group

Basic Assumptions in Data
Processing ~econsid~red '

by R.J. McQUAKER

by Wll~IAM KENT, IBM.
1978 216'p'ages US $26.00

1978 324 pages US $40.00
This book provides the first substantive
study of empirical software reliability
data, its collection, analysis, and categorization. Based on analysis' of this
data, a study is made to quantify characteristics of the software, the develop"
ment program producing the software,
the test program detecting' errors, and
the errors themselves. Sets of error
categories" both causative and symptomatic, are defined for application in
the analysis of software problem reports
and 'their closures. A mathematical theory of software reliability is presented
and applied to the analysis of software
error data and to software testing. Other
software reliability models are surveyed.
This book's' definitive analysis of the
software reliability subject and its realworld experience in producing large software systems makes it a valuable acquisition for all those active in the
computer field.

Characteristics of
Software Quality
by B.W. BOEHM, J.R.~BROWN, H.
KASPAR, M. LlPOW, G.J. lV!aclEOD arid
M.J. MERRITT, TRW Defense and Space
SysteinsGroup.'
.
1978 216 page,s US $25;00
.'
' .'
This bOOk";:'e~tabli~hes\a ~ohceptual
framework~fdr'and describes some key
result~ if! the 'iiirialysis of :the, charac·
teristics of software quality. Its main
conclusions are that explicit attention
to cha1';acteristics of software quality
can leadifo.,significant savings in soft·
ware lifecy'cle, costs, while the current
software state-of·the-art imposes spe·
cific limitations on our ability to evaluate
the quality of software.
The bulk of the work reported in this book
was performed in a study by TRW for the
NationalBureau of Standards. The book
presents this original material and the
subsequent, updates in the following
sequence:
· a preface which introduces, summa,
rizes, and updates the study;

· the text of the,study itself; and
· a revised and updated version of the
excellent annotated bibliography
prepared especially for the study.
" ... It is the first "substantial practical
attack on the problem of defining and
measuring "Software Metrics" on a
broad;tront.
'
~i/~."
Tom Gilb

1978 186pages US$37.75

This books expounds a methodology for
the systematic selection of computers
and for the establishment of a sound
contractual relationship between user
and supplier.
The book in itself is unique in that 'the
material is extensively illustrated by
reference to its practical application in a
multi·million .dollar project as well as to
acquisitions one·hundredth of that size.
The book draws extensively _on the
results of an indepth review of the
practical experience and the end product
of that major application.
'
Insighsgathered from this book, can save
the reader tens of thousands of dollars.

The Performance of
Computer Installations
Evaluation and Management
edited by DOMENICO FERRARI, University of California, Berkeley.
1978, '340 pages US $44.50

This bqok contains papers on the most
recent advances in some of the crucially
important areas of computer installation
performance evaluation and manage·
ment. Included are discussions of novel
ideas and results of research in workload characterization, benchmark construction and usage, tuning methods,
monitoring technology, capacity planning, equipment procurement, costbenefit analysis of performance evaluation activities, and the' evaluation of
virtual-storage machines, database systems, interactive and real-time installations, and distributed systems.
The work emphasizes practical and
immediate applications of performance
evaluation techniques to the planning
management a'nd improvement of computer installations. The invited papers
have been written by the leading figures
in the field.
'

", FREE SPECIMEN COPIES OF
" THE FOLLOWING JOURNALS:
, - Computer Networks
-Information & Management
-Information Processing Letters
- Signal Processing
APPLYTOTHE PUBLISHER

'1--:.

North-Holland Publishing Company:

This excellent study 'of the problems
inherent in describing the real world is
unique in:
'
being an almost exhaustive, condensed
rendition of, the' typical problems
encountered, '
not offering an own solution as remedy
for all evils,
- penetrating into the mists of concep'
tual ambiguity.
The author examines real information
as it occurs in the interactions among
people, but always with a view toward
modelling that information in a'computer
based system.
" .. .(an) excellent, philosophical... discussion of the problems1nherent in describing the real world ... I think that al/ data
base researchers should read this documen(. It might also be assigned. as
supplementary reading in general graduate and undergraduate courses in data
Mike Senko
base systems."

computer Technology
Impac~, on Management
by GEORGEA. CHAMPINE, Sperry Univac.
\"

,

1978 308 pages US $26.00

This book provides a quantitative review
of current trends and extrapolations
of technology in system design, software, .communications, and reliability,
Including expected price trends in processors, main storage, and mass storage.
It is written to integrate a broad spectrum
of what ,is happening in computers
today as well as what is forecasted for
the next three to SeVeR years. These
current and projected advances in computer technology are then assessed for
their impact on both organization management and EDP management.
Champine directs his book at organization and EDP management in both the
public and private sector. He also pro·
vides a valuable text for the computer
designer or user speCialist who desires
a broi;id overview .that synthesizes the
current and projected technologies in the
large and adv~ncing computer field.
Those who do cope with these ~dvances
will become increasingly competitive and
successful. Those who don't will become non~competitive at best, and can
have disastrous failures in systems
implementation or op,eratiori at worst.

P.O. Box 211, Amsterdam, The'Netherlands
52 Vanderbilt Ave, NewVork, N.Y. 10017, U.s.A.
0653
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USER RATINGS
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
3.0
Ease of installation
3.0
Ease of use
3.5
Documentation
3.1
Vendor technical support
3.3
training "
2.7
Advantages: Flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none:
Price: $/2,100-$/2,700.
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RTEIII
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Real-time executive operating system for HP 2/ M X and 2/00 series.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
3.4
Throughput/efficiency
3.0
Ease of installation
3.6
Ease of use
3.2
Documentation
2.4
Vendor technical support
2.8
Training
2.6
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none
Price: $5,000.
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RSX-llM
Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)
A subset of the larger RSX-II D advanced real-time 'operating system
for the PDP-II.,
Users reporting:
30

Overall satisfaction
2.9
Throughput/efficiency
2.8
Ease of installation
2.3
Ease of use'
2.9
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
2.3
Training
2.4
Advantages: Flexible.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $5,500.

pabilities; runs on IBM 360/370
under as or OS/VS.
Users reporting:
22
Overall satisfaction
3.5
Throughput/efficiency
3.1
Ease of installation
3.3
Ease'of usc
3.3
Documentation
3.0
Vendor technicfll support
3.3
Training,
2.9
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
'Pri~e: $4;500 first year license
($3,000 for secondary sites and gov~rnment agencies); $/ ,500 annual
r~newal.
'
'j,
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f
SCHOLARS
NCR Corp.
School automated records system
for NCR Century and Criterion series computers.

Users reporting:
8
Overall satisfaction
2.9
Throughput/effiCiency
2.6
Ease of installation
2.5
Eas~ of use
2.S
Documentation
2.9
1.8
Vendor technicai support
Training
2.3
Advantages: Saves human t:esources.
~~~~cation required: Usually by
Price: $9,400, plus $500/year
maintenance. Monthly lease,$300.
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SCORE
Informatics Inc.
Multipurpose COBOL program generator for most mainframes.

RT-ll
Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)
ForegroUlid/background real-time
(fisk operating systemJor the PDP-

Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
2.6
Throughput/efficiency
3.0
Ease of iristallation
2.8
Ease of use
3.0
Docume'ntation
2;6
Vendor technical support
2.8
Training
2.7
Advan(ages: Saves human resources.",
'
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor.
Price: $/7,500.

/l.
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Users reporting:
26
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
3.2
Ease of installation
3.2
3.2
Ease of use
Documentation
3.3
Vendor techniealsupport
2.6
Training
3.1
Advantages: Flexible.
Modification ,required: Usually
none.
Price: $2,700-$3,000.
CIRCLE '258 ON ,READER CARD

SAS
SAS Institute, Inc.
Statistical Analysis System with
generalized data management ca'212 DATAMATION

user.
Price: $3,780-$6, / 43 initial license, plus $95-$/49 monthly license fee.
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Shadow II
#
AItergo Software Inc.
A general-purpose' teleprocessing
monitOr that supports DOS, as, or
their vs counterpart operating systems on IBM 360/370 computers; offers multitasking and multithreadihg facilities. ' '

turns (lease, only on a service basis).
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Sort
IBM Corp., DPD
Disk-based sort/or IBM 360/370.

Users reporting:
' 64
OveraIl satisfaction
3.2
Throughput/efficiency
2.9
3.5
Ease of insta'1Jation
Ease of use
3.3
Documentation
3.1
Vendor technical support
2.7
Training , ,
3.2
Mod,fication required: Usually
none.
Price: $68-$/8//month (os/vs and
as).
'

Users reporting:
18
Overall satisfaction
3.7
Throughput/efficiency
3.7
Ease of installation
3.~
Ease of use
'
3.4 CIRCLE 266 ON READER CARD
3.1
Documentation
#:
Vendor technical support
3.4 Sort
Training, ,
3.2 IBM Corp., GSD
Advantages: Saves human re- Small sort (disk or card versions)
for IBM'S/3.
sources; fleXible.
33
ModIfication required: Usually Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
3.5
none.
'. 3.8
'frice: $8,000-$40,000 (DOS-VS), Throughput/efficiency
3.6
$36,000-$60,000 (vs).lncludesfirst Ease of instalIation
3.~
year's maintenance (12% 'of Ease of use ' .
3.4
purchase price per year thereafter). Documentation
3.3
Monthly lease $235-$/,200 (DOS- Vendor technical support
Training
3.1
vS), $/,058-$/,500 (as).
Advantages: Flexible; inexpensive.
CIRCLE 263 ON READER CARD
Modification required: Usually
none.
SLICK
Price: $5 / /month.
NCI, Inc.
CIRCLE 267 ON READER CARD
Source program librarian for IBM
360/370 (all operating systems); al- Sort-l
so maintains object code, JCL, data Oregon Minicomputer Software,
.. Inc'P(O~SI) ,
.
files, and text.
Sort/merg£l1Jtrckage for use on DEC
Users reporting:
43
Overall satisfaction
3.7 PDP-llct5mputers running under
.' ,
Throughput/efficiency
3.7 RSTS/E.
6
Ease of installation
3.6 Users reporting:
3.8
Ease of use
3.6 OveraIl satisfaction
3.8
Documentation
3.1 Throughput/ effiCiency
3.8
Yendor technical support
3.3 Ease of instalIation
Training
,",.
3.0 Ease of iJse
3.7
3.0
Advantages: Inexpensive; saves Documentation
2.6
human and system resources;flexi- Vendor technical support
ble.
' '
Training
2.0
Modification requir~d: Usually Advantages: Saves system resources; inexpensive.
none.
Price: $2,950 (DOS), $3,950 (as), M.odlpcation required: Usually
for 99-year license, includes first none.
year's maintenance (optional $354- PriCe: $500, includes first year's
maintenance ($100/year thereaf$474 thereafter).
ter).
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SCRIBE
Horieywelliriformation Systems,
lilc.
'
School attendance and grade reporting system.

Users reporting:
6
Overall satisfaction
2.3
Throughput/efficiency'
2.0
Ease of .installation
2.2
Ease of use
2.2
Documentation
2.5
Vendor technical support
2.0
Training
2.0
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Disadvantages:' Slow; uses excessive resources.
Afod;j;cation required: Usually, by

Software 1040

SAD, Inc.'

"

For preparation ofpersonal income
tax Form 1040; runs on a variety of
minicomputers.
'
Users reporting:
21
Overall satisfaction
3.4
Throughput/efficiency
3.0
Ease oeinstallation
3.4
Ease of use
3.3
2.9
Documentation
Vendor technical support
3.1
Training
3.1
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price.' $/,750 for the first 400 re-

I 130/Sort
:t/:
DNA Systems Inc.
Generalized sort program for IBM
1130 and compatible systems.

Users reporting:
10
Overall satisfaction
3.6
Throughput/efficiency
3.9
Ease of instalIation
3.7
Ease of use
3.7
Documentation
3.3
Vendor technical support
3.0
Training
2.6
Advantages: Flexible; saves system resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $730, includes first year's

,/
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Daturam offers its newest idea
in memory for LSI-11 microcomputers.
321( u 13 semiconductor AD D-I N memory
that's right for your system.
Right price. Right performance. Right now.
Using 41( or 161( semiconductor chips,
Dataram's new LSI-11 ADD-IN
covers the range from
Ole :: 16/13 to 321{ u 16/18.
And the system board outline
conforms to DEC's® standard dual-board
size, enablinq it to be used in either the
LS':11 or LSI-11/2.
Add to that such features as
PDP@-11/03 compatibility, parity,
on-board refresh, provision for battery
bacl(-up, Dataram's eldensive burn-in
and test, and full one-year warranty,
and you'll see why this new
semiconductor memory from Dataram
is the right answer
to your LSI-11 ADD-IN needs.

PLUS three more ways
to enhance DEC's LSI-11
o 16K x 18
CORE ADD-IN

2.0 Megabyte
BULK CORE
Disk Emulation System
o

o 1.0 Megabyte
BULK CORE MINI

DEC, PDP, and LSI-11 are registered
trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation
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PRINCETON-HIGHTSTOWN ROAD
CRANBURY, NEW JERSEY 08512

TEL: 609· 799-0071 TWX: 510·685·2542
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Finland: Systek OY, 90- 737-233. France: YREL. 95681 42 • Italy: Maclronlcs It3113, 02;3536041 • Sweden: M. Stenhardt AB, (08) 7390050 •
Switzerland: ADCOMP AG, 01 '730 48 48 • United Kingdom/Ireland: Slntrom Ellinor Ltd. (0734) il546.J • West Germany/Austria: O.E.M.-Elektronik GmbH. 07 11-798047 •
Australia/New Zealand: Anderson Digiti'll EqlJipment (03) 5432076. India: Inrillstrlill Elpctrorllc Instruments, 79281 • Israel: K D.M ElectroniCS 921513·
Japan: Matsushlt3 Electric Trading Co , Ltd, 03 (435) 4501 • TiliwanIRepublic 01 China: Syscorn Computer Engineering Co, (02) 7022156

CRO CONTROLLER
DPF is pleased to present the CMC trans'
mission controller, the easiest and
most economical wai to add
telep(ocessing to y6ur IBM
,,"
com~u'ter. It will increase,';,:
'the copability of'your ex~',
-:----...
isting'system, dnd/Qf
'
add a newteleprocessing application
without disturbing
your in-place operational system.
The 'CMCis a high
performance microproces'sor directed
c'ontroller that' emuldtes the IBM 2701 or
2703 transm'ission control
units for IBM I, IBM II, IBM III, nv II and
SDA ',II line 'disciplines. ,It occupies less than
1~3 "cubic feet of space and can replace
up to two IBM 3704's for IBM 2701's at a
fraction of' their combined cost. EIA RS
232~C and wide-band interfaces offer high
throughput in aextraordinar',t reliable and
compact package.
;,
,

NO OTHER TeU IN THIS PRICE RANGE '
OFFERS
FRONT'END
POLLING! '
..
'.
.'
....
,

'..

:.

,:

NO OTHER TCU IN THIS PRICE'RANGE
OFFERS AN OPERATOR' CONSOLE!
"

-,."

,

The CMC offers the following
features:
• POLLMATIC-SDA II
polling in the CMC off,
loads' the host
• OPERATOR CONSOLE
- Pr9vides,' pb~erfu I system monitoring and
diagnostic tool
• AUDODIAL/AUTO

~._i;;::;

ANSWE~-Currently

,
,supported
• TtiRUPUT -Line
speeds up to 56,000
,
):~PS
• CUSTOMIZING
-Custom modifications
can be easily implemented
, • FLEXIBILITY-CHANGE
DEVICE ADDRESS-Switch
changeable, independent device addresses. Multiple lines perCMC.
CHANGE LINE PROT~COLS-Switch selection of IBM I, II, 'III, nv II or SDA II disciplines and their features.
CHANGE LINE SPEEDS-Us'er selection of
line speeds up to 56,000 BPS
• ,MAl NTAINABILITY. '
Full' set of spares available from DPFeasily'maintain'able by user or by third
,
party maif1tenance"

r---------~-----~
INTERESTED?

"

For further information, call or mail the coupon to:
,
DPF Compatibles/Dept, C
,
DP~I ncorporated
141 Central Park Avenue South
Hartsdale, New York 10530
/(914) 428-5000

DPF I~corporated, a Fortune 500 compqny, is one of
the largest independent computer lea~ing organi-'
zations in the United:States. Through its computer
leasing o'peration, DPF services a broad range,of
leading corporations, institutions and governmental agencies, Itowns and/or monages a
computer portfolio with an original manufacturers
price 'approaching one-half billion dollars.

Specifically, my application requirement is:_
Name

"

Title_ _ _ __

Compa~--------~__- - - - - - - -

Street Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City,State,Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L ___ .~ . .__~ . _ . --_~ ____ '_ _ -_. __
214 DATAMATION
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USER RATINGS
maintenance (/0% per year thereafter).
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Source Program Maintenance
(SPM-360/370)
IBM Corp., DPD
For IBM 360/370 COBOL programs.
Users reporting:
29
Overall satisfaction
3.3
3.1
Throughput/efficien'cy
Ease of installation
3.2
3.3
Ease of use
Documentation
2.6
Vendor technical support
2.7
Training
2.8
Advantages: Saves human resources; inexpensive;
Modification required: Usually
none.
,Price: $/50/month.
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SPF (Structured Programming
#
Facility)
IBM Corp., DPD
A programming development tool
supporting a VS2 TSO user with a 24line 3270 display terminal on an
IBM 370.
Users reporting:
8
Overall satisfaction
3.8
Throughput/efficiency
3.3
Ease of installation
3.1
Ease of use
3.6
Documentation
2.9
Vendor technical support
3.1
Training
2.5
Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible.
Disadvantages: Uses excessive resources.
Modification required: Usually
none or by user.
Price: $425/month.
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The SPOOLER
DataCorp of Virginia Inc.
A modular DOS and DOS/VS spooling
enhancement.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
3.4
Throughput/efficiency
3.4
Ease of installation
3.8
Ease of use
3.8
Documentation
3.2
Vendor technical support
3.0
Training
2.7
Advantages: Flexible; inexpensive;
saves system and human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $400 monthly lease includes
maintenance. Perpetual license
available.
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SPRINT
Jason Data Services
Spooling supplement to
360/370 pOS and DOS/VS.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use

#
IBM

9
3.6
3.4
3.8
3.8

Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

3.2
3.1
3.3

Advantages: Inexpensive; saves
human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $3,300-$8,500 perpetual license, plus $150/year maintenance.
Monthly lease $1/5-$325.
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Training

2.0
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: Commercially $5,000 first
year, $2,000 annual renewal. Taxexempt organizations $3,000 first;
$/,500 renewal. Academic users
$/,000 and $600 renwal. Maintenance included.
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SPSS
Northwestern Univ.
Specially modified version of the
SPSS, Inc. package for use on Control Data computers.
Users reporting:
8
Overall satisfaction
3.6
Throughput/efficiency
3.1
Ease of installation
3.1
Ease of use
3.5
Documentation
3.4
Vendor technical support
3.1
Training
1.0
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor.
Price: Batch version $5,000 initial
license, includes first year's maintenance ($2,OOO/year maintenance renewal thereafter). On-line $2,500
initialfee, plus $/ ,OOO/year maintenance renewal. Prices are for commercial users; discounts are available for academic and nonprofit/
governmental organizations.
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SPSS
SPSS, Inc.
For statistical work in the social
sciences on IBM 360/370 computers;
originator of basic SPss package.
Users reporting:
49
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
2.9
Ease of installation
3.1
Ease of use
3.2
Documentation
3.3
Vendor technical support
2.8
Training
2.5
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: Commercially $5,000 first
year, $2,000 annual renewal. Tax
exemjJt organizations $3,000 first
year, $1,500 renewal. Academic
users $ / ,000 first year, $600 renewal. Maintenance included.
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SPSS
Univ. of Pittsburgh
University-modified version of the
SPSS, Inc. package for statistical
work in the social sciences.
Users reporting:
6
Overall satisfaction
3.7
Throughput/efficiency
2.3
3.4
Ease of installation
Ease of use
3.2
Documentation
3.3
Vendor technical support
2.2

SPSS/C
Carleton College
Version of Statistical Program for
Social Sciences for Xerox Sigma
computers.
Users reporting:
12
Overall satisfaction
3.3
Throughput/efficiency
2.8
2.6
Ease of installation
3.0
Ease of use
Documentation
2.7
Vendor technical support
2.5
Training
2.5
Advantages: Saves human resources; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: Commercial $4,000, plus
$ / ,600/year maintenance; nonprofit
$/,200, plus $480/year; academic
$800, plus $640/year.
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SRI/EDIT
#
Systems Research, Inc.
On-line programming text editor
andfile maintenance systemfor use
on Burroughs B 2700 and up.
Users reporting:
7
Overall satisfaction
3.7
Throughput/efficiency
3.4
3.4
Ease of installation
3.6
Ease of use
Documentation
3.4
Vendor technical support
3.6
Training
3.0
Advantages: Saves human and system resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $4,750 perpetual license, includes installation, training and
first /20 days maintenance
($250/year thereafter).
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Students Records System
:ff:
Information Associates, Inc.
College and university student
records processing system; can run
on a variety of medium to largescale computer systems.
Users reporting:
5
Overall satisfaction
3.6
Throughput/efficiency
3.4
Ease of installation
3.4
Ease of use
3.4
Documentation
3.4
Vendor technical support
3.6
Training
,
3.2
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Disadvantages: Complex.
Modification required: Usually, by

vendor.
Price: $75,000. No maintenance offered.
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SUPER Payroll System
Wang Laboratories, Inc.
Payroll/personnel system for IBM
360/370, Burroughs, and Honeywell computers.
Users reporting:
10
Overall satisfaction
3.1
Throughput/ efficiency
2.6
Ease of installation
2.6
2.9
Ease of use
Documentation
2.9
Vendor technical support
2.6
Training
2.9
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $37,000, plus $6,OOO/year
maintenance.
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SYNCSORT
Whitlow Computer Systems, Inc.
Efficient DOS. DOS/VS. OS. or OS/VS
disk and tape sorting program for
IBM 360/370.
Users reporting:
94
3.6
Overall satisfaction
3.6
Throughput/efficiency
3.3
Ease of installation
3.6
Ease of use
3.2
Documentation
3.2
Vendor technical support
Training
3.0
Advantages: Saves system resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $ J,950/year
(DOS),
$3,OOO/year (OS); both include
maintenance.
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System 2000
MRI Systems, Inc.
Generalized data base management
system for IBM 360/370, Univac,
and CDC computers.
Users reporting:
24
Overall satisfaction
3.3
2.9
Throughput/ efficiency
Ease of installation
3.1
3.2
Ease of use
Documentation
2.8
Vendor technical support
2.8
Training
3.0
Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $30,000-$100,000 (paid-up
lease), rental from $I,200/month.
Maintenance $170/month.
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TASK/MASTER
Turnkey Systems, Inc.
Data communications monitor for
IBM 360/370.
27
Users reporting:
2.9
Overall satisfaction
3.0
Throughput/efficiency
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THE
FIRST
DATA
CAmillE

THAT

AllAYS
FIIiISHES
UST.

Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

2.6
2.9
2.5
2.5
2.7

Advantages: Flexible.
Modification required: Usually, by
vendor.
Price: $20,000 (DOS), $44,000 (os),
includes first year's maintenance
(10% of purchase price per year
thereafter). Monthly lease (3-years)
$555 (DOS), $1,225 (os).
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Text/Editor
Burroughs Corp.

A text editing facility for remote
programming operations; for B
1700 and up.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

10
3.1
3.2
3.4
3.4
2.7
2.8
2.6

Advantages: Saves human resources;j7exible; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $1,800, plus $180/year license fee.
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The DC-300-XL Data
cartridge always finishes last,
because it records and stores
on 450 feet of tape, 150 feet of
tape more than a standard
data cartridge.
That means you won't
have to change it so often.
What's more, you'll have
fewer cartridges to mess with.
Or lose.
And the DC-300-XL is
built just like all the 3M
'
DC-300A data cartridges. It
has the same metal baseplate. And the ANSI three-point
positioning system. It's even
the exact same size as other
300-foot data cartridges. So
you can use it in any drive that
accepts standard cartridges.
Yet the DC-300-XL stores
50% more data.
And that means it always
finishes last.
For information on where
to get the DC-300-XL, call .
800-328-1300, (in Minnesota,
call collect: 612-736-9625).
Or write Data Products, 223-5E,
3M Company, St. Paul,
MN 55101.

-
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TFAST & TFAST/VS
Oxford Software Corp.

Provides tape management capabilitiesfor IBM 360/370 DOS or OOS/VS
users.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

15
3.2
3.2
3.3
3.2
2.7
2.6
2.3

Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $5,500, includes first year's
maintenance (10% per year thereafter).
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TLMS
Gulf Computer Sciences, Inc.

Tape library management system
for IBM 360/370 os or oS/vs systems.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

12
2.9
2.8
2.4
3.2
2.5
2.3
2.0

Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification reqUired: Usually, by
user.
Price: $12,500, includes first year's
maintenance ($l,OOO/year thereaf-

ter).
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TONE
Tone Software Corp.

Interactive time-sharingfacility for
IBM 370 OS/VS systems.
Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

6
2.7
2.8
2.0
2.8
2.5
2.7

Advantages: Saves human resources.
Disadvantages: Compatibility
problems.
Modification required: Usually by
user.
Price: $26,500. Maintenance 15%.
Monthly lease $825.
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TOTAL
Cincom Systems, Inc.

Generalized data base management
system for use on a variety of systemsfrom minis to large-scale computers.
Users reporting:
108
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

3.2
3.1
3.2
3.2
2.7
2.7
2.7

Advantages: Saves human resources; j7exible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $41,000 (DOS), $52,000 (os),
includes first year's maintenance
($2,500 or $2,750/year thereafter).
Monthly lease $1,025 (DOS), $1,300
(os), including maintenance.
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TSO
DNA Systems Inc.

Time-sharing operating system for
1130 and compatible systems.

IBM

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

10
3.5
3.7
3.2
3.3
2.6
3.1
2.3

Advantages: Flexible; saves system resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $8,000, includes first year's
maintenance (/0% per year thereafter).
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TSX
S & H Computer Leasing, Inc.

Time-sharing executive that supports a series of language processors under RT-II on DEC PDP-II min-

EDP professionals
have aword for the
new Wang VS computer.
Richard Berger,
Vice President
,........,~~--and Data Processing Manager, Bughaus, Inc., a Volkswagen service
center network
headquartered
in Hartford,
Conn.

"We are absolutely amazed at the
throughput rate we've achieved with
our Wang VS. On our very first job for
one of the country's largest student
insurance agencies, the VS arrived in
Pittsburgh on December 23 and was
completely installed and operational
on-site on February 15, with 61 programs written, debugged and testedall by only two people-and not a
single line of code had been written
until the machine came in the door.
"The VS really fulfills all of our requirements, particularly in areas where
other systems are weak: cost/performance, language-availability, userutility software.
"I th ink the real key for the DP manager is the utilities available with the
VS, its speed and its interactive COBOL
compiler. These three things combined make for a
very powerful tool."

"Because
we had been
using a computer-the
Burroughs
B1700-with
card input
sequential files
. and no video
displays, we
suffered long
delays and
storage
J.P. Scott,
constraints.
"Now, with
Data Processing
ourWang VS
Manager,
system, storage
Aptech Computer
is virtually unSystems, Inc.,
limited, and
Pittsburgh, Pa.
we simply
recall a
load of information on
the CRT to make a change in seconds
-all of this without interrupting our
normal flow of work.
"We've put everything in our business onto ourVS system, including
payroll, accounting, sales and whole- i!:,;![i:{:f,j;:l'l'J:;:,;;:;:i.,• . i:.<::
sale and retail inventory control. And (,
we did it in 90 days without
languages and with only minor
cations in almost 90 COBOL programs."

Kenneth W. Cakebread, Manager of Data Processing, Trans-Air
Forwarding and Brokerage, Inc.,
Ingle",!,ood, Calif.

"I had 30 days to convert about 220
programs from our old batch-oriented
Honeywell 62 system to our new Wang
VS system. Not only did I do it: Thanks
to the programming power of the VS,
I actually came up with more.
"Before we converted to the VS, the
biggest problem we
had in the accounts
receivable area was "Amazing."
misapplying cash.
No more. Now, by
capturing current information a'nd keying it
into the computer from a
workstation, we're able to
sort out potential problems long before they
get to the accounts
"Unbelievable." receivable stage. And
with Wang's on-line
editing capabilities,
I'd say we've cut our
average editing time on
a per-item basis from
30 seconds to a single
second.
"And believe it or
not, whi Ie the VS
gives us faster
access and maybe
tri pie the programming efficiency of
our old system, it
was only half
the cost."

EDP professionals in more than
100 companies are singing the
praises of the Wang VS. And for
good reason.
The VS is a remarkably sophisticated, fully expandable virtual storage computer designed to provide
maximum interaction in a mainframe environment.
The VS provides for distributed data processing, thus avoiding
costly consumption of mainframe resources. It's fast, responsive, ease t
and can support up to 2.3 billion bytes of on-line storage. What's more the VS
speaks EDP people's language: COBOL, BASIC, RPG /I and ASSEMBLER.
We also think you'll appreciate how simple the VS is to operate. In fact, because of its level of sophistication, it can be operated by people with little or no
computer-related training or experience.
One more thing: the entry level price of the VS is under $50,000. Which is
perhaps the most remarkable thing of all about this computer.
For more information on the VS, return this coupon to Wang Laboratories,
Lowell, MA 01851.
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r send
~ ; e~ k:W-:O-: abo~he Wang vs~e:e--'
me a copy of your Executive Brochure,
Name _________________________
Title ___________ Phone _ _ _ __
Company ____________________
Address ______________________
City ________ State _ _ _ Zip _

(WANG)
Computer and
word processing
systems.
Wang Laboratories Inc.
Tel. (617) 851-4111
One Industrial Ave.
Telex 94-7421
LL~e~MA 0185~ _ _ _ _ _ ~P~~8.J
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USER RATINGS
icomputers.

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor tcchnical support
Training

Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible; inexpensive.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $/.275 perpetual license.
Updates $85 each.
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UCC 1 (or TMS)
University Computing Co. (UCC)
Tape management for IBM 360/370
os or oS/VS.

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical sllpport
Training

25
3.4
2.5
3.3
2.9
3.2
2.7

CIRCLE 291 ON READER CARD

UCC 2 (or DUO)
University Computing Co. (UCC)
Aid for conversion from DOS or
DOS/VS to OS or oS/vs on IBM
360/370.

9
3.4
3.3

3.0
3.2
2.8
3.0
3.0

Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $34.000, plus $2.400/year
maintenance.
CIRCLE 292 ON READER CARD

UCC 10
University Computing Co. (UCC)
Data dictionary manager and control statement generator for IBM'S
IMS.

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training
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UNIS/90
Sperry Univac
A bill of material, inventory control. planning. and scheduling system for the Univac 90 series.

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

22
3.2
3.0
3.0
2.9
2.7
2.8
3.0

Advantages: Inexpensive; flexible;'
saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $275/month.
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3.6

Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $/2,900, includesfirst year's
maintenance ($/ ,400/year thereafter).

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Easc of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

Vendor technical support
Training

maintenance.

5
3.2
3.4
3.0
3.4
2.8
3.2
-

8
3.1
2.6
2.5
2.8
2.3
2.4
2.0

UNIX
Western Electric Co., Inc.

Advantages: Inexpensive.
Modification required: None reported.
Price: Insufficient description to
price out.
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VALU-UB
Value Computing Inc.
Tape library management system
written in ANSI COBOL for use on
most computers.
Users reporting:
6

Overall satisfaction
Throughput/ efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

3.0
3.0
2.8
2.8
2.5
2.6
2.3

Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $ / 2.500, plus $1.500/year
maintenance.

Multiuser time-sharing system for
DEC PDP-I 1/40 and up; supports several languages; can replace DEC'S
RSTS.
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Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

Supports the company's electro-static printers and plotters on nearly any byte-oriented FORTRAN minicomputer.
Users reporting:
5

10
3.4
3.4
3.1
3.8

2.9
2.3
-

Advantages: Flexible; saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually, by
user.
Price: $ / 2,000-$30.000 first cpu.
$4,000-$/0,000 each additional
cpu. No maintenance offered.
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Utilities (S/3)
IBM Corp., GSD

Versaplot
Versatec

Overall satisfaction
Throughput/ efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

CIRCLE 299 ON READER CARD

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

Video/370
IBM Corp., DPD

14
3.4
3.2
3.6
3.6

3.1
3.3
3.3

Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: Insufficient description to
price out.
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Utilities (S/32 & S/34)
IBM Corp., GSD

Crt oriented on-line data entry sys'
tem for IBM 370.

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/ efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

5
2.4
2.4
2.2
3.3
2.6
2.2
4.0

Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $292/mnnth.
CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD

(Not further qualified by survey respondents.)

3.0
2.6
2.4
2.4
2.0
2.5

1.0
Advantages: Flexible.
Modification required: Usually. by
user. '
Price: $2,000 perpetual license for
minis, $5,500 for maifzJrames.
Maintenance $JOO/month, includes
automatic updates.

(Not further qualified by survey respondents.)

Users reporting:
9
Overall satisfaction
3.4
Disadvantages: Complex.
Throughput/efficiency
3.2
Ease of installation
3.4
Modification required: uSllally, by
user.
Ease of use
3.3
L-________________
Price: $/8.000. plus . __________
$2.000/year J -__________________________
Documentation
3.1

OveralI satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

3.9
3.7
3.6

3.7
3.4
3.6

3.3

Advantages: Saves human resources; flexible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: $1/,500. includes first year's
maintenance ($/,700/year thereafter). Monthly lease $420. All prices
approximate.
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WATFIV
Univ. of Waterloo
Fast, in-memory FORTRAN compiler
for IBM 360/370.
Users reporting:
6
Overall satisfaction
3.8

Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

3.5
3.5
3.7
3.7
2.4
3.0

Advantages: Saves human and system resources; inexpensive.
Modification required: None reported.
Price: Commerical $/ ,200/year,
academic $600/year, third-party
$2,400/year.
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WESTI
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
Teleprocessing interface system for
small to medium IBM 360/370 DOS
or DOS/VS installations.

Users reporting:
Overall satisfaction
Throughput/efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support
Training

46
3.7
3.6

3.5
3.4
3.2
3.2
3.1

Advantages: Inexpensive; saves
system and human resources;f1exible.
Modification required: Usually
none.
Price: Local $8,500.
plus
$750/year maintenance; remote
$/2,500. plus $I,OOO/year maintenance.
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WISE
Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC)
A data management tool primarily
intendedfor college administration;
runs on PDP-II under RSTS/E.
Users reporting:
9

Overall satisfaction
. Throughput/efficiency
VOLUE
~
Ease of installation
Applied Data Research Corp.
Ease of use
(ADR)
Documentation
An on-line program development
Vendor technical support
tool that offers extended LIBRARIAN Training

2.8
2.1
2.9
2.8
2.6
2.3
2.2
features.
Advantages: Saves human re_-= _______________
__
Users reporting:
7 -L________________________
sources.

~____
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3.2
3.4

Refrest...d, Interactive· Graphics

More Intelligent

Thana4014 .
,

At $14,750, the
DYNAGRAPHICM Model 3205
Terminal is literally more
intelligent than investing in a
4014 *. with it you can plug
into your .PLOT-l 0* application
immediately. When you're
ready, move up to true'
interaction with our .
Dynagraphic software.
Dynagraphics really <?ff~rs
you more:

Boston
(617) 449-4600
Houston
'13) 333-3566

.

. ' "

You'll generat~ and interact
with sophisticated vectorgraphics using simple .
FORTRAN subroutine calls.
Structured pictures and a
refreshed display mean .
selective erasure and picture
mcinipulation WITHOUT the
qnnoylng fl~sh. Reduced Hqst
I/O is rnad~ possible because'
our ter~hal processor does,
part of the ~ork - including
light pen or joystick .
interaction.
Washington, DC
(301) 277-2662

New York
(212) 679-72~6
Denver

".

'.'

Los Angeles
(213) 990-4244

San Francisco
(408) 245-9291

Check us out before you
spend more money on
storage tube graphics (or lowresolution raster graphics).
Write IMLAC Corporation,
150 A Street Needham,
Massachusetts 02 rt?4 or call
(617) 449-4600~. ":

[]8 !!Y!~~~®
INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS

Detroit
(313) 358-5070

Seattle
(206) 455-3373

Chicago
(312) 654-1208
London, England
(02403) 22167 '

BRIGHT DISPLJ\Y 30-to-l Contrast RaUo

$liA,750 16~' Semiconductor Memory
and Processor
19" CRT, Fle:dble 92-ICay Keyboard
Light PenorJovstlclt,.~S 2321nieriace
BuIlt-1nTarmlnal'
Support' Software.
.
.
,

TEKTRONIlt 401~/OOI0* EMULATOR
Optional
.
DYNAGR"APHIC
. HOST·GRAPHICS
SOFTWARE.- $750
(FORTRAN Subroutine Library)

"Tektronix 4014. 4010 and PLOT· 10 are registered trademarks
of Tektronix. Inc.

A Hazeltine Company
CIRCLE 42, ON READER CARD
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USER RATINGS
XREF

#

Disadvantages: Slow; uses excessive resources.
M,0dijication required: Usually, by
user.
Pri~e: Bundled with the hardware.

MICRO Systems Inc.
RPG-1/ compiler extension that produces an alphabetic o:oss-reference
listing automatically; for use on

CIRCLE 204 ON READER CARD

Users reporting:

IBM

S13.
5

BMS Computer

To obtain additional information about the software
packages rated in the preceding listing, please contact
the vendor directly at the address listed below, or
circle the appropriate number on the reader service
card bound into this issue.
.

Box 3086'
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
(415) 938-2620
Boole & Babbage, Inc.
510 Oak mead Pkwy.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 735-9550

7400 Metro Blvd.
Suite 370
Minneapolis, MN 55435
(612) 835-2366

Wellesley Office Park
40 William St.
Wellesley, MA 02181
(~17) 237-61.32

Burroughs Corp.
Arthur Anderson & Co.

American Valuation
Consultants, Inc.

Burroughs PI.
Detroit, MI 48232
(313) 972-7269

69 West Washington St.
Chicago, IL 60602
(312)346-6262

2200 East Devon Ave.
Suite 247
Des Plaines,IL 60018
(312) 297-6100 .

Atlantic Software Inc.

Lafayette Building, Suite 910
Fifth & Chestnut Sts.
Philadelphia, PA 19106
(215) 922-7500

Applied Data Research, Inc.

Route 206 Ceriter, CN-8
Princeton, NJ 08540
(609) 924-9100

Bancroft Computer
Systems, Inc.

3.0

CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD

Capex Corp.

P.O. Box 13529
Phoenix, AZ 85002
(602) 264-7241
Carleton College

Computing Activities
Northfield, MN 55057
(507) 645-4431 ext.443
C F S Inc.

1330 Boylston St.
Suite 608
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
(617) 5?6-0222
Cincom Systems, Inc.

California Computer
Products, Inc. (CaIComp)

2411.W. LaPalma Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 821-2011
Cambridge Systems
Group, Inc.

19857 Beekman PI. .
Cupertino, CA95014
(408) 255-5727

715 Trenton St.
P.O. Box 1533

Aries Information
.Systems, Inc.

2.8

Training
Advantages: Saves human resources.
Modification required: None.
Price: $375 one-time license fee.

3.8
3.0
3.6
3.8

West Monroe, LA 71291
(318) 388-2236

VENDOR INDEX
AltergoSoftware Inc.

Overall satisfaction
Th rough pu t / efficiency
Ease of installation
Ease of use
Documentation
Vendor technical support

2300 Montana Ave.
Cincinnati, OH 45211
(513) 662-23Qq ,
"

"

...

Computer Associates, Inc.

655 Madison Ave.
New 'York, Ny'10021
(212) 355-3333

.

The Computer Software Co.

6517 Everglades Dr.
Richmond, VA 23225

UPONDECI
.PDP-ll®LINE PRINTER.CONTROLLER
ForCentrorucs® or Dataproducts Type Printers
Operates on any PDP-II computer without
hardware or software modification.
Incorporating low power Schottky TTL logic
and a unique self-test mode for simplified
installation, the DLP-ll Line Printer
Controller comes complete with all cables
. and connectors.
Immediate delivery.

OEM and quantity
discounts available .

. Fonnulated Especially For the Computer Industry
.• Fine mist spray
• Non·reflecting
• Static eliminator added

• Fast drying
• Ammoniated
• Non··streaking

• One bottle lasts
One Full Year

NEWI From

Datasystems

. S3.~0 per bottle· $24;00 per case of twelve
r------------------------------~
0 Please send one 6 oz. bottle postage paid. I have enclosed my check for $3.00.
I
0 Please send me _casesof 12 bottles at $24.00 plus shipping,
I . have enclosed my check or purchase ·order.
I
0 Please send me more information.
I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

Name
Cleln Screen Products, Inc. Company Name

I
I 24 N~~~c~::'~~h60~~t. 823
I
(312) 726-8809
I'

Address
.
City
Purchase Order Number

I
I

State _

Zip _ _ _

I
I

L____ ~ __ 3~~~~~~~~S~~~_______ J
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$750
Single Quantity

"II~I:-IW·TM
..

...

• '7~
,. ·":f•
DATASYSTEMS 1·lel~
II':
.' . ..

Datasystems Corpor~tion
8716 Production Ave.
San Diego,CA 92121
(714) 566-5500
.

·1:' ... :;....

.

...

.

.

.
. .

.

<!IDEC and PDP are r~gistered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
""Centronics IS a registered trademark of Centronics Data Computer Corporation.
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~

Now, you can get your books closed; plu~ have all
the financial reporting your decision-makers need
- on time, every time. Just install the famous
GENERAL LEDGER and FINANCIAL REPORTING SYSTEM from So~ware International.
Accounting and financial professionals
find oursystems~jdealfor:
'.,'.
eflexible budgeting ecost accounting>~~pport
ecustomized output reports eflash reporting
eextensive auditability and control
eand much more!
Already producing results for more than 1,500
corporations around the world, Software. .
International's computer packages operate on
the most popular computers and data-base
systems.
....
.
Our FINANCIAL REPORTING SYSTEMS are
modular, too, so you can implement Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable, Fixed Assets,
Payroll, even a Manufacturing Resource Planning
rapidly and easily.

r
l

Please send me your tree:'ature about,the FINANCIAL
REPORTING SYSTEMS
LARGE COMPUTER SYSTEMS - '
for users of IBM. BURROUGHS.
DEC. HONEYWELL. UNIVAC and
ICL computers.
Financial
o General Ledger
o Payroll
0 Accounts Payable
o Accounts Receivable
0 Fixed Asset Accounting
Manufacturing
o Material Requirements Planning
o Master Production Scheduling
o Capacity Planning
o Shop Floor Control 0 Purchasing

I

I

I
I
I
_

)

.~ ~ ~

Comprehensive Report Generator
0 FILETAB
SMALL COMPUTER SYSTEMSfor users.of System/3 and other
IBM. Burroughs. Univac 9030.
Honeywell 62. HP 3000. Wang.
Interdata and most popular business minicomputers.
0 General Ledger
0 Payroll
0 Accounts Payable
0 Accounts Receivable
0 Fixed Asset Accounting

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Title _ _ _ _ __

~ame

Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
Computer System _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone

.

§

.

JYlhlRUE

(Q)"'---'JF1I\SJ"""""'-"

01278

TI~Iffil~JJflRIJ)~®
Elm Square, Andover, Mass. 01810(617) 475-5040
Atlanta (404) 252-9880. New York (914) 332-0040. Washlnglon. DC (301) 770-6460
Chicago (312) 298-3500. San Diego (714) 292-9833. Toronto (416) 862-0521

~vlJ@[f@ u[}u®OiJ
@@OO~(7®[J~ DOD [f@@01JDU@ o

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I

I
II

L =S=~44=8'::I=S~ (=7=,I~s::a=0=)':5='.J
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VENDOR INDEX
(804) 276-9200

San Antonio, TX 78284

(312) 280-0635

Houston,- TX 77056
(713) 627-9320

(512) 699-7000
Cullinane Corp.
20 William St.
Wellesley, MA 02181
(617)'237-6600

Dearborn Computer
Company, Inc.
1460 Renaissance Dr.
Suite 400
Park Ridge, IL 60068
(312) 827-9200

Cyborg Systems, Inc.
2 N. Riverside Plaza
Suite 22i5
Chicago, IL 60606

Digital Equipment
Corp. (DEC)
146 Main St.
Maynard, MA 01754
(617) 897-5111

(312) 454-1865
DatachronCorp ..
174 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10010
(212) 675-5333

Digital Research
P.O. Box 579
Pacific Grove, CA 93950

DataCorp of Virginia, Inc.

(408) 649-3896

RNa Center

Harrisonburg, VA 22801 .

(703) 433-9141
Data Design Associates, Inc.
,\333 Lawrence Expswy.
Suite 418
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 985-2570
Dahl General Corp.
Route 9
Westboro, MA 01581

DNA Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 1424
Saginaw, MI 48605
(517) 793-0185
Dylakor Software
Systems, Inc.
16255 Ventura Blvd.
Suite 808
Encino; CA 91436
(213) 995-0151

Florida Software
, Services, Inc.
P.O.Box 2269
Orlando, FL 32802
(305) 83\-3001

HBO.& Co.
4701 North Sterling
Peoria, IL 61614
(309) 686-5200

Foresight Systems, Inc.
(subsidiary of United'
Computing Systems, Inc.)
1901 Avenue of the Stars
Suite 585
Los Angeles, CA 90067

(213) 277-2722
GBA international
240 Tarnal Vista Blvd.
Suite 270
Corte Madera, CA 94925
(415) 924-5792
General Computer
Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 5148
Huntsville, AL 35805
(205) 539-9492
Goal Systems
P.O. Box 29481
Columbus, OH 43229
( 614) 268-1775

(617) 485-9100
Financial Technology, Inc.
612 N. Michigan Ave.
,Chicago, IL 60506

Datapoint Corp.
9725 Datapoint Drive

ASI .. ST, PROCiRAMMERS
.

-

~§~ .W~~U~

i©ijJJ ~

Applications Software. Inco (ASI). developers of the ASI-ST Data Management and Reporting System has several openings in its Product Support
Staff. Positions are available in Field offices throughout the country as
well as ASI's Corporate Headquarters in the Los Angeles area. These
openings are the result of a dramatic increase in product sales.
Product Support Representatives are involved in both pre and post sales
efforts. Job description includes:
•
•
•
•

Technical support of sales representatives in acquiring new customers
On-Site training presentations in product use to customer personnel
Assistance to customer in problem analysis and debugging
Preparation of technical documentation for users

Qualified candidates will have the following attributes:
•
•
•
•

Minimum of one year intensive programming experience using ASI-ST
Above a~erage communication skills-both oral and written
Experience with IMS DB/DC is essential
Experience with TOTAL and/or TSO is a plus

ASI is a highly successful software development company that offers an
impressive benefit package, lucrative profit sharing plan, and a pleasant
working environment.
If you are interested in a challenging and dynamic career with the
industry's leader, send full particulars and earnings history to:

rnJ
•

Member SIA

~

APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE, INC.
21515 Hawthorne Boulevard
Torrance, California 90503

Software Industry Association

Honeywell Information
Systems, Inc.
200 Smith St.
Waltham, MA 02145
(617) 890-8400
IBM Corp., Data
Processing Div.
1133 Westchester Ave.
White Plains, NY 10604
(914) 696-1900
I BM Corp., General
Systems Div.
5775 Glenridge Dr., N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30301
(404) 256-7000
IMSL, Inc.
7500 Bellaire Blvd.
Sixth Floor
Houston, TX 77036

(713) 772-1927

Programming for a .new age in

.. ,Satellite .'
Telecommunications
To provide better communications for the
management of complex business and government
organizations, SBS is establishing a domestic
satellite system offering integratedall-digital
private communications networks.
Programmers will get online experience in a rapidly
emerging telecommunications business bn SBS's
own large System 370 in our Data Processing
Center. We offer opportunities for PLl1 and BAL
Largesystems, applications, and test programmers
inthe followill9 areas:
•
•
•
•

SYSTEM TE~T
_..."
DATA BASt: MANAGEMENT & DESIGN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT
REMOTE MONITORING '& DIAGNOSTICS

We offer an excellent salary plan, a comprehensive
benefits package, and relocation assistance.
For confidential review by SBS technical
management, please forward your'resume indicating
areas of interest and salary requirements, to: .
Ron Graham
Employment Manager
. Dept. AAN .
SATELLIrE BUSINESS SYSTEMS
~cLEAN VIRGINIA 22102

B003,WESTPARK DRIVE

Equal Opportunity Employer
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Gulf Computer Sciences, Inc.
1775 St. James Place
Suite 160

Hewlett-Packard Co.
1501 Page Mill Rd.
Palo Alto, CA .94304
(415) 856-~501

CIRCLE 156 ON READER CARD

Infodata Systems, Inc.
5205 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church, VA 22041
(703) 578-3430
Infonational
P.O. Box 82477
San Diego, CA 92138
(714) 560-7070
Informatics, Inc.,
Software Products Div.
21050 Vanowen St.
Canoga Park, CA 91304
(213) 887-9121
Information Associates, Inc.
97 Humboldt St.
Rochester, NY 14609
(716) 288-6900
Information Processing Inc.
(IPI)
1850 Lee Road, Suite 320
Winter Park, FL 32789
(305) 647-2200
Information Science, Inc.
(IncSci)
95 Chestnut Ridge Rd.
Montvale, NJ 07645
(201) 391-1600
Innovation Data
Processing, Inc.
970 Clifton Ave.

Clifton, NJ 07013
(20 I) 777-1940
Insurance Systems of
America, Inc. (ISA)
P.O. Box 47975
Atlanta, GA 30362
(404) 449-3950
International Systems, Inc.
890 Valley Forge Plaza
King of Prussia, PA 19406
(215) 265-1550
Jason Data Services
1871 Jonive Rd.
Sebastopol, CA 95472
(707) 823-2293
Johnson Systems, Inc.
7923 Jones Brauch Dr.
McLean, VA 22102
(703) 821-1700

Management Science
America, Inc. (MSA)
3445 Peachtree Rd.,N.E.
Suite 1300
Atlanta, GA 30326
(404) 262-2376
Martin' Marietta
Data Systems
300 E. Joppa Rd.
Towson, MD 21204
(301) 321-5700
Mathematica Products
Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 2392
Princeton, NJ 08540
(609) 799-2600
McCormack & Dodge Corp.
381 Elliot St.
Newton, MA 02164
(617) 964-6610

Macro-4 Inc.
Gothic Plaza
376 Hollywood Ave.
Fairfield, NJ 07006
(20 I) 575-6466

Medical Information
Technology, Inc.
(MEDITECH)
255 Bent St.
Cambridge, MA 02141
(617) 354-3000

Management and Computer
Services, Inc. (MACS)
790 Valley Forge Plaza
Valley Forge, PA 19482
(215) 265-2910

Microsoft
300 San Mateo, N.E.
Suite 819
Albuquerque, NM 87108
(505) 262-1486

MICRO Systems, Inc.
501 ThirdSt.,S.W.
Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 243-1677
Mini-Computer Business
Applications, Inc.
4929 Wilshire Blvd.
Suite 940
Los Angeles, CA 900 I 0
(213) 936-7131
MRI Syslems Corp.
P.O. Box 9968
Austin, TX 78766
(512) 258-5171
MSP, Inc.
21 Worthen Rd.
Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 861-6130
National Inforrnation
System, Inc.
20370 Town Center Lane
Suite 245
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 257-7700
Nel, Inc.
6075 Roswell Rd.,N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30328
(404) 252-9474
NCR Corp.
5225 Springboro Pike

i:~p~~F
APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
(ACP) IN COLORADO SPRINGS
Federal Express has opened a Data Center in
Colorado Springs. A system is being developed
which will operate under the Airline Control Program (ACP) and will service upwards to one
thousand on-line terminals.
Successful candidate will have one to four years
Assembler Language experience. Openings exist
in the Applications Development area where
PARS/ ACP experience is desired, as well as in
the Systems Programming and Support area
where one to four years Systems Progra,mming
under MVS/VM is a prerequisite for consideration.
Federal Express, America's Airline for Packages,
offers excellent compensation, a benefit package
which includes interline travel and advancement
opportunity in a growth-oriented, creative environment.
To apply, send confidential resume, including
salary history to:
Paulette Tollison (On
Sr. Personnel Representative

FEDERAL EXPRESS CORPORATION
Dept. 8A
2780 Janitell Road
Colorado Springs, CO. 80906
ual Opportunity Employer M/F
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Delivery
Cooperation
Our data displays are outstanding
solid-state designs with critically
matched magnetics to optimize
the performance levels and
dependability demanded by your
customers. We use the most
advanced engineering and
production techniques to assure
consistency of performance.
No data display is built with more
deliberate attention to quality
and reliability.
We have been in the electronic
display business long enough
to know about rush orders. If you
need it yesterday - we'll try
to get itto you yesterday.
We've built thousands of displays
for many of the major manufacturers in the country. Perhaps
we already have a unit that would
meet your requirements. With

West Carrollton, OH 45449
(513) 499-5241
Northwestern Univ.
Vogelback Computer Center
2129 Sheridan Rd.
Evanston, IL 60201
(312) 492-3682
On-Line· Software
International
65 Route 4 East
River Edge, NJ 07661
(201) 488-7770
Optipro, Inc.
P.O. Box 615
Stock Exchange Tower
Montreal, Quebec H4Z lJS
Canada'
(514) 845-8107
Oregon Minicomputer
Software, Inc. (OMSI)
2340 S. W. Canyon Rd.
Portland, OR 97201
(503) 226-7760
Oxford Software Corp •
17 4 Boulevard
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ
07604
(201) 288-1515

'

Experience
.

I

VENDOR INDEX

slight modifications. It would be
less costly than starting from
scratch. If you need a new,
special package - we'll produce
it for you, in the configuration
you want, at minimal expense.
If you're developing a new data
terminal, we will be glad to
cooperate with your terminal
design engineers in reviewing
your exact specifications and
developing the most economical
display possible. And qUickly!
Whatever you need, we have the
experience and talent to design
it. And improve it.

But don't take our word. See for
yourself by contacting us today.
You'll come up with your own
reasons for using Setchell Carlson
CRT data displays.

Pansophic Systems, Inc .
709 Enterprise Dr.
Oak Brook, IL 60521
(312) 986-6000
The Poise Co., Inc.
201 N. Nevada St.
Roswell, NM 88201
(505) 623-8554
Price Waterhouse & Co.
National EDP Director
1251 Avenue of the
Americas
New York, NY 10020
(212) 489-8900
Program Products, Inc.
95 Chestnut Ridge Rd.
Montvale, NJ 07645
(20 I) 391-9800
Quodata Corp.
196 Trumbull St.
Hartford, CT 06107
(203) 728-6777
S & H Computer
Leasing, Inc.
4004 Hillsboro Road
Suite 222
Nashville, TN 37215
(615) 385-3875
SAB, Inc.
405 Park Ave.
Box 173, FDR Station
New York, NY 10022
(212) 421-5380
SAS Institute, Inc.
P.O. Box 10066
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AD these companies
have something
uncommon
•
mcommon.
The corporate symbols in
this ad represent six of the many
organizations that brought us their
communication problems - and
are now solving those problems
with the help of Rockwell-Collins
communications switching
systems.
What made these firmsAmerican Airlines, Pan American,
Air Canada, Bank Wire, Credit
Lyonnais, SIAC (Securities
Industry Automation Corp. which
handles data communications for
the national stock exchanges)decide to rely on us?

Ourunique'
syst~s

expenence.
The same thing that has
made so many airlines, banks and
Fortune 500 corporations come to
us: Rockwell-Coil ins experience.
We have it in all areas of
communications. So we know
exactly what - and how - to
design for applications that
demand high speeds and
capacities plus utmost reliability.
And we have the experience to
make it all work. We also have total
turnkey capabi I ity.

So if your business depends
on extensive voice and data·
communications, call or write for
details about our family of digital
voice and data switching systems.
Collins Communication
Switching Systems Division,
Commercial Telecommunications
Group, Rockwell International,
Dallas, Texas 75207. Phone
214/996-2336.

41~ Rockwell
p.~ International
... where science gets down to business

Dallas, Tex. (214) 996-2336 • New York, N.Y. (212) 661-6530 • Newport Beach, Calif. (714) 833-4645 • Chicago, III. (312) 298-5177
Atlanta, Ga. (404) 996-7112. Washington, D.C. (703) 685-2679

Brussels 242-4048. Cairo 894531. Frankfurt (0) 6106-4093. Hong Kong 5-274-321. Kuala Lumpur 27283. London 01·759-9911. Manila 892-742. Mexico City (905) 533-1846
Melbourne (Lilydale) (03) 726-0766. Paris (Rungis Cedex) 687-31-02. Rio de Janeiro (021) 246-3276. Riyadh 69060. Rome (0) 6-862-415. Seoul 74-9276 • Tehran 685-180
Tokyo 478-1278 or 478-1279. Toronto (416) 757-1101. Jeddah 54600
CIRCLE 66 ON READER CARD
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Raleigh, NC 27605
(919) 834-4381
SOl
P.O. Box 5801, Dept.
San Mateo, CA 94402
(415) 572-1200

Stockholder Systems Inc.
5590 Old National Hwy.
College Park, GA 30349
(404) 768-2979

Universal Software Inc.
Brookfield Office Park, Rt. 7
Brookfidd, CT 06804
(203) 792-5100

Systems Research Inc.
241 East Saginaw
East Lansing, MI 48823
(517) 351-2530

University Computing Co.
(UCe)
8303 Elmbrook Dr.
Dallas, TX 75247
(214) 688-7100

DD

Software ag of North
America Inc~
11800 Sunrise Valley Dr.
Suite 917
Reston, VA 22091
(703) 860-5050
Software International Corp.
2 Elm Square
Andover, MA 01810
(617) 475-5040
Software Pursuits, Inc.
Spear Tower, Suite 2008
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 777-9529
Sperry Univac
Div. of Sperry Rand Corp.
P.O. Box 500
Blue Bell, PA 19424
(215) 542-4011
SPSS Inc.
444 N. Michigan Ave.
Suite 3300
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 329-2400

Systems Support
Software, Inc.
5230 Springboro Pike
Dayton, OH 45439
(513) 435-9514
Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, OR 97077
(503) 682-3411
Time Share Corp.
630 Oakwood
West Hartford, CT 06110
(203) 522-0136
Tone Software Corp.
II 24 N. Gilbert
Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 991-9460
Turnkey Systems, Inc.
III EastAve.
Norwalk, CT 06851
,(203) 853-2884

Univ. of California at Los
Angeles (UCLA)
UCLA Health Sciences
Computing Facility
Los Angeles, cA 90024
(213) 825-5940
Univ. of California at
San.Diego
Computer Center, MS C-OIO
La Jolla, CA 92093
(714) 452-4060
Univ.of Pitt~burgh .
Computer Center
600· Epsilon Dr.
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
(412) 624-6355
Univ. of Waterloo
Dept. of Computing Services
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3GI
Canada
(519) 885-1211

Value Computing, Inc.
300 VCI· Bldg.
West Marlton Pike.
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
(609) 429-4200
. .

Versatec, Inc.
. 2805 Bowers Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 988-2800
Wang Laboratories, Inc.
I Industrial Ave.
Lowell; MA 01851
(617) 851-4111
Weila.nd Computer
Group, Inc.
1515W; 22nd St., Suite 950
Oak Brook, IL 60521
(312) 325-9300
Western Electric Co.
P.O: Box 25000
Greensboro, NC 27420
(919) 697-2000
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
2040 Ardmore Blvd.
Pittsburgh, PA 15221
(412) 256-5583
,WhitlOW Computer Syst~ms
560 Sylv~n Ave.
.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632
(201) 568-9700
#

"".--..:,:......•

UnlesS yOU. have .
an unlimit@d budget ••
an enormous staff .11 • •
.and a hundred years
to finish your project
You need

-- ..

~

NClf;lS
":':'::}:;::::::'

Nichols Project Planllingand Control Systems
enable project leaders and managers tQ .
successfully plan and control their projects.
These systems dramatically improve. planning
efficiency, highlight future loads, and quickly
indicate potential problem areas.

Nichols & Company Inc.
1900 Ave. of the Stars, Suite 2170
Los Angeles, California 90067 (213) 556.-2757
CIRCLE 222 ON READER CARD
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The Energy Eater Bug.

He could be eating up~ costly energy
in your computer r,oom.
+~e Energy Eater Bug may be costing you a lot of
money in unnecessary cooling energy. Now, however,cls much as 50% of this energy can be saved
with EDPAC's "ECX" Process Cooling System. This
can amount to about $10,000 per year in a typical
5,000 sq~ ft. computer room.
With the EDPAC "ECX" option you usually get a
, proven payback in two years or less.
The "ECX" system achieves this saving byeliminating the costly compressor operation during

periods of cooler weather because it incorporates
an additional glycol cooling system.
ED PAC Process Cooling Systems are specifically engineered to achieve an exact, totally regulated
environment that protects your computer from all
the costly bugs caused by regular air c·onditioning.
Kick the costly Energy Eater Bug out with an
EDPAC "ECX" System ~ Available either in new or
retrofit applications. Contact your local EDPAC
Representative, or, send for FREE BOOKLET HOW TO GET THE BUGS OUT.

;
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an Energy Eater
Bug T-Shirt.
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Name __________________________________________
Title _______________________________________
Company _______________________________________
Address ________________________ Zip __________
Phone _____________________________________

EDPAC
ENERGY EFFICIENT PROCESS COOLING

0;28

Mail to: AC Manufacturing Company, Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

I _ _ _ _ _ _ ----------------------~
EDPAC is a product of AC Manufacturing Company
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FOR COMPUTERS

HARDWARE
OFF-LINE
A process that can double the
speed at which electrical
current moves through
semiconductor crystals at
room temperature has been
developed by researchers at
Bell Labs. The process
could le~d to faster computers,
communications systems with
'
more capacity, and new,
previously unthought of
devices as it alters the
material's electrical
conductivity (previously
considered a constant). The
technique consists of layering
two semiconductor materials
to form a single crystal.
Silicon impurities, which
donate free.electrons to the
crystal, are added to only
one of the materials; they
migrate to the other layer
because they can exist in it
at lower energy levels.
The positively charged
remnants of the silicon
electron donors remain in the
other layer, where they can't
slow down current flow.. At
low temperatures, devices
constructed with the new
method are said to conduct
current even faster, perhaps
20 times as fast.
Two developments, both said to
be commercially available,
have come to our attention via
the Japanese trade press.
Fujitsu Ltd. has come out
with a 72Kbps fiber op,tic
modem with a 4km range. Called
the FOPIC, an as yet undefined
acronym, the selling price
ranges from ¥200,000 to
¥400,000. Sharp Corp. has come
up with an Electrochromic
Display (EGD) resembling an LCD.
Unlike LCDs, which switch
between clear and opaque states
based on electrical inputs,
the ECD uses a solution that
changes color when given
an electric signal.
Parker Brothers, the games and
toys maker, and its Canadian
subsidiary, have recently
installed ICL 2903 and 2904
computers. The machines will
be used in manufacturing and
distribution applications.
A friend thinks he's found the
perfect place for a personal
computing convention: Micro
Beach. In Guam. Hotel
facilities are available.

PASCAL PROCESSOR
The Pascal Microengine, offered as a 16bit chip set or assembled, packaged system, directly executes Pascal object programs. Based on the Univ. of California,
San Diego campus, implementation of the
language, the \1icroengine is the Pmachine which interprets Pascal object
code. The hardware implementation reduces the overhead of simulating the Pmachine in software, at the same time
saving memory.
The chip set consists of four elements: an arithmetic chip, a microsequencer that handles I/O control and some instruction decoding and two ROM chips
containing microinstructions and microdiagnostics. The chip set runs on a 3MHZ.
four-phase clock. The packaged processor
contains 64KB of RAM. DMA controller, integrated floppy disk drive controller, two
RS232 ports, two 8-bit parallel ports, and
power supplies. A single chip set sells for
$195, discounted to $97.50 in lots of
10,000. The packaged system, including
ASCII console, and the Pascal operating
system (Pascal compiler, BASIC compiler,
file manager, screen-oriented editor,
debugger, and graphics package) is priced
at $2,995. Deliveries are slated for the
first quarter of next year. WESTERN DIOlTAL CORP., Newport Beach, Calif.

the DataTrak 8 goes for $755 in quantities from one to 24. QUME CORP., Hayward, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 416 ON READER CARD

CRT TERMINAL
The Bantam crt's makers tout it as a
fourth generation crt, with character decoding and crt control logic on a single
custom LSI chip. The unit's total chip
count of 19 IC'S probably contributes to
the crt's $599 price for orders of 100
($966in singles). Bantam displays upper
and lower case in a 241ine by 80 character
display format. Tabbing, full cursor addressing, self-test, and repeat, backspace,
shiftlock, and separate print keys are

FOR DATA CIRCLE 400 ON READER CARD

FLOPPY 'DISK DRIVE
After all its success with daisywheel printers, this manufacturer is going after a new
market: floppy disk drives. Due to "its
expertise in mass-production of sophisticated servomechanisms," the vendor has
received exclusive rights to manufacture
(for North America and Europe) the
DataTrak 8 drive developed by the Japariese firm, Y.E. Data. The American and
Japanese companies are currently completing a joint development project to design a 5'!.t-inch dual-sided, double-density
floppy drive for introduction next year.
The DataTrak 8, which is available now,
is a full-size double-density, dual-sided
drive capable of storing 1.6MB of unformatted data, or 1.2MB in IBM format.
It has a track-to-track access time of
3 msec, average access time of 91 msec,
and a 15msec settling time. Transfer rate
is 500Kbps. Intended for sales to oem's,

standard. RS232 communications at
speeds ranging from I 10bps to 9600bps
are standard; a current loop interface is
optional. The keyboard includes an imbedded numeric keypad. Options include
an overstrike APL model, international
character sets, and an RS232 printer port.
PERKIN-ELMER CORP., Terminals Div.,
Randolph, N.J.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 414 ON READER CARD

PRINTER
The 55cps model 5500Q Spinwriter is the
latest addition to this vendor's line of
"thimble" printers. A plug-compatible
replacement for Qume daisywheel printers, the Spinwriter's thimble resembles a
DECEMBER 1978229

HARDWARE
daisywheel with all its petals bent up 90°.
The thimbles contain up to 128 characters. The 5500Q can print at 10cpi or
12cpi (switch selectable) with proportional spacing. At 12cpi, the printer has 163
column positions; the unit also can print
subscripts and superscripts. In line plotting mode the unit can step horizontaIly in
1/ 120-inch increments, and vertically in
1/48-inch steps. An end user configuration sells for $2,169; oem 'scan get the
mechanism for $1,140 in lots of 100. NEC
INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC., Lexington,
Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 412 ON READER CARD

BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Targeted at small to medium-sized businesses and larger organizations with regional warehouses, the Versatile Processor (vp) family comprises half-a-dozen
basic.systems. Modular business applications software from the vendor aIlows it to
offer complete distribution management
and financial control systems.
All six of the basic systems are
built around the vendor's 8870/1 minicomputer with 64KB of memory. The
smallest system, which seIls for $29,500
($250 per month maintenance), includes
a 13-slot chassis, 6MB of disk, crt, and
165cps printer. For $84,400, users can get

HARDWARE SPOTLIGHT
COMPUTER SYSTEM
IBM is busy making new entries into the
Icss-than-a-mainframe market. First off,
it was Data Processing Div. with its 8100
Information System. Then, three weeks to
the day later, General Systems Div. unveiled its System/38. While there was
some speculation that GSD would
retaiIiate against DPD'S entry into the
small computer market, System/38
seems more complementary than competitive when compared to the 8100. Deliveries are still a fair ways off: of the two
processors in the series, the smaller model
3 is slated for August 1979 deliveries, and
the larger model 5 won't make its first
appearance until February of 1980.
In addition to using the same 64Kb
chips and 18Kb chips announced with the
8100, System/38. also uses one of the
missing links, a 32Kb chip. GSD doesn't
copy DPD's blueprint for memory modules, yielding slightly faster memory cycle
times of 1.1 usec (model 3) and 600nsec
(model 5). Memory size can grow from
512KB to I MB (on the model 3) or 1.5MB
(on the model 5). Nonremovable disk
storage capacity ranges from 64.5MB to
387.1 MB. Both processors come with integral 16 line by 64 character crt consoles
and diskette magazine drives.
For an operating system, System/38 offers Control Program Facility
(CPF). CPF handles memory using "single
level storage management," under which
both main and disk memory are treated as
a single and very large virtually addressed
storage space. Only one programming
language, an extension to RPG II, known as
RPG III, is offered. It is said RPG II programs for the Systems/32 and /34 can be
recompiled without a major conversion
effort. Additionally, System/3 to System/38 conversion utilities are offered.

order processing and invoicing ($4,500, or
$95 per month), inventory control
($3,800, or $80 per month), financial accounting ($4,200, or $90 per month), and
financial modeling ($1,500, or $30 per
the largest system, consisting of a 27-slot . month). NIXDORF COMPUTER CORP., Burchassis, an additional 64KB of main memlington, Mass.
ory, four crt's, 66MB of disk, and a 300
FOR DATA CIRCLE 420 ON READER CARD
Ipm . printer. A programmable line controller for 2780/3780 bisync communications will be available at the end of June
DISKETTE STORAGE
1979. The vendor's real time operating
What could be more appropriate than a
system (NIROS), and Terminal Automatic
random access storage device for random
Monitoring System (TAMOS), are reaccess storage media? That's just what
quired; the pair licenses for $50 per
the Random Access Diskette Retriever
month.
(RADR, pronounced "radar") is. As many
as 50 diskettes can be hung from the unit.
The vendor's COMET software runs
on the VP series. Users can get the entire
Punch in the number of the diskette depackage for $12,000 (single payment lisired,' press the release button, and out
cense) or $250 per month, or they can
pops the diskette. After use, the diskette is
pick and choose among the four modules:
simply replaced at the front of the unit.
230 DATAMATION

CPF also supports interactive data base
utilities, and communications with remote 5250 Information Display System
devices or mainframes using SNA/SDLC.
System/38 can support up to 40
terminals (12 standard). Line printers,
96-column card I/O, and mag tape units
are also offered.
A system consisting of a model 3
processor with 512KB of main memory
and 64.5MB of disk, one 3262 printer (650
Ipm) and printer attachment, and two
5251 model 11 display units with keyboards, sells for $91,780. Software license
fees are $400 per month for CPF, $60 per
month for RPG III, and $30 per month for
the Interactive Data Base Utilities (IOU).
The above combination of hardware and
software leases for $2,790 per month on a
three year lease. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP., General Systems
Div., Atlanta, Ga.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 401 ON READER CARD

It's also said the RADR wiIl reduce diskette
warpage because the diskettes hang vertically. The RADR ~ells for $195. AMERICAN
NATIONAL SUPPLY CORP., Gardena, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 419 ON READER CARD

MICROCOMPUTER DISK SUBSYSTEM
A synergy between divisions has produced
this disk subsystem for S-I 00 bus microcomputers. Called the 4511, the subsystem consists of an intelligent controller,
and one to four of the vendor's 03000

10MB disk drives. Each drive has 5MB of
fixed disk and 5MB of removable disk. The
bipolar microprocessor within the controller is programmed for functions such
as cylindar seek, status checking, and
read/write sector. The vendor says an enterprising oem could reprogram the controller for special functions as needed. A
10MB subsystem sells for $9,000; each ad-

ditional drive adds another $5,500 to the
bottom line. PERTEC COMPUTER CORP.,
Chatsworth, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 418 ON READER CARD

MAINFRAMES

The V/5-11, estimated to run 10%
faster than the original V/5, has twice the
cache, 32KB. With deliveries commencing
next month, its prices range from
$2,100,000 (4MB, 8 channels) to
$2,640,000 (8MB, 16 channels). AMDAHL
CORP., Sunnyvale, Calif.
.

From the company that started off the
FOR DATA CIRCLE 407 ON READER CARD
current wave of successful plug-compatible mainframers, comes a new top-of-theline, the 470V /8. Simultaneously, the
PERSONAL COMPUTER I/O
firm announced a faster version of its lowend entry, the 470V /5-11. In an interac- INTERFACE
tive, high supervisor state environment, Users of the popular Radio Shack TRS-80
the V/8 is said to run 20% to 30% faster personal computer can put their systems
than the previous top-of-the-line, the
V/7. The V/8's cycle time is 26nsec, compared to the V/Ts of 29nsec. The V/8
also has twice the cache, 64KB. And the'
V/8 uses prefetching, a predictive technique for selecting data to bring into
cache. As is the case with all 470s, the
V/8 runs all 370 operating systems; the
vendor supports MYS, YM/370, SYS, Ysr,
and MYT. MYS/SE runs when the vendor's
MYS/SE Assist program product is installed. Scheduled for September 1979
deliveries, the V/8 pricing schedule starts
at $3,280,000 for a minimum configuration of 4MB main memory and 12 I/O
channels. A maximum configuration of
16MB main memory and 16 channels lists
for $4,450,000.

RGANIZE DISK VOLUMES
COMPAKTOR eliminates free space fragmentation by placing
data sets contiguous on a disk volume. Multi-Extent files are
merged into one extent. By using an FOR backup tape,
COMPAKTOR reorganizes in place.

Data sets may be positioned on a pack to user specifications.
Using simple control cards a user can configure a disk to reduce
head movement.

ALTER VTOC SIZE AND LOCATION
Entries within the VTOC are also compakted reducing data set
search time.

FAST DUMP RESTORE
FOR with over 2000 users and nominated to the DATAPRO
HONOR ROLL for the 4th consecutive year, has a proven record
of RELIABILITY and EFFICIENCY. FOR permits the user more
opportunity to backup his files while using significantly less CPU
and elapsed time.

30 DAY TRIAL
COMPAKTOR is licensed by CPU for IBM 360/370 computers
running OS, VS or MVS Operating System. COMPAKTOR supports 2314, 3330, 3340 and 3350 type disks. COMPAKTOR is
available as an option to FOR.
Test COMPAKTOR on your' own system for 30 days with no
obligation. Demonstrate the benefits of COMPAKTOR to yourself.
CIRCLE 119 ON READER CARD
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to work in control applications with the
A828 AC-P/TRS-80 I/O Interface. The interface provides eight channels of logic-level
input, and eight channels of latched logiclevel output. Four of the output channels
also switch independently controllable AC
power outlets, each rated at 600W. The
TRS·80 controls the interface with the INP
and OUT functions of Level II BASIC, or
with T-BUG and Level I BASIC. An assem- .
bled, packaged unit, complete with power
supply, TRS-80 interface cable, and I/O
port connector cable, sells for $165 ($6
more for an additional cable if the TRS-80
includes an expansion chassis). The un-

packaged board, sans cables, sells for
$124.50. JC ENTERPRISES, San Diego,
Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 422 ON READER CARD

PORTABLE COMPUTER
The Findex line of portable computers includes models using bubble memory as
secondary storage. The units have Z80
microprocessors as their computing element, ROM-based BASIC, 6 line by 40
character plasma display, integral 23-column electrostatic printer, and 77-key keyboard with calculator pad and 17 pro-

grammable function keys. Bubble
moduks come in 128KB and
256KB sizes; minifloppy drives also are offered. Integral and free-standing modems
are offered for communicating with other
Findex units or computers from other
sources .. External 132-column printers
can interface to the unit. A basic Findex
system with integral minifloppy drive,
sells for $4,980; adding 128KB of bubble
memory brings the price to $7,912. A unit
with 256KB of bubble memory sells for
$10,480. The vendor also plans to sell applications packages for prices ranging
from $800 to $2,500. FINDEX INC., Los
Angeles, Calif.
.
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The module 9301 transaction terminal has
a I O-key numeric pad, six programmable
function keys, eight status indicators that
can be used for prompting, and built-in
diagnostics. A 16-position alphanumeric
display can be used to scroll through the
unit's receive buffer. Options include a
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magnetic card reader, personal identification number pad, form printer, and cluster controller. The vendor will customize
the units for protocols, operating codes,
and field descriptors. Basic price for the
unit is $995, with discounts for quantity
and oem customers. DMC, Santa Clara,
Calif.
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DISK CONTROLLER
The SMC-IOO forms the link between S100
bus microcomputers and storage module

CIRCLE 114 ON READER CARD
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INFONATIONAL
RUNS ONH P-3000
RUNS ON

DIGITAL (DEC)

RUNS ON CONTROL DATA
RUNS ON BURROUGHS
RUNS ON HONEYWELL
RUNS ON UNIVAC
RUNS ON IBM
RUNS ON NCR

* NOW RUNS ON TANDEM

RUN ,WITH THE BEST
IN INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

INFONATIONAL

United Computing Systems, Inc. / Business Information Products Division

NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

For the most cost-effective, easy-to-operate,
integrated accounting systems, call (714)
560-7070 or mail in this coupon.

TITLE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

INFONATIONAL

United Computing Systems, Inc. I
BIIsiness Information Products Division

Kansas City
Atlanta
Minneapolis
San Diego
San Francisco

o
, 0

COMPANY:
ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Marketing Manager, Infonational
United Computing Systems, Inc.
2525 Washington
Kansas City, MO 64106
OFFICES:
New York
Chicago
Houston
Los Angeles
New Zealand
Australia
England

I AM INTERESTED IN:

CITY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•••
•••
[!Jill 0

®

STATE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _----'--_ _
ZIP: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

GENERAL LEDGER
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE/
PURCHASE ORDER

o

FIXED ASSETS
ACCOUNTING

o

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE/
SALES ANALYSIS

PHONE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
COMPUTER TYPE _ _ _ _ _ __
DM-12/78
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disk drives. The controller uses direct
memory access transfers. Onboard buffering allows automatic CRC generation
and error recovery. Each SMC-IOO can support up to four storage module drives. A
single SMC-IOO sells for $1,650. KONAN
CORP., Phoenix, Ariz.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 404 ON READER CARD

ENTRY LEVEL SYSTEM
The Eclipse C/ 150, an entry level member
of the commercial Eclipse line, sports up
to 256KB of semiconductor or core main
memory. Typically supporting 6 to 12
users, the C /150 runs the Real-time Disk
Operating System (RDOS). Programming
languages offered include COBOL, extended BASIC. FORTRAN, and RPG II. RJE80 and
HASP II communications packages allow
data communications between other machines from this vendor, or IBM-compatible mainframes. Both Interactive Data
Entry / Access (IDEA) and INFOS file management software can run on the C /150;
up to 32 terminals may be supported for
certain INFOS applications. A small
Eclipse C/ 150 system, including 128KB of
MOS memory, 10MB of cartridge disk,
800bpi tape unit, 60cps terminal printer,
RDOS, INFOS, and RPG II sells for roughly
$54,000. DATA GENERAL CORP., Westboro, Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 411 ON READER CARD

LABORATORY COMPUTER SYSTEM
The MINC combines a 30K-word PDP-I 1/03
processor with the users choice of functionall/o modules for automating laboratory applications. The seven module
types, which can be used in combination
up to a maximum of eight modules, are:
analog-to-digital converters, digital-toanalog converters, digital input, digital
output, multiplexor, preamplifier, and
programmable clock. Additionally, the
MINC has an IEEE-488 standard bus that
can interface up to 14 instruments or testing devices. An extension to PDP-II BASIC,

at $12,500. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.,
Laboratory Data Products Group, Maynard, Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 409 ON READER CARD

NETWORK DIAGNOSTICS
For use with this vendor's 1200bps and
2400bps loop modems (with T7 option installed) and loop systems used with IBM
3600 financial terminals, the System 185
provides microprocessor-based monitoring, diagnostics, and management of
communications networks from a central
site. It checks for malfunctions in data

lines, modems, and terminal equipment,
polling as many as 16 lines simultaneously. System 185 can monitor up to 16 lines,
each of which can have 254 devices attached. A typical 9 to 12 line system sells
for approximately $10,000. RACALMILGO INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.,
Miami, Fla.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 408 ON READER CARD

CRT HARDCOPY UNIT
The Com plot 8600 series of crt copiers can
provide hard copy reproductions from the
screen on a Hewlett-Packard 2640 series
crt. Copies are produced by a dual row of
styli (with overlapping dots) on electrostatic paper. A complete screen copy
takes 10 seconds. The crt's must be
equipped with HP's video interface (HP
13254A). The Complot 8640 sells for
$4,495, and the 8640A, which can produce copies from up to four attached terminals, goes for $4,995. HOUSTON INSTRUMENT, Austin, Texas.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 402 ON READER CARD

PET TO S100 BUS CONVERTER

MINC BASIC includes commands for controlling I/O via analog and digital interfaces. RT-II FORTRAN IV, with subroutines
to support lab applications, also is available. Mounted in a scope cart with an RX02
double density diskette unit, the MINC
system uses a VTI05 graphics terminal for
operator interaction. System prices start
234 DATAMATION

The Betsi is a Commodore PET to S I 00 bus
interface and four-slot motherboard. Attaching directly to the PET'S memory expansion connector, the board operates
from an S 100 power supply. It doesn't interfere with the PET'S parallel or IEEE-488
I/O ports. The unit is offered as a kit with
one S I 00 connector for $119, or fully assembled with four S 100 connectors for
$165. FORETHOUGHT PRODUCTS, Eugene,
Ore.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 403 ON READER CARD

ACOUSTIC COUPLER
The model 710 acoustic coupler features
compatibility with Bell's 103A2 data set.
It can transmit and receive at up to
450bps, in either full or half duplex. Both
20mA current loop and RS232 terminal interfacing are provided. The 710 sells for
$165, with quantity and oem discounts offered. OMNITEC DATA, Phoenix, Ariz.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 410 ON READER CARD

CRT TERMINAL
This company, well known in the personal
computing market, may well make some
inroads into the mainstream terminal
market with its CT-82. The Motorola 6802
microprocessor-based terminal provides a
number of features in firmware, and sockets for a customizer's EPROM-added functions. Normally, the CT-82 displays 16
lines (20 lines selctable) of 82 upper and
lower case characters. In all-caps format,
the CT-82 displays 92 characters per line,

with 16, 20, or 22 lines on the screen. In
this mode, lower case characters are replaced by graphic symbols. Editing functions include insert and delete line or
character, and partitioning the screen into separately controllable (roll, scroll,
etc.) quadrants. Software also selects
standard data rates r~nging from 50bps to
38,400bps. With an RS232 interface, the
CT-82 sells for $795. SOUTHWESTTECHNICAL PRODUCTS CORP., San Antonio, Texas.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 413 ON READER CARD

WEATHER STATION
The Computerized Weather Station (ID4001) monitors temperatures, indoors and
out, wind speed, barometric pressure, and
more. LED displays indicate time and
date, temperature, wind speed and direction, and pressure. Its memory allows recall of maximum and minimum temperatures, including date and time, time of
wind gusts, and maximum and minimum
barometric pressure. The microprocessorbased weather station can calculate wind
chill factors, as well as the barometric
pressure's rate of change per hour. Measurement unit conversions also are possible. The 1D-4001 comes complete with necessary sensors. Connector cabling is
additional at $7.95 for 50 feet, $13.95 for

100 feet, and $18.95 for 150 feet. In kit
form, the weather station sells for

$130 per month to $175 per month, depending on contract term. DECISION DATA
COMPUTER CORP., Horsham, Penn.

AS INSTRUMENTS INC., Houston Texas.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 218 ON READER CARD.
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DRUM PLOTTER
INTELLIGENT TERMINAL SYSTEM

$369.95; fully assembled it goes for $595.
HEATH CO., Benton Har,bor, Mich.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 417 ON READER CARD

3270 PRINTER
For attachment to IBM 3271, 3272, and
3274 control units, the model 6540-02
bidirectional printer offers the same performance as IBM's 3287 model 2 printer,
but at a price of $3,975. The printer can
form 96 9x7 dot matrix characters; it has
a 132 position print line and can print
sprocket-fed forms of up to five parts. It
also has a 4,000 character buffer. Rental
prices, including all interface, attachments and maintenance, ranges from

An intelligent terminal system, targeted
for the distributed processing market,
provides local data entry intelligence and
communications capabilities. The 774/1,
located at a remote site, won't process
your payroll, but it will make certain your
input is valid, send it on to a central computer for the payroll run, and then accept
a print file from the mainframe, printing'
paychecks locally.
The system, standard with one crt terminal, dual floppies, dualcommunications ports, and a 64KB processor, can
grow into four terminals, four diskettes,
and two 150cps impact printers. Local
programming may be done in TPL, the
language used on the vendor's previously
announced model 770 intelligent terminal.
The 774/ I comes in two versions: A
software version sells for $12,950 (no discounts offered), and includes installation,
system software, and one year of software
update service. The hardware version excludes installation and software updates,
and sells for $12,950 (quantity one) with
discounts offered on quantity orders. TEX-

The four-pen, microprocessor-controlled
model 3653SX drum plotter can draw lines
as fast as 15ips. The unit's resolution is
0.00 I-inch, but for faster plotting (such
as called for when previewing a newly developed plot) users can switch select reso-

lutions of 0.002-inch, 0.004-inch, 0.005inch, or 0.0 I-inch. The 3653SX uses a 36inch wide paper, and has a full plotting
area of 34-inches by 120-feet. The plotter
sells for $18,000, including integral buffered controller. ZETA RESEARCH, INC.,
Concord, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 415 ON READER CARD

GFS is a financial system development tool-a set of
If you're Iool<ing at
integrated software modules for performing the data
processing functions common to all financial
financial systems
applications.
'
Proven, flexible, highly effiCient ... we use GFS in
now...
our computer service center to implement and
and find that your
maintain hundreds of clients' financial applications.
GFS leverages our staff, as it can yours, by cutting in
needs are broader
half the effort needed to build a financial system, and
by two thirds the effort to maintain.it.
'
than most of today's
Considera fully integrated, on-line financial
system without limitations or restrictions
software pacl<ages ...
on end user requirements . . .
We should,
~~~~
compatible within IBM and
mini-computer based
environments, all with operating
tall< GFS
efficiency. And with nationwide
support from American
Management Systems, the nation's
largest builder of fully integrated
custom financial systems.

We should talk GFS.
For more inform,ltion, call or write:

... currently in use
in 75 different locations
for over 200 custom
financial applications

AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
1515 Wilson Blvd .• Dept.,120-1
Arlington, VA 22209
Attn. Mr. Peter Livengood
(703) 841-6000
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The U.S. Coast Guard has
contracted with Lloyd's
Register of Shipping/Lloyd's
of London Press Ltd. for
information on ships contained
in the Register Book data base.
Data on more than 60,000
merchant ships have been
put into the Coast Guard's
marine safety information
system. The Coast Guard
receives magnetic tapes
from Lloyd's on a quarterly
basis.
The Bay Medical Center in
Bay City, Hich., has
commissioned a $63,000 study
on the development of an
improved computer-based medical
information system. The study,
to be conducted by Battelle's
Columbus Laboratories, will
include the development of a
five-year master plan for
implementing the system.
Cullinane Corp., the
Hassachusetts-based developers
of the IDMS data base management
system, is looking into
developing applications
packages to run with IDMS.
First up will be general ledger.
If reactions are encouraging,
others can be expected to
follow.
The routes used by private
truckers carrying mail for
the USPS in 13 Midwestern
states will soon be designed
by computer. The USPS will
use a computer on the
McDonnell Douglas Automation Co.
network, and software known as
IVESS, developed by Decision
Graphics of Nashville. In a
test on routes linking Chicago,
St. Louis, and Columbus, the
computer-generated routes were
less expensive than those
developed by .schedulers using
maps and mileage charts.
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PERSONNEL SYSTEM
The Interactive Personnel System can
maintain a company's personnel data
base, provide reports, and allow users in
the personnel department to define procedures unique to the organization's needs.
The system uses three interrelated DL/I
data bases: a personnel data base of current and retired employees, a positions
data base defining interrelations and current occupant of each position within the
organization, and a jobs data base including tasks and skills required for each job.
Most inquiry and update actions can be
performed on-line; printing the org~niza
tion chart, an open positions listing, an

REMOTE BATCH EMULATION
A no-cost software option allows this vendor's remote batch terminal systems to
emulate IBM 3776s. To emulate IBM'S· remote batch terminal, the users system
must include at least two diskette drives
and 4800bps bisync communications.
Card readers, punches, and line printers
also are supported. The software uses English-language messages as opposed to
numerical system messages. DATA 100
CORP., Minneapolis, Minn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 430 ON READER CARD

A layman recently asked a
programmer we know, "Who
the hell was Pascal? . Was
he the guy that made it safe
to drink milk?"

I

MANUFACTURING
Intended for use by the estimated 20,000
manufacturers in the -$5 million to $15

I
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internal phone directory, and several other reports are done in batch mode. With
the proper security clearance, an on-line
user can look into employee information,
personal skills profiles, position reporting
paths, and many other areas. Users can
create their own procedures with a specially designed "procedure definition language." Users of IMS/VS and CICS/OS/vs
can use the package for a monthly fee of
$1,100. CICS/DOS/VS users must also have
Data Language/I; for these users the license fee is $800 per month. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.,
White Plains, N.Y.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 428 ON READER CARD

million annual sales range, the Interactive
Manufacturing Control System comprises four subsystems: Bill of Material,
Inventory Control, Material Requirements Planning (MRP), and Routing.
Subsystems may be implemented one at a
time or all at once. Three more subsystems-Order Processing, Work In Progress, and Capacity Planning-are in the
works. The package operates interactivelyon the vendor's upward-compatible systems, starting with an 1-8230 with 96KB,
10MB of disk, crt, and line printer.
The MRP system can take a company's production plan· or forecast and,
working backwards, can specify when
components are needed and in what quantity. The Bill of Materials module tracks

I I iI.d Til· LUIEII

More IMS and TOTAL installations have chosen the ASI-ST Data Management and Reporting System to
implement data base applications than any other product. ASI-ST's dominance in data base environments is
easily explained:
•

Operates under alll~M 360/370 versions of DOS, DOS/VS, OS and OS/VS.

•

Fully supports all TOTAL, IMS and DL/I features including TOTAL 8 and secondary indexing
under IMS/VS.

•

Permits creating and updating TOTAL and IMS data bases as well. as retrieval.

•

Allows concurrent processing of conventional data files with IMS or TOTAL data bases.

•

Supported in both batch and on-line environments.

IMS users such as American Airlines, Dow Chemical, TWA, American Can, The 'Hartford, Union Carbide;
and TOTAL users like Combustion Engineering, Northwestern Mutual Life, Anheuser-Busch, Corning Glass
Works, Eli Lilly and Holiday Inns are a few who agree ASI-ST and data base belong together. In addition,
ASI-ST provides an unequalled return on investment by. maximizing the productivity of both man and
machine. Since ASI-ST fully supports conventional data files as well as complex data bases, these benefits
are not restricted to IMS and TOTAL users. To obtain more information contact:

The Software Manufacturer

APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE, INC.
Corporate Offices
21515 Hawthorne Boulevard
Torrance, California 90503
(213) 542-4381
CIRCLE 77 ON READER CARD
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SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT

all manufacturing and engineering data
associated w~h each product. It includes ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
the capability to designate effective dates
for engineering changes, automatically
updating all files concerned on the effective date. Inventory control watches over
material movement, purchase orders, production orders, sales orders, and other
parts transactions. Step-by-step product
assembly is tracked by the Routing subsystem. All four modules can be had for a
one-time license fee of $11,100; they can
be rented for $217 per month. Price per
module ranges from $2,400 to $3,600.
NCR CORP., Dayton, Ohio.
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
'TY TIMES PRICE IF ZIPCODE IS BETWEEN
FOR DATA CIRCLE 432 ON READER CARD
After 10 years in the data base manage- 90000 AND 99999 AND WHEN FINISHEb
ment business, this vendor has come up PRINT TOTAL AND AVERAGE OF QUANTITY
COMMUNICATIONS
To broaden the usefullness of its System with a new system that may eclipse the TIMES COST." Users also can use exprespopularity of even the vendor's TOTAL sys::. sion equations, such as "lET WESTCOAST
Ten computers, particularly in distributed
processing environments, this vendor has tern. But they're not about to give up MEAN 'ZIPCODE IS BETWEEN 90000 AND
come up with the software and hardware brand-name recognition: the new package 99999.''' Similar inquiries can be made in
is named the Total Information System batch mode. Additionally, a report writer
necessary to support interactive commu(TIS). '
can be used. Finally, a preprocessor trahs,nications with IBM mainframes. Initially,
is
a
module
lates query language requests imbedded
Central
to
the
system
the system emulates IBM's 3271 Remote
It
operates
as
the
within
applications programs. Data base
dubbed
the
Directory.
Cluster Controller; support for other devices from both IBM and this vendor are system driver, and incorporates the func- updating and maintenance are performed
tions of a data dictionary. In place of in much the same way as queries.
said to be in the works. Software known as
Within the system, away from the
the' Communications Access Manager schemata, TIS substitutes Logical Views.
(CAM) provides a system interface to the A Logical View defines all data within the users' view, data can be organized as hierIntegrated Communications Adaptor data base, but need not describe the actu- archies, networks, and inverted files. The
(ICA) and provides macros for program al organization. User-specific Logical three organizations can coexist within the
Views provide a businessman's view of the same data base. Because the Directory
prep~ration. Up to eight data streams
(each equivalent to an IBM screen or data base; acting as subschemata, they handles all access, the data base can be
printer) can be run through an adaptor. define what data may be accessed, as well reorganized or restructured without imThe','software requires 2QKB of common as the mimes by which the user wishes to _pacting users or application programs.
mem6ry, and lOKB per partition. It car- access actual data elements. A user may Likewise,the data base administrator can
ries an $80 per month license fee~ The mi- have more than one Logical View, and specify BDAM or VSAM access, and change
different users may know the same ele- the access method at a later date. The syscropro~,essor-based ICA plugs into a Sysment by different names.
, t e r n also has dynamic transaction backout
tem Ten I/O channel slot in place of a local
But what can it do? First off, it can capabilities formairitaining the integrety
I/O channel, providing bisync communications, data buffering, and error recov- still support programs written for TOTAL, of data should a process fail in midtransery facilities. It sells for $8,300. ICl, INC., though new applications most likely will action.
be written using Logical Views for access.
TIS runs on 370s under DOS/VS or
East Brunswick, N.J.
Secondly it allows several query options. oS/vs. Though the "entry" module can
FOR DATA CIRCLE 424 ON READER CARD
On-line, users can get at data through a run in as little as 60KB, it's doubtful that
STATISTICAL PACKAGE
free-form English language dialog. The you'll find a full blown version on a
The latest release of BMDP77, the UClA- system uses artificial intelligence tech- machine smaller than a 512KB 138. In
developed statistical package for IBM niques in both its language recognition pre-release at this point, a full blown TIS
mainfmmes, has been adapted to the PDP- and prompting (it notices how familiar goes for $200,000. Release 1 and a firm
II. Seven new programs have been added, the user seems to be with the system, and price are due April 1. CINCOM SYSTEMS,
bringing the total to 33; several older pro- prompts accordingly). An example query: INC., Cincinatti, Ohio.
grnms~~b~n~oilifi~~ilie~k~~'_'P_R_I_N_T_C_U_S_T_O_M_E_R_,_O_R_D_E_R_,_A_N_D_Q_U_A_N_T_~~__F_O_R_D_~_n_c_m_C_L_E_4_~_O_N_R_E_A_D_~_C_~_D_~
efficiency and ease of use. Among the 33
programs are a number of regression package needs at least 28K words; 30K TEXT EDITOR
techniques (stepwise, linear, nonlinear, words to 32K words are needed under Scroll is an interactive text editor written
multivariate, etc.), as well as plotting rou- RSX/IAS. Users also must have a 9-track, in FORTRAN IV and currently implementtines, cluster analyses, and general mixed 800bpi mag tape unit, as the package is ed on DEC'S PDP-II and Harris Corp.'s
model analysis of variance. With the ex- distributed only on tape. The package is Slash series. Patterned after the Univ. of
ception of one assembly language subrou- offered on a two-year license. Single cpu Maryland's editor for Univac 11 ODs,
tine, the PDP-II package is written entirely licenses are $250 for degree-granting in- Scroll moves a one-line editing "window"
in FORTRAN IV (as is the mainframe ver- stitutions, $500 for nonprofit and govern- through the edit file; users view and edit
sion). The statistical parts of the main- ment agencies, and $750 for commercial data through this window. After learning
frame and mini versions are identical; users. The license fee does not include me- 10 or so commands the user can start editchanges were made to the data manipula- dia, shipping, or -manuals, but it does in- ing. These basic commands consist of
tion and I/O parts of the package. The clude maintenance and updates. _SOFT- those for moving the window, printing
package is said to run under all DEC oper- WARE DEVELOPMENT INC., Middlebury text, inserting and deleting lines, string
ating systems, and a UNIX version is re- College, Middlebury, Vermont.
searches and replacements, and even an
portedly ,on the way. Under RSTS, the
FOR DATA CIRCLE 425 ON READER CARD
UNDO command in case the user makes
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some grievous mistake, such as deleting
100 lines instead of 10. Additional commands (more than 30) are available for
setting tabs, duplicating blocks of text,
setting margins, and other functions.
Scroll handles file I/O via subroutines to
aid portability. The package is priced at
$1,200; an added cost installation service
is available. SOFTWARE SORCERERS,
Boulder, Colo.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 426 ON READER CARD

MICROCOMPUTER PACKAGES
A couple of ex-IMSAI managers have set
up shop to develop and sell software for
microcomputers. The new company's first
offerings are a sort package and a text
editor. Super-Sort is said to offer capabilities akin to those available in IBM sort
utilities. The package may be invoked as a
standalone utility, or it may be called
from user programs written in assembler,
FORTRAN, COBOL, or BASIC. User exits allow the sort to call user written subroutines. The package provides a multilevel
sort/merge with up to 32 keys, intermixed
sequence indicators, data types, and collating sequences. SELECT and EXCLUDE
allow users to specify source file extraction criteria.
Word-Master, designed for use
with dumb crt's, has control key commands for bidirectional word tab,line tab,
and screen tab. Characters, words, and

lines can be the objects of insert or delete
operations. The editor can merge several
floppy files, move or replicate blocks of
text, and perform string searches and substitutions.
Both packages run under CP/M, or
any of its derivatives, on 8080, 8085, or
Z80 based microcomputers with at least
24KB of memory. A floppy disk drive is
needed. Word-Master requires a crt with
cur,sor addressing and a clear screen sequence. Super-Sort sells for $250, and
Word- Master goes for $150. MICROPRO
INTERNATIONAL CORP., Rohnert Park,
Calif.

under RT-II, the compiler needs as little as
20 K words of, memory and a dis'k drive;
the UNIX version can replicate in 16K
words.' A perpetual binary license for a
single cpu 'goes for $500 (plus the cost of
delivery media). Full source code is available for $5,000, and an intermediate assembler version can be licensed for
$2,000. A five-year maintenance plan is
priced at $5,000, regardless of the plan
under which the compiler is licensed.
WHITESMITHS, LTD., New York, N.Y.
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Users of IDS/I (Integrated Data Store/I)
on this vendor's large mainframes now
can get a Data Dictionary. The package
handles data element reporting, whereused reports, record creations, maintenance reporting, and other functions.
Routines are included for analyzing
COBOL, Index Sequential Processing, and
transaction-driven systems source programs, identifying the data elements accessed and how the program uses each element. The package can be used to
determine the fundamental structure of
the data, as well as the way events and
functions use data. The IDs/I-Data Dictionary needs 48K words of memory; it
carries a license fee of $14,500. HONEYWELL INC., Phoenix, Ariz.
~~

CCOMPilER
These compilers for C, a programming
language developed at Bell Labs, run
under the major PDP-II operating systems.
While not a very high level language, C is
a small, powerful, general purpose language. It was developed to run under
UNIX, and much of UNIX and many UNIX
'applications are coded in C. Versions of
this vendor's compiler run under UNIX,
RT-II, RSTS-E, RSX-IIM, and lAS. The
compiler produces symbolic assembler
code, allowing an interface to assembler
and other PDP-II languages. The compiler,
is said to handle all features of C, including bit fields and defined types. A runtime library is included. On an LSI-II
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B,OOZ

AlLJEN

LEADERS

11/40.

COMPLETE
SYSTEMS

SAVE UP TO $28,000

DATASYSTEM 354-356
WITH CTSJOO SOFTWARE LICENSE.

VT50HA
DECSCOPE
$695'

JUST REDUCED!

OECWRITERS

8&11

CENTRONICS

(PUS & PERIPHERALS

LA36· LS120
10lA·102A·103

LOW-COST TERMINALS
IN STOCK • CALL FOR LATEST PRICES

IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTING, DATA, FACSIMILE,
VIDEO, SATELLITE SYSTEMS,
MICROWAVE FOR:
CORPORATIONS:
• Telecommunications Diagnostic Audits
• Automated Proprietary Inventory and Cost Profile
Package
• Definition of Improvement 'Opportunities
• Equipment Selection
-Telephone Systems
-Data Communications
• Voice/Data Network Design
• Implementation Project Management
• Organization and Staffing
GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES:
• System Engineering
• Project Management
• Other Services, as above
MANUFACTURERS/VENDORS:
• Market Strategy
• Product Strategy
• Product Development and Testing
BOOZ - ALLEN & HAMILTON INC.
Management Consultants
245 PARK AVE., N.Y., N.Y. 10017
(212) 697-1900
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SAS can give you answers in hours...

... instead of days.
Everybody seems to want
lIimmediate" answers. And it's
tough to explain why you
can't just press a button and
get the information you need.
That's why there's SAS.
We've put all the data analysis
tools you need for most jobs
into one system. And your
people don't have to master a
difficult programming Ian guage to use it.
Just a few simple commands
and SAS is handling retrieval,

data management, statistical
analysis and report writing. All
within one system.
It's so easy that one person
with SAS can handle most
jobs in hours or minutes ...
even the ones that take days
with conventional methods.
That's why more than 500
IBM 360/370 as computer
sites are already using SAS.
And why those users put SAS
on the Datapro Honor Roll for
the second consecutive year.,
CIRCLE 115 ON READER CARD

There's a lot more we can
tell you about SAS ... like how
much less it costs than most
software systems. Write or
give us a call. We'll send a free
booklet and answer any questions you might have. And
someday soon, you might be
smiling when someone asks
you for' one of those lIimmediate" answers.

SAS

SAS Institute Inc.
P.O. Box 10066 .
Raleigh, NC 27605
919/834-4381
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BOOKS
MIS: AMANAGERIAL PERSPECTIVE
V. Thomas Dock, V. P. Luchsinger,
W. R. Cornette, eds. '
Art Buchwald's name as one of the con; tributiitg authors to this text book was an
eye-catcher. I think he is one of the funniest authors around, a.nd the addition of an
article by him in a textbook on management information systems suggested that
the editors had a sense of humor and'this
book might be more entertaining than the
average scholarly work.
The.book is a softcover, somewhat
awkward-sized textbook (9Vz" wide, 8"
high), bringing together previously published articles that,in the words of the
editors, "provide insight into the primary
concepts of management information systerns." There are 50 articles by 59 authors, previously published in 23 different
journals. The articles are grouped into six
major subject areas: (I) Systems: a management perspective, (2) Management
Information Systems: a conceptual foundation, (3) Managing the MIS, (4) MIS
and People, (5) MIS and Society, and (6)
The State of the Art. The six general subject areas (called units by the editors) are
further subdivided into 15 topical areas
with names like General Systems Theory,
The Organization as a System, The MIS
Idea, and Behaviorial Issues, just to name
a few.
At the time of publication (1977),
the editors were faculty members in busi.;
ness administration schools.
The authors of the articles read
like the who's who of the data processing
world, with a few. experts from other
fields: Ackoff, Barnett, Dearden, Head,
Emery, Kanter, Withington, Nolan,
Argyris, et al.While the organization of
the book is excellent for its stated purpose,
there is a significant amount of redundancy between some articles and sections of
the book. This is the penalty of using more
than one previously published article on
the same subject. Each author must introduce his subject, and this is often red undant even when authors are taking different viewpoints. For example, the editor's
introduction to MIS, the first selection in
the book, and the second article by Luchsinger and Dock (two of the editors) in
section 2 are each excellent alone but re-

present a duplication.
Of the 50 articles, 35 were originally published more than five years ago,
and 20 were published as long ago as 1970
or earlier. Some of the older articles are as
fresh today as when they were originally
published. Bob Head's "The Elusive
MIS," published in this magazine in 1970,
could have been written yesterday. Ward
Frederick's 1971 "A Manager's Per spective of Management Information Systerns" carries a message that will be as
fresh tomorrow as when it was written:
"The development of an MIS is worthwhile only to the extent that the system
will favorably affect the variables in the
firm's profit equation." Brandt Allen's
two articles on computer security, first
published in 1972, are outstanding and of
more current intere~t than when first published. Gaylord A. Freeman, Jr.'s 1969
"The Role Top Management Must Play
in MIS Planning and Implementation" is
superb and may be the best MIS article in
the book.
Other articles can also be commended. A few examples: Burt Namus'
] 972 "Managing the Fifth Information
Revolution" is thought-provoking; Robert C. Goldstein's and Richard L. Nolan's
1975 article on "Personal Privacy versus
the Corporate Computer" has good information about how much privacy may cost
the business firm; David Barr's description of "GM's Parts Ordering System" is
meaty material as is Jerome P. Rickert's
"Online Support for Manufacturing";
James C. Emery's and Christopher R.
Sprague's 1972 response to a controversial John Dearden article is excellent
reading (the Dearden 1971 article is also
included, although outdated); and Gerald
F. Price's "The Ten Commandments of
Data Bases" is good reading and solid advice. These and others are high quality,
real-world stuff of value to the budding
MIS practioner.
But everything old is not necessariIy good or vice versa. There are selections
that are very much dated. These could either mislead a student or require clarification by the instructor. Some of these
outdated articles were outstanding contributions to the literature and the practice
and theory of MIS at the time, but as it has
often been observed, dp technology has

been moving at a pace that often makes
today's good information obsolete by tomorrow. The authors of textbooks on MIS
have this problem to some extent when
they write about the application of technology, and to a lesser degree when they
write about MIS management theory and
practices. It is a temptation to advise authors to publish MIS texts in looseleaf
notebook form.
Not all of the articles were written
in a serious vein. Dr. Ruth Davis' 1975
piece, "The Computer Serves, the Consumer Relishes," is a serious article that
was written with tongue in cheek. There
are such subtitles as Deep in the Heart of
Taxes, or Ma, He's Mechanize at Me; and
The Great Barrier Reef. And of course, as
mentioned at the beginning, there is an
article by Art Buchwald, "The GreatData Famine," published in 1968 and reprinted in DATAMATION (April 1976, p.
45). It is brief and hilarious (shorter than
this review). However, even Mr~ Buchwald's article is dated. His major premise
is that "one of the many problems we face
in the 1970s is that so many computers
will be built in the next decade that there
will be a shortage of data to feed them."
Mr. Buchwald advocates birth control
pills for computers to reduce computer
proliferation (heaven only knows we need
them with all those minis and micros running around!), and that the Government
should build a data manufacturing plant.
What Mr. Buchwald failed to recognize is
man's insatiable appetite for data and the
government bureaucrat's unlimited ability to devise new requirements for reports
and data. Most government agencies are
data manufacturing plants, and they subcontract a lot of their work out to private
enterprise. The more productive data
plants in the government are OSHA, Social
Security Administration, Internal Revenue Service, and the FBI.
The last article in the book is "The
Future of MIS," by Charles H. Kriebel. It
was a fine, profound article in 1968 or '69
(the date was missing from the reference), but it is out-of-date for this text.
Some of Frederick G. Withington's more
recent predictions of the future, that have
been published in both this magazine and
The Harvard Business Review, would
have been more appropriate as a climax to
the text.
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BOOKS
If the authors are planning a second edition,) would suggest they carefully screen/ their material for repetition
(fewer articles would be preferable to the
redundancy) and replace technologically
outdated material with fresh-and they
will find a wide selection. Using highly
subjective criteria, and based on today's
knowledge, the 50 articles are graded as
13 excellent, 17 good, 12 average, and 8
good but outdated. Of the 50 articles, 8
were also partially redundanrwith material that had preceded them. The book
can be recommended as a beginning text
for'the undergraduate newcomer to MIS,
with some updates and clarification by
the instructor. The old hands of MIS might
find much of the book a little too old hat.
(Science Research Associates, Palo Alto,
460 pp., $9.95.)

-c. William Getz II

THE CODASYL APPROACH TO DATA
BASE MANAGEMENT
by T. William Olle
I found this book to be quite detailed and,
for the most part, very accurate. A
number of typographical errors proved a
small annoyance.
The audience for this text will be a
programmer or systems analyst who al-

ready has a strong systems background
and who understands data base. Programming specifics are initiated early and are
continued almost all the way through the
book. One does not sit down and read this
book any more than you would sit down
and read a college level mathematics text.
As a matter of fact, to have a truly positive impact, it should be used on an active

basis in combination with the writing of
programs using a CODASYL DBMS;
ThecODASYL concepts of data
base management are powerful and rather widely accepted, but certainly no one
has ever accused them of being easy to
understand. The book faces a substantial
challenge in getting these concepts across
and will, therefore, it seems to me, be of
primary interest to those who have a need
and specific desire to get detailed insight
into the CODASYL concepts.
The book has, for comparison purposes, four chapters (representing approximately 20% of the total content) de-

voted to four other widely discussed
approaches to data base management:
those of three commercial productS-TOTAL, IMS, and ADABAs-and the
relational data base model. The TOTAL
chapter is well written and is interesting
for the detailed contrast and comparison
that it provides between TOTAL and the
CODASYL concepts. The IMS chapter does
not get into programming level comparisons but discusses systems level comparisons, as does the ADABAS chapter. The relational chapter is unusually good, with
definitions of relational terms and an excellent rationale' for the relational approach. It might be the best short writeup
I've seen on the relational concept except
that no mention at all is made of first,
second, or third normal forms-an important omission.
The usefulness of the text may be
indicated by the fact that the data base
administrator of the company, an individual with several years experience in the
use of IDMS, a CODASYL system, who received the volume as part of the reviewing
process, was able to learn new concepts in
a short period of time, and thought he
could probably gain much knowledge
from reading the book. Wiley Interscience, N.Y. (1978,283 pp., $21.50).

-George Schussel

LSI-Il" FROM ANDROMEDA
THE BROADEST LINE OF LSI·ll™PRODUCTS
FROM 'ANY SINGLE SOURCE

From SYSTEMS to soFfwARE, from CARDS to CABLES, ANDROMEDA offers the broadest range of
LSI-II '" components that can be purchased from any single supplier.
In addition to the items we manufacture internally, we also distribute the best products of other
LSI-II'" eqUipment manufacturers including DEC"'.
,
If you need any LSI-II'" product, from a lOmbyte cartridge disk based system to a DLVll cable,fast
and inexpensively, call ANDROMEDA, 213/781-6000. Andromeda Systems, Inc. 14701 Arminta
Street:fl:J, Panorama City, California 91402.
ANLJMOMELJ~

SYS'E~~_.

LSI· I I cmd DEC are trademarks of the Digital Equipment Corp,
CIRCLE 104 ON READER CARD
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··HANDS·ON·~
EZPERT® Project Graphics System puts visibility into your project planning, scheduling, monitoring
and control ... when you need it, where you need it, and how you need it.
'
If you're involved with project management you know
how critical it is to see how a total project "fits" together,
and how interdependent activities affect its day-to-day
progress.
Now EZPERT puts that visibility into your hands-like
no other system can-with Time Scaled Networks, Gantt
Barcharts and Cost/Manpower Graphs ... produced and
updated automatically.
Fast and 'accurate.
EZPERT can give you totally revised and virtually errorf~ee graphics within hours of a profect change. So
management decisions are always based on current and
correct information.
Easy to use.
If you're currently using project management techniques,
you're already doing most of the work. EZPERT uses the
same basic information to automatically produce project
graphics on an electrostatic, pen or microfilm plotter.
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Join the group.
Leading manufacturing and aerospace companies,
engineering/construction contractors, utilities, financial
institutions and government agencies are already using
EZPERT. Maybe you should be too. Call us for more
inform ation - tod ay!

..

Overseas Sales Representative inquiries invited.

. .®

SYSTONETICS, INC.
600 N. Euclid Street, Anaheim, California 92801
(714) 778-1600
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REPORTS AND REFERENCES
INTERNATIONAL SOURCE DATA
While users rate software packages in the
December regular edition of DATAMATION, the International Section tells how
vendors of those packages rate international markets in both systems and application software.
A valuable chart shows where the
rated packages are available overseas and
how they are supported. In addition, this
20-plus page section will feature an indepth interview with Chris Wilson, managing director of International Computers Ltd., one of the world's largest
mainframers: dp concerns of the developing nations; Ireland's push to become a
computer manufacturing center; and the
latest in foreign new products.
For a reprint of the International
Section send $3.00 to DATAMATION International, 35 Mason St., Greenwich, CT
06830.

COMPUTER USE IN JAPAN
An 81-page fact-filled book, EDP in Japan 1978 provides a snapshot look at the
installed base of computers in Japan, the
world's second largest users. This year's
annual, however, also includes the results
of a survey of dp users' spending plans-a
study conducted, unfortunately, late last
year. Government statistics on the industry show there were almost 42,000 computers in ·operation in Japan in June 1977,
up 15% from the previous year. Those of
foreign origin comprised 42.5% of that
number, and approximately the same in
terms of their value. The number installed
is expected to grow by some 350% by the
end of fiscal 1985, the value to increase in
that period by 380%. Statistics on the
services business are also included. The
colorful volume is priced at $50, including
postage, from Japan Electronic Comput-:
er Co., Ltd., New Kokusai Building, 5th
Floor, 4-1 Marunouchi 3-Chome,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan.

ries/ 1; DEC VAX and new 370-compatible
hardware; vital factors in vendor selection: and potential in the international
market.
Buyers at 5,600 oem, systems
house and end-user locations responding
to the survey had 36,000 mini-based systems already in place and represent a major share of the high growth market. They
intend to purchase 19,150 more minicomputers valued at $790 million by June
1979.
DATAMATION magazine's 1978/79
Mini/Microcomputer Market Survey is
now available to industry analysts, mar-

ket planners, sales executives and minicomputer end users. For prepaid orders,
the report is being offered at a $40 savings
off the regular price of $445 in North
America and $475 elsewhere. To reserve
your survey report, contact Dorothy
Chamberlain at: (203) 661-0055.

COMPUTER BOOK BIBLIOGRAPHY
More than 250 new books are listed in the
12th edition of the Annual Bibliography
o!Computer-Oriented Books, from the
Univ. of Colorado. Books published prior
to 1973 have been deleted from the bibliography, with the exception of classics

JOIN THE SEASONED TEAM!!!
Professional Scientific / Engineering Fortran and
Machine Language Application Programmers
• Are you becoming stagnant in your present job?

• ,Do you need the stimulus and challenge of investigating -new frontiers?
• If you would like to trade your current job for a
lasting and meaningful career, let us challenge
your innovative and creative abilities by offering
you the opportunity to solve complex and interesting applications for computer implementation.
'. Senior level positions available.
• Outstanding fringe benefit program with cost-ofliving provision
• Southern California location

MINI/MICRO MARKET GROWING
The minicomputer market continues to
expand rapidly. User base expansion over
the last eight years has averaged 24% annually, with the small business systems
market segment growing at a faster, 31 %
expansion rate. Worldwide minicomputer
unit purchases are projected conservatively to rise by 33% by June 1979.
These key findings from DATAMATION magazine's annual Mini-Microcomputer Market Survey show a continuing
solid trend in growth of the small systems
market, especially in applications relating
to business data processing. Also projected to go up are the markets for intelligent
terminals and data entry systems.
Topics of special interest in the
200-page report include: user purchase
plans through 1979; high-growth applications; user assessment of the IBM. Se-

INTERESTED?? ?
Send resume in confidence to: Professional Staffing,
Rocketdyne Division, Rockwell International, 6633
Canoga Avenue, Canoga Park, California 91304

~l~

Rockwell

p.~ International
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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REPORTS AND REFERENCES
such as Dahl and Dijkstra's Structured
Programming. A 50% increase' can be
seen in the number of books on management of data processing. Over 20 books
were added to the systems analysis and
design section. Data base books increased
40%, and the data communications section has seen an increase of 30%. The bibliography is indexed according to type
(reference, textbook, handbook) and style
of presentation (programmed instruction,
case study, narrative). $4, or $5 if an invoice is required, from Computing Newsletter, Box 7345, Colorado Springs, co
80933.
.

EUROPEAN MARKETS
Martin Simpson predicts growth in the
minicomputer industry in Europe to continue at 20% to 30% annually over the
next several years, with the semiconductor industry in Europe expanding at close
to 15%. Reas'ons cited in their newly
available report on dp markets in Europe
are: greater emphasis on productivity im:..
provement, expansion of computer applications, a less mature industry environment that can increasingly afford the
most modern equipment to improve efficiency and, of course, dramatic technological advances in electronic circuits.

The report is also said to cover competitive market shares and details of the European economic outlook. $795. MARTIN
SIMPSON RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC., 63
WaH Street, New York, NY 10005 (212)
344-3480.

AUDIT AND EFTS
A 47-page report published by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants provides an overview of the nature of
an EFT (electronic funds transfer) network, concentrating on physical characteristics, legal and government status, and
implications for independent auditors.

Audit Considerations in Electronic
Funds Transfer Systems is priced at $4.

,
TEACMT·2:
THE VALUE-PACKED
CASSETTE DATA PACK
MORE PERFORMANCE FOR. LOWER PRIGE
The case for
digital cassette
An all-round winner, digital
cassette is easier to
handle, lower in cost and
smaller than floppy disk.
Data \ransfer rate is
approximately 40 times
faster than Kan~s City
Standard audio oassettes.
And operating cost is
nonsiderabl)t lower than
conventional data
cartridg!i!s.

Maximum
reliability
Small size is no detriment
to this unit's reliability and
precision. Soft error rate is
better than 1 x 10- 9 bits. .
MTBF is 10,000 hours-real
durability, and tape-life
spans an outstanding 1000
passes or more thanks to
superior transport design.

Easier
maintenance

OS/6 USERS REPORT
Publishing interviewed 40 companies
using the IBM Office Systemj6 and found
the machines being used in a variety of
tasks not limited to word processing. And
while the users reported several problems,
such as ink clogs, paper jams, and lack of
communications between the Office
Products Div., which sells the system, and
the General Services Div., which services
it, they still rated IBM'S service 'as excel~
lent.
The report is an examination of the
role of the OS/6 in the IBM product line
and the word processing marketplace
based on an analysis of the user interviews, and is generously seasoned with user comments.
SBS

The Office System/6-User Report is $395. From SBS PBULISHING, 4320
Stevens Creek Blvd., Suite 190, San Jose,
CA 95129 (408) 243-8121.

KEEP IT PRIVATE

The uncomplicated
'structure of the MT-2 is
another· big plus. Two reel
motors and a disc encoder
are the only moving partsfewer servicing problems,
less spare-parts
storage and lciwer
maintenance cost.

"Arizona-License is required; grounds
for refusal, suspension or revocation of license include failing to inform subject
that participation is voluntary, making ine MT-2 is available in
quiries during pre-employment exam reversions, two of which
garding religious, labor, sexual activities,
incorporate a unique
or political affiliation; failing to inform
interface controller
developed by TEAC
/ subject of results if requested." That is
especially for this unit.
one of hundreds of capsule descriptions of
It features a simplified
privacy law found in the third edition of
design, and lets you
Compilation of State & Federal Privacy
connect the MT-2 to the
Laws. This listing was under the heading
bus lines of 8080, 6800
"Polygraphing in Employment." Other
and Z-80 or equivalent
series microprocessors for
categories include Arrest Records, Bank
greater flexibility and
Records, Credit Reporting and Investigaconvenience than
tion, etc.
conventional, high-priced
In addition to the capsule descripoutboard devices.
tions, the 166-page report includes the
text of more than two dozen representaVernstraat 20. Veldhoven Italy: AES.S.E. S.R.l.. Corso
tive statutes. $14.50, from PRIVACY JOURLodi. 4720139 Milano Norway: Rodtand & Rellsmo
AS .• Gladengveien 3A. Oslo 6 Sweden: Scantele abo
NAL, Box 8844, Washington, DC 20003.

Easy
microprocessor
interface

The.MT-2 is totally
compatible with ISO, ANSI,
JIS and ECMA phase
encoding standards. You
can read tapes recorded
on other machines
complyng to these
standards, and vice versa.
TEAC CORPORATION: 3-7-3. Naka-cho. Musashino.
Tokyo. Japan. U.S.A.: Triple I Incorporated. 4605 N.
Stiles. P.O. Box 18209. Oklahoma City. OK 73118
England: International Instruments Ltd .. Cross Lances
Rd .. Hounslow. Middx W. Germany: nbn Elektronik
Starn berg. 813 Starnberg. Max-Emanuel-Slr. 8 France:
Tekelec Airtronic SA. Cite des Bruyeres. Rue CarleVernet 92 Sevres Holland: SIMAC Electronics.

Tengdahl Sgatan 24. 11641 Stockholm Denmark:
Danbil. Planlagevej 23. 2680 Scolrod Sirand
Switzertand: Wenger Datentechnik. Bruderholzstrasse
45 4053 Basel Australia: Jacoby. Mitchell Ltd .• P.O. Box
70. Kingsgrove. N.S.W. 2208
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From AICPA Order Dept., 1211 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, NY 10036 (212)
575-6200.

Immortality
for two cents.
Now that your HP 264X series terminal
has that picture on-screen, don't lose it.
Not when you can immortalize that
image for only two cents a copy.
The Versatec 1640 hard copy system
is designed specifically for HP terminals.
Just plug it in.
One system serves up to eight terminals. It delivers ready-to-use copies in
just ten seconds. And most important, .
it provides the best copy quality at the
lowest copy cost.
The best copy lasts. No fade. No
deterioration. True archival quality
at one-fourth the cost of dry silver
paper.
You can store paper at room
temperature. Make up to 1000 fanfold copies without a refill, or use an interchangeable continuous
roll. Another nice advantage. You can write on this
paper in penor pencil without
a slip or a smudge.
Need more justification? Optional controllers let you print and
plot directly from any popular computer. Print 1000
LPM or plot three square feet per minute. Then,
upon request, make any number of copies from
your HP terminals. That's utilization!

,------------25' CABLE
VIDEO
HEWLETT-PACKARD
, REMOTE CONTROL
SERIAL

Versatec
2805 Bowers Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 988-2800
Tell me more about hard copy from ...

COMPUTER
PLOTTING

o

o

VIDEO
HARD COPY

o

o

Hewlett-Packard 2648A or other 264X
series terminals
Other displays and
video sources _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Send samples
(manufacturer and model)
Please have a salesman call

name
telephone
PARALLEL
20' CABLE

Archival quality. Lower cost per copy. And maximum machine utilization.
All from the one complete hard copy system for HP display terminalsThe Versatec 1640.
So check our readers' service number or use the coupon. It could
immortalize your image.

I

organization

I

address

I
I

city, state & zip

~-VERSATEC
\T

I

A XEROX COMPANY

Versa plot is a Versatec trademark, ® XEROX is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION
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REPORTS AND REFERENCES
MINIS' AND MICROS
In 1971, Intel produced a microprocessor
chip for a Japanese manufacturer of calculators, and called it the 4004. That was
the start of something big-actually, the
start of a lot of very small things. Now the
digital world is populated with at least
109 microprocessors (according to "Microprocessor Specifications") and at least
146 microcomputers (according to "All
About Microcomputers"). The specifications for the devices, along with some
analysis of their functions and popularity,
and the addresses for their manufacturers
are provided in two reports.
A companion publication, "All
About Minicomputer Printers," takes issue with a recent article in this magazine
which prophesized the death of printers.
It claims that the base of minicomputer
printers installed will grow from 1977's
$1.25 billion to $3.75 billion by 1982.
Whether or not that prediction is correct,
the report carries descriptions of 294 current models and information about their
manufacturers.
The reports run from 28 to 67
pages and are priced at $12 each. DATAPRO RESEARCH CORP, 1805 Underwood
Blvd., Delran, NJ 08075.

Now," et fa$fdelfy~ry~~nt)r&Th.J111 quolity

,,'''-' .........',',",""'',', ' ".fl~~ibl~(;:Ii~ks;arid mag cords. ~

fv19d~l$: ', " !<,stPQ~~stf~r:virf~gllY;Pt1Y' data or
'word. pt~se~sin~SY$t~m.;:Eq<:~·ls' certifred' '
:error~fre~39grn~;ti!lv~1'{/prjceciand "
;b'oCKectt;:>Y~YQEfs'18yeatsof magnetic
, medI6:~xp~rlenc~, 'loll can 90unt on Kybe
forqucint'l; support and fast delivery.
.
Deal~r inquiries invited.

.,Call'.toll',free:

fS0022S-S71S

IKlvlKYBE
Q

~

~

t;;

KYBE CORPORATION

132 calvary Streel. Waltham, Mass, 02154
Tel. (617) 899.(J()12; Telex 94-0179
Offices & representatM~s worldwide

WORD PROCESSING
DIRECTORY

Try our 3033's
.. on for SiZE.
See why Martin Marietta,Data Systems' Remote Computing Services
(ReS) canfit your needs. We've added the first of two IBM 3033's to
our nationwide communications network and twin 168's.
Now, coupled with these ReS benefits: • Economy of use • Unequalled service. State-of-the-art technology, our 3033's offer you the
chance to do • Benchmarking • Special testing • Or you can just
enjoy new economies of scale.
And, if you plan your own 3033 or
any of the 30XX series, you can try Mr. Dick Nemerson
ours and know what to expect Martin Marietta Data Systems
300 East Joppa Road
from yours.
Baltimore, Maryland 21204
Try us on for size. Because now,
,with our 3033's, we can fit your
needs better than ever.
Just return the coupon for your
..
free ReS brochure. Or call Dick
Nemerson ~t (301) 321-5744.
PHONE
(__-----) _______________
.

Martin lViarietta
Data Systems We~

BUild&Run ~
Systems

.
.
... -

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ _-,
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The International Word Processing Association has compiled a directory containing lists and addresses of: word processing
equipment, manufacturers, consultants,
personnel services, service bureaus, information resources, and educational institutions. The 58-page softcover book will
be a valuable reference for users. Vendors
. are invited to provide information for listings in future annual editions by completing a business reply mail form bound into
the issue. The price of the book is $7. IWP
MEMBERSHIP SERVICES, Maryland Road,
Willow Grove, PA 19090.

PRACTICAL GUIDE
TOIMS,
"'MS Concepts" is an introduction to
IBM'S data base management system,
I MS, in the context of how it is meant to be

used. The author, Ronald G. Ross, points
out that choosing IMS will change the way
one thinks about system design and implementation, therefore, these consideratiqnsare important from the start. The
booklet is aimed at those considering IMS
for their installations, those learning IMS,
or those who need to explain how IMS fits
into a design proposal; in short anyone
who wants to know the nature of IMS as a
tool and how it can be used to solve problems.
The book is divided into five sec-

tions: data base organization, mangement
of the physical data base, logical relationships, secondary indexing, and application programming.
$21.50 (additional copies $12.50
each), from PERFORMANCE DEVELOPMENT CORP., 1101 State Road, Bldg. M,
Princeton, NJ, 08540 (609) 921-3770.

EFTS SECURITY AND
RELIABILITY
A revised edition of a guide entitled "Security and Reliability in Electronic Systems for Payments" is now available at no
charge from the Federal Reserve. Included are a 33-page paper, a corresponding
39-page checklist, and "security profile
evaluation" (forms and an outline with
which to detail a management overview of
the security system). Written by computer specialists of the central banks of the
Group of Ten Countries and Switzerland,
the guide covers development, operation
and· control of computer and related
equipment. Copies are available from
Howard Crumb, Advisor, FEDERAL R~
SERVE BANK OF NEW YORK, 33 Liberty
·
St., New York, NY 10045..

COMMUNICATIONS CONFERENCE

Som~th~ng like 1,000 pages

on

what's happening in the communications industry is

$1,00. 21ST CENTURY RESERACH, 8200
Kennedy Blvd. East North Bergen, NJ
07047 (201) 868-0881.

offered in the form of the conference record for the International Conference on
Communications which was held in To~
ronto this June.· The conference had 44
sessions with approximately five
presentations each. The presentations
ranged from those readily understood by
laymen, such as "Fiber Optics Systems-Early Applications" and "Communications Privacy," to titles we need a
translation for, such as "Sequential Detection of M.,Ary Data with Higher Than
First-Order I'vfarkov Dependencies." The
three-volume record would work as a
complete course on the communications
field, but it wouldn't be a short course by
a'ny means. The set is $28 for IEEE members, $35 for nonmembers. (Catalog
number 78CH 1350-8 CSCB.) IEEE,. Single
Copy Sales, 445 Hoes Lane, Piscataway,
NJ 08854.

statements of 837 computer industry
companies broken down into four standard industry categories: hardware manufacturing, software and services companies, data processing services; and other,
related services. A financial analysis of .
these industries is based on ratios of sales
to income, etc. The study costs $160 and
is available from DUN & BRADSTREET, Financial & Economic Data File, 99
Church Street, New York, NY 10007.

ARAB COMPUTER MARKETS

SEMINARS

2 !st Ct;!ntury Research is compiling a special multiclient study of existing and potential dp business opportunities in Arab
countries, where the computer import
markets are the fastest growing in the
world. Scheduled for completion in November 1978 the study will include mailing lists for "unlimited promotional use"
of subscribers. Cost of the study will be

FINANCIAL STATS
Using its'substantial computerized file of
financial statements (over 700,000 listings), Dun & Bradstreet completed its

1978 Financial Analysis of the Computer
Industry. The study corripares financial

SOFTWARE QUALITY
A software quality assurance course is being offered Jan. 15-17 in Washington, '
D.C., and Jan. 29-31 in Los Angeles. For
information contact Software Enterprises
Corp., 2239 Townsgate Rd., Westlake
Village, C~ 91361 (213) 889-7814.

REAL-TIME PROGRAMMERS
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Outstanding growth potential in a
state-of-the-art environment
Control Data Corporation has many excellent opportunities available
in its Energy Management Systems Division, a growth-centered
organization well-established in providing on-line network control
systems for the electric utility industry. Our product line encompasses
everything:from acquisition to large-scale systems for security
analysis, scheduling and load flow analysis-with total state-of-theart applications.
Currently, our software department is seeking talented individuals
with at least 2 + years experience in assembly or FORTRAN languages, microprocessors (INTEL 8080, PDP-11), CYBER orCDC 1700
computers, real-time systems, and process or supervisory control.
Your responsibilities range throughout design, development, implementation, proposal support, standardization, d~ta acquisition, manmachine interface, and others. Join us for a challenging and rewarding
career in Energy Management Systems.
For immediate attention, call 800-821-7700, Ext. 606
or write in confidence to:
Joy Vogelgesang

c::\ CONTI\OL DATA
\::I r::!I COf\PO~TION

& J. ,

2300 Berkshire Lane, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55441
An Affirmative Action Employer M/F
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SEMINARS
COMPUTER CONTRACTS

Brandon Consulting, Group, Inc., 505

Park Ave., New York, NY 10022 (212)
"Computer Contract Negotiation" is be935-6290.
ing offered by the Brandon Consulting
Group Dec. 11-13 in Washington, Feb.
12-14 in Denver, April 9-11 in Atlanta,
and June 6-8 in New York. Dick Brandon
A new consulting firm in computers and
will be the instructor on the first day,
communications, David Hebditch Ltd.,
' when the topic of study' is to be "The
will be offering in-house courses in both
Contracting Process: Software and Sertechnical and management categories.
Among the titles to be offered are: Disvice Contracts." Sidney Segelstein will
tributed Systems and Management
lead the second day's study of "Legal Issues/Hardware Contracts," and Joseph
Strategies, Terminal-based Systems and
Auer will teach "Negotiating Strategy &
the Manager (billed as suitable for user
Financial Optimization" on the final day
personnel), Creative Problem-solving for
of the seminar. $650. Contact: Registrar,
Management, User-centered Systems
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

NEW TRAINING FIRM IN U.K.

EVEN 'THOUGH
" YOU'VE 'HELPED
, YOUR' COMPANY '
~EVELOP NEW PROGRAMS ...

MAYBE YOUR COMPANY ,
STILL WON'T DEVELOP YOU.

Design, Minicomputer Technology and
Systems, and Programmer Productivity
Techniques. For detailed agendas and
copies of lecture notes, contact: David
Hebditch Ltd., P.O. Box 31, Otley, West
Yorkshire, England LS21 2RY.

DATACOMM SOFTWARE DESIGN
Major considerations of software design
for remote batch, message switching,
time-sharing, transaction processing,
packet switching, and distributed network data communications systems are to
be discussed. The course is to include
both applications and operating systems
concepts and will con~st of both classroom and workshop sessions. $430. Dec.
18-20, Washington, D.C. Contact: Continuing Engineering Education Program,
George Washington Univ., Washington,
DC 20052 (202) 676-6106.

PERIODICALS
SMAll-BUSINESS BOOK
A new quarteriy magazine for independent business is being offered by the financial services arm of the Control Data
Corp., Commercial Credit Co. The magazine aims to cover marketing, employee
relatiof}s, financial management, and
government, among other subjects of interest to small 'businesses. Subscriptions
are at no charge when requested on company letterhead by chief executives or financial officers of independent businesses. Successful Business, 505 Market St.,
Knoxville, TN 37902.

TDF NEWSLETTER

.

'

'

At LRK, our client, a leader in electronics systems, ,recognizes the importance of continued interaction and positive rewards for the systems professional.
They're involved in a series of exciting programs ... and they're committed to the'
kinds of personal and professional satisfaction that top-of-the-line systems people
.
.
,
have every right to expect.
_ If your background is in sophisticated computer or systems technology, and
your education has prepared you to accept state-of-the-art challenges with an industry leader, send us your credentials. Our client offers outstanding salaries, excellent benefits, and generous relocation ... and especially exciting opportunities
for career enhancement.

A new monthly newsletter has been established to provide information about
worldwide activities related to transnational data flows. News, features, publications, and events are to be covered.
Yearly subscriptions are $75 in the U.S.
and Canada, $100 overseas. From Information Gatekeepers, Inc., 167 Corey Rd.,
Brookline, MA 02146 (617) 739-2022.

After all, development should be a two-way street.

FEDERAL COMMON USE SOFTWARE

We are especially interested in people with experience in:

•
•
,•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Documentation Engineers
• Software Project Management
Radar Software Development
• Weapons Software Development
Simulation Design Engineers
• Data Base Design
Mini-Computer Software Systems Design and Development
Command & Decision Software Definition & Design
Proposals Expertise For Large-Scale Systems
Command and Control Software Development
Micro-Processor Software Development
Hardware/Software Integration

'In The East:

In The West:

, 703-790-8640

714-848-8494

LRK Associates
Management Consultants Dept. 2901
6845 Elm Street
"
McLcan, Vi"inia 22101

LR<

LRK Associa tes
Management Consultants Dept. 2901
16371 Beach Boulevard #141
Huntingtop Beach. CA 92647
I

ASSOCIATES
U,S, Ciliwnship R'''luir.,d
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ rllpr"s"nling "qual Ilmploymunl opporlunilv t-.lIF/II _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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A 'new quarterly catalog of federally
owned common use software such as management applications, computer systems
support and utility programs, simulators,
scientific applications, and bibliographic
programs is offered for a $75 yearly subscription. Details to be provided about
each program include processing mode,
computer manufacturer and model, operating system, language(s), input/output
media, memory requirements, and prices.
The Federal S<;>ftware Exchange Catalog
will be indexed by subject and by
machine. From the FEDERAL SOFTWARE
EXCHANGE CENTER, 5285 Port Royal
Rd., Springfield, VA 22161.

*

The Marketplace. • •
advertisers' index ,
SOFTWARE SERVICES
Allen Services Corporation.
American Valuation
,J
Consultants, Inc.; .. :. . . .
A.P. Publications ltd .... .
(L
Applied Computer Research
Argon'aut Information
Systems, Inc.
BeerTlak Plastics
BMS Computer Inc.
Compudata Systems Inc ..
Computer Input Corporation
C~S Computer Systems Inc.
Cyborg Systems
DASD Corporation .
Dataware, Inc . . . .
Digital Research
Duquesne Systems Inc ..
Finar Systems Ltd. . . .
Glosser Software Associates
Informatics Inc. . . . .
Insurance Systems of
America, Inc. . . . . .
Interactive Information
Systems . . . . . . .
International Systems Inc.
Mitchell and Gauthier
Associates, Inc. . . . .
NCA Corporation
Pennington Systems Inc.
Pelorus Software . . . .
Plycom Services, Inc.. .
Raymo~d G. Lorber, Inc.
Software Consulting
Services ~ ..
System Support
Software, Inc.
U.S. Robot Inc.
Westinghouse Electric
Corporation . . . . .
The Automated Quill .

256

EDP Managers ...
You need OeM

SHARED DASD
INSTALLATIONS

YOU)le tried solving your performance problems
with hardware monitors. l??-mpling software
monitors. unsatisfactory billing systems. SMF and
RMF'inadequacies. simulators .. _ .

• If youh,ave SHARED' DASD,your data ca'"
be lost ,or damaged due to simultaneous'
acces~ Py sharing systems.,

256
254
254
254
254
254
254
253
253
255
254
255
253
253
256
256
255
256
256
255
'256
254
257
256
255
255
257

SOFTWARE MARKETPLACE

. ~ I. '.

~"

.::. \ .

Nqw.

t~y som~t{l,ing

,; \

system that precisely
monitors!!!! hardware and software processes.
accurately bills all operations and improves
performance .. ~ on a full-time bas;s:--

YOU NEED
SHARED DA TA SET INTEGRITY

Let us show you how OCM has meant control.
efficiency, confidence and dollars to our
customers:
Of

£i'k1i

,-------------------

Fiflinandmaillha

coupon

call:

I

I'm r.ady to try lom.thlng that workll Pl....
provld. more Inform.tlon about OCM.
DMVS

DUQUESnE

SYSTEmS inC

DSVS

DVSl

DMVT

~ ~~s~~~~~

DMFT

1511 Park' Building
355 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh. Pa, 15222
(412) 281-9055

Otg.niution _ _ _ _ _ __
Add'......' _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _

1511 Park Building

355 FllIh Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222

c,ty, _ _ _ St.le _ _ _ Z , p _

(412)281-9055
_ _ _ _L

__________________

~

t.

• If you.\lre using' device RESERVE to
prevent' 'simultaneous access,' you have
significantperformance degradation.

,that works! OCM.

q<:;~ )~the onl; co1npfElte

~
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CP/MTM
LOW-COST
MICROCOMPUTER
SOFTWARE
CP/MTM OPERATING SYSTEM:
• Editor, Assemblec, Debugger and l,Jtilities.
• For 8080, Z80, or Intel MOS.
• For 18M-compatible floppy discs.
• $1 DO-Diskette and Documentation.
• $25-Documentation (Set of 6 manuals) only.
MACTM MACRO ASSEMBLER:
• Compatible with new Intel macro standard.
• Complete guide to macro applications,
• $90-Diskette and Manual.
SIDTM SYMBOLIC DEBUGGER:
• Symbolic memory reference.
• Built-in assembler/disassembler.
• $75-Diskette and Manual.
TEXTM TEXT FORMATTER:
• Powerful text formatting 'capabilities,
• Text prepared using CP/M Editor.
• $75 Diskette and Manual.

rnIJ

[JUJ~TflL

RrSrflRCH

P.O. Box 579 • Pacific Grove, CA 93950

258
258

.

DATA ENTRY SERVICES

CIC's overseas facilities can key enter and
verify your data and return' computer ready
magnetic tape at half the usual cost. Over
225,000,000 records converted since' 1968.
Huge capacity; Top quality. Call collect for
a quote.
.

ele

Computer InP
. ut Corporation

,.

(408) 649-3896

P.O, Box 1190
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
phone (213) 372-2177
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257
257

DP MARKETPLACE
DATAMATION
Nortek Inc. . . . . . . .
Medi-Cal Procurement
Project Department of
Health Services . . .
Tone Software Corp. . .

258
258
CS-TRAN Converts your 1400-series object
programs directly to ANS COBOL.

258
258

JOB MARKETPLACE
Goodyear Aerospace Corp.
National Personnel'
. Consultants
Parker Page Associates, Inc.
Systemation
Consultants, Inc. . . . . . .
Systems Personnel Inc.
TransaCtion Tech'nology Inc.

258

Over 450 users have eliminated 1400-series
hardware and program maintenance costs,
and have reduced their operatingc'osts as
well.
Can you afford not to join them?

259
259
259
259
258

'~qC·S

~s

Computer Systems Inc.

90 John Street. New York, NY 10038·212-349-3535,
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SOFTWARE SERVICES

EDP PERFORMANCE REVIEW

MS-11 THE LEADING
MANUFACTURING, MRP A~D
MATERIAL CONTROL, SYSTEM
FOR DEC PDP 11
¥S-11 is designed to give comprehensive online information concerning inventory, purchasing. bills of material, work order status, shop
floor control/capacity planning, manufacturing
costs and material requirements planning. Furthermore, MS-11 interfaces with NCA's FS-11
Financial Information System which performs
order entry. accounts receivable, general ledger
and accounts payable functions.
NCA supports MS-11 with complete installation
assistance, training and other service. Continuing software support service is available.
For more information, write or call

NCA Corporation
388 Oakmead Parkway

A monthly
report on
performance
evaluation and
improvement

Bata booklet on specialized
software information
systems covering:
*IiENERAl SOfTWARE
*BATABASE SOfTWARE
*MICROIMINI SOfTWARE

Sunnyvale, California 94086

A~ P~'Publications

(408) 245-7990
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12 Monthly Issues - $48. per year

Ltd

I

Tabcard Holders

o

Meet elMS; a powerful
job accounting / system
performance package
you can afford •.
CIMS features complete charge-back
system, zero-based budgeting, external
charges, cost control, budget preparation, and'much more.
Hundreds of satisfied users.
Rent your CIMS for only S110/month
or buy at low cost.
Call or write .BMS today for details of
our no-cost, nO-Obligation, 3D-day trial.

Vinyl envelopes
available with adhesive back or magnets. SpeCial sizes

II
•

BEEMAK PLASTICS

~

•~

7424 Santa Monica Blyd.
los Anleles, Cal. '90046, (213) 876·1770
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APPLIEO COMPUTER RESEARCH
p,o, BOX 92BO. Phoeni •• AZ 85068

All you IBM 370-360& 303X users:

For 80 col. - 51 col. - System 3 (96 col.)
RACKS • TRAYS • ACCESSORIES

, Information Systems. Inc.
214DShattuck Ave.
Berkeley, CA 9470,4

I
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We've got the software you
need. Now.
PAYROLL/PERSONNEL
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
TAXBREAK/TAXCOST
(Payroll Tax
Calculation Modules)
Call us. (415) 845-7991

argonaut

~,ti"""'Jl1E5D

~~ ~
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Racks made with any
holder in any design
or size.

Tutorials
Experiences
Products
Literature
Conferences

Includes the annual survey of
performance-related software
packages. plus a comprehensive
bibliography of CPE literature.
Write for a free sample issue'.

,322 ST. JOHN STREET . 'LO'NOON, E.C.1

WHY DEVELOP
SOFTWARE
WHEN YOU CAN
BUY SOFTWARE?

•
•
•
•
•

8MS' COMPUYER INC.
P.O. Box 3086
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
(415) 938-2620
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IBM SERIESj1
SOFTWARE'
COBOL OPERATING SYSTEM
A comprehensive, interactive, multi-tasking operating system, based on ANSI 74
COBOL. Provides more effective use of the
Series/I, reduced programming eHort,
transparency to other systems. Supports
all 5/1 or TTY 'compatible devices. Features include: re-entrant code, virtual
memory and ISAM emulation. on-line pro~
gramming, numerous utiHties to simplify
and' speed programming, reduce errors.
Field proven, available immediately.
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
Pre-written specialized programs in COBOL
for distributors and manufacturers. Include: order processing, billing, inventory,
AR, SA, AP, PR, GL. Features include: online files/interaction, multi CRT inputlinQuiry, 'demand reporting, menu job selection. operator prompting. Combined with
5/1 modularity/reliability and IBM service,
provides a low cost, high result minicomputer system. Includes on-premise training and on-going support.

'COMPUDATA SYSTEMS, INC.

DASD CORPORATION: I'm interested in:
TRANSLATING

o RPGIRPG II to ANSCOBOL (DOS or OS)

o SYSTEMI3 COBOL ·to ANS COBOL-OS
o DOS COBOL to ANS'COBOL-OS
o DOS ALC to OS ALC .• ~
o
o

GE MAP to ANS COBOL-OS
0360120 BAL to 3601370 ALC-OS
AUTOCODER to ANS COBOL-OS
NEA TI3 to COBOL

o

TSO

o Increasing

my capabilities with
TSO with Video Programming
Tools. VIP simplifies the creation
and modification of data file~'a(ld
will automatically flow~chart'JCL
procedures.:;",

DASD CORPORATION
National Marketing
1480 Renaissance Drive,
Suite 315
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068
312/299-5005

PLEASE SEND DETAILED INFORMATION TO:
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~
o Saving 75% of my programming

BMS coding time and automatic- COMPANY
ally printing hardcopy screen
images with MAPGEN.
' ADDRESS

TITLE

I'
1

772 Post Road East, Westport, Conn. 06880
,
.'
(203)-226-4791

1"
L _______________________________
PHONE - - - - J
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INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS OF
,SERIES/1 SOFTWARE
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PL/l TO COBOL
Dataware's
Software
Translator
automatically converts from IBM PLil
to ANS COBOL (DOS or OS). The
Translator is capable of handling IBM
or DOS (48 or 60 character set)
source programs as input.

as

For more information on this translator
or the others listed below, please write
or call today.

•
•
•
•

EASYCODERITRAN to COBOL
BAL/ALC to COBOL
AUTOCODER (7070) to COBOL
COBOL to COBOL

B
~
~

Dat:aware, Inc.
495 Delaware Street
Tonawanda, New York 14150

(716) 695-1412
CIRCLE 174 ON READER CARD

CYBORG
PAYROLL SYSTEM
The CYBORG PAYROLL/PERSONNEL SYSTEM·
handles multiple companies with hundreds of
separate earnings and deductions. The expandable data base design allows each user
to add, edit and report on as many new fields
as required without any reprogramming.
CYBORG provides a complete payroll system
with all states, city and county taxes and
complete audit and accounting reports.
CYBORG has automatic check reconciliation,
historical reporting, labor reports, including
budget to actual comparisons with dollar and
variance differences. The CYBORG REPORT
LANGUAGE allows for the creation of special
reports or output files (card tape or disk) to
meet your unique requirements without reprogramming. The system is written entirely
in ANS COBOL and wi" operate efficiently on
IBM, Honeywell. Univac and DEC computers.

(lyrJ()Pg SYSiBmS
2 N. Riverside Plaza. Suite 2225
Chicago. III. 60606, (312) 454-1865
CIRCLE 170 ON READER CARD

DEC RSTS/E USERS
From one of the pioneers in commercial data processing using RSTS. Off
the shelf software ready for immediate delivery. Completely interactive. Extensively documented. Fully
supported. Ideal for OEM's, service
bureaus or end users. Cost effective
solutions including: .
• ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
• .GENERAL LEDGER
•. FINANCIAL REPORTING
• ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
• PAYROLL
For complete details, contact us at:

~ Iya () rn. services, ·Inc.
P.o. Box 160
Plymouth, IN 46563
(219) 935-5121
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Dataware Software Translators

RPG to COBOL
Converts RPG and .RPG II programs to
the industry standard ANS COBOL (DOS
or OS). The translator achieves an
extremely high percentage of automatic
conversion (approaching 100%) of the'
source code.

AUTOCODER / SPS
to COBOL
Dataware's
software
translator
automatically converts a high percentage
of SPS/1400 Autocoder source code to
ANS COBOL (DOS or OS).
The Translator converts from:

RPG to PL/l

• IBM 1401
} can be mixed
in a single
• IBM 1401 SPS
source program.

Converts RPG and RPG II programs to
an optimized PL/ 1 (DOS or OS). The
translator achieves an extremely high
percentage of automatic conversion (approaching 100%) of the source code.

• IBM 1440

For more information on these and our
other translators, write or call today.

B

~
~

Dat:aware, Inc.
495 Delaware Street
Tonawanda, New York 14150
(716) 695-1412
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ihOiceOf,

• IBM 1410

• IBM 7010
For more information on this translator,
please write or call today.

B

~
~

Dat:aware, Inc.
495 Delaware Street
Tonawanda, New York 1.4150
(716) 695-1412
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SERIES/1
Customized Programming

ADDRESSOGRAPH
MULTIGRAPH

U
project management systems
general business applicatio~s
event driven executive
computer graphics

ACCOUNTING IV
GENERAL LEDGER
Our software prOducts-General
Ledger. Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable and Standard
Cost -are the chOice of leaders
like Addressograph-Multlgraph
not by chance. but by deSign
For details. call (2131887-9121

•

InformatiCs inc !
I
e

V
~ Raymond G. Lorber,
Incorporated
.
Systems & Programming Design
4850 Bank of America Center
. San Francisco, CA 94104

Worlcls LarQesr,"
Solrware PrOducrs
21050VanowenSr Canoga~ CA91304
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(415) 434-2607
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How do you get Proiect information
to the top1
Project plans and status often
have a difficult time getting
from front line management
up through the chain of command in a timely, consistent manner. Now there is a way not to leave that
information hanging in mid-air.

PAC II

PAC II is an automated project management system'
for planning, budgeting, and monitoring virtually any
work effort .
Easily installed and used, PAC" is equally applicable in rese,arch, engineering, construction, marketing,
financial and data processing iSlepartments.
International System's project management systems
are servi ng hundreds of cl ients world-wide.
For more details about PAC "comact:
/ ..,,1!/lr>'
890 Valley Forge Plaza, King of Prussia, Pa. 19406
(215) 265-1550

QIlte117,atioIlal

!..".,

~,"-"",-'J

8Ystem~QIlc.
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SOFTWARE SERVICES

FINANCIAL MODELING
FOR DEC PDP11 USERS
Your PDP11 can do much more than general
accounting work.
FINAR adds a simulation capability to your
management information and lets managers
build their own conversational (models for all
kinds of planning:. budgets, orecasts, cash
flows. project evaluation, consolidations, tltc.

FINAR
the Financial Analysis
and Reporting Language.

FINAR SYSTEMS
280 Riverside Drive, #13H
New York, NY 10025
(212) 222-2784
London: (01) 467-1144
Sydney: (02) 411-2460

f

Tti~spE~~~~}I~Fr J .

• FOR MVT and SVS
ENVIRONMENTS
• INCREASES THROUGH-PUT BY
10% TO 40%
• IMPROVES TURNAROUND TO USERS
• REDUCES OVERHEAD CPU CYCLES
BY 5% TO 20%
• EXTENDS LIFE AND UTILITY OF
EXISTING HARDWARE
• NO JCL CONVERSION OR
MODIFICATION
• EASILY AND QUICKLY INSTALLED
• OVER 10,000,000 HOURS OF
OPERATION IN OVER 150 SITES
• TECrlNICAL DETAILS UPON
REQUEST
ALLEN SERVICES CORPORATION
212 WEST NATIONAL RD.
~ VANDALIA, OHIO 45377
(513) 890-1200

A.
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~WRY

NOT'"
SWIT'CR?

BAYSVS':\.-,
Software Library &
Development System
Using Maint. an in-house utility or card
decks for program maintenance? BAYSYS
IS BEITER. It offers convenience, cost
effectiveness and security. A full featured
system for less. Try it on us.
For IBM 360/370 and compatible equipment.
Call collect or circle number for details.

...

415/332-1463

~
~
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INSURANCE SYSTEMS OF AMERICA
Box 47975. Atlanta. Georgia 30362

(404) 449-3950
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360/370 FORTRAN USERS

ACSL

If you develop medium to very large
systems or maintain/convert existing
systems then software from PELORUS
can help you. Products include:

The Advanced Continuous Simulation Language Is a powerful but easy to use program designed for modelling the behavior
of dynamiC systems. Applications range
from control system analysis to chemical
plant models to urban dynamics.
• Interactive or Batch Graphics
• Unlimited Problem Size
• FORTRAN Compatibility
• Stiff Integration
ACSL reduces program development time
by factors of two to ten: ACSL Is available
for CDC 6000/7000, IBM 360/370, UNIVAC
1100 and SEL 32 computers. Access
through UCS, CYBERNET and other national networks.

• STRUCTURED FORTRAN PRE-COM·PILER
Create readable, maintainable code.
• ABEND DUMP INTERPRETER
Ends reading hex dumps.
• TSO INTERACTIVE DEBUGGER
Print/change any variable or
array at a'1Y time.
• STATEMENT EXECUTION TRACER
For thorough, documented testing.
Locate bottleneck code sections.
• SUBROUTINE CALL MAPPER
Generates forward and reverse
call trees.
For complete information write:

PELORUS SOFTWARE
Suite 114
1000 E. Apache Blvd.
Tempe, Arizona, 85281
CIRCLE 197 ON READER CARD
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TAX-FACS provides for data entries,
computations, and consolidations at
any designated level. Most of our clients utilize it for the Federal, state and
local income tax compliance and planning functions. Other adaptations are
sales and use tax and property taxes.
SPECIAL FEATURES' INCLUDE:
• Savings of time and tax dollars
• Interfacing with any in-house system (e.g.,
general ledger)
• Generation of each tax return, supporting
schedules, and detailed work papers
• Simulation of tax liability based on any alternative criteria
• Free format report writer
• Tax interpretations and forms easily changed
by Tax Department
CALL THE TAX AND ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
PEOPLE

american valuation consultants, inc.
2200 E. Devon, DesPlaines, IL 60018 312/297-6100
CIRCLE 166 ON READER CARD

FIND JIM SMITH!!!
Looking for Smith, James, account number
unknown, lives in Ohio? With index cards,
tub files, or Microfiche, it may take hours to
find him and get his file. With ISA's On-Line
Alpha System, you can find him in seconds.
Search with name and date-of-birth, or zip
code, or account number, or whateverthe On-Line Alpha System will find him even
if the name is misspelled. The information
you want is displayed in your format-on
the terminal of your choice. The On-Line
Alpha System: contains powerful search
logic-is adaptable to your file contentoperates in batch or on-line-is teleprocessing monitor independent-uses virtually any
type of terminal. For IBM 360/370, OS or
DOS. Contact:

Glosser Software Associates

L. 625 Locust St., Sausalito, CA 94965

DO YOU HAVE A TAX
CONSOLIDATION PROBLEM?
Our TAX-FACS System
is the solution.

MITCHELL AND
GAUTHIER ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. Box 685, Concord, Ma. 01742
(617) 369-5115

SOFTWARE FOR MANUFACTURERS

How to
stack your
DEC without
cheating.
Your DEC PDP-11 is loaded when
you're running on the RSTS/E Inter- .
active on-line manufacturing control
system.
Our Material Requirements Planning, Bill of Material, Inventory
Management and Shop· Floor Con~
trol Module System lets you buy
more efficiently, inventory more ac·
. curately . . . run smoother in
general. Whether you're a large or
small organization, our system can
work for you.
Look at these results:
• 25 % reduction in inven~ory
• Manufacturing lead time
reduced from 6 to 2 months
• Hourly production up 15 %
• Millions of dollars in PO's
cancelled or rescheduled.
Let us stack your DEC ... for a better bottom line ... or let liS give you
the best DEC available. Write or call
now. The game begins when you do.

II S

Interactive Information Systems, Inc.
10 Knollcrest Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio 45237
800-543-4613/(Ohio) 513-761-0132

Thinking Success? Think lIS.
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SOFTWARE SERVICES

SPEEISIITI II

DATA GENERAL
INTERACTIVE REPORT WRITER
-PLUSINTERACTIVE AND
GENERALIZED DATA BASE
MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS

RSX-11 MID • lAS

•
•
•
•
•
•

t

Both systems are available "off the shelt"
for Data General AOS' and RDOS' systems.
Additional Interactive software systems available "off the shelf" include:
• Accounting for the multi-division, multidepartment firm
• Manufacturing inventory control including
inventory requirements and bill of materIals
• Distribution bookkeeping and accounting
• Construction cost accounting & union
payroll
• Professional time accounting
• CPA write-up
• Project budgeting and cost accounting
• Freight billing and accounting

UP TO 15 KEYS
INTEGER, REAL, ASCU, EBCDIC, RAD50
ALL FCS FILE TYPES
$600/YR RENT-FULLY WARRANTED
FORTRAN-CALLABLE OPTION
1-MO. TRIAL COPY-$50 (MAG TAPE)

PENNINGTON

65 SOUTH MAIN STREET

SYSTEMS

PENNINGTON.

INCORPORATED

N.J.

The Automated Quill, Inc.

08534
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Yes, you can combine
data 'processing and
. word processing!
Doc-FTM can turn your general purpose computer into a word processing machine with
access to all of your data processing resources. With Doc-FTM you can send "friendly" overdue account form letters to your delinquent customers, and you can print a
patient's medical record in humanized upper
and lower case. You can also print reports,
manuals, program documentation, etc.-and
reprint easily from machine readable source
(rather than waiting for extensive retyping)
when changes occur.
Doc-FTM is a document text for matter which
processes user commands to position, justify
and paginate text. It is distributed in ANS
COBOL source form-both as a stand-alone
program and as a callable subroutine-for

3501 S. Corona St.
Englewood, Co. 80110
303-761-2722

(609) 737·2727. CABLE: PSIUSA
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WESTI

SCEPTER-SCEPTER+

THE ONLY TP SYSTEM NAMED
TO THE DATAPRO HONOR
ROLL, FOR FOUR CONSECUTIVE
YEARS:
• Full multi-thread data base
interfaces
• Complete data entry facilities
• Total on-line screen loader
• High level language interfaces
• Proven reliability and efficiency
• Logging,' journaling, enqueueing
for on-line application

A COMPLETE ON-LINE
PROGRAMMING SYSTEM:
• Interfaces to most popular source
statement library systems
• Spooler interface POWER/ II,
POWER/yS, EOOS/ ESF
• Complete source data entry
~apability

• Multilevel password protection
• Provides maximum efficiency

$1000.

SOFTWARE CONSULTING
SERVICES
901 WHITTIER DRIVE
ALLENTOWN, PA 18103
(215) 797-9690
ATTN: MARTHA CICHELLI

@_

FREE TRIALS AVAILABLE

'WESTINGHOUSEELECTRICCORPORATION

VV

COMPUTER AND INSTRUMENTATION DIV.
OPERATING SOFTWARE PACKAGES
2040 ARDMORE BLVD. PITTSBURGH PA 15221
(412) 256·5583
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DISK UTILITY
Great! Our tools
can make it even
better for your
COBOL and FORTRAN
programmers.

Let us help you
get started now.
Our tools and
seminars make
structured pro. gramming natural.

The SCOBOL and SFORTRAN precompilers
give programmers languages that exactly
parallel their structur~d designs. SCOBOL
and SFORTRAN programs are translated into
COBOL or FORTRAN to be processed by your
compiler. The systems are distributed
in source code form (COBOL or FORTRAN).
Each includes the precompiler, a formatter,
and a cross-referencer. For more
information write or call
SOFTWARE CONSULTING SERVICES
901 Whittier Drive
Allentown, PA 18103
(215) 797-9690
AUn: Martha Cichelli
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JOB MONITOR

NAMED TO THE DATAPRO
HONOR ROLL FOR SIXTH
CONSECUTIVE YEAR:

OUR NEW TOTAL JOB
ACCOUNTI~ SYSTEM: /

• Cost dLstribution reporting
• Complete logical VSAM support
~J)WE-R/VS interface.
• Operating system independence------ - -. Total resource usage reporting
(OOS OOS/VS, EOOS, OOS/MVT)
• Statistical analysis, histogram
summary, and seven other reports
• Flexibility, reliability
• Easily adapted to the users
• Complete ISAM reorganization
environment

fW\ WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
FREE TRIALS AVAILABLE

'\..E}

cO~~~~~~I~~DS~NF~~~R~E~lcA~"l~~sDIV.

2040ARDMORE BLVD. PITTSBURGH PA 15221
(412) 256·5583
CIRCLE 207 ON READER CARD
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SOFTWARE SERVICES

JOB MARKETPLACE

VSAM LOAD DLI/IMS VSAM UPDATE

o 0

,II 62

Report Writer· Database Utility
Intelligent Utility • Mini-language
Increase Programmer Productivity
Reduce Turnaround Time

e.·
....
'.'

!!!lIY~!
THE PERFORMANCE EXPANDER

In use by over 400 companies. Four
years on "Datapro Honor Roll."
ICP Million Dollar Software Club.
Call Mac or Bob, (513) 435-9514, send your
card with this ad, or write for more details.
VSAM RANDOM
VSAM SEQNTL
ISAM OTHE~ DATA BASES DBOMP'
SYSTEM SUPPORT SOFTWARE, INC.
5230 Springboro Pike • Dayton, Ohio 45439

COMPUTER
NETWORK
SECURITY

Interested Companies
or Consortiums

INTERNAL SORT - QUIKSORT

C C
F F

State of California to invite bids for operation
of a program which provides insured dental
services and review, processing and payment
of dental claims.
Scope: Approximately 2.85 million persons
eligible for Medi-Ca I benefits monthly. Average annual volume of about 2.2 million claims.
The current contract, paid on a capitation at
risk basis, totaled $127 million annually for
administrative and service costs.
Contact: The Department of Health Services
Attention: AI Seltzer
Medi-Cal Procurement Project
Department of Health Services
714 "P" Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Telephone: (916) 322·7601
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:

* CYRPTOGRAPHY

Requires knowledge of encryption t!lch·
niques in data communications, as well
as thorough understanding of key man·
agement operations including key
generation, on·lineloff-Iine key distribu·
tion, and koy storage and retrieval.

* CONTROL

OF ACCESS TO
USE OF NETWORK COM·
PUTER RESOURCES

Involving user identification
authentication ,techniques.

CIRCLE 188 ON READER CARD
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An opportunity exists for' you to be
part of the innovative TIl team· setting
new industry standards within the realm
of specialized integrated financial net·
works. We presently have several ex·
cellent openings at both intermediate
and senior level pOsitions for aggressive and imaginative professionals well·
versed in one or more of the follow·
ing areas:

..........:, •• ...., ... '.•..... '........'; ..........': ........................,,'............ :•••:..;, ......'.'.'...': •....... :: ......':.:; ..':,:.' :.':.....':....•

* OPERATING

SYSTEM
SECURITY ANALYSIS,
DESIGN & PENETRATION
TESTING

WIa'"'t?'.~t?c;».•·•!<'?~,v.J • ,.·~at;',~.
.•..

~:l:Ip~f3.,i"9 ·.i....SiiCfE:l:yc;»ur·• '·

LSI-1:1?,'
NEW

;e~tu~~J~C:IUde:

TOOLS for OS/VB

Olrect,X-Y graphic dl splay' of bus actiVity on
your 'scope, Withaselectableaddres$ win*

CLUE - Compiler Language Utility Extensions: your
own COBOL, FORTRAN, ALC programs can allocate,
scratch, catalog datasets, read PDS directories, plus
many more system and utility functions.

, with an extemallogiC analyzer.Jwo address,

XALC - Extended Assembler Language
Coding: allows top-down, semi-structured
programming for high-efficiency, fast turn- .
around coding with many wor1<-and errorsavings aids.

Involving such areas as data file pro·
tection.

* APPLICATION

BUS~11L(Jirvei'sthe irtysterlesf

PROGRAMMING

dow. CQllectaddre~e~.data.and vector~

strobesand~1MH;counter:forsoftWare

perf0l1'Pance monitoring. andlorreaJ.::~tirn~.
clock applications; Only $500, from
,

.. ::'..... :.: .. :;.::.. :.... ,.::,., .......... ; .... : .. >:.:

Nta~te[(i1'
ii ': "" '

u.s. ROBOTS

rhe.·LS/~i t$i:iecialists.•.:.'

243.",2.·. . NW Johnson ~ Portland.OR97~1,O
,.... >503-~6'3515 ...

INC.

and

4901 Fairmont Ave., Bethesda, Md. 20014
(301) 986-9550

*

OF ADMINI·
STRATIVE SECURITY TECH·
NIQUES TO COMPUTER
NETWORK OPERATION
THREAT MONITORING AND
ENTRAPMENT

All qualified candidates interested in '
a professionally challenging. personally
rewarding career within the Los
Angeles area are invited to send
resume, complete with salary require·
ments.or call COLLECT:
Lynn Anderson
(213) 879·1212

• , ........".t

o

cmcORP

TTI·

TRANSACTION
TECHNOLOGY INC.

10880 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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RTICN~ magazine

ENGINEERS

1978/1979

DIGITAL.' HARDWAREe SOFTWARE
• SYSTEMS.

MINI/MICROCOMPUTER
SURVEY AVAILABLE NOW.

Career Openings-Entry Level to Senior Specialist
With A Leader in Advanced Digital Systems

GOODYEAR
AEROSPACE· CORPORATION

The second annual DATAMATION magazine Mini/Microcom·
puter Market Survey has just been completed. Encompass·
ing small business systems, intelligent terminals and data
entry systems as well as traditional minicomputers. this
analysis is essential reading for industry watchers. market
planners. sales executives and users themselves.
Available November 15. 1978 the report is being offered
at a $40 savings for prepaid orders off the regular price of
$445 in North America and $475 elsewhere. Additional
reports are $150.
A complimentary Profile of the Survey Respondents
and/or more information can be had by calling Dorothy
Chamberlin (203) 661·0055.

Itpl

Send resumes to:

~
c::::>GOOD1i'EAR

TECHNICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY

®

Degree in EE, Physics, Computer Science, or Math.
Experience in High Speed Digital Systems using
Parallel Processors, Associative .Processors, Array' Processors, Conventional Computers, Mini
Computers, Micro Computers, LSI and VLSI.

A Dun & Bradstreet Company

PHONE:
(714)
991-9460

1124 N. GILBERT
ANAHEIM. CA
92801

35 Mason SI.Greenwich. Conn. 06830
(203) 661-5400
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...

E. L. Searle, Personnel

Department
Goodyear Aerospace
Corporation
Akron, Ohio 44315 or
Call Toll Free
1-800-321-9126

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/FN/H
CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD
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JOB MARKETPLACE

-------.

r-----NATIONWIDE
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
CALL TOLL FREE

800-426-0342
• PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS • PROJECT LEADERS
• SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS • DATA BASE ADMINISTRATORS
• SALARIES TO $40,000
Sr. Analysts/Proj. Mgrs ............. To 30K

Scientific Programmers ............. To 32K

Systems Programmers .•............ To 30K

Mini Programmers ...............•. To 24K

.............. To 24K

Marketing Reps ....•.............. To 42K

Programmer/ Analysts
Programmers

..................... To 23K

CICS Programmers

................ To 23K

No fees or contracts. Our client companies pay all expenses. The above represents a sample of
the hundreds of jobs available nationally. For more information:
Call Bill Isgrig toll free at 800-426-0342 or send your resume to him at:

PARKER PAGE ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 12308
Seattle, WA 98111
Offices in Wash. D.C., Atlanta and Portland

PROGRAMMERS
ENGINEERS

ECIALISTS

with systems programming/software
dev exp IBM as systems or minicomputer assembly language sought by
quality energy, mfg, systems & consulting cos. Software, hardware & real
time applications opptys. $18-29,000
SW, SE, W & NE.
Other clients seek business applications analysts & programmers with financial, mfg,or energy co applications
exp Cobol, PL1, RPG, assembly $1827,000 SW & SE.
ConfidenW~1 contacts controlled by
you. Resume to J. L. Gresham, BChE,
MBA will contact you at home first.
Est. 1966, members AIChE.Fees paid.
'
(713) 622-1370.

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS I PROGRAMMERS,
$15,000·$40,000. Immediate Pennsylvania
and nation'al openings at all levels. Light
experience fhrough management. Reply
in strict confidence to WEIR PERSONNEL
SERVICES, J. Scheirer, 535 Court St.,
Reading, PA 19603 (215/376·8486).
SR. SOFTWARE' ENGRs, $25·$35K. Ad·
vanced microprocessor architecture for
applications & data communications products. Report to Mgr R&D. Boston area
Co. Call Dan Meagher, E. P. REARDON
ASSOC., 888 Washington St., Dedham,
MA 02026.(617/329-2660).
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMERS,
$2Q.$30K. New England locations. R& D
lab' major minicomputer manufacturer.
2-5 yrs real time, OS exp req'd. Call Dan
Meagher, E. P.REARDON ASSOC., 888
Washington St., Dedham, MA 02026 (617/
329-2660).
. .

Systemation Consultants, Inc.

aI/positions listed are fee-paid

employment service
1410 Post Oak Tower
Houston, Texas 77056

n~

NATIONAL,'
PERSONNEL
.
.
CONSULTANTS
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FOR CO~PUTER PROFESSIONALS
f)rogrammer analysts, project leaders,
systems progri!!11mers, IBM, Honeywell and minis.
Salaries to $40,000.
.
No fees or contracts. Our client companies pay all expenses. Career
consultation prior to any action. Over 1000 EDP positions represented nationwide.
Send your current resume (or an old one with pencil update) together with salary history' and geographic preference in complete
confidence to our suburban Philadelphia headquarters ..• or phone:

.

~
I

'\

'
.

~~I:'--\

Systems Personnel, Inc.
. ,

'

;;!

Suite E-12
P.O. Box 14

Haver ford, Pa. 19041
(215) 565-2920

SHOULD

MAKE A

CORPORATE
CONTRlBUTIONTO
THEAD~
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Explore these opportunities
now, for immediate openings
beginning January 1..

WHY YOU

I
I
I
I
II
I

I

COUNCIL
The Advertising Council is the biggest
advertiser in the world. Last year, with
the cooperation of all media, the Council placed almost six hundred million
dollars of public service advertising.
Yet its total operating expense budget
was only $1,052,000, which makes its
advertising programs one of America's
greatest bargains .... for every $1 cash
outlay the Council is generating over
$600 of advertising.
'
U.S. business and associated groups
contributed the dollars the Ad'Council
needs to create and manage this
remarkable program. Advertisers, ad·
vertising agencies, and the media
contributed the space and time.
Your company can playa role. If you
believe in supporting public service
efforts to help meet the challenges .
which face our nation today, then your
company can do as many hundreds of
others-large and small-have done.
You can make a tax·deductible contribution to the Advertising CounCil.
At the very least you can, quite easily,
find out more about how the Council
works and what it does. Simply write to:
Robert P. Keirn, President, The Advertising Council, Inc., 825 Third Avenue,
New York, New York 10022.

ft., I

A Public Service of This Magazine

(.()UlQ & The Advertising Council.

The cost of preparation of this advertisement
was paid for by the American Business Press,
the association of specialized business publications. This space was donated by this
magazine.
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COMMERCIAL
AIRCRAFT' ENGINEERING
MODIFICATION
We a're building an advanced design group. This Is
your opportunity to become a key member of a team
with broad experience to state-of-the-art airborne
technologies.

--- COMPUTER INTEGRATION ENGINEER

-.-.
--------

Responsibilities will include:

• To define computer requirements for the command and control of airborne sensor
,
systems. '
• To perform continuing research of current techniques for developing airborne computer hardware/software.
"
EE degree with relevant experience in airborne computer systems integration required.

AIRBORNE DISPLAY DESIGN ENGINEER
Responsibilities wilt include:
• Creating the technical solution to display integration tasks in response to RFP's.
• Defining requirements for the' display of airborne sensor equipment.
• Designing and specifying the scan converters,- interfaces and displays.
• Managing engineers designing the aircraft installation console layouts and testing.
EE'?egree or comparable science degree with relevant airborne display experience
required.
FJC has an excellent salary and benefits package. For further information and consideration submit resume with salary history or call:

Ed Campbell (800) 643·8253 X270

.-

FALCON JET CORPORATION
P.o.

Box 967, Little Rock, Arkansas 72203

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F Jobs For Veterans Company

COMPUTER -'.
PROFEssiONALS
You'lli~e working

at
Lockheed in Sullnyvale
on the san Francisco Peninsula
>

This is an excellent time to investigate the many opportunities available at Lockheed
Missiles & Space Company on the beautiful San Francisco Peninsula. We're moving
forWard with talented professionals dedicated to meaningful programs.
Investigate the fOllowing opportunities available

at all levels, entry to senior level:

• Data processing Analysts
• Data Systems programmers
• Scientific Programmers
& Analysts
• software Specification
writers
• Software Architects
• Environment Generators
• Test Planners
• Configuration Controllers

• Hardware configuration
Planners
• Mission Planners
• Algorithm Definition
specialists
• Documentation speCialists
• Display &
console Designers
• Information Retrieval
systems Analysts

For immediate consideration, please forward your resume to Professional Employment,
Dept. DM-1278,'P.O. Box 504, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. We are an equal opportunity affir·
mative action employer.

LOCKI-IEE~
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ADVERTISING

OFFICES

Sales Manager
John M. Gleason
Greenwich, CT 06830
35 Mason St. (203) 661-5400
Telex 996343 '
Eastern District Managers
A. Treat Walker,
Warren A. Tibbetts:
Greenwich, CT 06830
35 Mason St. (203) 661-5400
Telex 996343
New England District Manager
Warren A. Tibbetts:
Manchester, NH 03104
112 W. Haven Rd.
(603) 625-9498 .
Midwest District Manager
William J. McGuire
Chicago, IL 6061 t I
444 No. Michigan Ave.
(312) 644~~970' ,
Western District Managers
Alan Bolte, Jr.:
Los Angeles," CA 90035
1801 S: La Cienega Blvd.
(213) 559-5111
James E. Flliatrault:
Mountain View, CA 94043
2680 Bayshore Frontage Rd.
Suite 401
(415) 965-8222
U.K., Scandinavia, Benelux
Intergroup Communications, Inc.
Wallace K. Ponder, European Director
Paul D. Dlmmock, Regional Manager
31 Lyncroft Avenue
Pinner, Mtddx, HA5 1JU
England
Tel: (01) 868 9289
Cables: PACOM, Pinner
Germany, Austria, Eastern Europe
Fritz Taeuber
Saltauer Strasse 85
0-314 Lueneburg
Germany
Tel: (0.4131) 4 38 49
France, Switzerland, Italy, Spain
Gerard Lasfargues
32 rue Desbordes Valmore
750 16 Paris'
France
Tel: (1) 288 90 22
Japan
Shigeru Kobayashi
Japan"Advertising Communications, Inc.
New Grinza Building
3-13 Ginza 7 -chrome
Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104, Japan
Tel: (03) 571-8748
James B. Tafel, Chairman
John K. Abely, President
Robert L. Dickson, Exec. Vice President
Calverd F. Jacobson, Vice President-Finance
Wa'lter Harrington, Vice President and Co\ntroller
TECHNICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
A DUN & BRADSTREET COMPANY
'
Business Magazines
Consumer Books
•
Training Systems

~

PROGRAMMERS AND ANALYSTS
Free Employment Service
Serving ,~ortheast, Southeast and Midwest U.S.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scientific and commercial applications
Softwarl3development and systems programming
Telecommunications
Control systems
Computer engineering
Computer marketing and support

Call or send resume or rough not~s of objectives, salary, location
restrictions, education and experience (including computers, models,
operating systems and languages) to either one of our locations.
Or check .the ,reader service card for a free sample resume. We will
~nswer aU correspondence from U.S. citizens and permanent resi·
dents and will guarantee our best efforts in a professional and'
ethical manner to all qualified 'applicants that we think we can
help. Our client companies pay al\ of our fees.
RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M
Suite 700, One Cherry Hill Mall
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08002
(609) 667-4488
RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M
Suite 300, Dublin Hall
1777 Walton Road
Blue Bell, Penna. 19422
(215) 629·0595 .

RSVP, SERVICES
Employment Agency for Computer Professionals

New From Source Edp!

1978 Local·
Metropolitan
Computer
Salary Survey
Call for your FREE copy today!
Now you can compare your current salary
with hundreds of other computer
professionals working in or near your
geographical area. Source Edp, North
America's largest recruiting firm
specializing in the computer field, has just
compiled a timely survey of local salaries in
the computer profession. The survey covers
aU areas of professional discipline in
programming, software, information
systems, marketing, etc. It shows salaries
by length of experience, size of
installation and includes all management
levels. You can also compare your currerit
compensation on a city by city basis with
salaries paid in metropolitan areas across
the U.S. and Canada as well as
national averages.
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Q~EST (kwest). v. 1. To make a :s.earch; to go on a quest..
QUESl;,;§,YSTEMS, INC.n. 1. A corppration founded in 1968.2: The
largest professional recruitment firm in the U.S. functioning solely in the
compll!~*sciences; its client companies pay all employment fees,
i~terviewing and relocation expenses. Quest is known for its deep
personal commitment to relate to each candidate as an individual with
individual goalsc 3. Its professional staff averages over 6 years of
experience in EDP recruiting (additionally, staff members have direct
hands·on experience irl programming, systems, hardware sales, etc.)
4. Quest is presently s~arcfiing for programmers and analysts (com·
mercial, scientific,..systems software) for over 3,500 client companies in
the U.S. Quest has openings in over 700 U.S. towns and cities. 5.
Methodology - see Questsystem.
QUESTSYST~M (kwest sis/tem). n. 1. Discussing with an individual
what hewould like to be doing in light of what he has been doing. 2.
Analyzing the realities of his objectives as they relate to the current job
marketplace. 3. Cont;=lct1ng client companies and other Quest staff
personnel to identify positions of possible interest. 4. Introducing the
job candidate to his. prospective employers by providing complete
details' to each about, the other, ensuring the efficacious use of
everyone's time. 5. Arranging interviews. 6. If employment offers are
extended, Quest assists in evaluating the responsibilities, compensa·
tionand opportunities (and relates tfiose,to the initially stated objec·
-tives). The Questsystem has, been working for thousands of profes·
sionals at no expense,' whatsoever" Ask your friends of their past
dealings with Quest. Then, put the Quest!>ystem to work for you. For
additional information on this subject, please inquire directly to Quest
Systems, Inc. (All inquiries/resumes received will be responded to
immediately and in confidence.)

rnl

·

Call Toll Free

~ ~:!i~J;~~f~~!~~!~Boo

For your FREE copy, call the
Source Edpoffice nearest you.
East:
Boston

Cleveland

Houston

216/771-2070

713/626-8705

617/482-7613

Detroit

New Orleans

Nashua NH

313/963-0510

504/561-6000

603/880-4047

Southfield MI

Wellesley MA

313/352-6520

512/344-0217

617/237-3120

Kansas City

Hartford

816/474-3393

203/522-6590

West Coast:
los Angeles

Milwaukee

New York City
2121736-7445
Philadelphia

414/277~0345

213/386-5500

Minneapolis

215/665-1717
Stamford CT

203/329-8411
Union NJ
Washington DC
7031790-5610

Irvine CA .

Pittsburgh

714/833-1730

412/261-6540

Torrance CA

St. louis

213/540-7500

St. Paul
612/771-0544
South/Southwest:
Atlanta

Midwest:
Chicago
3121782-0857
Northfield IL

EncinoCA

213/995-8866

612/544-3600

314/862-3800

201/687-8700

San Antonio

Palo Alto

415/328-7155
Portland OR

503/223-1131
San Diego

714/231-1900

404/325-8370

San Francisco

Dallas

415/434-2410

312/446-8395

214/387-1600

Seattle

Oak Brook IL

Denver

206/454-6400 .

303/773-3700

Canada:
Toronto

312/986-0422

Rolling Meadows IL Fort Worth

312/392-0244

817 /338-9300

416/364-2919

source~P
If

un~ble

t6 call, write: Source Edp, Department 0-12

721 Enterprise Drive, Oak Brook, Illinois 60521
(When writing, please be sure to use home address and
indicate position title.)

Baltimore: (301) 788-3500 • Philadelphia: (215)265-8100
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" ENERGY
MANAGEMENT
and

ACCESS CONTROL
and

ALARM
MONITORING
and

DATA COLLECTION
and
IT SAVES YOU

MONEY!

Now you don't have to buy or lease from separate
vendors to get any combination of these important
capabilities. The ITT North System 700 does it all
in one expandable system!
The Energy Management System - performs energy
load shedding to reduce peak demand - and loadcycling to reduce usage ... and can automatically
initiate plant start-up and shutdown by time of
day or day of week to save money and manpower.
The Access Control System - through the use of
special magnetic 1.0. badges will check the individual's authorization to enter specified buildings,
departments, doors or gates by time of day and
day of week.
The Alarm Monitoring System - continuously
monitors all specified areas of your plant operation
to report any plant system malfunctions or other
abnormalities, for your safety and protection.
The Data Collection System - gathers daily plant
data including time and attendance, labor distribution, inventory, work-in-process, etc.
System 700 can be purchased or leased and the basic
system cost starts under $10,000. For more information call or write ITT North Electric Company,
PowerSystems Division, P. O. Box 688, Galion, Ohio
44833, (419) 468-8100, Telex 98-7428.

ITT North

PowerSystems Division
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ComputerProfessio
ConsiderThese Opportunities in
Product Planning and ComputerArchitecture.
\

"

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
AND EVALUATION
Our performance evaluation group seeks talented professionals to help design future high-performance
computer systems. You should have a broad base of
experience in computer system performance measurement and evaluation and be familiar with most of the
following: computer system organization; operating
systems structures; hardware monitors; software
monitors; computer performance evaluation methodology. Combined hardware and software experience
with the System 370 or Amdahl 470 is desirable. We
have immediate openings for the following positions:

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SPECIALIST
You will be responsible for the development of measurement methodologies to provide measurement support
of future product development. The position requires
experience with computer system hardware and software operation and use of measurement tools and
methods. Please indicate 492-N3 on your response.

OPERATING SYSTEMS ARCHITECT
You will be a software systems specialist on an architectural team. You have an architectural orientation
and experience with operating systems, especially MVS.
Please indicate 491-N3 on your response.

SYSTEM ARCHITECT-COMPETITIVE
ANALYST
You will be responsible for analyzing competitive
products, both hardware and software, for performance,
functionality, and design. You must have a broad
background in both hardware (logic and design) and
software (systems software) technology and a good
understanding of the computer industry. Please indicate 491-N3 on your response.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
PRODUCT PLANNERS

WORKLOAD DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST
You will be r~sponsible for developing workload systems
to provide a basis for controlled computer system mea- .
surement and evaluation. You will work with a team
of professionals doing research of computer system
workload classification, analysis, creation and synthesis.
MVS or related systems experience is. necessary, and
a familiarity with on-line and database system exercisers
is desirable. Please indicate 492-N3 on your response.

COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE
PROFESSIONALS
Our system architecture group seeks talented professionals with experience in data communications, database management, operating systems and computer
architecture. You should have an educational background in EE or CS and broad experience with computer systems. Combined hardware and software
experience with the System 370 or Amdahl 470 is desirable. We have immediate openings for the following
positions:

DB/DC SYSTEM ARCHITECT
You will have a key responsibility for system architecture decisions in the area of interactive database
management interfaces and systems. You are familiar
with data structures and design requirements for

.

DB/DC Systems, and you have had experience with
a DB/DC System, preferably IMS. You have had software system architecture or design experience. Please
indicate 491:-N3 on your response,

Our product planning group seeks talented professionals
to help developfuture product strategies and plans.
You should have a thorough knowledge of computer
hardware, software and commercial applications
and extensive experience in computer systems planning, development and use. A combined education in
computer science and business administration is desirable. We have an immediate opening for the following
position:

NETWORK PRODUCT PLANNER
You will be a member of our product planning team,
responsible for systems communication aspects of
products planned for the 1980s. Your background should
include experience with MVS based network products,
with emphasis on SNA, NCP, and VTAM. Your demonstrated ability to assess market requirements and
apply sound business techniques is highly desirable.
You are clearly motivated by the challenge of new technology and its application to real world problems.
Please indicate 490-N3 on your response.
Qualified candidates are invited to contact the Amdahl
Employment Department.
.
Amdahl is located in the San Francisco Bay Area
at 1250 East Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
An equal opportunitY employer.

alTldahl
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Control System
INDEX
Programmer
The Grass Valley Group, a leading electronic manufacturer of television broadcast equipment is offering a challenging career position for an individual to be involved in product development
assignments.
The position is available in rural Grass Valley, at the foothills of
California's Sierra Nevada mountains, where you will find a relaxed life-style and abundant recreational activities.
To qualify for this position, you need a bachelor's degree with
2-6 years' mini or microcomputer programming experience in control or communications systems. Experience working from specification development through to maintenance desired.
Interested and qualified candidates are invited to send a resume
in confidence to Val R. Marchus, The Grass Valley Group, Inc.,
P. O. BoX 1114, Grass Valley, CA 95945. An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/F.

The Grass Valley Group
A Tektronix Company

IIIIIIII
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Data Processing
Professionals
At the New Orleans Division of Martin
Marietta Aerospace, our continuing
growth as designated contractor for the
long-term Space Shuttle-External Tank
program has created the following immediate opportunities for individuals experienced in:
• Business Systems Design
• Computer Systems Design
• COBOL Programmers
Join us in a city internationally known for
'its charm, culture and cuisine. Our climate
makes year round outdoor life and sports
enjoyable, with a Mardi Gras spirit that
lasts for twelve months. If its been a while
since you worked where the cost-of-living
was reasonable, and taxes are low, then
send a resume indicating salary history
to: Dave Tanzer, Staffing Manager, Martin
Marietta Aerospace, Michoud Operations,
P.O. Box 29304, New Orleans, LA 70189.
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Goal Systems :.................................... 232
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. Ohio Scientific . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 190
Okldata Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
On Line Software International. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 118
Pace Applied Technology, Inc •....................... 210
Pansophlc " ................................. 129, 244
PCC Pertec, A Division of Pertec
Computer Corporation ................. ; . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Perkln-Elmer/lnterdata Division ........ 20, 21, 141, 142, 143
tPlessey Controls ............................ " 228-UU
Plessey Peripheral Systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 200
Pullman Standard ................................. 265

WHEN
PULLMAN STANDARD
TALKS

DATA PROCESSING
E. F., AND ALL THE OTHER
HUTTONS, SMITHS,
& JONESES LISTEN.
They listen because we are embarking on projects that will lead to one of the most
sophisticated, telecommunications-based, on-line systems in the heavy manufacturing
industry. Right now we are expanding telecommunications and data base systems into all
areas of production including manufacturing, materials control, cost control and labor
management. This means outstanding career opportunities for the following individuals
who join us now:

SENIOR PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS
PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS
SYSTEMS ANAL YSTS
Pullman Standard is the largest manufacturer of rail cars in the free world. Our salary
and benefit package is outstanding. If you're at home in an environment of IBM 360/
370's, as and vas, using JCL and COBOL, come talk to us. We have a lot to say.
For more information, send a resume or call collect:

Joe Elias, Employment Manager
312/322-7328

An Equal Opportunity
Employer mit
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Quest Systems Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 261

Software
Systems
Developers

Racal-Milgo Information
, Systems, Inc ..................
Ramtek Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . ..
RCA Government
Communications Systems . . . . . ..
Rockwell International ...........
Rockwell International
Collins-Commercial
Telecommunications Division ....
RSVP Services .................

EDP Terminals for
Retail Institutions
We are now designing new advances in
EDP terminals with greater computing
and communications power ... to maintain NCR's leadership position in total
retail systems. To accomplish our objectives, we're enlisting the best talent in
the field.
Several openings exist for both senior
level analysts and entry level programmers for software systems design and
assembly level programming of microcomputer (8080) based systems.Experience should include 1/0 driver design,
language processor design, andlor realtime operating system design.

Senior Level Analysts
Requires BSEE or Computer Science degree plus 4-8 years of recently related work
experience.

Programmer Analyst
To develop and enhance operating systems
software and support for Retail Operating Systems department. You will define projects under "
broad guidelines and objectives and specify
programs for the system application; develop
and participate in appropriate tests to assure
systems reliability.
'
A degree and 2 years experience with micro/
mini processor and real time programming as
well as a good working knowledge of rece:lt
developments in hardware/software application will qualify you for consideration. This is
a highly visible position.
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Entry Level Programmers
Requires 1-2 years work related experience.

Interested candidates are invited to send reo
sume or call collect: Mr. Robert W. Donovan,
Personnel Resources, NCR Corporation, Engineering & Manufacturing, Cambridge, P.O. Box
728, Cambridge, Ohio 43725.(614) 439-0291

Versatec, A Xerox Company. . .. . .. 249
Visible Computer Supply
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An equal opportunity employer
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Here's Your ChanceTo Manage
or Implement Part of Digital's
Special Systems Software Business
We provide Digital's customers with a range of special
solutions, from processor interfaces and handlers to
multi-processors, complete turnkey systems, and
more.

Commercial Firmware Engineeringl
Data Co~munications Group

Manager, CSS Software Engineering

We need development-oriented individuals to design. implement and
test software for state-of-art communications projects. Required are 2-5
years of experience in developing software and/or microprogramming
on Digital's or Intel 8080 modules. Experience with PDP-II assemblers.
data communication protocols or networks. and RSX operating
systems would be highly. desirable. You are key consultants to
marketing and enjoy high visibility.

Maynard, Massachusetts
You will support the CSS product line manager by coordinating the
worldwide CSS software development groups with each other and with
Digital. Developing and coordinating' information exchange regarding
major projects. products. and development methods. you will act as
advisor to all CSS business managers and product line manager on all
matters involving software development and represent CSS with
other software development groups. Review and recommend budgeted
operations for development functions; provide strategy. standards. and
procedures. special studies. and coordination and development of
training programs.
ReqUired are a BS in science or engineering or equivalent. 8-10 years
managerial experience in a staff or line function with relevant
responsibilities. MBA is highly desirable.

The following positions are located in Santa Ana,
California and Nashua, New Hampshire.

Managers, Systems Development
We need individuals to organize. plan. structure. utilize and manage
resources to develop quality products. application software. and turnkey
systems. Responsible for active involvement in new product planning
with a special emphasis on cross product line standards and com. patibility. coordinate all products. establish. maintain. and manage
operating procedures and policies. and approve all project plans. Will
have all personnel. project development and budgeting responsibility.
You must have had prior experience in a major product or project
development. sound technical and managerial ability. and knowledge
of the marketplace. Project management and systems software are
also required.
.

Commercial Product Group
Software Engineers
Your projects will focus on such direct customer applications as: data
base management. data entry. transaction processing. general
financial. general ledger. accounts payable/receivable. inventory. and
payroll. Must be able to assume responsibility as senior programmer.
systems analyst. lead programmer. technical leader or commercial
programmer.
You must have 3-5 years experience arid be familiar with DIBOL.
COBOL. and ASSEMBLER languages. Also required is experience
using RSTS/E. RSX-IIM and/or CTX-300 operating systems.

Senior Software Engineers

Technical Software Group
Principal Software Engineers-Systems

You will asswii~ p~~ject management/technical leadership of customer
funded software turnkey projects. with responsibility for all phases
of these projects: application. qualification. quotation and proposal.
systems and design specifications. implementation. debugging. and
installation. You will also be responsible for planning. budgets. and
schedules.
A minimum of 5 years experience •. including experience with the PDP
family 01 computers. RSX operating systems; primary emphasis on
real-time data acquisition. process control. special interfaces. handlers,
and drivers: FORTRAN IV. MACRO and BASIC programming
needed. Must be up-to-date on software technology. such as structured
design. RIPO and PSUEDO codes.

Product Development Group
Diagnostics Software Engineers
Working closely with hardware engineers. you will design. implement.
debug. test. document. and support diagnostic programs for CSS
projects. You must be capable of handling sophisticated p.rojects
independently under limited supervision.
Required are a BSEE or equivalent hardware experience and experi~nce
in programming computer peripherals. including mass storage devices.
in at least one of Digital's assembly languages. preferably MACRO-lI.
lt you are interested in one of the above positions. please forward your
resume with salary history to Hank Vezina. Digital Equipment
. Corporation. Dept. C1201 3801.55 Northeastern Boulevard. Nashua,
New Hampshire 03060. We are an equal opportunity employer mit.
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• You're going to be part of something new~ Amdahl's entrance into the product
software development arena. .
. .
• You're going to grow with Amdahl like few other software professionals have
ever had a chance to grow.
.
.
.
• You're going to be a member of a select team, developing and using the most
advariced programming tools, methodology and hardware in the industry
today-Amdahl is determined to build a software development environment
where professionals like you can produce "state-of-the-art" large-scale systems
software and enhancements .
• You're going to be working for one of the most successful companies in the
industry. Our exceptional growth tells our story best:
3Q77
3Q78·
Net Income
6.4M
12.8M
Revenues
46.5M
85.0M
Employees
1700
2700
So if you're an experienced software professional who shares our enthusiasm and
accepts the challenge of this exciting endeavor, consider the following opportunities. Then contact Amdahl Corporation. We're eager to talk with you .
. Amdahl is located in the San Francisco Bay Area at 1250 East Arques
Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. An equal opportunity employer.
OPERATING SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMERS
Development System Programmers are needed
who have a proven expertise in modifying and
upgrading IBM Operating Systems. Require:ments include an exceptionally strong, in-depth
knowledge of MVS and/or VM internals and the
ability to work in a structured product development environment.

PRODUCT EVALUATION PROGRAMMERS
New departments are being staffed for evaluating and testing Amdahl product software.
Programmers should have a strong background
in IBM Operating Systems, testing methodology,
and organizational experience.

PRODUCT SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
COMPUTER CENTER PROGRAMMERS
Systems Programmers are needed for the generation and updating of in-house development
support systems, hardware resource planning

and the day~to-day operation of a dedicated
Product Software Development Computer Center.

DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
PROGRAMMERS/ANALYSTS'
Programmers will be involved in the design and
development of an in-house planning and control
system and an associated data base system to
manage product software development. General
requirements include a working knowledge
of the software development process, use of higher level languages and data base management
systems ..

SOFTWARE ENGINEERSI
COORDINATORS/PLANNERS
Individuals in these positions will be responsible
for the coordination of development activities.
They should have a working knowledge of the
soft~are development process, excellent communications skills and a systems programming
background~ Experience in product software
development organizations is highly desirable.

Please indicate 473-N3 on your response.

amdahl
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